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Af3.STRACT, 

This study of urban dialectology consists of an 

invest.igation of some aspects of the French phonological 

system in the city of Trois-Rivieres, Province of Quebec. 

'rhe corpus of data includes a series of sixty recorded in

terviews which provides conparable speech samples from a 

significant cross-osection of l'rifluvians, 1'Tho are st.rati

fied according to age, sex, occupation and education. The 

data obtained' from these intervieVls represent the socio

linguistic variation existing in Trois-Rivieres and the 

inter-individual diversity within this speech community. 

Descriptions on the methods of sampling, collec

tion of data, the quantitative analysis of phonological 

variables, and interview construction eliciting different 

speech styles are made in' chapter 1, together 1'lith a gene

ral description of the situation of the French language 

in Quebec and Canada. 

To study the variation existing in the Trifluvian 

speech community, seven phonological variables are subjected 

to special examination. These.consist of four vocalic varia

bles, i.e. (a),(e),(eu),(o), and three consonantal varia-· 

bles, namely (g), (ch), (r). The analysis of the co·-varic.tion 

of these phonological variables and sociological and stylis

tic factors is made throughout chapter 2. In this latter 

chapter, questions concerning the extent of the linguistic 

variation present, the causes of linguistic diversity and 

the. process of linguistic change are also treated. 
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Chapter 3 is devoted to the ex~~ination of gene

ral attitudes of speakers to"r"rards language and to the cor

relation of their subjective attitudes with their objective 

linguistic behaviour observed in chapter 2. 

The final chapter, or the synthesis, studies the 

processes in which the variables are involved end their 

consequences for the evolution of the 'rrifluvian sociolin

guistic, system. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 



1.0 J.ntroduction:. Language ,pnd its stu.Qy in a. sp_eech 

9 ommuni t L-.£ers p.ect~. 

A causal relationship exists between social 

structure and language, since social interaction is a 

process involving communication, itself relying primarily 

on the use of language. Joyce O.Hertzler defines language 

in the following terms: 

II A· language is a culturally contrived 
and socially established system of 
standardized and conventionalized sym
bols. As a system it is a body of self
consistent, rule governed, interfunc
tioning parts. The constituent symbols 
have specific and arbitrarily imposed 
meaning and common usages for purposes 
of socially-meaningful expression and 
for communication in the given societyll 
(1 ) .• 
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There are different views representing the relationship 

between social and linguistic structures. One view is that 

represented by Chomsky, '\-{here language is considered as 

fundamental, cause, an independent variable. Language 

structure is interesting in that it is considered as di

rectly embedded in the fundamental character of the human 

mind, and its study takes into account an ideal speaker

listener in an homogeneous community (2). The notion re

lated to this linguistic approach is the well-knm'm notion 

of flcompetence ll • Chomsky's competence involves the control 

of a speaker over a limited set of rules governing the use 

of language, i.e. the abstract knowledge of the rules of 

language. What is mainly focused on is the elaboration of 

deep and abstract regularities underlying occurring speech 

patterns, where the ability to act rather than the actual 

(1) Joyce O.Hertzler. (1966). p.l?3 
(2) cf. N.Chomsky. (1965). p.3 
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performance, or the actual selection and Gxecution of 

rules, is considered. Such point of vim'l 1s of great inte

rest since its level of abstra.ction reaches the processee 

by which the truman brain selects and thereafter operates. 

\f.hen one tries to explain the logic of the human 

brain hm-lever, one has. to discoun-t irregularities since 

these are considered as irrelevant ·to such level of abstrac

tion. On the other hand, when one seeks to understand lan

guage as the instrument of communication of a speech commu

nity (1), one,has to take into account irregularities as 

well as regularities of speech. rrhe social structure of the 

community plus the·."\·lays in which this community is making 

use of language must also be considered. The viel'l emphasizing 

the co-existence of linguistic and social structures does 

not hOI-lever see one as prior to the other, but rather as 

being both co-occurring and co-determining. Some of the 

linguistic fluctuations occurring in the study of speech 

within a heterogeneous community may not seem to enter into 

a generative perspective. If they are however correlated 

with external factors, they may prove to be part of a sys

tem, as well as those rules predicted by grammar, phonology, 

etc. The irregularities found may also appear to be part 

of the intuitions of a speaker, therefore being also pre

dictable and coherent, and may reflect social and stylis-

tic constraints. 

~, A basic assumption underlying the search for a 

demonstration of the systematicity of relationships bet

ween social structure and language use, is that speakers 

are able to operate not only in terms of rules of grammar, 

"Speech comrllunityll is understood in Labov' 5 sense, 
i.e. 1-1here a common set of normative va.lues in regard 
to linguistic features is present. cf. Labov.(1970). 
Note 40, p.202. Cf. also D.Hymes.(197Ib). pp.64,·65 .. , 
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but c~lso in terms of cultuTc:.l rules, i. e. that speakers 

have internalized rules of usage 'Vlhicll are shared by other 

members of their society. 

(fhe point of vimf taken in this \'lork 8hares the 

one stated above, in that it focuses on the "communicative 

compet.ence ll (1) of speakers. The speaker-listener is regar

ded, as a matter of basic assumption, E1,S being p~lrt of a 

particular community, vlho knm{s the obligatory rules which 

govern his laneuage as well as the rules governing t.he use 

of optional rules. A speaker--listener is seen to be able 

not only to act, but also to act in conformity uith, in 

respect to, in agreement or disagreement, etc. '1'0 take Lnto 

account all these factors involves the recognition of the 

heterogeneity of speech conununities, e,nd of the extent to 

which variation in usage carries socio-stylistic meanj,ng, 

i.e. of the structure of linguistic variation. 

The recognition and the attempt to de21 with the 

fact of the non-homogeneity of language have been represen

ted in the works of sociolinguists such as Labov, Fishman, 

Gumperz, Hymes, Bernstein, etc. 'rhe following '\-fOrk may 

therefore b~e seen as part of the trend tQi.va:cds studies dea·· 

ling with heterogeneous speech communities which seek to 

deal Hith and drmv conclusions from the diversity and va

riations present in linguistic data. 

In the course of such study, important linguistic 

problems will be treated, such as the nature of the linguis

tic differences Hhich predominate in often fine distinctions 

bet1'reen styles,- of speech, groups of speakers, etc .. , and the 

mechanism of linguistic change. E2.inly, therefore, this 

"fork \'rill be concerned with problems of interest to linguis

tics. The study l'fhich follm,.rs is the first. of this kind 



wh~ch ha.s been applied to the speech of a urban cormnQ."1.ity 

in Quebec, namely Trois-Rivieres. At th(~ time this inves

tigation began, tHO similar works were carried out in the 

Province of Quebec, namely those of G.Sankoff,Ceder-gren, 

and their associates in Nontreal, and of N.Beauchemin in 

Sherbrooke. The present work is therefore an attempt to 

contribute to the present research on Quebec sociological 

urban dialecto~ogy. 

1.1 Trois-Rivieres as part of a guebec French speech 

c orfl!Il:upi t y • 

,~ 

.... 0 

The work which is reported ~n this study is an 

investigation of language as it is used in the social con

text of a urban community, Trois-Rivieres. Differences in 

linguistic behaviour as well as within the social structure 

are encountered in this speech community. The variability 

arising from these differences is seen as an integral part 

of the linguistic system as well as part of the behaviour 

of the city. 

Trois-Rivieres constitutes a single speech commu

nity. Native Trifluvians shovT different patterns of behaviour 

in terms of the absolute values of the phonological variables 

investigated, but the patterns of style shifting betvTeen 

different speech situations follow the same pattern in 

many cases. Moreover, subjective attitudes of Trifluvians 

towards their language are in close correlation with their 

objective patterns of behaviour towards phonological varia-

bles. 
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Although Trois-Rivieres constitutes a single 

speech community, it is also part of a larger'one, namely 

that. of the Province of Quebec OJ. Only 18% of the sixty 

informants interviewed reported that when they travelled 

outside of the city, they were identified as Trifluvians 

because of their speeche 'rhe common shared experience has 

rather. been that the informants were identified as speaking 

Quebec French rather than Trois-Rivieres French (cf. chapter 

3, section 3.1) • l1oreover, the different pronunciations 

attributed to the phonological varia~les, such as the pos

sible diphthongization of long vocalic segmeIlts (c£. cha.p

ter 2, section 2.4.2), are found not only in Trois-Rivieres 

but also in other areas of Quebec, so that they constitute 

features of general Quebec French. The subjective positive 

or negative attitude of speakerSi'directed towa,rds their 

speech is very often associated ",ith the value attributed 

to general Quebec French, rather than that given to Trois

Rivieres French. Finally, major indust~ies of Trois-Rivieres 

are in the hands of an English-speaking minority, so that 

conflicts between English and French arise and negative 

linguistic attitudes t01.iards French may result from this 

situation, as it is generally the case ,in Quebec (2). 

The above factors have been mentioned since it 

is' felt necessary to take account of the situation of the 

French language in Quebec and in Canada and of its status, 

if the reactions of Trifluvians towards phonological varia

bles and their attitudes tOl-lards language are to be better 

understood. 

(1) Hereafter, Quebec will be used for IlProvince of Quebec". 
The capital of t"he Province will be designated as 
Quebec City., 

(2) cf. chapter 3. Cf. also W.E.Lambert.(1972), for negative 
linguistic attitudes towards French. 



l.~.l li'ren::h. in Quebec flns!.. Can8d_~. 

Before 1763, Cana.da. was a French colony. 'rhe 

population consisted of people coming mostly from the 

following provinces of France: Normandie, Parche, Picardie, 

l-iaine, Brie, Champagne, Beauce, Ile-de-France, Poitou, 

and Anjou.. The settlers coming from these different areas 

brought ''lith them their culture, religion,. and law. Ho

wever, because of the small number' of people and because 

of the close contact betv.reen them:- uniformity of language 

was rapidly reached, long before such uniformity vias rea

ched in Franc.e. 

The French-speaking population's numerical su

periority in Quebec helped them maintain their culture, 

including language and religion, after the defeat and 

consequent subjugation to the British crown in 1760 , sea

led by the Treaty of Paris of 1763. Though the British 

North America Act of 1867, establishing the Canadian con

federation, gave official status to the French language, 

Canada becoming an official bilingual countrJ at the na

tional government level, individual citizens stated mono

lingual in everyday life. Even nO\"ladays, while the whole 

country in itself may be officially called bilingual, its 

component states are restricted to one language. Only one 

State, Quebec, gave the English language, by law, an equal 

status with the French language with respect to economic, 

social and political ~ife (1), whereas the French language 

(1) 'rhe recent Qffici~.l J:',.?-jjguage hct (statutes of Quebec, 
Bill no.22, 31-07-1974) makes French the official language 
of the Province. The effect of this Act is to "ensure the 
preeminence of that language and to promote its vigour 
and quality;" "lithout ,however, affecting the vested rights 
of the English language. 

The exact effect.s of this Act on the use of the 
English language in the Province, as for example in the 
work world (cf. section 1 •. 1.2) remain to be seen, since 
the true signiticance of the Act will be made specific 
in the regulations based upon it. 
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has not been guara.11.teed the same legal status in the other 

nine English speaking states. 

Today, French Quebecers form an over SO% majority 

in their OVID state of Quebec, whereas elsewhere in North 

America they and other French settlers are only a small ndno

rity,.except in the case of Acadians who have almost reached 

parity ''lith the English speaking majority in New Bruns1fick. 

The predominance of French in Quebec has however not been 

sufficient to reduce the political, socio-economic, cultural, 

and psychological inferior status attributed·to the French 

culture after 1763. Internally within Quebec, foreign domi

nation of the economy has remained almost intact to this 

day. As a result of the foreign and English Canadian invest

ment, the ovmership and management of most of Quebec's basic 

industries has been in the hands of the English-speaking 

minority, ,\'lhile French Quebecers were relegated to less skil

led work or to professional and government careers} with ca- . 

reers in industry and business being reserved for the English 

speaking minority. 

The sustained British domination of Quebec has had 

by now deep effects on the French-speaking population: ha

ving lost at first, through the British takeover, most of 

its link vrith France, most of its intellectual leadership, 

except for the clergy, and of its political and economical 

self-determination, most French Quebecers have lost much of 

their former pride and self-confidence. This lost of pride 

has extended to language, from which negative feelings about 

French in Quebec have arisen. Although there have been reac

tions to this collective submissiveness, as in l837-3S, only 

the last decades of the 20th century have brought to French 

Quebecers a new feeling of self-assertion aid politicalmo

vement aiming at self-determination. 
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1.1.2 ~anguage conflict 

The two major languages of Canada, English and 

French, do not have the same :ullportance in the various 

states of the country and for its different members. Their 

relat~ve importance in Canada and jn the Province of Onta

rio is the reverse of the situation in Quebec, the only 

Canadian province where French is domina..l1t. \'lhereas French 

is the second major language of Canada, English is the se-· 

cond language. of Quebec only because it enjoys legal pro

tection there, a privilege denied to French in other pro

vinces. 

English, being the language of the minority in 

Quebec, has its legal status strengthened in practice by 

its wider functions in that it is preferred for conununica

tion between ethnic groups and is the preferred language 

of the work world. This is directly related to the socio

economic hegemony of the English minority, l'Thereby English 

management communicates with French workers in English. 

Lieberson describes the status of English as follows: 

"Canada's industrial,commercial, and fi
nancial vrorlds nre dominated by Canadians 
of British origin and important Jilllerican 
and British companies vlho together make 
English the language of big business and 
industrial power~ As one goes up the hie
rarchy, English is increasingly t.he lan
guage of corMuunicationo Accordingly, in 
many facets of Quebec's economic life, 
the ambitious French Canadian faces far 
greater pr~~sure to learn i111glish than 
does an English monoglot to learn French. 
Further, &l1g1ish is the language of tech
nology in Canada, providing ru1 additional 
incentive for bilingualism among French 
Canadians lt (1) •. 

(1) S.Lieberson.(1970), p.22 
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Th7 inevitable consequence has therefore been that French 

workers use English or at least a kind of French y[hich ma

kes extensive use of English terms. 

The conflict between English and French applies 

in various domains, such as business, industry, government-, 

mass media, education, and private life. This conflict is 

strengthened in Quebec by the income advantages for bilin

gualism. If Hontreal is taken as example, it can be obser

ved that, holding educational achievement constant, the 

percentage of native French speakers who are bilingual va- . 

ries from occupation to occupation in direct relation to 

the income advantage that bilingual French enjoy over French 

monoglots. As Lieberson states: 

II Thus, there is further evidence for a 
rather persistent theme: a relative 
absence of strong economic pressure. 
among the British to learn French,but 
the presence of a distinct gain for 
French Canadians v[ho acquire English 
as a second language ll (1). 

The importance of income as a factor is moreover emphasized 

by the fact that II [bJ ilingu.als of French ethnic origin ( ••• ) 

earn less than those of British origin ( ••• )even after edu-

__ cation is taken jnto account" (2). Thus, if education is 

held constant, it appears that there is no income difference 

between English monoglots and English bilinguals, whereas 

an important income gap is found between English bilinguals 

or monoglots and French bilinguals, and finally between French 

bilinguals and French monoglots. Hence, there is a strong eco

nomic incentive for bilingualism 8llong the French, whereas 

this incentive is absent among the English. 

(1) S.Lieberson. (1970), p.l74 
(2) Id., p.l70 
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The income advantages affecting bilingual spea

kers concern not aLly the native French but also other 

ethnic groups in Montreal. Bilingual speakers of other 

ethnic groups earn more than monolinguals of either French 

or English. However, those who speak only English earn more 

than those \,lho speak only French. Granted this income advan

tage, English becomes a more desir~ble first language to 

acquire for those whose native tongue is neither English 

nor French. 

This situation leads to the following reality:: 

the French ethnic popUlation is virtually the sole carrier 

of the French mother tongue, ",hereas speakers of British 

origin are assi.sted by the ot.her ethnic groups "rho generally 

favour English over French by an enormous margin. In 1961, 

for example, 97% of all Canadians with a French mother ton

gue were Inembers of the French ethnic group. 

The above factors indicate that the conflict bet

ween English and French is likely to be settled in favour 

of English, since use of this language represents economic 

advantages and social mobility. From the llnportance of En

glish in the work world and from the economic advantages 

resulting from its use, the survival of French even in Que

bec cannot be taken for granted and will require much effort 

and determination, if Quebec wishes to survive as a French 

island in English North p~ericae 

1.1.3 ResEonses to Quebec Frenc~ 

Given the socia-economic inferior status of the 

average French Quebecer compared with:the status of the 
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average member of the English minority in Quebec, and given 

the importance Bnglish h8.S in Quebec as a. more prestigious 

language in specific domains of interaction, as for exam

ple in the "lork world, it, is not surprising that French Que

becers themselves associate their negative ethnic image with 

their language, Quebec French. Social psychologists, like 

\i.E.Lambert (1967,1972), established the prestige order of 

language 'and va.rieties of language in Quebec through perso

nality evaluation tests or what is called. the "matched guise 

technique ll • They obtained more favourable evaluations for 

bilingual speakers when they appeared under their English 

rather than their French guises. Moreover, voices using 

Standard French were more favourably evaluated than those 

representing usage of Quebec French. A speaker using English 

was judged more favourably when intelligence, ability, etc. 

came into play, wh~reas the same speaker using Quebec French 

was rated more favourably only under sociability and reli

gious factors. 

On the other hand, French Quebecers respond more 

ambivalently with direct questioning. Thus, French speakers 

may deny the prest~ge accorded to Parisian French speakers, 

by strongly rejecting such a form of speech for themselves 

and other members of the community& On the other hand, spea

kers demonstrate their negative attitude tOvlards Quebec 

French by ShOrling a conscious need to correct its pronlIDcia

tion, to improve its vocabulary and syntax, and to eliminate 

English terms, etc. (cf.chapter 3). 

Consciousness of the danger which French is facing 

leads to an alignment with Standard French, i.e. a norm has 

to be found in order to establish Quebec French as a "high lt 
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language, i.e. as a language ca.rrying prestige (1). On 

the other hand, French speaking Quebecers a.re increasingly 

taking key positions in all domains of the economic and 

political life of the Province, due to their higher educa

tion2~ level. English is therefore increasingly seen as 

superfluous, except as a means of cormnunication with other 

provinces and countries, in view of. its lack of domain se

paration and situational need. As a result of this, Quebec 

French is seen more and more as prestigious since it repre

sents a search for self-determination. At the same time, 

considerable ~fforts are directed towards the refrancization 

of the '\-'fork world. These efforts have had greater success 

in the last few years, mainly due _ to the ne'l,"; political asser

tiveness of French Quebecers and consequent practical mea

sures by the Quebec government, such as the recent Official 

Language Act (2). At present, it is not however clear whe

ther a modified international Standard French can be gene

ralized in Quebec, or whether a more extensively Quebec 

French Stantard VIill evolve as happened in the case of 

American English. 

1.1.4 Social diversification 

In most cities of Quebec, as fin other industria

lized Western societies, social organization becomes an 

essential part of modern life in order to coordinate the 

many activities of this society into extensive division of 

labour and a hierarchy of leadership. This phenomenon leads 

For 
and 
cf. 

IIhigh" and "10\00[11 language, cf.C.A.Ferguson.(1959):, 
section 2.4.3 
section 1.1.1 p.20 
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to, a society stratliied into social classes. ~'here are llic,ny 

definitions of social class, socio-economic class, etc., in 

th~ sociological literature. There 1-{Quld be little point 

in attempting to discuss these topics here. Nevertheless, 

it should be mentioned that t.he notion of "class" forms a 

continuum, i.e. that boundaries between classes are often 

hard 1;.0 det ermine.. However, it may be saj.d that social class 

depends mainly on occupation, education, income, size and 

location of home, etc. (1). The social distance between 

social classes is much smaller in industrialized societies 

than in caste. societies for example, since there is a high 

potential for social mobility. 

An additional aspect of social classes is that 

they are ranked in a social prestige hierarchy, so that 

people may react to others from different classes as su

periors and inferiors. For many people the social class of 

others is as important as sex and age, and is often reco

gnized from clothes, sets of conventions and values, speech, 

etc. 

Language is a form of social behaviour, and since 

there is variation in the social structure itself, it is not 

surprising to find linguistic variation' .. The expression of 

different sets of values and norms, the process of j.dentifi

cation as between one group of the society and another, etc. 

are transmitted through manychann.els, language being one 

of them. 

(1) cr. M.Argyle. (1967), for discussions on the notion 
of social class. 
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1.1.5 Linguis~!c variatign 

Geographical as 'tiell as social factors are im

portant determinants of linguistic variation in (;~tH~bec. 

Socially determined varieties of Quebec French are ordered 

along.a continuum, the extremes being: Standard French and 

urban Quebec French, or "joual". flJoual ll is mostly charac

terized by its high degree of English borrowing as well as 

by its usage of archaic linguistic features (cf.chapter 2, 

section 2.3.4.). The greatest number of speakers in Quebec 

use Itjoual" and what can be referred to as "cultivated" 

Quebec French, Standard French being restricted to a small 

minority. It would seem that upper class French (~uebecers 

tend to use Quebec French, whereas v"lOrkers would prefer 

"joua.l". Hhereas bilingualism implies a choice between En

glish and French in Quebec, it is also to be assumed that 

a speaker has also the choice between various varieties of 

Quebec French. The choice of one or another variety within 

one language is highly dependent on the desire of a speaker 

to identify vdth a specific group or on his desire to beco

me a member of another group (cf.Labov.(l966a).). In general, 

social attitudes and roles are determinant in linguistic va

riation, especially in the case of imperfect adoption of a 

desirable model, as expressed by speakers who want to cor

rect their language (cf.chapters 2.and 3). In Quebec, for 

example, language choice may operate in favour of English 

in interethnic communication and in the work world, and 

choice in varieties of Quebec French may depend on subjec

tive feelings concerning the value attributed to this lan

guage. Thus, for example, in a Quebec university, extreme 

varieties along the sociolinguistic continuum, i.e. Culti

vated Quebec French and IIjoual", may be used side by side 
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8.1ll;ong speakers of sll.1ila.r social status (1). 

Labov (1966a) has formulized the effect of so

cial and stylistic factors in describing the contingencies 

of occurrence of particular phonological and grammatical 

variants of English in term.s of 1l1inguistic variablesll~ 

These are sets of factors determining linguistic variation. 

'rhe varieties of French found in Quebec form. a 

linguistic continuum, i~e. there is a question of degree 

in the incidence of certain linguistic features which dif

ferentiatesthem. Trois-Rivieres is a city' which has all the 

forms of speech found in Quebec, i.e. from a more Standard 

French, through a Cultivated Quebec French up to I1joual". 

The degree to which a Trifluvian will select phonological 

forms related to one variety or the other, thus leading to 

linguistic variation, "fill depend on factors such as those 

elaborated by Labov. 

Given the conflict bet~.reen English and French 

within Trois-Rivieres, and given the search for a linguis

tic norm, ethnolinguistic attitudes and the type of situa

tion involved will be j~portant factors in accounting for 

variation. Given furthermore the degree of urbanization of 

this city leading to occupational and educational differences, 

social factors such as occupation, education, sex, and age 

will also be significant in representing linguistic variation. 

Thus, Trois-Rivieres appears to be a highly representative 

city of the complex situation of French in Quebec. It will 

be interesting to study linguistic variation within Trois

Rivieres since the value attributed to anyone variety of 

Quebec French will appear more clearly. Especially, it will 

(1) cf. Himi Beaudry Losique. (1974) • 
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be. possible to focus on the importance of stylistic and 

social factors in accounting for variation l'lithin a single 

urbanized speech community. 

1.1.6 Collection of a representative corpus of data. 

The analysis of linguistic phenomena based on 

the notion of. speech community and on the recognition of 

the complex organization of this conununity into social 

classes involves the collection and analysis of a corpus 

of data which adequately represents the speech of all groups 

of this speech community. A systematic collection must be 

made through sampling, in order to have all dimensions of 

variability existing in the community represented. 

A speech community sample does not however need 

to include 8.S many informants as i.n other behavioral sur

veys. A speech conununity is in fact defined as: 

II any huma..l1 aggregate charac.terized by 
regular and frequent interaction by 
means of a shared body of verbal signs 
and set off from sL~ilar aggregates 
by significant differences in language 
usage II (1); 

and, because people are in frequent and regular interaction, 

they can be assumed to understand each other efficiently, 

this placing a limit on the extent of variation v/hich can 

exist within the cormnunity. There is a consistency of 

speech necessary for effective communication. 

It has been found jn studies of complex urban 

(1) J.J.Gumperz. (196S), p.219 
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speech conununi ties, that a well stratifled se~lTlple of bet~ 

ween 50 and 150 speakers can represent the Vihole range of 

variation existing \'lithin a conm~unity (1). The scunple need 

however be \'fe1l chocen in order to be representative of 

all social sub-groups. 

Section 1.2 et seq. will be devoted to the des

cription of the speech community studied, and to the details 

of sampling procedure and collection of data. 

(1) cf. Labov, (1966a); P. Trudgill, (1974); G. Sankoff and 
H.Ceqergren, (1971), etc. 
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1.2 Set tins.. q,f the surveil.: Trois-R:J.-vieres..!-

Sociolinguistic research seeks to understand 

linguistj.c structures as they are embedded within a social 

and cultural matrix. The details of phonology and of any 

other. linguistic interests are examined within the context 

of their use. 'rherefore, an interest in the nature and ex

tent of the diversity within a given speech community arises, 

followed by that of hO\l1 such a di versi ty reflects social 

stratification, language change, the possible corrununicative 

functions of particular linguistic fOl~S, etc. 

The research aims of sociolinguistics have, be

cause of both linguistic and social interests, to rely on 

methodological perspectives and techniques drawn from lin

guistics and sociology. From linguistics, detailed linguis

tic data are required, and from sociology sa.mpling techni

ques, in order to make certain that the speech of all re

levant segments of a population is well represented. 

Therefore, it is necessary to select phonffines 

which may have a sociolinguistic connotation, to make use 

of sampling techniques, and to obtain high quality recor

dings in order to present a comprehensive and socially re

levant understanding of a complex urban sociolinguistic 

system. 

The speech community studied is located in the 

city of Trois-Rivieres, whi.ch is the centre of the most 

populated part of Quebec, namely called "Ie coeur du Quebec". 

Geographically seated half-way between Montreal 



and Quebec City on the North shore of the bt.Laurent River, 

Trois-Rivieres is the gateway to the St.Haurice Valley, and 

a major commercial and industrial centre. \1ith an area of 

39.91 square miles or 19,792 acres, the city of Trois-Rivieres 

is bounded to the north-ea,st by the 3t .Haurice river, t,o the 

south-east by the St.Laurent niver, to the south-west by 

the municipality of Trois-Ri vieres-Ouest (tovmrds Nontreal) 

and to the north-east by the municipality of St .. Etienne-des

Gr~s. It is at 46
0

-21' latitude and 72°- 33' longitude. 

Trois-Rivieres owes its name, life and economic 

development not to "three" rivers, but to. one, the St.J:.Iaurice, 

which the Amerindi"ans called Hetaberotine, i. e. a sheet of 

water exposed to all vlinds. At its mouth, the river flows 

between the two largest Islands (de la Potherie and St. 

Quentin) of its delta, forming three channels. rrhis river, 

whose shift falls produce over 2,000,000 hp and on which 

100,000,000 pulpwood logs are floated each year from ~p 

the valley, bas determined the city's industrial future, 

namely its largest paper mills. Trois-Rivieres \faS the first 

tOrm in Canada to boast heavy industry, the faroous"F'orges 

du St .1-iaurice tt (1729) , and the only one ever to produce 

super canoes (35 to 40 ftolong) in birch barko 'l'hese ''fere 

used by travellers and fur tradesmen in the last century. 

In the mid-19th century, the industry began to expand with 

the tapping of forest resources. Lumbering rights along 

the st .Haurice river "fere first granted in 1831 .. 

1.2.1 History and economic activi_ty of Trois-Rivicres. 

In the period of the first French settlement of 

Canada in the seventeenth c:entury, rl'rois-Rivj};res formed 
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the gate1'ray to a far-flung trading. empire in the vratershed 

of the St·.}·laurice River and its nU.r.lerous tributaries uhich 

extend far northwards into the Laurentian hinterland, and 

it early became important in the history of the Rom&"'l Ca

tholic Church. Franciscan missiona.ries came out from }"'rance 

as early as 1615 and began '\llOrk there. 

However, it was not until about fifteen years 

later, in 1634, that Champlain and the French authorities 

decided to erect a fortified post at Tr'ois-Rivieres, both 

as protection, against the frequent raids of the hostile 

Iroquois tribes and as a centre for the fur trade and for 

catholic missionary work. 

During the following years, in spite of the con

tlilUal Iroquois menace, Trois-Rivi~res becrune an importa~t 

entrep6t for the trade with the Indians. But after 1660, 

the fur commerce in this region declined, partly because of 

the construction of a post at 'fadoussac, at the mouth of 

the Saguenay river, and partly because of the grmving impor

tance of the fortified post of Ville Marie (nOli' Hontreal). 

During the remainder of the French regime in 

Canada until 1763, Trois-Rivieres continued to be of L~por

tance as the administrative centre for a large region of 

New France. 

·After the British occupation of Canada in 1763, 

Trois-Rivieres retained its importance as an administrative 

centre for the surrounding region of LOvler Canada. Hmvever, 

it was not until the lB40s that economic progress began 

through the large Cariadian and American lumber companies 

which exploited the vast forest wealth along the st .},laurice 



ri,ver. Large lumber mills sprang up along the shores of 
the river. 
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At the end of the 18805, a further economic step 

was taken when the manufacture of paper from "rood-pulp 

stimulated the growth of the pulp and paper industry all 

over northern Quebec. Large :paper mills were built in this 

city (1). The three mills in Trois-Rivieres supply nowadays 

much of the paper for the printing of newspapers in the 

great cities of the United States such as New York, Boston 

and Chicago. 

Trois-Rivieres is also a centre of textile manu

facturing. The follo1tling table and map have been produced 

by the Business and Industrial Development Board (Trois

Rivieres) for 1971-72. The table indicates the main ind.us

tries in Trois-Rivieres, their products and the number of 

people they employ. On the map are located these industries 

and other places of interest (2). 

A certain economic stagnation affects the city 

at present, e.g. in the textile industry. The pulp and paper 

industries are also less active because of the diminution 

of the forests' reserves and grovling foreign competition. 

The population grew by only 9% between 1956 and 1966, one 

of the lowest rates of the Province. The region has not at

tracted an important manpower b~t has rather served to pro

vide other regions with skilled workers. Other factors may 

explain this situation, namely a lack of an adequate trans

port sys·t,em, an ageing industrial structure, lack of invest

ments, the remoteness of rm'll" materials, etc. 

(1) The follovling sources have been used for this short 
history of 'llrois-Ri vieres: A. Tessier, (1935) and Y. 
Theriault, (1954). 

(2) An oral authorization has been given by the Board to 
reproduce these two documents. 
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Taple 1: Trois-Riy.~ere~: J!tduGtr~es (over ..?-.9.o employees) 

Company's Name 

Bell Canada 

Canron Limited 

Canadian International Paper 
Co. 

Canadian Pacific Railway 
Co. 

Central Quebec steel Ltd. 

Consolidated Bathurst Ltd. 

Domtar Newsprint 

Girard & Godin Ltee. 

Ferguson Atlantic Ltd. 

Hydro-Quebec 

J.C.Halone Company (1959) 
Ltd. 

Reynolds Aluminwn 

St.~ffiurice Forest Protective 
Association Ltd. 

St.Haurice River Boom Drive 
Company Ltd. 

Style Guild Du Cap Corp. 

Three Rivers Shipping Co.Ltd. 

Tooke Bros.L.td. 

Wabasso Cotton Company Ltd. 

Westinghouse Canada Ltd. 

Products 

Telephone Service 

Iron Products 

Ne,\,lsprint 

Transportation 

structural steel 

N elV'S print 

Nevlsprint 

Caskets 

Underwear 

Electricity 

Stevedores-Dredgers 

Aluminum products 

Forest Protec_tion 

Boom & Drive 

Employees 

325 

703 
1,706 

209 

200 

1,296 

1,025 

200 

320 

481 

500 

900· 

203 

295 

Shirts 200 

Stevedores-Dredgers 203 
Garment 500 

Textiles 1,910 

Electric Light Bulbs 913 

* N.B.- There are over 100 smaller industries employjng 
3,000 persons. 

* Source: Scott's Industrial Directories 
City of Cap-de-la-Nadeleine 
City of Trois-Rivieres 
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1.2.2 §91ne data on the EQP.ulati~ 

The present population of ' Trois-Hi vie res consists 

of 55,869 people: 27,001 men and 28,368 women (1) •. 

The major part of the population is of french eth

nic origin and officially adheres to the Catholic church. 

The following tables give the range of the population by: 

ethnic group, religious denomination and mother tongueo 

Table 2: POEulation by Ethni c Gr01.ill: 

.--
Total British French Austrian Chinese Czech 
55,885 2,490 52,600 ------- 20 10 

Finnish German Hungarian Italian Ja,panese 
_ ... ~u-._ 155 25 85 -----

Jewish Native Indian Negro Netherlands 

30 80 30 5 

Polish Russian Scandinavian Slovak 

20 5 45 -----

Ukrainian W'est Indian othem and unknown 

35 10 250 

(1) The following figures have been taken from the Canada 
Census of 1971: 
Population by Ethnic Group: Table 5, vol.l, part 111 • 
. Population by Religious Denomination: Table 13,vol.l,part 111 .. 
Population by Hother Tongue: 'fable 21,vol~1, part III 
Official language and language most often spoken at home: 
vol.l, part 111. 
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T8.1:>le .3: Populati.on by relJEj.qun, den.2;'llination, 

Totlil 

55,$90 

Adventist Anglican Baptist Buddhist and Confucian 

295 175 ----------------
-----------------------------------------------------
Christian and Hissionary .lJ.liance Christian reformed 

-------------------- 5 
-------,------"------------------

Churches of Christ,Disciples Greek Orthodox 

60 

J ehova' s \'litnesses Jewish Lutheran Hormon 

100 15 5 5 

Pentecostal Presbyterian Rom,3.I1 Catholic Salvation .Army 

53~ 735 25 

Ukrainian Catholic United Church Others No religion 

170 810 45 415 

Table 4: Population by Mot her tongue: 

English 

1,890 

Czech and 

5 

French Chinese and Japanese Croatian,Serbian,etc. 

53,695 20 ---------

Slovak Finnish Gaelic and Welsch German 

----- 10 55 

Greek Indian and Eskimo Italian Hagyar Netherlands 

15 ------ 65 5 15 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Polish Russian Scandinavian Ukrainian Yiddish others 

5 ... _-- 15 5 75 



Another table taking into account the French and English 

languages gives the. follmring distribution: 
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Table 5: Pfficia,l language 8.nd.l-anguage most ofter~3Poken 

at home: 

English only French only Both English and French 

585 42,290 12,geO 
-.--

Neither English or French Nostly English Hostly French 

25 1,910 5.3,910 

The preceding tables have been included in order 

to show the distribution of the population of Trois-Rivieres 

according to religion, ethnicity and language. As has been 

previously said, the great majority of the population is of 

French origin, has French as its language and belongs to the 

Roman Catholic Church. These figures are important in that 

they justify the choice of the informants used in the pre

sent research, namely being all French-speaking people of 

a French origin and also belonging officially to the Roman 

Catholic Church • 

. . 

1.2 • .3 Sampling procedure 

In order to obtain as complete as possible a pic

ture of the structure of the phonological segments chosen 

to be studied as they are spoken by native Trifluvimls, three 

basic dimensions have been taken into account: 
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1- variation which is determined by the linguistic environ

ment in which the phonemes occur, as in the case of a pos

sible diphthongization of some phonemes, which occur only 

when in an accented syllable closed by certain consonants 
and not by others; 

2- variation in the speech of anyone individual, due to . 

self-monitoring or to any influence of situational factors 

such as formality of the occasion, conscious effort of the 

speaker to present himself in a particular way to the hea

rer, etc. ; 

3- inter-individual variation, due mainly to· differences 

, 

in background such as education, age, peer group influence, 

etc. 

To investigate all these aspects at once presents a task 

of some difficulty. HOv''fever, in order to make a general 

assessment of inter-individual variation, a sample of in

di viduals was used. This sample sought to reflect a r&'1.ge 

of social characteristics along all the dimensions ,,[hich 

could have a direct or indirect influence of the speech 

of the people. 

Because of a lack of time and material, the in

vestigat.or could not hersel.f make a random sample of the 

population. Another point is that such a sample had alrea

dy been done by a team of the Universite du Quebec in Trois

Rivieres in 19720 The "Centre dlEtudes en Loisir:s"made a 

survey in Trois-Rivi~res in order to esta.blish a development 

plan concerning spare-time activities of the people of this 

city. They therefore built a questionnaire which was sent 

to some hunc;ireds people, randomly chosen. The sampling 

carried out by the "Centre d f Etudes en Loisirs t!l>fas able 

to provide the investigator with all the information con

cerning the name, address, and place of birth of their in

formants. Thus, the task remained to select all the names 



of'those claiming to have been born in rrrois-Rivieres or 

to have arrived there by the age of six. Some 160 nersons .. 
remained out of this first selection. 

J .~ +., 

The goal of such a sampling "las to represent the 

maximal inter-individual va~iation ey~sting in the French 

of native Trifluvians, with a minimal number of informantsc 

An average recording of one hour for each informant was 

desired, but also a total of about eighty hours of recor

ded speech, since it seemed the maximum the investigator 

could hope to' deal with adequately. Thus, a maximum number 

of sixty ll1formants was fixed. Given the consistency of 

speech data (1), it was iol t that this sa.'1lple "'laS large 

enough to represent the possible variations within the com

munity, if well stratified. 

The first sampling consisted of al~ individuals 

aged fi~teen or over who were both native speakers of 

French and native Trifluvians. Native Trifluvians were de

fined as those having been born in 'frois-Ri vieres or having 

arrived in the town by the 'age of six, i.e. before primary 

school. 

Quotas were subsequently set up so as to be cer

tain of having equal representation uithin each subdivision 

in terms of age, sex, occupation. 

, Out of the number of sixty fixed, it was decided 

to have equal sex representation, i.e. thirty men and thirty 

women. The age was afterwards divided into three categories, 

namely: 15 to 24 ye~rs of age, 25 to 44 years old, and 45 
years of age or older. Educational levels "tere thereafter 

(1) cr. section 1.1.6 and Labov (1969a) 
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es"tablished, representing basically the primary, secondary 

and collegiate levels, i.e. 9 or fewer years attendance 

at ~chool, between 10 and 12 years of schooling, and finally 

13 .or more years of education. Occupations lv-ere classified 

into three main categories: i)ro!2ssionals. (including la.W",fers, 

doctors, engineers, managers, et,c.) ; !!l1ite collar \-TOrke~ 

(i. e. "all office employees, clerks, etc.) ; and manu~l \-lOrkers 

( i.e. skilled and unskilled workers ). These divisions of 

the 9ccupations are very gross, but it was impossible to go 

into further details given the small number of informants. 

The quotas fixed for each subdivision are ShOyffi 

in table 6. 

Male Female .Total 

Occupation age 

15-24 3 3 6 

~ofessional 25-44 3 3 6 

45 + 4 4 g 

-
20 

15-24 3 3 6 
v"Jhite eollar 25-44 3 3 6 

worker 
45 + 4 4 g, 

20 

15-24 3 3 6 

~lanual 25-44 3 3 6 
~orker 45 + 4 4 S 

20 

Total 30 30 60 
-. 

" . ~ Table 6: Quotas of J.nforma.l1ts by sex, age;. and occulJatlon 
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rrhe subdivision II education" being more delicate 

to establish during the first contact vn. th the informant) 

it .was decided to add it after the intervimf '·ias done, thus 

not taking it into account in the choice of informants. 

The method seems to have been adequate since the educational 

level generally fitted very well 1-,ith the occupation of the 

informants who were interviewed o 

In order to have also a representation of all 

important areas of the city, the informants were chosen 

according to ·their geographical situation. 'rhis rlaS a sim

ple task since 1"'rois-Rivieres is a city where there is a 

strong residential· segregation according to the social sta

tus of individuals. 

After having determined the quotas ensuring an 

equal representation of each subdivision in terms of age, 

sex, occupation, education and geographical situat,ion, 

the next task concerned the sele;ction of 60 informants 

out of the 160 possibilities available from the first se

lection made "lith the help of the sampling of the "Centre 

dlEtudes en Loisirs ll • 

In order to obtain the required number of 60, 

people were randomly chosen from the available list and 

. were thereafter contacted by the researcher. The reason 

for the interview was presented as being an interest on 

"regional accents" rather than on Il social accents ll
• People 

contacted in this way were told that the interview would 

be fully confidential" The sixty cases or categories viere 

filled up in this manner. It took some hundred and tl'renty 

approaches t.o obtain the required number of 60, sometimes 

because people refused, sometimes because a particular 



category wa.s already full. Six informant.s '\'lere found "lith 

the help of some informa.nts who gave names of friends or 

rel.atives. 

1.2.4 g.eographical c.Listribution 
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The geographical distribution of the sixty people 

interviewed is shown on map 4 which indicates the dispersal 

of the sample population throughout the seven socio-demogra

phic area.s of the city (1). However, the seven socio-demogra.

phic areas of rrrois-Ri vieres vrill be briefly described (cf. 

map 3) e 

1. Parish of Ste.Cecile 

. 
The population is the second oldest of the town. 

It is mainly composed of l"forkers with the lOVlest sala.ries 

and the lowest level of education. The mobility rate is 

very low. There are more tenants than o~mers. 

2. Parish of the Cathedral. 

A population with a high proportion of old peo

ple and with also a very low income level. This is the 

poorest area of Trois-Rivieres, but the levels of educa-
, 

tion and of professional activity are somewhat higher than 

in Ste.Cecile. There is a large majority of tenants. 

(1) Data for the description of these seven socio-demographic 
areas were obtained with the hel0 of the "Centre d'Etudes 
en Loisir~lIof the Universite du ~uebec, Trois-Rivieres. 
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rrhe population is younger than in the first two 

sectors. 'rile average income is also some\,Ihat higher. The 

level of education is very 101-' and they are at the second. 

rank for the tenants' proportion v. owners. 

4. ,!13,J'ishes of St.Fral1sois d,'Assis,.Q, pt.Sacr~~nt~, ~otr~

Drone des Se2t Allegresses. 

The characteristics noted for the preceding three 

areas are improved in this area: hj.gher income, higher edu

_ cation, etc. 

5. Parishes of St.Jean7de-Brebe~f and No~re-Dame-de-la-Paix • 

• 
The population is younger in that there are more 

young children. The occupations and educational level are 

higher than in the first four areas .. 

6. Parishes of st. J ean-Bapti§te and St. Pie-X. 

This is the richest area, with the youngest popu

lation and -the .. hig}lest category of jobs. The average of years 

of schooling is also the highest with the highest average 

income and the highest percentage of mobility. 

7. P,arish of St .lvIichel des Forges, §.te. Therese and the 

§..ector Lambert in the parish of Notre-Dame-de-la-Paix. 

This is a heterogeneous areao It has a young po

pulation and the second highest average of owners. However; 

the average of years in school is below the general average 

and the occupations are low or in the middle of the scale. 
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Except for the last area: Trois-Hivieres presents 

a very significant cartography: the further from the centre 

one goes, the younger the population and the higher the 

income. As indicated on map 4, the concentration of dots 

is about the same for each area except for area three, ,.;here 

only four informants are present. Because of the residential 

segregation in this town, a choice of informants according 

to occupations led to an approximately equal geographical 

distribution as "lell, if the socio-economic situation of 

a respondent is compared with the socio-demographic descrip

tion of the part of the city he lives in. 

1.2.5 Occupation and education~ 

Stratification of the sample was intended to 

provide occupational and educational distribution a~ong 

respondents, income pairing usually "lith the occupational 

and educational factors. Table 7 indicates the distribu

tion of occupations and educational levels and the number 

of respondents concentrated in the various socio-demographic 

areas. 

The richest of our informants are mainly con

centrated in the 4th, 5th and 6th areas vlhile the poorest 

of the respondents mainly live in s~ctor land 2 and in 

a certain areq of sector 7. The rest of the informants 

are dispersed throughout the city. 
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Table 7: Distribution of respondents by occupation,education, 
age and socio-demographic areas. 

~. - -lage occupation education socio-demographic areas Total 

1 2 3 4 5 G , '7 
., 

9- I 
Professional 10-12 I . 

13+- 2 1 3 6 . 
9-

115- lWhite co1- ~Q;-12 1 
24 p'ar worker 

13+ 1 L 3 6 

-
9- 1 4 

~1anual 10-12 
lW'orker 

13+ 1 6 
-

9-
Professional LO-12 1 

13+ 1 2 2 6 

-
9-

25- i~'lhite col- 10--12 1 2 1 2 6 
~ tLar worker 13+ 

• -
9- .·1 1 2 1 

It·lanual 10-12 1 6 
Iworker 

13+ 
, 

.. 

9-
Professional 10-12 

13+ 1 1 2 1 ~ 8 --

9- 1 2 
145 + ."ihite col- 10-12 3 

l.ar worker 
13+ 1 1 e 

9- 3 1 3 1 8 
!f..fanua1 10-12 
worker 13+ 

... 
'" --~~,-+-.. -,--~-

i' 
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One of the most, important criteria of a potential 

respondent was that of his having been born in 'frois-Ri vieres, 

or having lived there from at least age 6. In,order to 

check possible regiona:).. dialect :i:nfluence on respondents I 

speech, questions were asked about-the place of origin of 

their parents ruld grandparents. Twenty of them had both 

;f.ather and mother born in 'rrois-Ri vieres, fifteen had only 

one of them b.orn in the city, and t.wenty-five had neither 

parents born in Trois-Ri vieres but mainly in the surrou..irlding 

villages. It is interesting to not,e that out of the fifteen 

informants who had only one parent born in the city, eleven 

informants had their mo·ther born in 'l'rois-Riv"i.eres and four 

only their father. 

In all, thirty-five of the sixty informants had 

at least one parent born in Trois-Rivieres. 

1..2.7 Summary 

In this section, an attempt has been made to show 

hO".i respondents vlere. distributed according to the criteria 

(age,sex,occupation,education,geographical area) set out 

in 'the sampling procedure. It is hoped that the method 

used, though not ideal, was adequate to obtain a random 

sample and a fair representation of the population. 



1.3.1 Conduct and content of intervic,tTs - -... -.. --. ........;;;.~ 

The intervievTer is a nat.i ve speaker of Quebec 

French and has lived in Trois-Hivieres from the age of 

nine. 
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ffhe goal of the intervievls "ras to obtain good 

recordings of speech in as an infor.mal conversation as 

possible, given the somewhat unnatural circwnstance of 

speaking to a stranger in the presence of a tape recor

der. 'fhc context of a formal intervie\v normally tends to 

elicit formal speech. As Labov states: lIany style of spBech 

used in a formal interviey.T is biased towards the foroal 

end of the spectrum of behavior" (1) • Hm'lever, '"Ii thout 

aiming at the most casual form of speech in a formal in

terview, it is nevertheless possible to elicit distinct 

styles within the course of the interviei'r., which vlOuld go 

from a careful form of speech to the nearest possible 

casual style, within the boundaries of this formal set

ting. The contexts created in order to obtain different 

stylistic variations will be explained in the following 

paragraphs. How'ever, it should first be noted that the 

tape recorder was left running fo~ the whole periop the 

intervievlCI' was in the house, i. e. before and after the 

period of the interviel'J' proper. Intervie1tTs 1'fere recorded 

on 5-inch, 600-foot BA5F tapes, using a Uher microphone 

and a Uher 4000 Report L tape recorder. 

(l.) 1'i.Labov, (1966a), p.S? 



ffhe intervievi began Hith a series o.f questions 

regarding background information on the interviel1{ce: age, 

occ"upation, schooling, birthplace of parents, etc. (cfe 

Questiollnaire, appendix ) • 
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The phonological variables to be studied \Vere 

arranged, as stated before, so as to occur in different 

styles within the course of the interview. Three different 

contexts have therefore been elicited and determined by 

the type of questions asked and by the place.they had in 

the interview and the degree of psychological tensions 

imposed by the formal situation on the informant (unknOltiU 

interviewer, tape recorder, microphone, etc. )._ 

The first context was given by 206 closed ques

tions that the interviewer asked herself and that the in

formants had to answer by. one word (1). The questions "/e~e 

constructed in such a way that the informants had only one 

alternative response. This had the advantage of having all 

the studied phonological variables represented in all their 

possible positions in the syllable and also having these 

variables pronounced by all informants in the SaJ!1e environ

ments. The first part of the interview had the ef~ect of 

relaxing the informant because of its play aspect. The in

formants gradually paid less and less attention to their 

pronunciation as they entered more into the play-situation 

and therefore thought more of the correct ansYJ"er to give 

than of the pronunciation. This section took bet~reen ten 

to fifteen minutes to complete. The style elicited by this 

question-answer context will be called lIeareful ll
, because 

it occurs at the beginning of the intervie1v, \-;here a certain 

(1) cf. Davis and Davis,(1969) and Wells, (1971) for a 
similar approach 
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tension is likely to arise, and because of t.he special si

tuation it creates. Having just one ''ford to say, the infor

mant is likely to pronounce it more carefully and clearly 

than if this same word 'vere used in a rapid conversation. 

The second context was a short story to be read 

as naturally as possible by the informantQ The atmosphere 

was more relaxed. For some informants though, it became 

a school-like exercise in which they could be judged on 

their skills in reading. A much more careful style vms 

elicited from, such informants and hesitations often occur

red • They were afraid of having a judgment made on their 

performance. However~ after having been told that this 

part of the interview consisted of a short story which 

the interviewer w'anted to hear '\vithout any linplication 

of judgments of any kind~ the majority of these infonnants 

seemed more relaxed. 

Although the atmosphere was more relaxed, most 

of the informants used a somm.;hat more careful style than 

in the first part of the intervie\'l. rrhis style is called 

'~reading style ll (abbreviation:RS). Everyone showed some 

hesitations because the text was read for the first time, 

and all paid a particular attention to pronlllciation. 

This reaction is easily understandable since reading is 

associated '\-'lith a similar exercise done at, school, where 

careful performru1ce was paramount, with stress being put 

on pronunciation and intonation. 

This context was included to judge the effects 

of a formal reading style on injormants' phonology~ as 

well· as to provide another uniform context for comparing 

informants with each other. 
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In the third and last part of the int.ervie ... i, 

the interviewer tried to encourage the respondent to talk 

on ,a variety of subjects, including language. Both inter

viewer and informant were relaxed .. Confidence had been es

tablished bet\veen both; and the texGs, microphone, and tape 

recorder were forgotten. The style elicited here is called 

"formal conversation" .(abbreviation: Fe) .. It is obviously 

not the most familiar form of speech, but a natural conver

sation between tvTO persons vvho knOy.l each other slightly. 

\,/ith all informants the conversation wa.s n2.tural and quite 

informal, now· without apparent tensions and special stress 

being put on the pronunciation. This section lasted bet

ween fifteen to forty minutes according to the informants. 

This is an important part of the interview \'lhere the pho

nemes studied were to occur in a more informal context, 

a natural conversation. In this context, it was impossible 

to have the same words for all infonnants. The sounds to 

be studied were taken here within phonetic contexts similar 

to those found in the first and second parts of the inter

view. For the vowels in accented po.sitions, only those oc

curring finally in a rytruaic group, determined by syntax, 

were considered. Respondents freely discussed their opinions 

and experiences, although some of them may have tried some

times to impress the investigator by using more fOTInal speech. 

This behaviour is however not unusual in other types of in

teraction, in which a speaker may try to impress an interlo

cutor by using a more careful style of speech. 

The whole of the interview took between forty mi

nutes and one hour and a halfo It took three months of full

time work by the investigator to complete the sixty inter

views. These intervie\'1S were recorded in similar circullls

tances, i.e. in one, reasonably informal context, namely 

the informants I homes. 
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1.3.2 Phonetic transcription 

An auditory analysis of the data obtained '-[as 

ma.de in tvlO steps: a first hearing of each tape without 

making any notation, followed by three hearings of the 

tapeS'using a narrow phonetic transcription of each sound 

produced. These three hearings were conducted at different 

periods of time, i.e. a short interval was allowed between 

each hearing so as to enable a fairer and more accurate 

transcription: It took seven months of work to complete 

the transcription of' the whole corpus. 

Even though French phoneticians like J.D.Gendron 

use mainly the phonetic alphabet of Rousselot and Gillieron 

and think of it as being a more suitable instrument to des

cribe French sounds (1), the Jrlternational Phonetic Alphabet 

has been used here because it seemed an adequate system for 

the purpose of this research and also because of its inter

national usage. 

1.3.3 Summary on statistical methodology 

The completed analyses dealt with phonetic varia

tions found within the corpus. To these variant forms have 

been applied quantitative techniques so to arrive at an un

d.erstanding of the different rules regarding the variations, 

as well as the social and/or stylistic factors influencing 

them. The following statistical methodology was applied to 

(1) J.D.Gendron, (1966), p.~l 



trie data. 

In dealing \-lith categorical data as has been done 

in th:Ls particular research, it is often more beneficial as 

'\'lell as statistically convenient if comparisons in the form 

of a 2 X 2 table are considered* For example, the data are 

presented in the follo\rd.ng way with the intention of compa

ring two groups: 

Sound 1 Sound 2 Total 

-
Group 1 a b nl 

(1) Group 2 c d n
2 

Total t N-t N 

Each group is seen as representing a particular class of 

informants. For example, group 1 is composed of males, group 

2 is the female group; or group 1 is composed of those in

j:ormantsunder 45 years of age and those informants of 45 
years and older are in group 2. Since- in the present thesis 

an informant most often responds to sound 1 2~d 2 and not 

to' one sound only, the group as a whole is taken into consi

deration and the total number of responses to either sound 

are apportioned by the frequency of the sound within the 

group. The letters a,b,c,and d represent the total nlli~ber 

of responses by each group. For eXaInple "a" is the total 

number of responses to sotUld 1 in Group 1. Erhe letter I1bl! 

is the total count of sound 2 occurring in Group 1, etc. 

The mathematical relationships in the table are: 



(2) 
a+b = n1 
c+d = n 2 
a+c :r::: t 

b'+d = N - t 

nl + n2 = (N -t) + t = N 
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PI is defined as the prop'ortion of responses to 

sound 1 in group 1. 1 - PI is the proportion of responses 

to sound 2 in group 1. PI is estimated by a/nl • Likel1ise 

P2 is the proportion of responses to sound 1 in group 2. 

the estimate 'of P 2 is c/n2 • Ultimately the interest is in 

the null hypothesis, i.e. Ho, that Pl = P2 ' or the hypothe

sis assuming that there are no differences bet"feen group 1 

and group 2. The null hypothesis is usually written: 

This null hypothesis is tested in one of two ways. First 

of all if the sample size is large enough, the traditional 

Chi Square statistic on 1 degree of freedom could be com

puted, which is: 

bc /-N/2} 2 

3.84, then for those who adopt the traditional 

point of view, the data are said to be significant at the 

5% level and Ho is rejected in favour of the alternative 



hypothesis: 

1 Ho • • 
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The second way to test Ho is to su~pose that th.e number of 

responses in each group are from a binomial distribution. 

It is assumed that the probability of a response to sound. 1 

in a single trial in group i ( i = 1,2) is P .• Thus, the 
J. 

probability of lia lf responses to sound 1 in group 1 is written 

as: 

(6) Pr tA=a / Group I} - ( ~1) PI a (1 - PI) ~-a 
a= 0,1,2, ••• n1 

Similarly 

(7) Pr {e=<> / Group 2} - ( ~2) P2 c (1 - P2 ) n2-c 

c; 0,1,2, ••• n2 

To test the null hypothesis, the Fisher exact test 

is performed. This test serves to note the total number of 

responses (in both groups) to sound 1, t= A+C , but in order 

to .see the differential effects bet''1een PI and P 2 ' the dis

tribution of A in (b) conditional on t= A-tC is considered, 

i.e. 

(8) Pr \ A=a / T=t ] 



Consider the hypothesis Ho being t.rue, then: 

Pr ~ A a / T=t and PlL = p} 
Ho J 

= (~2) (~l) 

(~) 
O tit! ttt:. •• . - a _ m::Lnlmum 
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The probability given by (9) is the point. probability asso

ciated ''lith the hypergeometric distribution. Its value is 

the probability of obtaining "a" responses to sound 1. in 

group 1 given that the marginal total, T, is fixed and the 

null hypothesis that PI = P2 • 

Often this exact valu.e given in (9) and theJ:Ct) 

value ,·Till compare quite favourably. However, in small sarn.r
• 

pIe sizes, because of the underlying assumpt,ions behind 

the X"(i) statistic, one might be willing to put more cre

dence in the exact value. One might interpret a high value 

of (9) , ieee close to one, as there being no strong eviden

ce against Ho. A 10v1 value of (9) indicates strong evidence 

against Ho. 

The methods put. forth here are two possibilities 

which c.an be considered \'Then comparing two groups. They 

are not exhaustive. 

If it appears desirous to look at the data other

wise, i.e. without relying on some of the statistical me

thodology alone, then attention should be focused on the 

values given byP
1 

and P2 • PI and P2 were defined in the 

third paragraph of this section. Clearly a large absolute 



difference between the two values of the order .4 to .99 
would seem to indicate a difference in the proportion of 

responses to a particular SOlU1.d betvleen the two groups. 

It may be unclear that a difference exi.sts if PI - P2 is 

of the order .3 and perhaps there is no difference betvfeen 

the two proportional responses if there is an absolute dif

ference of .1 to .2 • These numbern are just arbitrary re

ference points. A reader may have his m·m ideas as to which 

values between 0 and .99 vlould indicate a certain level of 

difference. There are other methods available to us in as

sessing whether or not the proportional responses are very 

different. For example, the ratio of Pl to P2 could be con

sidered, or any other common sense methodology could be 

employed, which 'rill give the reader som.e feeling for the 

order of magnitude of difference v[hich may exist for a par

ticular response bet\'feen tVTO groups. 

Pl/P2 > " " (e.g. 2 and above) 1 ~ Pl )- P2 

P1 /P2 < 1 p A 
(e.g. to 0)) ~ < p~ close 

1 ~ 

P1/P2 = 1 
A '" (near ll) ~ p. = P2 1 

A value ratio of the ratio. much greater than one or from 

.5 to 0 would indicate a large difference betlieen the pro

portional responses. Any value close to 1 wou~d make it 

unc1eqr whether or not any difference exists and might 

even favour the belief that no difference exists at all 

(l) • 

(1) This section on statistical methodology has been written 
with the help of Hr. Al Bartolucci. 



· 1.:3 .4 Sumr~arZ 

These last sections have sought to provide de

tails of the methodological a~pects involved in the pre

sent study of 11rois-Rivieres Freqch, particularly as re

gards the techniques of collecting~ handling and analysis 

of data. 

Such quantitative methods are indispensable for 

an tmderstanding of the eJ)mplex relationships bet''leen peo

ple and the way t~ey use language, because, generally, 

these relationships are discernible only in quantitative 

terms. 



Chapter 2 

study of the co-variation of phonological ~~d 

sociological variables. 
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2.0 Scope of the.studx 

The scope of the present study aims at b.rriving 

at a better understanding of the varieties found within a 

speech community i:h order to enlarge the field of Hh2.t is . 

at pr~sent knO\m on Quebec French language &'1.d the multiple 

factors embedded in the causes of any linguistic diversity 

present in a cOlmnunity. This study does not hO\'lever claiJ"ll 

to be exhaustive, since all aspects of the language could 

not be taken into consideration. Its main interest focuses 

on some aspects of Trois-Rivieres French phonology, leaving 

out all that concerns grammar, semantics, etc. The analysis 

is synchronic with only occasional historical notes~ 

Most studies on Quebec French phonology have dealt 

with a comparison between Standard French and Quebec French, 

with a definite prescriptlve and ameliorative perspective. 

Gendron for example, and thellSociete du Parler Francsais au 

Canada" view French as spoken by some people as rural and 

popular, a form of language which the elite has to bring 

up to a higher level. As Gendron states: 

1I ••• il est apparu 1a necessite pratique, 
sinon un desir legitime, d1elever Ie 
fran~a.is canadien a un echelon superieur 
au parler populaire, d'affiner non seu
lement la langue ecrite,litteraire, rnais 
aussi la langue parlee, et d'aligner sa 
prononciation sur celIe du fran~ais gene
ral. ( ••• ) Mais dans les milieux cultives 
canadiens, il y a encore, malgre tout, 
beaucoup a faire pour affiner la pronon
ciation soutenue, et lteffort entrepris 
dans ce sens ne devra etre ni relache ni 
ralenti \I (1). 

(I) J .D.Gendron, (1966), p.1601 
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Public advertising reinforces this point of view in infor

ming people that "Bien parler crest se respecterlt (to speak 

well is to have self respect) and in urging them to "Bien 

parler pour gtre bien compris" (speak well to be pr0perly 

understood) • This leads to a certain alienation where tvlO 

varieties of French are depicted: ",good II speech, approxima

ting to an international Standard French, and for some even 

approximating to the Parisian norm; and "poor" French, asso

ciated with qualifications such as uneducated, 10'ier-class, 
rural, etc. 

The aim of the present study is not concerned 

with such points of view in that it considers special as

pects found in the phonology not as errors or anomalies, 

but as part of a coherent system shared by all members of 

the community, any "speech variation being part of a com

plex but systematic sociolinguistic structure- (1). 

In dealing with urban dialectology, heterogeneity 

in the speech of a population is obviously encountered. This 

heterogeneity is by no means negative. On the contrary, it 

reveals an undeniable social reality •. And it is exactly the 

purpose of this study which is stressed through the aspect 

of heterogeneity, namely the extent of the correlation bet

ween and co-variation of linguistic and sociological para

meters. 

The most interesting linguistic features to be stu

died in such a perspective are those which are "high in 

frequency, have a certain immlmity from conscious suppression, 

are "integral gnits of larger structures, and may be easily 

guantified on a linear scale ll (2). Phonological features are 

(1) See for similar point of view: G.~ankoff & D.Sankoff, (1971), 
pp. 4-5 and E.Brent, (1971), p.3 

(2) \v.Labov, (1966a), p.49 
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single structural unit, the phoneme, ma;r be rea.lized by 

means of different sounds; and \fhat may seem at first 
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sight to be inconsistencies in the speech of one individual, 

may, l'lhen distributed within the cOlP.munity, become part 

of a coherent and consistent structlJre. In t.his study, the-. 
refore, some aspects of the sOUl1d system of Trois-.Rivieres 

!<'rench. will be considered, "~ith the intention of invest~_ga-. 

ting and dravling conclusions from the co--variation of pho

nological features with sociologica.l parameters .. Seven pho

nological variables (1) will be given particular conside

ration. These variables can be said to consist of the diffe

rent pronunciations of each segment in a particular set of 

linguistic environments where this segment can be found. 

2.1 f.b,onemic inventory of Trois-Rivi~res French 

Before dealing in more detail with the seven pho

nological variables investigated in this study, the 36 pho

nemes of Trois-Rivieres French will be described. 

In terms of an articulatory type of classification, 

Trois-Rivieres French phonemes belong to one or more of the 

articulatory classes'described below: 

1. Plosives (p) 

, 11., Fricatives (F) 

Ill. Nasals (N) 

LV. Lateral (L) 

V. Trill (T) 
VIc. Glides (G) 

b'y phonological variable is :-m,"eant: a phonological seg
ment \-lhich can be involved in co-v8.riation with socio
logical features and other linguistic variables. 
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rrhese six classes comprise the consonants of the phonolo

gical system and may aga:i.n be classified into the follovfing 
classes: 

VlI. Bilabial (bl) 

Vlll. Labiodental (ld) 

lX. Dental and alveolar (da) 

X. Palato-alveolar (pa) 

Xl. Palatal (pI) 

XlI. Velar (vI) 

Xlll& Glottal (gt) 
• 

XlV. Distinctively voiced 
segments (voi) 

(1) 

In Trois-Rivieres French, as in other languages, the members 

of N,L,T,G and the--vowels, which will be described below, 

are voiced by definition and devoiced only in particular 

linguistic environments. 

The syllabic segments of the phonological system 

are distinguished from the above classes f.l.nd fall in the 

following sets: 

1. Unrounded front vowels (F). 

2. Back vowels (B) 

3. Distinctively rounded vouels (R) 

. Hembers of (R) are front Yov[els by definition whereas mem

bers of (B) are implicitly rounded. A further classificatio;l 

(1) rfhis ar-ticulatory classification -is b--ased 011 the model 
of E.Brent,(197l). However, changes in the tenninology 

, have been made. For example, Brent uses the Hords II stops, 
. spirants", etc. ,\ihereas here, the IPA I S terminology has 
been used, i.e. plosives, fricatives, etc. In addition, 
there are lnore precise indications of actual articulation 
of the sounds, so that instead of classifying /p/,/f/, 
etc. only as labials, the bilabial and labiodental dis
tinctions have been introduced. Finally, the notation of 
phonemes follows that used in the IPA. 



of' the a.bove three sets lea.ds additionally to the follo
wing: 

4. Nasal vmrels (ns) 

5$ Close vowels (el) 

6. Half-close vowels (hel) 

7. Half-open vowels (hop), 
S. Open vowels (op) 
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The following table summarizes the classification of '.l'rois~ 

Rivieres French phonemes in terms of articulatory classes: 

CONSONANTS .. 
(bl) (ld) (da). (pa) (pI) (vI) (gt) 

P p t k 

P(voi) b d g 

F f s f h 
F(voi) v z 3 
N(voi) m n J1 
L(voi) 1 

T(voi) r 

G w'''l j 

VOWELS 
F Fns R Rns B Bns 

cl i y u 

hcl e .. ~ a . 
hop C e oe ce ~ 5 
op a -a: a. 

Table Sa: Trois-Rivieres French phonemes according 
to an articulatory phonetic classification. 
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Another description of the phonological system 

of Trois-Rivieres F~ench in terms of binary distinctive pho

netic features '\'Iill be given in order to account for the 

articulatory parameters shared by consonants and vowels, 

such as tongue height shared by Igl and lui. In this des

cription, a feature present in a phoneme will be entered 

\-lith a + value and conversely its,- absence will be indicated 

by a - valae. If a feature is redundantj it will he put in 

parentheses. Some allophonic variations vfill be included. 

in the table in the form of alternative feature specifi-

cations inclosed in a~ngle brackets: < 
affect the phonemes ltd s z k 

) • These variations 

g f '3 1 r j i Y 

(1). This classification of 'rrois-Rivieres French phonemes 

is shown in table Sb. 

The phoneme inventory described above for Trois

Rivieres French differs only in detail from a similar one 

which may be made for Standard French. There is no diffe

rence in number and basic characteristics of phonemes, nor 

is there any in the articulatory classes in which the pho

nemes occur. Hovrever, there are differences betv:een Trois

Rivieres French and Standard French and these concern main

ly the phonetic realizations of some phonemes. In this study, 

there will be no attempt to compare them systematically 

although some references will be made to Standard French. 

In order to study the varia,tion existing in the 

Trifluvian speech community, seven phonological variables 

have been chosen on the grounds of the a,pparent social 

(1) This classification of phonemes in terms of binary dis
·tinctive phonetic features has been borroHed from E. 
Brent, (1971), pp.21-22. The only change brought to 
Brent's table concerns the nota.tion of phonemes. For 
example, Brent notes the two palato-alveolar fricatives 
as sand z, whereas here, the IPA.notation is used, i.e • 
. ~ and j . 

ul 



.1:' U' ..L W Hl: -:lit U. S Z" :n K- g] J . 3 Jl ..L r .n 

Sonorant - +- .- - + + 0f!>- #-) + 

Syllabic 

Consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + ... + -+ + + + 

Coronal + -+,. (+) (+) (*) (+) ~~ (-) + <..!) (-) 

Anterior of+- + +.- -flo * of+- .... + + ...- +- -+ (-) 
(-) 

High (-) (-) (-) (-) (-J (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (+) (+) (+) ~~i (+) -(+> 
Low ( _.) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) ~+; (-) -. + (+) 

:Back (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (+) ( +) + + + <+) -
Rounded (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-:-) (-) .( -) (-) (-) (-) (-) 0f+- +- ( -) (-) (-) -
Distributed + '* (-) (-) + (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) of;- + + (-) (-) (-) 

Nasal (-) (-) (-) (-) + (-) (-) (-) (-) + (-) (-) (-) (-) + (~) (-) (-) 

Lateral (-) ,(-) (-) (~) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (+) (-) (-) 

Continuant -+' + -+" + + + -f" + (+) 

Delayed (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) ~;) ~-:f) (-) (-) (-) ~+i ~+~ (-) (-) (-) c-) (-) (-) 

Tense ( -) (-) '(-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

Voiced (-) -+" (-) +- (...-) (-) -+ (-) + (+) (-) + (-) + (+) (+) (+) (-) 

Strident (-) (-) (+) (+) (-) (-) (-) ~t~ ~.t) (-) (-) (-) ~:!:~ b+) (-) (-) (-) (-) -> --:J ....., 



J "'l VY - ..L oJ' ..... V IGI 'V' ow. "'"' 

Sonorant + + + * + + of+- ¥ +. + + + + + + + + + 

Syllabic of+- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

Consonantal (+) 
Coronal (-) (-) (~) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-J (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

Anterior (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

Jrigh -1+ + + + + + 

Low + of-

Back ;;- +- + + + + <+> 
Rounded + + + 4'- (~) of (*) (-) +- (+) (-) +, (-) + (+) ~+) 
Distributed (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

Nasal (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) + + + + 

Lateral (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) '( -) (-) (-)' (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

Continuant l±) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) 

Delayed (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (&- ) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 

Tense (+) (+) ( +) ~±~ ~±) ~tJ +., + + - (-) (_.) + 

Voiced (~) (+) , (+) ~fi l±~ ~±j (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) (+) 

Strident (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) '(-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) 
...... '" 

Trois-Ri vieres French phonemes according to a Binary Distj.ncti ve 
",: 

Table 8b; 
Phonetic F'eatures Classif'ication. Value s:pecif'ications in paren-
theses are reduncla.'1. t. Angle brackets < ) inclose alteru2tive 
speci:fications peculiar to certain allophones only. 



significance attached to the pronunciation of these seg

ments and of the phonet.ic diffE;rentiation in '101 ved .. Se

lection Has made on the basis of nr'Jt.i ve knowledge of the 

speech under investigation E:l1d of studies on ~luebec French 

phonology, specially those of Gendron (1966) and Brent (1971). 

The consonantal phonological variables concern 

the phonemes / l' /, /3 / and /r/, whereas the vocalic seg

ments studied are /a. /, IF.. I ,/oe/ and /J I. These seven 

phonological segments have been described in general terms· 

above, together with the other segments of Trois-Rivieres 

French phonological system ~ Hm'lever, no accOlmt of the pos

sible phonetic realizations these seven segments might un

dergo has yet been taken. Thus, the task of the fol101·dng 

sections will be to ,,;onsider these latter j.n detail, using 

qua..Yltifiable methods in order to discover any co-variation 

with sociological factors, and in order to establish a theo

retical framework for the description of all forms of speech 

found within the Trifluvian speech co~~unity. 

In the case of the consonantal variables, as will 

be seen later, variant pronunciations occur lfhich are usually 

auditorily quite distinct. This is not the case "lith the 

vocalic variables, in that, for a phoneme, a '''ide range of 

possible pronunciations along the appropriate phonetic con

tinuum may be encountered, so that, on a purely auditory 

basis, difficulties arise in determining them. Therefore, 

for the present purpose, cardinal vO'VTels lTill be used as 

a guideline and only those phonetic differentiations percep

tible without difficulty will be taken into account. To il

lustrate this point, the variable (0) will be taken (1). 

(1) The phonological variables l'i"ill be symbolized by enclo
sure in parentheses. The use of parentheses was made 
by Labov,(1966a), Trudgill, (1974), etc. 
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\f.hen this vocalic segment is in a final position 

closed by /r /, the area of prommciation may be: [~~ 0: -:.?~ 
.' - •••• b- 11. :u;. ., t Th ~·t·~· . ~ · ""0 .. • • • • • .:1 , e c.. e range is vdde, but there 

are articulations which are clearly distinct from others , 

namely [:l:] , [\) il ' [q '';.], therefore leaving t.hree main 
features: 

1- pronunciation near cardinal 6; 
2- the very open variety; 

3- the diphthongization of the segment. 

It is in this sense that easily perceptible phonetic diffe

rentiation is defined. 'fhis method of reg;rouping sound into 

areas which are clearly distinct will be used for the treat

ment of each vocalic variable. 

The phonological variables will nm-r be described 

in more detail. 

2.1.1 The variable (a) 

This variable is concerned with the realization 

of the open back unrounded vo~el, i.e. /al, where it oc-

. curs in a preconsonantal position, as in avril, gateau, 

r.epassage, etc., in a final position checked by a conso

nant, as in tard, t.aille, age, gagne, etc., in a final free 

syllable, as in bras, chocolat, mois, etc., and finally 

when it is preceded in any position by the glide /w/. 

Back /4/ may be realized, as accounted for in ma

ny studies (1), as a half-open rounded back [~] , [aJ there

fore becoming C+roundl • This realization may alternate in 
-openJ . 

(1) cf. J.D.Gendron,(1966); E.Brent,(l;971); P.ll.Leon and H. 
Nenmi, (1967); A.lbbotson,(1968); H.Opitz,(1968); etc. 
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all positions ,dth an open back [~ • Added t.o this pos .• 

sible realization, La.] may also be diphthongized uhen fOUJ."1d 

in a final position closed by a consonant. 'rhus, in a Hord 

like taill~, either[ta.:j] ,lt~:jJ , or [ta.'l1 :j] can be expec

ted. In the remaining environments, as in .!:§u)assa~, breis, 

etc., t,'lO possible sets of pronunciations can be found, i.e. 

frapNsa:3 - rapa:sa:3] or[r-ap"D;sa:3 - rap~·sa:3J; ~rA 
bro..] [b~b - briJ • Thus, the interesting features to be 

considered "Till be those of the backing and rounding of [a.] 

and of its ~iphthongi~ation. The study of alternation bet

ween [oJ and C:>J will be referred to as variable (a)-l. 

Other pO'ssible realizations of /0../ occur l...rhen the 

phoneme is preceded by the semi-vowel /w/" 'rhis vOi'lel may 

be realized as [e] or [eJ , thus giving in llords like 

soixante, bouilloir~, ,ie bois, the follo'Vdng possibilities: 

@:\iesct~t - s~"Qs'Q:fl, ~uJHa.:r -bujwe.:r-bujwe:!] l}vn-blve] (1). 

/ Q / becoming ~~~~~ , Le. / Q / going to [(.l or ~J , is 

a feature considered as old-fashioned .. In fact, this pronun-

ciation ,..,as maintained in general French until the 18th cen

tury, and even until the end of the 19th century in the Nor-· 

thern provinces of France. It is still used in Trois-Rivieres 

French, although not generally, as will be seen in section 

2.3 

In short, Ylhat will be under special investigation 

in the study of this· phoneme vdll be the follovling pronunciations 

(1) Note that the 'pronunciationGve ,wi) in a final free posi
tiori does not affect all lexical items. In the ~'lOrds trois, 
mois,bois (wood), the only possible variation is [q -.J] · 
No occurrences of [eJ or!€] are possible~ Thus, lexical. 
items are differentiated in this case from pronouns and 
verbs: 
je bois, moi_~ ri\ a bwa..

bUt 
mois-) [dy bvlQ-

mvT~ can 

mwaJ can 

co-vary wi thfja bt{re, llI'rT~ 

co-vary vlith [dy b,,,,, ,mw_~ 
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[a..( :) - ~ ( :) - aU J [vw.(:) ~ we ( : TI ' their interrelation, 

and their co-variation \'lith sociQlo;(~:ical parameters. 

In order to visualize the ma:i.n phonetic realiza

tions variable (a) may undergo, a phonetic trapezium '-rill 

be given, showing the main areas in which distinct pronun

ciations can fall. On this trapezium, not all realizations 

can be displayed, since it 'W'ould be too confusing. Indeed, 

the realization of the phoneme may be more or less centra

lized, more or less adVffi1ced or backed, etc. Therefore, 

only the clearly identifiable distinctions l'fill be displa.yed, 

i.e. those considered in the study of this va.riable. The 

same procedure will apply to the other vocalic variables 

(cr. end of section 2.1 on variable (0) ). 

'----f--+--_+_~ 
['OJ - -- -- ---~ 

[~] 
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2.i.2 The variable (~) 

This vocalic element will be specially studied 

as it occurs in a preconsonantal position before /r/ as in 

mercredi, derniere, b~.£cer~ in a final posit.ion closed by 

a lengthening consonant or when long historically as in 

tete, p~re, and in a final free syllable, as in ~ai~, E?~, 

etc. 

In a preconsonantal position where in the sequence 

It + r + C /, and in a final free syllable, this phoneme may 

be realized as a more open segment with less li.p action, 

here referred to as [ceJ. This feature is, like the use of 

(WE , wi} instead of [J'loJ, referred to as archaic pronuncia

tion. This realization of [e:] into [eeJ was definitely exclu

ded from Parisian French in the middle of t.he 17th century .. 

Gendron adds that nella est aujourd1hui completement rejetee, 

comme vulgaire, par la bOlme societe; II (1). This is exactly 

what '\'iill be investigated, i. e. how widely this realization 

of the half-open front unrounded Ie / is still used and how 

this use is represented in various groups of the population •. 

In a final position .cloBed by a consonant, / e. / 
can be diphthongi~ed when it is long, mainly by the opening 

of the first segment into [~,ceJ , thus giving pronunciations 

going from[~l.s ~-. ~ei] to [00'1:] . Also, vlhen / E. / is follo

wed by Irl, thus giving the sequence I € + r/* this phoneme 

might have another realization, namely that of closing into 

an Le:) • This would give [pe:tJ instead of the more corrunon 

lYe :rJ ' pjre • 

(1) JeD.Gendron, (1966), p.67 
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Briefly stated, Ie I Hill be of interest here, 

when co-alternation of [e.] and L aaJ is considered, as vfell 

as 'those features of diphthongization and closing, as they 

might occur in the environments previously describede The 

follo't'ling trapezium indicates uhere these different pronun

ciations vTill be found 0 

\ [:4 o 

2.1.3 !he variables Co) and {eul 

These two half-open segments will be studied mainly 

in a final position when closed by a lengthening consonant, 

especially Ir/. In this environ.raent, as for (a) and (e) , 

the two vowels can be diphthongized, usually by means of 

opening the first segment. Thus, the following pronunciations 

in words like corRs and coeur can be expected, i.e. \lr~:r 

k~v:a lice :r - kp'1:~ • In addition, these two vOivels may 

be realized as much more open and less labialized, t"hus 

giving pronunciations described here as [oJ and tJ · 
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'rh'erefore, the opening of both segments, their diphthongi

zation, together with a:pronunciation nearer the cardinal 

vowels vlill be considered. These different realizations are 

displayed on the follovling trapezium. 

[o~] 

[b:] 

2.1.4 The variables (g) and (ch) 

These two palato-alveolar fricatives might undergo 

a process of vel ariz at ion, or of glottalization for the pho

neme ,/5/ , when initial in a word, in a medial position 

between tlvo vov.Tels and in a final position. Thus[f 1 -, 
-v J v- , - T~]. may be realized as[l or h J and [X]. As 

Jurieau states: IIPour ce qui est de llarticulation dillune 

sorte de h" issue des chuintantes € et j, elie vient selon 

toute vraisemblance d1une aire comprenant Ie Sud du Poitou, 

la Saintonge, I' Angoumois et Ie Nord de la Gironde ll . (1) • 

(1) M.Juneau, (1972) ,p.lh6 
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In' additi.on, J .D.Gendron notes this type of pronunciation 

for four of his informants and adds: "11 s'agit d1une pro

nonciation populaire, qui se localise dans une aire linguis

tique assez restretnte du parler canadien" (1). The present 

investiga.tion will deal with the incidence of these varie-:
ties within the community. 

2.1.5 1'he varfable !r) 

In general, two realizations of the trill are 

found in Quebec French, namely the alveolar and uvular ones. 

The distribution of these two varieties in Trois-Rivieres 

French will be studied in order to identify_- the social 

implications of such vari.eties. Gendron (2) states that 

the uvular trill is found in the region of Quebec City, 

whereas the alveolar one is mainly used in the region of 

Hontreal. It is interesting to note that Trois-Rivieres 

is situated half-way between these two main cities, thus 

lying mid\'J'ay between these two centres of influence. It 

will therefore be of interest to try to discover by \-Thich 

of these centres the population is more influenced. 

Another interesting phenomenon which affects /r/ 
is that of its possible deletion when it is found between 

a vowel and a consonant, as in mercredi, fa.ire comprendre, 

etc., after word-final vocalism and consonantism, etc. 

(1) J.D.Gendron, (1966), pp.135-36 
(2) Id., p.l35 
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, 

The phonological constrai.nts opera.ting for r-deletion will 

be described in more detail in section 2.6.2.1 ; but for 

the" time being, it is worth noting that the follOl'ling ru

les may apply for /r/, i.e. 

(1) /r/ ~ [rJ 
(2) /r/ ~ ["'] 
(3) ~,f1l ~ cj 

Juneau gives interesting historical notes about 

the deletion of /r/ (1). He notes that, in a final posi

tion, no ~ was pronounced in French from the 13th century 

up to the 17th century. He also remarks that r-deletion 

in a final position is widely attested from the beginning 

of the settlement of French people in Quebec (2). It origi

nated from the popular speech of l'Ile de France of the 17th 

and 18th centuries, and also from the North~vestern and 

Western provinces as well as those of the Centre. However, 

it seems that this feature mainly affected nouns ending in 

-oil' and in -eu.!:. \'ihen the present,' study is hOVI6ver consi

dered, other environments seem to have been, or are, equally 

affected. The specific environments favouring r-deletion 

will be examined in section 2.6.2.1. 

Thus far, the seven phonological variables have 

been briefly presented. The following sections will be 

devoted to the treatment of these varj_ables in terms of 

frequency of occurrence so to arrive at a description of 

their relationship "lith sociological factors. As seen in 

the previous pages, the elements of language under study 

(1) 11 •. Juneau, (1972), p.164 
(2) Id., p .170 
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may have two or more surface realizations. These latter 

may not be completely determined by the environmental 

constraints only. they may be closely related to such 

factors as style, education, sex, etc. It is this cons

traint of stylistic and social factors upon variations 

found within the realization of t.he phonological segments 

which ltlill be considered by statist{ical methods, and also 

to what varying degrees they are in co-variation with the 

linguistic phenomenon. 
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2.2 Variable (a)-l and the sociological variables. 

The open back unrounded / Q / is used as opposed 

to open front unrounded /a/ in all positions in the syllable. 

A back / Q / is used in" a final fre~ syllable in "lOrds ending 

in ::2&, -at, =.£:., and in some words ending in -ois .. The 1fords 

used in the first part of the questionnaire to represent 

the area where / a / will arise are: bras, repa§." ba.§" Eas, 

chocolat, rat, chat, 9inema, Cana9a, la, ~rois, mois, bois. 

The open back unr~unded phoneme also occurs in a final clo

sed syllable in various environments. It is used l-lhen follo

wed by a lengthening consonant, i.e. /r,v(r),z,~ /. In addi

tion, this phoneme is used when it is followed by /j/, by 

a nasal, and by lsi: thus, in "lOrds like !-.ard, base, gagne, 

reclame, bailIe, basse L etc., a long back / a. / is expected. 

\-lith the spelling -afle (as in ~!afl~), ~adr~ (as in cadre), 

a back / Q / is used. In words ending in -ab~ , a long back 

unrounded / Cl / will be found in Hords like accable, .?_able, 

fable, etc., but a short open front /a/ will rather be ex

pected in aimable, affable, agreable, etc. Finally, when 

liritten with a circumflex accent, / Q / is used, so that the 

opposition /a/-/Q/, as in patte-p~te , is maintained. Use 

of an open back unrounded phoneme as opposed to a front one 

is 'therefore phonetically as well as lexically determined. 

Brent,Gendron,Leon and Nemni, Juneau, etc. (1) 

recognize the use of an open back unrounded vowel in these 

environments. One feature they take into account is the 

length feature. In a final closed syllable, for exrunple, 

(1) E.Brent ;(1971) ,p.39; J .D.Gendron, (1966) ,p.81; P.R.Leon 
and N.Nemni,(1967), p • .33; N.Juneau,(1972 ), p.51. 



the use of a back /0./, a.s opposed to a .froj:1t /a/, is as-, 

sociated "lith the length of the vowel. The longer the vowel 

is, the more retracted its articulation will be, and the 

shorter it is, the more it \-rill be realized in a front po

sition. Length has therefore an effect on the quality of 

the vowel. 

No acoustic tests have been carried out on this 

particular feature in the present study. However, Gendron, 

in his study (1966), succeeded in establishing a relation

ship between -length and quality for this particular phoneme. 

Since, however, no such measurements have been made 5.n this 

study, the length feature will not be given special treat

ment. Thus,when it is referred to, it must be remembered 

that it is based on auditory judgments. 

Nevertheless, studies pre~~ously done confirm what 

has been mentioned above, namely that an open back unrounded 

phoneme is used in a final closed syllable in the environ

ments favouring the use of a. long segment. The 'Vlords tard, 

gare, ape, gagne, reclame, £ondamn~, ame, tallle, baill.~, 

tasse, basse, ~, pate, Efile were used in the first part 

of the questionnaire to investigate the realizations of 

the open back unrounded phoneme. The latter is also found 

. in a non-final position: 

1- when it is written with a circomflex accent as in m~choire, 

gateau, etc. ; 

2- when in a final closed syllable, a posterior / Q. / is 

used, the same phoneme occurring in derived forms when in 

a non-final syllable, as in repas~a~e, accabler, gagner,etc.; 

3- and finally in words like avril and mardi. 

Different surface realizations may occur in these 

environments along the phonetic continuum. These may range 



from a less back unrounded open ~egment [AJ to a half-open 

back rounded one L~ ] . To study all the possible realiza

tio.ns of / a. I would' be irrelevant and also dubious in that 

many of these surface realizations are not easily percepti

ble auditorily. The feature which will remain relevant for 

the present purpose vfill be tha.t of the alternation of an 

open back unrounded realization and' of an open or half-open 

back rounded one, i.e. the backing and rounding of the pho

neme / a /. In the case of / a I in a final closed syllable, 

another surface realization will appear, namely the diph

thongization of long / a. /. A study of this possible diphthon

gization will be made in section 2.4.3 in order to compare 

it with diphthongizations of other variables, namely (e), 
(0) and (eu). 

The present section will therefore deal with the 

alternation of [ll] and [0] in the three positions in the 

syllable, taking into account the independent variables 

education, occupation, sex, age and style. The use of what 

phoneticians often call a dark back [a] , i.e. [0] , when 

referring to realizations of lOLl, is a con~on feature of 

general Quebec French. All studies on Quebec French phono

logy indicate this fact, and the use of [~J instead of 

[a.] is often mentioned in lirchives (cf .}i.Juneau, (1972) ) • . 
At present, little is kno\ffi about the use a population may 

make of these different realizations. 

In order to investigate the possible correlation 

of the two variants [a..] , [!) ] ' and the sociological varia

bles, and to discover if these varia.nts are subject to social 

and. stylistic variation, a quantitative analysis will be 

given. 'rabies shoVling proportions of responses to sound Co.] 
as opposed to sound L ~J by style, education, profession,etc. 

will reveal any possible correlation. 
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Where statistical tests E.re concerned, namely in 

the computation of Chi Square and Exact value test for the 

var'iable education, the informants have been divided into 

four groups: ed o 1 is composed of those aged between 15-24 

and having had 10 or more years of education; ed.2 concerns 

those aged 25 and over "lith the B.ame educational background 

as ed.1 ; ed.3 is a group composed ,of informants aged bet

\-leen 15-24 but with 9 or fewer years of schooling; and fi

nally ed.4 cOIaprises those informants of 25 years and over, 

with 9 or fewer years attendance at school. This age dis

tinction has been made in order to account for those infor

mants who had not yet completed their schooling, although 

it concerns only ed.l group. This distinction also makes 

possible the study of the interdeperldence of the factors 

age and education. 

Another type of grouping l'iill be used; when diagrams 

will be given for the educational factor. In these diagroms, 

three groups will appear, namely those with 13 or more years 

of education, those having had between 10 and 12 years of 

schooling and finally all informants with 9 or fewer years 

of attendance at school. This "rill allow comparison with 

the other type of grouping, therefore illustrating whether 

or not the age variable is dependent on education. 

(fhe information given in tables will also be shm·m 

in graph form, but in this case in terms of percentage ra

ther than in terms of proportions of response. In these fi

gures, the vertical axis will indicate the phonological va

riables, while the horizontal axis liill ShO\,1 the stylistic 

levels which are used for these variables. The values for 

each group 'vill be plotted on the diagram and connected 

along horizontal lines. The diagrams .have the advantage of 

. .,-' 
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illustrating both a possi.ble stylistic variation and group 

stratification. rfhe. uniform direction of the lines, \'li th 

changing values as the progression from style to style oc

curs, indicates a strat.ification of' these styles according 

to their formal v. informal characteristics. The separation 

between these lines indicates the group stratification. 

2.2.1 Phonol.ogic.lll and_~yntactic (;.Qndition..:i.!.!E. 

The phonological conditioning for the occurrence 

of a back / a. / as opposed to front /a/ has been described 

in section 2.2 • It is now clear that back /0.../ \'fill be 

used instead of front / a/ in a final free syllable in "fords 

ending in ::§...t, .=..§:.2., .=l1 for example. However, some further 

notes must be given on words which have a similar phonolo

gical form but which ey~ibit different syntactic functions. 

These words concern mainly adverbs, articles, pronouns,etc. 

In the case of article la and adverb la, the dif

ferent syntactic functions lead to different possible sur

face realizations of /a/, so ~hat: 

1- 18, gare 

2- la. garel -, -

would give only one possible surface reali

~ation for the article, namely a front unroun

ded /a/: [la ga:rJ 

would be a favoured enviro~~ent for backing 

and rounding of /a/ in la , giving therefo

re the following possible realizations : 

[}.ao.1A ••• la. •••• 10 ga:~. 



In this case, only the adverb of place 'will be subject to 

variations in its phonetic realizations~ and not the ar

ticle. 

There also exists in Quebec French apari:,icle 

!.~ . which is not ._~. ~ ...... the 
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adverb of place. This ·particle has an emphatic or expleti

ve function. Some examples from recorded speech vlill illus

trate this point. 

[ji) 3aIDP. pE.RS?n/ lii/ k,i rna It> dZ.rJ 

"Il n'y a jamais personne, la., qui me Ita dj.t" •. 

[~~ vn~ nef\v¢: z /10] 
IIJ 1suis (de)venue nerveuse, la\l. 

In this case, the pronunciation of 1a will have the same 

possible surface realizations as the adverb, i.e. lla .... 

1A •• lOla. ~ lb ••• 1::> J · 
Another case concerns the particle S!l. ~'lhen it 

acts as a subject in a sentence, it has only one surface 

realization, namely ~~ • However, when it has the role 

of a complement, either direct or indirect, the phoneme 

/a/ can undergo a backing and rounding and be realized as 

~~. Examples will illustrate this point. 

[sa v~ dZ~:r ] lI~a veut dire ll
• 

Ga s fe] lI~a se faitll. 

~'ff. s~J IIll 'fait ~a". 

f:>~ /5A v¢ p~] II Ca, j1en veux pas". 

It can also be said that, when /a/ in ~ is found in a 

nonprominent word final position, the vocalic element. ,-rill 



, 
be realized as a front low unrounded La], whereas vrhen in 

a prominent word final position, rounding and backing of 

the phoneme may occur. 

However, lQ] in the negative quantifier P2-S can 

be realized as [=>J whatever its nlace in the utterance, 

i.e. in both prominent'and nonprom~nent positions. 

e.g. [pur ki~ ble.s po.. (po)] 

II Pour qulil (ne) se blesse pas ll 

[pur pa... '(P:l) ki~ ble,~ 
II Pour (ne) pa,s qu1il se blesse". 

An?ther case where variations of the phoneme laLl 
will occur in formal conversation, is that of verbs ending 

in.=l!. (-as): in all past tense verbal phrases, like ;i.l mang~e:., 

g a mange, and future ones, eog. il va rnange,r, i1 mang,e..r.e., 

the vocalic segment 1a...1 will be liable to different surface 

realizations, i.e. it may be backed and rounded. 

In formal conversation therefore, not only "'fOrds 

where a posterior leLl is used because of phonetic conditio

ning are conSidered, but all occurrences l/here particles 

like ~, ~ lA are used as well as verbs ending in this 

vocalic segment. 

Now that description of the environments in i1hich 

posterior I a.. I occurs, and "lith it a possible backing and 

rounding into [0] , have been determined, a general table 

will be given to illustrate the average percentage of the 

use of [o...J as opposed to L~J in all environments and speech 

styles for the 60 informants. 
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Table 9 illustrates the average use of [~J in 

three specific enviroTh~ents and by style, in order to give 

an overall view of the. use speakors make of that phoneme, 

before looking at it in further detail. 

Environments Style No. of infop .. 
mants 

RS CS FC 

rt- 0.-] 59.8% 53% 4% 60 

[- o.f] (,) ---- 44% 4% 60 

[Q.~lon~ feit 59% 58% 45% 60 

Table 9: Average percentage of [<.1..] for the 60 informants 
by envirorunent and style. 

To compare the phonetic environments together, formal con

versation will first be considered. This style is the one 

where the speech of individuals comes closer to their every

day speech. Among the different styles elicited here, it 

is 'certainly the one vThere the least attention is focused 

on pronunciation. It is when people speak "naturallyll that 

the true value given to a variable appears. By true value 

is meant not a subjective one, or one which carries presti

ge for the speakers, but rather the value of the variable 

which is associated "lith the pre-adolescent speech pattern, 

i.e. the period where language is thought to be fixed (cf. 

W.Labov,(l966a) ). Variables may gain different values "Then 

CJ') ,,"eRe, weRe NO e1-AM~le.s FRov,oep ~I ~eAt)itJe-~Tii.e. 
TD ~etRe.~e~ "\ I a.( ['rJ A F f rJA L fT<£e Fb.s I TI b~ 



one grows up, but it is at the conscious level first 

(as illustrated by the more formal styles) that this can 

be . observed. It takes a long time before t,hese new values 

are used spontaneously Vlithout effort. 
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In this styl.e, nearing-everyday speech, the pho

netic conditioning of use of [a..] appears clearly. For [Cl] 

in a non-final and final free position, only 47; occurrences 

of an open back unrounded variant are found. The ayerage 

use of [Q] for the vvhole of the sample is very small and 

almost nonexistent. The half-open back rounded variant [~J 

holds a strong po~ition in these two environments. 

HOlfever, when the phoneme is in a final closed 

syllable;J the use of [,0..] is at, a 1+5% level. Hhereas [:>] is 

used almost 100% of the time in the tviO preceding environ

ments, it falls to an almost 50-50 co-variation with L a.J in 

a final closed syllable. 

HOl'T can such a discrepancy be explained.? [ct] in 

a final closed syllable is, in the ''lords considered here, 

8lways long. A long vO'\'iel, as 'fill be seen in the case of 

other vocalic segments, may be realized as a segmentation of 

the phoneme into a more open segment and a closer one in the 

same vocalic area. rfhis possible diphthongization of the 

vocalic element may account for the fact that, \vhen [0.] is 

in a final closed syllable, fewer responses to [~J are given 

than in the other two environments, i'lhere only the variant 

[~J can co-vary \'lith Ca.] . The discrepancy bet''lfeen environ

ments may be explained in terms of a choice offered to the 

speaker. vilien dealing with variable (a)-I in a non-final and 

final free position, he has the choice of tuo possible sets 

of pronunciation. Either he uses the set on the open axis, 
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i'-e. La .. A •• aJ , or he uses the one involving rounding and 

backing features, i,.e.[ b ... r .. ~J . but ,,'!hen dealing \<lith 

variable (a)-l in a final closed syllable, three sets of 

pronunciat,ions are offered to hjJn. The two preceding ones 

plus one involving diphthongization of the phoneme into 
~'\J: _ aU :- -o11 :J ,etc. 

This is not to say that these choices are made 

consciously in everyday speech, but only tha·(j they are pos

sible complementary surface realizations of the phoneme. 

When considering the more careful styles, the pic

ture is somewhat different. In these styles the attention of 

the speakers is focused on pronunciation of the "lOrds. The 

subjective value attributed to a particular variant is expec

ted to appear in these styles. As shovm by the percentage of 

occurrences of variant [Q] , an important style shifting is 

found for [a J in a non-final and final free syllable. \·fuereas 

all the informants used only 4% of the open back unrounded 

vowel in formal conversation, the use of this vocalic element 

rises to 50% and over in the more formal styles. This large 

discrepancy between forme.l and informal speech indicates that, 

generally, people consider the open back tmrolli~ded variant 

as being a feature of more fo~mal styles. The style shifting 

for [oJ in a final closed sylla.ble is much less important. 

The use of raJ increased by 13.5% as opposed to 40% and over 

50% in the other environments. 

From the general picture given by table 9, it can 

be observed that, in the t'l,'lO careful styles, no phonetic 

conditioning seems to affect the use of ~J as opposed to 

[oJ . In all three environments, the open ba.ck unrounded 

vO\vel displays vari·abili ty and the rule for selection of [Q. ] 
or [~J is optional, although [a..] is favoured at a 10He'r degree 
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in'a flnal free position. In formal conversation, the in

formants favoured a half-open back rounded ,,'ariety in a 

non.-final and final free pos:i.tion far more than in a fi.nal 

closed syllable. 'fhe discrepancy between these enviromr.ents 

has been ex.pla.ined in terms of the choices offered to the 

speaker. HOvlever, since no phonetic conditioning applies in 

more formal styles, since in these styles [n] and [~J co

vary a~ about the same level in 8.11 three environments, &'1.d 

since the use of [~ increases considerably in more formal 

styles, the discrepancy between the environments found in 

formal conversation might also be explained in terms of awa

reness of [~ • In final free and non-final positions, [~J 
is widely selected', compared to its use in a final closed po

sition. The awareness of [aJ seen in the more formal styles 

does not seem to have had an effect on a less formal style 

of speech in these two environments. On the other hand, use 

of raJ seems to have gained favour in formal conversation, 

when it occurs in a final closed syllable. It might be that 

[a] and [~J co-vary in formal styles in all three environ

ments, whereas this co-variation affects only the vocalic seg-

ment in a final closed syllable where a less formal speech 

~tyle is concerned. This phonetic conditioning seen in for

mal conversation might indicate a linguistic change, in 

which [n] would be in a process of being more widely selec

ted in everyday speech. A more detailed discussion on this 

matter will be given in the follm·ling sections. 

This general table demonstrates that variable (a)-l 
, 

is subject to stylistic.conditioning and to phonetic condi-

tioning, when formal conversation is considered. However, L~ 

order to see if the variable is. aJ,so subject to social diffe

rentiation, different social groups will be considered. 
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2.2.3 Differen'!'..i,?;;,.tJon by edu.cation ......... -~ 

Table 10, shows the proportional responses to sound 

[aJ as opposed t.o sound La] by educational groups. 

~ucat~onal non-final finai free final closed 
~roups 

ed.I 

ed.2 

ed.3 

ed.4 

position position position 

RS CS Fe GS Fe RS CS Fe 

.769 ~653 .061 .656 .OOO! .923 .831 .584 

.715 .718 .062 .681 .. 086 .694 .745 .606 

.700 .1~00 .000 .107 .000 .363 •. 214 .000 

.153 .180 .000 .023 .000 .064 .Ol~9 .095 

Table 10: Proportional responses to [oJ by envirorunent, 
education and style. 

The variations found in the general table 9· still 

hold good in this more detailed table. Taking first formal 

conversation into account in a comparison of the behaviour 

of t!1e four groups, the following observations may be made: 

Statistically speaking, a significant discrepancy is found 

only when a comparison is made between ed.l,2 and ed.3,4 in 

their use of [u] in a final closed syllable. The gap bet\'leen 
, 

these two educational groups is very wide in that the infor

mants having rO, or more years of education used the open 

back unrounded variant around 50% of the time, whereas those 

with 9 or felier years of education almost never used this 

variety. Although no big discrepancy exists between the groups 

when[a] is cnnsidered in non-final and final free syllables, 
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there are nevertheless interesting factors to be noted. 

In a non-final syllable, the same opposition as 

that found in a final closed syllable is maintained, in that 

ed.l,2 used the open back unrounded [oJ at least occasionally, 

as opposed to ed.3,4 who never us.ed this variant in formal 

conversation. \lhen variable (a)-l ~s in a final free syllable, 

three groups show a categorical non-use of [Q] , i.e. ed.l., 

3 and 4. Only those aged 25 and over and having 10 or more 

years of education used the tmrounded variant, although at 

a very low level. 

If an ordering of the behaviour of the groups is 

made, accounting for the importance of [n] in each phonetic 

. environment for each group, the following occurs: 

[Q1 in a final closed and non-final syllable --t ed..l,2 

[0.] in a final free syllable - ) ed. 2 

It is only in these environments that an appreciable use of' 

[a.] is found. rrhe main environment favouring the use of an 

unrounded variety is here when the phoneme is found in a 

final closed syllable, but this holds true only where ed.l 

and ed.2 are concerned. 

A categorical use of the rounded variant applies 

for:· ed.3,4 in a. non-final syllable, ed .. l,3,4 in a final free 

syllable, and ed.3 in a final closed syllable. 'rhe position 

where[~J is more favoured is in a final free syllable, 

alt,hough its use is almost as extensive in a non-final syl

lable. Only ed.l and 2 used the unrounded variety to a large 

extent in a final closed syllable. It is only in this envi

ronment that [oJ gains in irnportance, whereas elsewhere the 

rounded variant has the advantage over the unrounded one. 
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The informants "lith. 9 or fe"\:.;er years of education 

behave quite consistentlY tmm.rds 
• <. this variable in formal 

conversati.on. In fact, they never (except for a 9% use for 
ed.4 in a final closed syllable) use the unrounded back 

[a.J , whatever its place in the syllable. The older and more 

usual, or more natural, back rounded val'iety maintains the .. " 

strong position. 

On the other hand, informants with 10 or more years 

of education do not behave so consistently. \'1nen the three 

environments are compared, different reactions towards [a] 
occur. \fuere these groups almost never use [a.] in a non-final 

and final free syllable, like their less educated counterparts, 

they move to near 60% use of the unrounded vari.ant in a final 

closed syllable. 'fhis indicates a very large difference. 

Whereas [,:) ] is dominant in the two first phonetic environments, 

it loses its position in favour of [a.] in the remaining one. 

In order to assess "lhether this discrepancy indicates a pos

sible linguistic change, the more careful styles must be in

vestigated. In these styles, the subjective value accorded 

to a variable \'lill in fact appear, or what people consider 

to be the form associated with formal styles of speech. 

In careful style, tqe picture derived from the 

study of formal conversation differs considerably from that 

obtained from an investigation of careful style. In the 

latter style, it can clearly be seen that the open back un

rounded [4] is considered as the form to use itlhen attention 

is focused on pronunciation. It is interesting to note that 

the tendency towards [oJ by ed.l and 2 in all three phonetic 

environments comes near to that which obtained for formal 

conversation in respect of a final closed syllable. 
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\vhen the feur educational groups are compared fer 

careful style, streng evidence exists against the hypethesis 

tha:t all groups Hill behave in the same ... 'lay te1'l8[rds sound 

[a.] . Ed.1 and 2 are not differentiated. These tHO tegether 

show a discrepancy "rhen compared to ed.3 and thereafter with 

ed.4 • In all three phonetic enviroDInents, the same signifi

cant difference between the groups eccur: 

1- ed.l and 2 use the unrounded variety ever 65% ef the time. 

2- ed.3 between 10% and 40% of the time. 

3- ed.4 uses this ferm bele\-; lS% ef the time. 

This indicates clearly an educatienal differentiation. The 

age facter alsO' plays a certain part in that these aged bet

ween 15-24 with 9 or fewer years of schooling move away frem 

their older counterparts. rrhey seem more aVvare ef another 

variety which is related to a more "correct" or prestige pro

nunciation. 

This tendency of the informants belonging to ed.3 

group is illustrated when their behaviour in reading style 

for [Q] in a non-final syllable is considered. In this style, 

their use of an unrounded variety is equivalent to that ef 

their mere educated counterparts. This is relatively signi

ficant. In the more careful styles, this group always behave 

rather differently from their older counterparts. Nest of 

the time, they fall in between ed.l,2 and ed.4 • Only in 

reading style, for [a.] in a non-final syllable, have they 

succeeded in approximating significantly to the more educa

ted groups. 

The behaviour of the four educational groups tovfards 

variable (a)-l in more formal styles ef speech gives an in

dicatien ef the different value attributed to' the epen back 

unreunded variety. All groups display in fact sharp stylistic 

variatien when meYing frem a less fermal speech to mere fermal 



o~es. For every group, the greatest stylistic variation is 

found where (a)-1 occurs in a non-f,;na,l d f" 1 f' 1 ..... . an lna ree sy -

lable. In these positions, the greatest variation concerns 

those having 10 or over years of education, although ed.3 

shows great stylistic variation in a non-final syllable. 

It is also interesting to note that the informants i'lith 9 

or fewer years of educ.at,ion and <iged 25 and over (ed.4) 

show almost no stylistic variation· in either environ_ment 

where variable (a)-l is found. 

An~ther interesting fact is the behaviour of those 

aged between 15-24 towards variable (0.)-1 in a final closed 

syllable. Although. ed.l and 3 are clearly differentiated 

from one another in all contextual styles, they nevertheless 

present the same pattern of behaviour. They both use more 

of the unrounded vari~~t in reading and careful styles com

pared with their older counterparts. However, in formal 

conversation, they use this variety rather less often than 

the older informrults, although the differences are not very 

important. It is probably too early to talk about a linguis

tic change in progress as far as variable (a)-l is concerned. 

In fact, all groups behave in almost the same way in formal 

conversation, except when the variable is found in a final 

closed syllable. HOvTever, there are at least some indications 

that§Q is in the process of becoming more widely used, as 

indicated by its % of occurrence in a final closed syllable 

and in'the two other environments where more careful styles 

are concerned. 

The use of an open unrounded vQi."lel as opposed to 

a rounded one is strongly focused on in circumstances:where 

a more formal speech situation is concerned. This phenomenon 

is accentuated by the fact that'at school, on television, 

radio, etc., i. e. in all situations vThere a more careful speech 
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style can be predicted, the variant [oJ is preferred. The 

researcher's native knmiledge of the language investigated 

in ,this study, together "lith personal experience at school 

and observations of radio and television speakers, ma}~e this 

assertion possible. 'llhe claii11 is moreover confirmed as one 

looks at the more careful st.yles elicited in the course of 

the interview. The use. of the open back unrounded yariety 

is strongly favoured by the more educated groups and even in 

some enviromnent,s by the younger, less educated. [a..] is 

certainly associated with careful speech. HOi-leVer, will ·t.his 

variety gain ,favour in everyday speech? Will a linguistic 

change take place? Since the rounded variety L'J is used at 

almost a l007~ level in t,\iO environments by all informents, 

it seems unclear ,,,hether such a change is taki...ng place at 

present. Nevertheless, ed.l and 2 show variation in using 

both [a] and [:)] in a final closed syllable. In this envi

romnent, variations are already present, '\'{hereas they have 

not affected to any marked extent the tvlO other environments. 

The study of the age factor will give more details on this 

particular point. 

At present, the following tendencies can be pos-

tulated: 

1- ed.l and 2 are differentiated from ed.3 and 4 '\-Then the 

two careful st.yles and all three phonetic environments are 

. considered. They are also differentiated in formal conver

sation in the case of variable (a)-l in a final closed syl

lable. 

2- 'The amount of style shifting is Very large, especially 

for ed.1 &~d ed.2. Their pattern of behaviour towards the 

variety [a] in the two careful styles is almost the .opposi

te of that found in formal conversation • This might indi

cate linguistic insecurity (cf .. P.Trudgill, (1974); \'I.Labov, 

(1966a) ). \fnile these groups are not to any large extent 
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differentia'c,ed from those v"fho have· had 9 or fewer years of 

education in formal conversation, they move far apart in more 

car,eful styles. In these styles, they are aHare of a Ilnormll, 

which they do not realize in a less formal style, althoueh 
they obtain a certain success \1hen (a)-l is in a final clo
sed syllable • 

.3- The young,less educated informants also display conside

rable style shifting, sometimes nearing the more educated, 

sometimes approximating rather to their older counterparts, 

sometimes falling between both. 

The type of educational grouping observed above 

accounts for important differentiations bet'\ieen informants 

and styles of speech. 

However, this grouping concerns only t\iO educatio

nal categ·ories. Thus, in order to see if variable (a)-l is 

involved in more complex educational relationships, the grou

ping dividing informants in three groups, as described at the 

end of section 2.2., will be investigated. 

Figures 1, 2 and .3 show the patterns of behaviour 

of these groups in respect of their use of the open back un

rounded variety. It is immediately apparent that the statis

tically significant discrepancies concern informants '\tlith 

1.3 or more ye~rs of education and those ,,'lith between 10 and 

12 years of schooling against respondents vlith 9 or felier 

years of attendance at school. rrhese significant discrepancies 

operate most clearly in the more formal styles, as was the 

case for the educational grouping taking into accOlll1t the 

age parameter. 

Nevertheless, the patterns of behaviour sho1'm in 

f~gures 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate the tendencies illustrated 
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in the previous comparison of educational groups. In for

mal conversation, it is in fact 'Hhen variable (e.)-1 occurs 

in 'a final closed syllable that the most important differen

ces are to be observed. It is also in this phonetic environ

ment that the lowest degree of style shifting is found. Ho-

wever, whatever the phonetic env:i.ronment considered, the si

gnificant ordering to account for a more frequent use of 

l a..] in forma.l conversation ,is as follows : 13+) 10-12) 9-. 

In this ordering, a greater frequency of occurrence of [a] 
can be observed in the most educated group, with thereafter 

a regular dec'rease being enc-ountered in informants having 

had b~tween 10 and 12 years of schooling 'and finally in the 

least educated informants. The discrepancies between these 

three groups are very low, but they nevertheless indicate 

interesting tendencies, i.e. that in everyday life, the open 

back unrounded va.riety [a.] functions as a prestige marker 

of the highest-ranking educational group. 

HOl-leVer, as one follows the progression towards 

more formal styles, the second-ranking status group shoHS 

a rapid increase in the values of [a] , until it has almost 

the same usage as that of the highest educational group and 

even surpasses the usage of this latter group. The crossover 

pattern observed for variable (a)-l in a final closed sylla

ble ,appears to be a deviation from the regularity of figures 

1 and 2. To describe this phenomenon, the term hypercorrection 

(1) \,lill be used, since the second highest educational group 

goes beyond the highest educational one in its tendency to 

use the form considered appropriate for formal stylese This 

group shows a pattern of hypercorrection in the phonological 

environment where variability in the application of -the rule 

'fhe term "hypercorrection" has been used by W.Labov; 
see particularly W.Labov, (1964b). 
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. 
/ a. /--}([OJ) (1) is already present in everyday spf..ech, 

i.e. in a final closed syllable .. In addition, it is in this 

environment that indication of a linguistic change appeared 

as the informants aged bet\'leen 15-24 used the unrounded va

riety more frequently than their older counterparts in more 

formal speech styles. This indication of a linguistic change 

affecting the social value attributed to L oJ "Tas mostly re

presented in young, more educated informants. 

The, special hypercorrect pattern of behaviour of 

the second-highest educational group in a final closed sylla

ble indicates the ";5pecial role this group may have in a lin-

guistic change, as represented by its sensitivity to social 

pressures from above (2). 

Observation of the educational parameter has pro

vided evidence for the assumption that the variety [n] cons

titutes a feature associated with formal styles of speech. 

This variety is moreover a feature of higher educational 

groups, and indication of a linguistic change appeared most 

clearly in the usage young, more educated informants made 

of [~ when the variable is considered in a final closed 

syllable. The indication of a linguistic change, especially 

in the latter phonological environment, seems to be confir

med "by the pattern of hypercorrection observed in the second

highest educational group. HOvlever, before drawing more de

finite conclusions on this matter, the remaining sociological 

parameters will be considered. 

(1) 

(2) 

For the use of the angle-bracket notation, see W.Labov, 
(1969a).. 
For similar patterns of hypercorrection by the "second
ranking status group, see W.Labov, (l964b) and (1966a). 
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2.2.4 Differentiation by occupation 

Figures 4, 5 and 6 give the relationship between 

professionals, white collar workers and manual workers, 

when their behaviour towards the open back unrounded yarie
ty is considered in its three phone,tic envirorunents. 
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As was the case for the education factor, the groups 

are not differentiated to su.ch a marked degree "Then formal 

co~versation is considered. However, a somewhat sharper stra

tification appears in that professionals behave differently 

from the other groups. \'lhite collar Horkers in fact tend to 

approach manual ,:wrkers in this sty-Ie for the three environ

ments. In the case of {a)-l in a ·non-final and final free 

syllable, the use of a half-open back rounded variant is 

almost categorical for manual and vfhite collar "TOrkers. Pro

fessionals stay apart in that they use this variant 82% of 

the time. As for variable (a)-l in a final closed syllable, 

the number of occurrences of the rounded.: variant is much 

less important than in the tvIO previous environments. For 

manual and '\.'1hi te collar '\-TOrkers, these rise to around a 

50% level whereas they remain at the low level of 20% for 

professionals. Thus, in formal conversation, the significant 

discrepancy concerns professionals as opposed to white collar 

workers:" and manual tiorkers. 

In the case of the more earefl.ll styles, a large 

amount of stylistic variation appears for variable (a)-l 

in non-final and final free syllables. In these styles, '\-[hite 

collar workers and professionals have the greatest stylistic 

variation, as shown by the lines 1-fhich have the steepest gra

dient. Although the three groups are distinct in these ca

reful styles, the important discrepancy not! concerns pro

fessionals and white. collar workers as opposed to manual wor

kers. '£hese last also shoVl a small amount of stylistic varia

tion, thus demonstrating that they too consider a vTider use 

of an open unrounded variety as Qeing more appropriate to 

formal forms of speech. But the subjective value accorded to 

[U] is better shown in the case of the two other occupational 

groups, who from an over SO% use of the half-open rounded 
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sound drop to about a 40% use in the more careful styles. 

'£hese tlvO groups certainly ShOH more avmreness of a It pres-

tige ll form. However, the degree of stylistic variation is 

generally less important \·fhen variable (a)-l is in a final 

closed syllable. 

From the pattern of behaviour of white collar wor

kers, i.e. the second-ranking status group, conclusions si

milar to those made in the study of educational groups may 

be drawn. In fact, this group is the only oneshm'ling an 

important style shifting when the variable is in a final clo

sed syllable. In addition, although there exists no pattern 

of hypercorrection, the fact that white collar workers hover 

between two extreme groups, by coming close to manual l'lorkers 

in formal conversation in their use of [0] and on the other 

hand by approaching the pattern of behaviour of professionals 

in more formal styles, demonstrates the sensitivity of this 

group to a prestige form Tepresented in the highest-ranking 

status group. 

This phenomenon might indicate linguistic insecurity~ 

which is at the highest level in the second-highest occupatio

nal group. The idea of linguistic insecurity, which can be 

viewed in the degree of stylistic variation present for a va

riable, is not a new one. Labov, Trudgill and many vrriters 

have discussed this matter in previous works. Variable (a)-~ 

constitutes a prestige marker, in which the open back unroun

ded [OJ is a feature of more formal speech styles mostly re

presented in the highest-rankL~g educational and occupational 

groups. This fact is confirmed by the social and stylistic 

stratifications found in these two sociological parameters. 

All groups of speakers ex&~ined show their awareness 

o.f [aJ by displaying style shifting G However, this style 
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shifting, indicating linguistic insecurity, is the grea

test in the second-ranking status group, decreasing there

af~er in the highest one, and fin.a.lly in the 10\iest-ranking 

status group. 

In generai, it can safely be assumed that two 

patterns of behaviour exist as rega:rds variable (a)-l : 

one '''Ihich is associated "dth an everyday speech, favouring 

in this case the use of a half-open rounded variety [~J ' 
and one ''fhich is related to a more formal speech, i.e. fa

vouring rather an open lUlrounded variety [a.]' • To what 

extent different groups of speakers use these two variants 

is a question of degree, rather than one of all-or-none. 

Variability is present in most cases, so that for almo-st 

all groups, the rule governing the use of [oJ or L ~ ] is 

optional rather than categorical. For manual workers ,hmfever, 

as for those who have had 9 or fevfer years of schooling, 

this optional rule becomes categorical when variable (a)-l 

occurs in a non-final and final free syllable in formal 

conversation • 

Occupation appears as an important parameter in 

accounting for variations ~~thin the sample. The distinction 

between the occupational categories is especially striking 

when the formal styles are considered, and even in formal 

conversation where (a)-l is in a final closed syllable. 

2.2.5 Differentiation by sex 

Table 11 -gives the proportional responses to the 

open unrounded variant by sex for the tr~ee phonetic environments. 

" 
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As' was seen for the tlfO preceding sociological pa.rameters, 

it is when cc.refu1 sty-1es are consider'ed, tha.t the differen

cea between various groups becone signific~~t~ 

Non-final syllable Final free Final closed 
syllable syllable 

RS CS Fe CS FC RS GS FC 

Hale .458 .450 .046 .3S2 .050 .447 .468 0367 

lFemale .747 .672 .040 .589 .033 .777 .801 .597 

Table 11: Proportional 
sex and style 

responses to [<9 by envirorunent, 

~:Xcept for (a)-l in a non-final end final free po

sition in formal conversation, the difference in the propor

tional responses to sound [a] beb\Teen these t"ifO groups range 

from .200 to .330 • It was said in section 1.3.3 on statis

tical methodology that. a difference in the proportions of 

the order .2 to .3 would be insufficient to indicate a clear

cut discrepancy between various groups. Therefore, in the 

case of sex groups, it cannot "be said for certain that there 

is real evidence that these two groups have a statistically 

signi~cant different behaviour in their use of the unroun

ded [~ • Nevertheless, the difference is sufficiently mar

ked to be of interest. The relationship in the patterns of 

behaviour of the two groups is in fact consistent. For for

mal conversation where (a)-l is in a non-final and final 

free position, no discrepancy occurs whatsoevere Both groups 

use the half-open back rounded variant [~J over 95% of the 
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time. However, in all other cases (i.e. all styles, all pho

netic environments) , tho groups keep a consta.nt proportio

nal.difference of .200 to .300. This shows a relativelyre

gular pattern of behaviour. In all these cases, l>lOmen seem 

to favour the open unrounded variety to the half-open roun-

ded one to a greater extent than men. Trudgill (1974,p.94) 

suggested certain explanations to account for such a sex dif

ferentiation. He states for example, that because women cannot, 

most of the time, be rated socially by their occupation, they 

use other means like speech to identify themselves with a par

ticular group. 

Another factor which might explain a certain sex 

differentiation found in speech is that women and men in 

our society do not receive the same education. \-lomen, for ex

ample, are expected not to swear, to dress more neatly, to 

behave with more "refineP.lent", etc. ~l these social requi

rements ~nposed on women may explain why women are more awa

re of certain social attitudes and of ce~ain forms of speech 

than men are. 

As far as stylistic variation is concerned, both 

groups shO'tv a high degree of stylle shifting, although this 

shifting is more prominent for women. As for education and 

occupation, the significant stylistic variations do not con

cern reading style compared with careful style, but rather 

these two as compared with formal conversation. The emphasis 

is therefore put on the opposition of formal v. less formal 

situations. Especially for women, stress is put on the rea

lization of an open unrounded variety in formal styles. In 
~ 

formal conversation~ the half-open back rounded variant holds 

a very strong position when variable (a)-l occurs in final 

free and non-final positions. It is thus in these environments 

that the sharpest stylistic stratification will be found. 
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In the case of variable (a)-l in a final closed 

syllable, the same pat tern occurs as those found for edll.C2,

tio,n and occupation: A certain bal.ance betvreen [oJ and [:>] 
seems to have been obtained here. \lomen use the open unroun

ded variety La] between 59% and 80% of the time. I·fen use it 

between· .36% and 46% • The differences betv;een men and I'101:1en 

in this environment remain constant. in the three different 

styles. In addition, the degree of stylistic variation is 

very low for both groups, compared ''lith that found in the two 

other environments. It seems as though, in for-mal conversation, 

the use of th.e two varieties [a] and [0] is so balanced that 

no need is felt to correct a too high percentage of [~J in 

more careful styles. Co-occurrence of both forms seems to be 

appropriate since no high disproportion between both sounds 

is found in either styles of speech. 

In a final free and non-final position, hO\>lever, 

usage of [0] is so high in formal conversation that it drops 

sharply in more careful styles. It is interesting to note 

that although [0] is used extensively in these careful styles, 

it still alternates significantly with [OJ , so that both 

forms have an important percentage of occurrence. 

2.2.6 Differentiation by age 

Labov wrote that 11 [v] ariability itself is change: 

but some types of variation are themselves invariant from 

generation to generation" (1). It has already been observed 

that varie.ble (a)-l is involved in social and stylistic va

riations. Such variations lead immediately to the question 

(1) H .Labov , (1966a), p.31S 
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o~ linguistic chanBe. The hypercorvect pattern of the se

cond-ranking status group observed in section 2.2.3, to

gether v[ith the higher values [Q] is gaining in formal 

speech styles when younger speakers are considered, and fi

na.lly the behaviour of "romen \'1ho demonstrate more sensiti

vity tow-ards prestige patterns than men,have already given 

an indication of a linguistic change affecting the social 

value attributed to the open back unro1ll1;'ded variety, espe

cially 'tihen this variable is found in a final closed syl

lable. 

In order to see if this variable is variant from 

one generation to the other, it will be considered through 

the age variable. It remains to be seen whether the change 

observed in other groups is reflected in the values which 

each generation attributes to this variable, i.e. to obser

ve it in ,<{hat Labov has called "apparent time". 

rrable 12 portrays the behaviour of the three age 

levels towards variable (a)-I. 

~ge 

15-24 

25-44 

145+ 

Non-final syllable Final free Fin.al closed 
syllable syllable 

liS cs Fe CS Fe RS CS Fe 

.750 .5(33 .04h .504 .000 .800 .710 .447 

.597 .490 .022 .504 .000 .560 .613 .469 

.494 .597 .058 .458 .l04 .-500 .584 .488 

Table 12: Proportional responses to[~J by environment, 
age and style. 



The only statistically significant differences 

found concern the younger informants and the older informants 

,-{hen variable (a)-l is in a non-final and 'final closed syl

lable in reading st;)Tle. This difference is of the order of 

.256 in a non-final syllable and of .300 in a final closed 

syllable. Such an order of discrepancy is lower than that· 

found for education and occupation, for example. Reading 

style is the most careful of the styles elicited in this 

research. In this situation, young informants aged between 

15-24 seem more aHare of the form associated with "good ll 

speech. While the latter use the open unrounded variant around 

the 75% level, those aged between 25-44 stay around the 55% 
level!., and finally the older informants vary around a 50% mark. 

There is certainly a sign here that the younger the informants 

are, the more they will favour the open back unrounded vari2nt 

in very careful speech. 

However, if formal conversation is considered, there 

are no longer significant discrepancies to be found in either 

environnlent. The use of the half-open back rounded variety 

is the form favoured by all groups, mainly in a non-fjnal and 

final free position. In the latter however, it is interesting 

to note that those aged 45 and over use the tmrounded [oj in 

a proportion of .104, whereas the two other groups have a 

categorical use of [~] • But the differences between the age 

groups is so slight in formal conversation that no change 

in the value of the variable seems to be present at the mo

ment. 

stylistic variation here again is mainly important 

in the case where variable (a)-l occurs in a non-final and 

final free syllable. There is a slight stylistic variation 

to be found in a final closed syllable, but it is less stri

king than in the two other environments. ~lly those aged 



between 15-24 show a different behaviour in that environ

ment. 'rhey seem here to form the most insecure group, in 

which the sharpest stylistic variation occurs in most en

vironments. 

A conclusion which can be dra~~ from all prece

ding observations is that, if formal conversation is con

sidered, i.e. the style approximating to everyday speech, 

a categorical use of the half-open back round.ed variety 

[OJ can be predicted for almost all speakers when the 

variable is in final free and non-final positions. Exa'T1ples 

of speech, as the following, seem normal for everyone: 

Inf.2 [se sy·~ ksa· de pt~t b'O.- A.j~ :~] 
nClest Sal' que ~a a des petites barrieres". 

Inf .18 I!a ml de.3~ vny a lide s~gtr~ k'ak )0" ~J (1) 
n<sa m'est deja venu ~ lridee, si je gagnais quelque 
chosell. 

Inf .24 [}a frAsre dZy" kebak / pa~le po·t¢] 

"1e fran~ais du Quebec, parler "pateux" II. 

Inf .38 ~~k'a ~o: ~ k~m s1 / 11J 
"Quelque chose conune ~a, la". 

Inf .1 [se b~ bizo.: t!] 
"Clest bien bizarre". 

(1) The following diacritical marks will be used in the 
phonetic notation: 
",: = ~ consonants and vOiJels partially devoiced 

o : after a symbol = vdthout audible release 
o : below a symbol = completely devoiced 
~ = weaker articulation 
A - vouel bet'lieen /a/ and /0../ 

n : beside a letter = nasal release 
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_1-~. 

Inf.32 ~i3 la gb-PE. / p¢ts"t de ptf1:to g'o"tRi] 

Inf.34 

"5i je 1a gagnais~{ Peut-ct.r:.:; des petites g~teriesl1. 

- ,.., 
~i 3 rAk5:t Yn p £. rs ~ nl P}ll: k~l "0 

pers5nalte I pi k€.1 1fov la b\f( I sa 
H- A ) 

as momA 10 I J 
II Si on rencontre une personne, puis 

pour 1a personnali'te, puis qutelle 
~a se gate. A ce moment la, ••• 11 

tu pl1r 1a 
1\ 

z go.:t I 

qu1elle a t.out 
ouvre la bouche: 

Inf.53 [JA d~nR'i a ma lire: I 1~ tR\v~ kt~J 
I1Jl en donnerais a rna mere, les trois-quarts". 

Inf .37 [p~ sy·r 1-0 fE. 10 lye vy d~ tsrp '0: brsIJ< g~·z'dJ.rn 
( '- (J "" 

1:) I etre i5be 0: b, d lee :r bl.Slk! ( , :..J 
" Pas sur le fait, lao J'ai vu deux types en bicycle 

(8.) gazoline, l8..(Ils) etaient tombes en bas de 
leur bicycle". 

2.2.7 Conclupions 

The fo11ovling conclusions can be dra"m from the 

study of variable (a)-I. 

1- In formal cop-yersation, variable (a)-1 is not so involved 

in a prQcess of variHbility. Indeed, no significant differen

ceS were found bet\feen either group, as far 2,6 their behaviour 

to\1ards the variable in a non-fined and final free position 

is concerned. In these two environments, only seven infor

ments! ( 2 male professionals, 4. female professionals, 1 

female white collar 'Vforker) shm·red e.n optional application 
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of ' the rule [aJ-~) <[\};5]). 'fhe remaining 53 informants 

applied the rule ca-~egorically. This is significant, in that 

it ShOltiS that the majority of speakers favoured at a 100% 

level the half-open back rounded variety. 

HO\l/ever, in a final closed syllable, the categorical 

value attributed to the half-open back rounded variant alters 

considerably. In fact, in this enVirODnlent, only 16 out of 

the 60 informants used this variety categorically. 

If individual speakers are considered, the picture 

for formal conversation is as follows: 2 informants shO\4J' an 

optional selection of the rule[Q]-1<[.'U,:l]) in more than one 

environment at a time; 16 informants show a categorical appli

cation of this rule in all three environments; 21 informants 

have a 100% use of [~J in a non-final and final free position, 

but 0% in a final closed syllable; and finally, 21 speakers 

use [0] categorically in a final free and non-final position 

but optionally in a fjnal closed syllable. 

This behaviour of speakers seems to support the vie1-T, 

as elaborated by Bickerton (1971), th~t for any particular 

speaker, variability in a particular rule can only exist in 

one environL~ent at a time, an~ that after a rule has become 

categorical in one environment it can begin to be applied 

optionally in another environment. 

This seems true in the case of variable (a)-1 e 

This vie1i is however too extreme in that it does not account 

for the fact that selection or non-selection of a rule is 

determined not only by the phonetic environments in YThich it 

occurs, but also by the characteristics of a speaker and 

groups of speakers, and moreover by the type of situation the 

speakers face. 
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In fact, selection or non-selection of the rule 

[0 l~\L\)}J]) is de~erlIlined by stylistic and sociological 

factors, and the application of the rule by v~rious groups 

implies differences of degree rather than cat.egorical dif

ferences. In the case of variable (0.)-1 in a final closed 

syllable, significant differences were found between edu

cational, occupational and sex groups. v~bat the results 

demonstrate is that higher rates of use of [0] are a ten

dency of those having 9 or fewer years of education, and 

falling within the category of manual workers. L"1 addition, 

men are more likely to favour this vari.mt than women. 

The differences found between the groups is certainly a 
/ 

question of proportions in the degree of occurrences of 

the rule rather than of its total presence or absence. 

Horeover,. as a more careful speech situation comes 

into play, here represented by the t\'lfO careful styles, the 

whole pattern given by formal conversation alters. In care

ful style, for example, only 1 informant showed a categorical 

selection of [OJ in the three phonetic environments. S in

formants applied the rule categorically Ylhcn the variable 

is in non-final ana. final free positions. Hm"lever, v[hat is 

more interesting is th~t 33 informants used [al and [~J op

tionally in more th~n one environment at a time. The situation 

no longer arises where variability in a particular rule can 

only apply in one environment at a time for a particular 

speaker. Indeed, more than half of the informants showed 

variability in more than one environment at a time. 

Variability in the use of [a.J and [0] is here again 

a qu~stion of degree when differentiation between groups is 

concerned, and is also closely related to sociological para

meters. 
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In the case of careful style, it call be said that, 

"Then facing a more formal situati.on, all i:liornicl.llts are able 

to assign a different value to the variable, ( i.e~ giving 

[a.] a higher % of occurrences) • The difference lies in the 

proportional response each group gives to this value. 

Variable (a)-l illustrate~ the fact that applica

tion of t~le rule L Q(~)J--7(lbt~). O(~)]> is a function of phonetic 

environment, of styles of speech (formal v.less formal), as 

well as of sociological factors. Speakers seem to have "inter

nalized" different types of behaviour towards this variable. 

As Trudgill puts it: II They IIknov/1I ,as individuals, the pro

bability of operation of this rule in particular social con

text s l1 (1). 

The idea developed by this discussion is that 

speakers are able to behave both in terms of categorical 

rules and of those of probability. According to the "true" 

and subjective value attributed to the variable, according 

to the type of situation faced, according to the social 

characteristics of a given speaker or group, and finally 

according to the phonetic environment concerned, use or 

non-use of a variant will. be applied in a different way, 

sometimes shovdng categorical behaviour, sometimes variable 
, 

behaviour, in which the diffeFences are a question of degree. 

By "question of degree" is meant that speakers know uhen to 

use a variant at a very high degree of occurrence, at a lo

wer level and at a very low level, and that representation 

of one or another level will be determined by sociological 

factors, end by the type of situation faced, i.e. very for

mal, less formal, the least formal. 

(1) R.Trudgill, (1973), p.156 
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2-' \Vhere variability vras found, differences bet.vleen various 

groups also occurred. The most significant difference 'Has 

provided by the comparison of educational and occupational 

groups, then by sex and finally by age ~ So that 1'-Then the 

degree of significance is the factor considered, the socio

logical parameters follo".{ the order: education & occupation} 

sex> age. 

3- The degree of style shifting present in the behaviour of 

groups towards variable (a)-l is very high. The great.est 

stylistic variation occurred \'/hen formal conversation "las 

compared with the two other styles elicited. For all groups, 

there was a slight'· increase in the use of L a] as they moved 

from careful style to reading style. But the difference bet

ween these styles remained low, so that the significant sty

listic variation involved comparison of formal v. less formal 

situations. Horeover, groups viere differentiated generally 

at about the same level of significance in the two careful 

styles, so that no real large discrepancy lias found between 

the two styles in differentiating groups. 'rhe .types of speech 

whll.eh will claim the most attention will be those of a formal 

type v. a less formal type. 

It appears clearly from. the results that the amount 

of style shifting is proportional-to' the use speakers make of 

the half-open back rounded variant [~1 in formal conversation, 

as well as to the degree of al'lareness they show of the variety 

associated vrith a more careful form of speech, i.e. [aJ · 

As seen in the various tables, selection of [~] and 

[J] was made optionally when the phoneme occurred in a final 

closed, syllable. In this environment also, the lOHest amount 

of style shifting ''las found when this environment was considered 
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in· more careful styles. Hm'J'0ver, in the tl[Q other environ

ments, L~J ",as select.ed categorically by almost all spGakers 

in ,formal conversation, so that tho amount of style shifting 

found .... ras especially irnpressi ve as one moved to !Ll.ore careful 

styles. 

The groups '\-'Tho showed the greatest mmreness of 

[Q] , also having the highest style shifting, are the more 

educated, professionals and '\JI1hi te collar lwrkers, "wmen: and 

young j.nformants. In addition, the group composed of young 

informants with 9 or fewer years of schooling have a signi

ficant style shifting. 

4- Inferences with respect to linguistic change are gene

rally best based on the distribution of the value of the va

riables '\-dthin the population sampled at one particular time. 

In the simplest case, the proportion of occurrence of a par

ticular variant is correlated with age. As seen in the con

clusions concerning the variable in formal conversation, no 

significant age differentiation could be found, but a small 

one did occur when the variable vias considered in more for-

1p.al styles. The unrounded variant [o...J is certainly gaining 

favour within the smnple studied, since young infol~ants, 

independent of their educational background, showed greater 
. 

awareness of' this variant than their older counterpe.rts $ It 

might,however, be too soon to postulate a linguistic change 

in progress. 

Nevertheless it has to be remembered that the age 

distribution is very often complicated by the fact that a 

linguistic change may follmV" more complex. patterns. It may 

originate in a particular class, occupational or sex group, 

etc., and spread from there to other groups, so that a change 
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may be found in one subgroup of the population, vihereas it . 
has barely begun in another segment. 

The use of l:l] is a feature characteristic of Que

bec French in general. Hut it. has alvrays co-existed, albeit 

uncounsciously, ''lith an open back unrounded [0] in the speech 

of the community. Usually, [0] has been the variant heard on 

radio and television, in speeches, etc. From the data obtai

ned in this study, it seems that variant raj does in fact 

exist in the repertoire of most speru<ers. Therefore, both 

forms are part of the competence of any speaker. The behaviour 

of speakers or groups towards the two types of articulation 

is still strongly dependent on the type of situation in Hhich 

they find themselves. A fonnal situation will lead to a grea

ter use of [o.J ' whereas a less formal one "lill lead to its 

virtual disappearance. [aJ and [ci] already coexist at the 

performance level in the latter situation, as seen in the 

case where the variable occurs in a final closed position. 

In this environment, phenomenon of hypercorrection by the 

second-highest status group, sex and age differentiations 

have been found. It is possible that these above factors might 

indicate a linguistic change in progress. 

It cannot be said that [a] will one day replace 

[~J completely, but some other pr~dictions may be made. Sin

ce young informants sho1tied a greater use of raJ in a very ca

reful style, since this variety is used quite often by cer

tain groups in careful styles of speech" and since these ScIae 

groups already alternate, in formal conversation, their use 

of [a] and Cn] "Then variable (a)-l is in a final closed syl

lable, the open back unrounded variety [o.J is likely to ar

rive at a certain degree of co-occurrence with the open or 

half-open back rounded one in later stages in all environ

ments. There are at least good indications that the ~ariety 
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[a.J is in the process of becoming E',QY'(; 2nd more 1'ddcly re

cognized (cf. young, loss educa.ted infol"lIwnts VIho 8h011[ a 

pattern of behaviour very different from that of their ol

der counterparts in more formal styles of speech)~ 

The observation of data on variable (a)-1 h8,s shown . 
that, for each group observed, the frequency in the realiza

tion of [o.J rose in a final ~losed 'syllable and th8.t each group 

followed the same pattern of stylistic variation. These fac

tors demonstrate that the rule Vlhich makes possible the bac

king and rounding of L 0] is not simply a sumnl2.ry of t.he per

formance of particular groups. On the contrary, the phonolo

gical environment and the for~lality of the situation consti

tute general constraints reflecting the linguistic system 

of all 'i'rifluvians interviewed. 

The variability present in the data demon::.trates 

that a "variable rule ll (1) operates in the application of the 

rule [C\.J~<J.:)Jf. The 'output frequencies of this rule ha.ve been 

given in the various tables and diagrams and have served to 

indicate the proportional responses each group gave to (a] 
in different phonological environments and styles of speech. 

It is important to retain the phonological and sty

list.ic constraints as factors in a variable rule model, since, 

following Cedergren and Sankoff's treatment, each of the va

riable constraints makes an independent contribu.tion to the 

probability of the rule applying for any given sample. The 

model of Cedergren and Sankoff is founded on the hypothesis 

that the variable constraints are independent, and that each 

of them contributes to the probability of the rule irrespective 

(1) For a variable rule treatment, see Labov, (1969 a) .Hm1ever, 
for a tl0re complete formulation of variable rules, see: 
H.Cedergren and D.Sankoff, (1974). 
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of'the other constraints present. As has been seen in the 

various tables, eacl? phonological environment, styles of 

speech, and social factors contribute in vcrying degrees 

to the application of the rule. Thus, in order to accolmt 

for all these constraints, the follovring rules may be given. 

Formal conversation 

1. categorical rule: [a.] --7 [0] I_~final. free positiont 
~10n-final position J 

2. Variable rule: [a~1--7\L~U) I -~inal closed Position} 

f ( education,occupation,sex) 

(1) 

Careful styl~ 

/ ~
final free position ) 

J ).<r, ('.'1\. _ final. closed ~o~ition 
Variable rule [a.{~) ----If L-~\'I { non-fmal posl.tl.on 

_ f (education,occupation,sex,age) 

Generally 

/linal free position ~ 

1_~,/r ~ (~)J\ final. closed ro~ition 
Variable rule L <ll~) f ,\l: \ f on-fl.nal posl.tl.on 

(1) f means 

f (phonological environment, style, 
education, occupation, sex, age) 

function of 
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2.3 :rhe study: ot: archa~c..J?honetic featl.!F~ 

Thus far, the implications of various patterns of 

behaviour to';lO.rs variable (a)-l have been dealt \vith. In 

sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.4, other phonological variables have 

been described. P~ong the possible realizations which could 

affect any of the phonemes mentioned in these sections, there 

were those v-s'hich referred to archaic:. pronunciations v. more 

common French. forms. rrhese archaic pronunciations concern 

variables (a),(e),(eu),(g),(ch), and the sociological values 

implied in their usage will now be considered. 

2.3.1 Historical notes 

Before dealing in more detail "'lith the social dis

tribution of these variables, some historical notes will be 

given in order to review the origins of some fe~tures of 

Quebec French pronunciation. In fact, .like all French dia

lects, Quebec French has the overall characteristics of the 

general French phonetic system. However, there are also some 

differences between general French and ~uebec French, and 

some of them may find their explanation in history, while 

others are innovations. 

The variables concerned here all have their origin 

in the speech of r.ertain regions of France ... French immigration 

to North America started in the 17th century and brought set

tlers of different origins. Though predominantly comin.g from 

the North and North"llest of France, the cultural and linguistic 
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cU,stoms of the settlers l'J'erenot uniform. These settled down 

not accO'rding to' their different origins, but freely through

out the colony, so that after a short period of time, the lin

guistic differences were sufficiently reduced to make commu

nication possible. As it happens in linguistic contact si

tuations, the common speech pattern developed in Quebec was 

a product of a reduction of forms to the conunon forms shared 

by the majority of contributing dialects, and of a general 

acceptance of a prestige dialect, in this case French as spo

ken by the clergy, administration, etc. 

Late 17th century Quebec French can be assumed to 

have resembled very closely the standard French spoken by a 

minority group in France (1). The difference which exists no

wadays between Quebec French and Standard French is to be 

attributed to the forced isolation of Quebecers from their 

mother country after 1763. However, all forms nO\tfadays found 

in Quebec French are shared; by the whole community, even 

though most of them will not be used by every speaker in the 

same way. 

2.3.1.1 Variable (a) 

A diphthong /ei/ in French, "[hich later evolved 

to foil, finally becoming /WQ/ , derived from a close /e/ 

(itself originating form e and ~), in a final free position, 

and from latin close e + yod (2). At the same time, another 

value was attributed to the diphthong foil, namely [\"Ie] or 

lwe] • Examples of such pronunciation were mainly found in 

(1) cr. E.Brent, (1971), p.l10 
(2) The information given here is to be found in }i.Juneau, 
. (1972), and in J.Gillieron and E.Edmont, (1902-1910). 

". 4'1 
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words ending in -oir (e. g. bc~ni1loire, b2i~, Fv0l:, etc.), 

and in words like poixante. 

e.g. "souesantel! ~l Archives du Ccuvent des U~
.§.lQ:,;j;1"8S de L~l~bec, l.c., p.66, 
lb77-78. (I} -

1'he pronunciation GE- , \.,~ form t,he spelling -oi was main

tained in general French until the 18th century, even though 

the pronunciation ~!QJ could be found in Paris from the 13th 

century. Thus, it is not surprising to find both pronuncia

tions in Quebec French. The use of [wt, "'l~ Hill appear in the 

spelling -oir (e.g. gtachoire,avoir" bciF~,etc.), and in words 

like tpi, ~i, !l boi~, froid, ~roit. 

No occurrences of [VIe. ,"I'l~ \-lere found in a non-final 

position in the speech samples recorded. It seems as though 

this archaic pronunciation has disappeared in this environment. 

However, it is still probably possible to find rec,lizations 

such as ~\'Jes(i:~ soixante in everyday speech. The use of 

[we. ,we] in this environment is limited to such a small num

ber of lexical items that no examples were found in the sam

ples studied. The pronunciations used to realize the spelling 

~ are various. As previously indicated, a half-open front 

unrounded vowel, originating fr9m dialects of France, may be 

used mainly in a final closed.and final free position. Apart 

from this realization, the spelling -oi is realized in va

rious ways along the low axis of the phonetic trapezium, i.e. 

[wa, wa, WA, wA,wa, '\ova, wi), vtoJ • The glide /w/ may have a 

certain effe,ct on the vm'lel, in that this latter is usually 

more or less backed and labialized. 

(1) £.i.Juneau, (1972), p.6a 
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L~Te] 

As shown on the trapezium some realizations may go as far 

as em open back rounded vowel. This realiza.tion affects the 

vO\vel '''hen found in a non-final, final closed and final free 

position. It might be explained by the effect of /w/ on the 

vowel, but since no acoustic tests have been carried out to 

account for such a phenomenon, and since such distinctions 

are hard to establish on purely auditory grounds, the only 

possibility left is to mention that such a feature is possi

ble. 

In addition, very few informants used the variety 

~b,w'OJ • Hhat is interesting to note is that those vIho used 

it were often users of the half-open front unrounded varia.."1t 

also. Some informants therefore alternate their oronunciation - . 
by using all three possible sets of pronunciations in a ca

reful speech style. 

e.g. inf .29 [m~' ~ Wb~ !\lachoire ,[bulrrn:rJ bouilloire 

E:brce vw-o: a J abreuv9ir, lmu J v[ A',] mouchoir 

[EWA'J pott ~we :r] soir 

inf .30 r:nu~ wuJ f:louchoj:r~ lSWA.·] E.,?ir 

@-br~VY.fA·:J abreuvoir,. ~n~' ~ ,.,£~ machoire 

~ujUE...:J bouilloi:c.£ \!U'le·] noir 
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The use of an open back rounded voviel is certainly not very 

conmlOn. Another possible explanation vrould be related to a 

phenomenon of hypercorrection. Since this v8.riety is used 

mainly in careful style, Clnd since especially speakers "[ho 

used eJ'E.,,··re] used also iito,w'O], the reason of such a backing 

and rounding of the phoneme could be that, in order to ob

tain the feature associated vlith "good ll speech, namely Ilm, 
wa.], these speakers vlOuld overcorrect ~,,€., vrEj and fall to 

Q,roJ. 

The' use of [vroJ is however only sportS.die and some

times hard to determine because of the preceding glide. The

refore, it is not possible at the moment to drs.vv conclusions 

as to the possible effect of /w/ on the vO't'wl or on the phe

nomenon of hypercorrection. Nevertheless, it is still vTorth 

noting that such features are possible., 

The study of variable (a) will therefore concern 

the co-variation of the archaic pronunciation [He "..,~ vrith 

the more COIiTh"1.0n French form [:"'<1J. Usually, [we] is to be ex

pected before a consonant ,1-,hile ere] Vlill occur mainly in 

a final position, though it is possible to hear ~rwe:rJ 
miroir. Host of. the time, hmiever, ["~1 ,·rill be used for 

[s'H€.:r, m'le..::J fZ..oir, !'l.2i..t, etc., and UieJ for ~we, i b\V~ 
moi, ~l boi't., etc. It should be noted here, that utilization 

of ~eJ instead of 6:!a,wc9 does not affect all lexical items. 

For example, the words vou, toit, !:.o~, foi, loi, doigt" 

croix will al.lt;a.ys be realized as an open front to back 

unrounded vouel, i.e. ~Ta ••• • v1c9 • No occurrences of D'le] 
may affect these lexica.l items. Therefore, the study of co

variation of [we] and {!laJ will concern only the lexical 

items where both pronunciations can be used to realize them. 
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As noted by Juneau (1), t.he p;CoDl.llciation 11-
or 'He is one of the archaic features which is nost i~:l:olan

ted in popular speech. In using it, people stay tI fcd.thfulll 

to the archaic French pronunci&.t.ion (2). 

2.3.1.2 

The' features associated lJith an archaic type of 

pronunciation for variable (e) are the opening of the half-

open front unrounded / e. / into £ire] , \vhen the phoneme occurs 

in the sequence / € + r + C / a.TIl.d in a final position, and 

also the closing of / c / into [eJ when the phoneme is in a 

final closed syllable checked by /r /. In these environ:nents, 

'-Tords like serviettEl., paix, ~re, could be pronounced \jae rvj€.t, 

pee, pe:r] • 

The opening of / E. / into~~J before /r-te/ has a 

popular origin and ,oms important mostly in fuddle Old French. 

This feature Has still widely spread in popular Parisian French 

in the 17th century. This Parisian French pronunciation has 

had a strong influence on Quebec French, together vnth forms 

of speech coming from Poitou, the Charentes area, and Centre 

of France, where the opening of / E- / into [~before /r-te/ 

was often used. This pronunciation was common in Old Quebec 

French, as many examples can be found in Archives. 

e.g. serviette: II 17 sarviette ll Documents de 1a Prevote 
de Quebe~, vo1.17, 1750, Quebec. (3) 

(1) H.Jtmeau, (1972), p.64 
(2) J.D.Gendron, (1966), pp.82-83 
(3) H.Juneau, (1972), p.40; see generally, pp.39-46 
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The opening of Ie I in a final position is a more . 
common feature in present day Quebec French~ 'rhis pronuncia-

tion also has its origin in the period of inunigration of 

French people to "New France". This pronunciation Has in fact 

typical of the popular Parisian French of the 17th century. 

To this should also be added a possible influence of the Wes

tern "and NorthvreBtern regions of France. The 94th map of the 

ALF of tu avais notes a final a in certain areas of North-- -
western France, such as Cotes-du-Nord, lIIle-et-Vilaine, 

1a Mayenne and Vendee. On the map 807 j'en mangerais, and the 

map ~ il buvait, ~ appears in certain areas of the Deux

S~vres and of Charente (1). 

This opening of I e. I into [reJ in the tvlO environ

ments described, is easily perceptible auditorily_ Acoustic 

tests carried out by Gendron indicate that this opening gives 

a segment nearer cardinal 4 than cardinal 3 (2). It will be 

not ed here as [re] • 

The remaining archaic feature affecting the realiza

tion of lEI involves a clasing of the phoneme into [~ when 

it is follovled by Ir I in a final closed syllable. Gendron 

notes that this pronunciation also comes from archaic forms 

of speech and that it is nowadays rejected or considered as 

vulgar by educated people (3). 

Thus, the opening and closing of le.I in specific 

environments can be said to be features which have their ori

gin in different dialects, mostly those of the 17th century, 

period of the French settlement. 

(1) 1-1. Juneau, (1972), p.50; J.D • Gendron, (1966), pp.65-66 
(2) J.D.Gendron,(1966), p.69 
(3) Id., p.6l 
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The half-open front rounded phoneme /00 /, like its 

unrounded counterpart / e. I, may be closed, titUs nee,ring U'J] , 
'tlhen placed in a final closed position checked by Ir/. hords 

like neur. could therei'orc have the phonetic realize.tion 

t?~ :rJ · 

This phenomenon has not been accounted for either 

by Gendron, Juneau or most of other r.'riters on (luebec French 

phonology. It is true that this variety is rarelJT used nOVla

days, especially Vlhen people focus their attention on pronun~ 

ciation. Nevertheless, it is still present in the speech of 

some informants and its origin could easily be the'same as 

that accountine for the closing of / e. +r 1 into Le~. 

In French, there are three half-close vovrels, i. e. 

le,¢,ol , and three half-open vowels, i.e. 1 E.. ,- 00,0 I. The 

front-back and rounded-unrounded contrasts are more iInportant 

in differentia,ting these phonemes, than the close-open con

trast. ~mphasizing this, is the fact that half-open se'gments 

may be realized as half-close ones, as in pere [pe:~ and 

peur [p~:rj without creating any semantic confusion, \fhereas 

pere would never be realized as peur or port, i.e. changing 

its front and unrounded features into rounded and back ones. 

Only pronunciations involving tongue height features are 

possible. 

A change such as half-open vOl-rels going to half-close 

vm'lels is not frequent in the speech of Trifluvians:. It comes 

from an archaic type of pronunciation, as previously stated, 

and is probably one of the archaic features "fhich is regres

sing more in present day Trois-P..ivieres French. Nevertheless, 
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it'will be interesting to observe speakers' behaviour in 

respect of these fCD,tures compared vrith other more CC;llll~i.Cm 

ones, such a.s the use of ~~ in the personal pronouns :to.i, 

r!2i. 

Variables ig} and (cl}l .. 

The'realizat.ions of the two palato-alveolar fri

catives have been described in section 2.1.4 • It ,viii the

refore be sufficierit here to repeat that the velarization of 

both segments, i.e./3J)~lr,xJ , or the glottalization of 

/.3 / into [Ii] can occur in initial, medial bet,'reen tHO vowels, 

and final positions. These pronunciations have their origin 

in some areas of France, such as Poitou, and the North of the 

Gironde. 

2.3.2 Archaic phonetic features viewed as stereotYDc~. 

Different variables nay exhibit different behaviour 

with respect to both their social and stylistic distribution. 

These differences mainly concern the categorical versus the 

variable nature of the social and stylistic markings involved. 

Labov distinguishes betvleen IIstereotypes", IImarkers", 

and "indicators". vJhile linguistic indicators are involved in 

social distribution only, linguistic markers show both social 

and stYlistic stratification. These seem most of the time to , 
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stem from social av:areness. Stereotypes, on the other hand, 

""'Ihich have risen to full social coru-~ciousness, m~,-y represent 

old'er cases of varia,tion Hhich may in fact have gone to com

pletion; or they may actually represent stable oppositions 

of linguistic forms supported by t'i'!O opposing sets of under

lying social values" (1). 

The use of archaic, phonetic features, such as~vTe] 

instead of ~waJ moi, \!t ma:iiJ instead of l~ m(i:3] Ije mange, 

corresponds to this type of linguistic feature, referred to 

as a linguistic stereotype by Labov. As will be seen later, 

it represents stab~e oppositions betvreen more common French 

forms and archaic ones, themselves supported by tHO different 

sets of social values. These are underlined by the subjective 

attitudes of groups tOv:ards both sets of forms. 

The social value attributed to archaic phonetic 

features has risen to full) social consciousness. This point 

is illustra;ted by the fact that \·[hen informants 11ere asked 

if they noticed any differences in the speech of different 

members of the c ornmuni ty, some answered posi ti vely by poin

ting out some of the following features. 

Nany of these informants gave examples concerning 

the -personal pronouns moi, toi, saying that less educated mem

bers of the community vlOuld use [m1'fe, tue ~ as opposed to their 

pronunciation, 'Vlhich they felt more correct, namely ~wo.., tWQ J" 
Others referred to the use of f.?cJ and [£] instead of [~1 and 

L"31 by people they referred to as less educated. Other in

formants l;'eferred to the use of an open segment [as] instead 

of Ie I. 

(1) vl.Labov,(1970), p.205 
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These phonetic features, especially the closing 

of foJo.. / into l e.. or e], and opening of / e. / into [reJ are the 

phonetic features which are more vridely in use, in modern 

Trois-Rivi~res French. It is therefore not surprising to 

find informants referring to these rather than referring to 

less widely used forms such as (pe:iJ pere, ~'F:~ peur,etc. 

Not only did the more educated informants seem awa

re of the values attached to such forms, but also the less 

educat.ed speakers. A shoemender, informant M~3.4, was cons

cious of the 'forms such as LOO] instead of / e. /. Indeed, he 

mentioned, that in everyday life, he would say ~Zy lre] 

. du lait, rather than ~Zy Ie] , for ey~ple. On the other hand, 

when talking in public or with strangers, he admitted to cor

recting his language by pronouncing vlOrds with / e. / rather 

than \-v-ith ~. 

Another informant referred to the personal pronouns 

!!1.Qi. and toi and said: 

[ja de mwe / p:I:j'a de twe /5 n'(\ Pr ab'ftS,\e a s~ / se PYo to 

mwa PI.tvIA] 

till y'a des moe, puis des toe. On nlest pas habitue a ~a. Clest 
pluto£ moi, puis to1". 

What is interesting to note is that this informant vms very 

aware of a value attributed to such a pronunciation. He saw 

it as something to be rejected. This was his conscious atti

tude tOY'lards this archaic feature. Hm..r6ver, when he shifted 

to a less formal form of speech, he himself used ~weJ instead 

of ~wal. . 
e.g. ~we/ hem o~ la lA·g / la ]]eg bjE: patle] 

IIMoi, jla:ime autant la langue, la langue bien parlee". 

What the case of this informant shmvs, is that users 



of' forms such as [mfe,tw~ !TI2..i,t.o~ will use this v3.:'''iety 

when speaking spont~neously) proLably 1,-~LtLin their peer group. 

Ho\vever, their conscious attitude towards snr;h a forn is the 

opposite of that which they use. They view it as incorrect 

and t.o be rejected. These speakers are aI-lare of the soci2..l 

significance attributed to stigmatized forms, \fhich are dis

couraged by the educational institutions. 

An IJ.vral'eness of forms rej ected by educational ins

titutions may nevertheless lead to different attitudes ~ 'i'hey 

may be felt as erroneous and therefore to be rejected; but 

even though regarded as incorrect, they may be consci.ously 

retained in the speech of some informants. 'fhe anSi-fer of a 

20 yeqr old female factory Horker illustrates this point. 

[sa de~ wI / k5'm kA k5 v; a lelql/ u leek-a )o:z damrI:m/ 

5 sfe Rma'6ke bokU /'5 ne tapo"R de zo·t / ma sAb lrl._ davf\E.. 
~ .~ ( -aV\'l~: dla 3"15st S.IS ptrR s'-5/ be: S'\SvA sa depA dla paRvl~:s 

~s k~ tBy f\£: s / n'( zo:t A t~ k~ / kA nnlfe / l~ )alE-: 

ek~l/ ,3e6 te bE: mi d ko·te p'U' 5-0 / J Reste notR3 dam d1a pc. / 

Jpaf{lre pO bj'€ k3m le zo·t / Je-tvlve d m~r:m / )PUVC-B 

p3 5:; Rtsr: de mvra/ pi de tWA /rje lame dZ~ s5 / dj-n-a f\jE: da 

5 fj'RseJ 

"ea depend, oui. Comme quand on va a l'ecole, ou quelque chose 
de meme, on se fait remarquer beaucoup. On est 2~ part des 
autres. 11 me semble qulil devrait avoir de la justice pour 
~a. Bien souvent, ~a depend de la paroisse ou ce que tu restes. 
Nous autres, en tout cas, quand moi, quand j lal1ais a l'ecole, 
j1ai ete bien mise de cote pour <;a. Je restais(dans) Notre
Drune-de-la-Paix; je ne parlais pas bien comme les autres. 
J'ai ete elevee de memee Je ne pouvais pas sortir des moi 
puis des toi. Je nrai jamais dis ~a. (Ca) ne donne rien de 
se forcer ll • 

This young girl is very \·[e11 a\vare that, by using 

form~, such as liE-"vej instead of ~w:;t J, she has been rej ect.Gd 
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at' school. She comes from a very poor area of Trois-Hi vieres, 

and through her speech has been recognized as belonging to 

a less favoured group. HOHever, even though aware of more 

prestigious forms such as (lm1cD, she consclously keeps in 

her speech the less f&voured ~~w~ • 11.5 she says: II Ca. ne 

donne rien de se forceI'll. In other vrords, she feels more her

self, more natural,'HhBn using certain features "Thich are . 
rejected by others. She also feels that there should be a 

more tolerant attitude in this regard, i.e. that people should 

be allm'led to speak in their ovm Nay, without being rejected 

socially for doing so. 

The case' of this young girl reflects the presence 

of different social values towards language within a society. 

Educatj.onal institutions) other institutions such 

as radio, television, etc., avoid the use of archaic phonetic 

features nO'\{ associated with rural and less educated speech. 

Certain social groups follow this tendency by consistently 

rejecting these forms of speech. 

Other groups also reject these forms consciously, 

by trying to avoid them in careful speech, although they may 

be present in everyday speechc 

Hhatever the attit.ude towards such linguistic ste

reotypes, it can be seen that in a social context members of 

a community may be set, apart, by the mere fact of their be

longing to a particular social group, this being reflected 

by their language. Linguistic stereotypes, such as those 

involved in the linguistic variables here under stu.dy, are 

certainly the linguistic features '.Thich are more likely to 

identify a speaker as being a member of a pa,rticular social 

group. 
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As ha.s been seen thronch the inforInants, all are 

aware of the negative social value at.-::'ributod to Borne archaic 

linguistic features. 

Those '\I,rho reprefjent. the c2tegory of speakers using 

these "negative" linguistic markers are likely to be the . 
most. linguistically insecure. They kno\"! that t.heir llse of 

such features is not highly regarded socially .'lli.d they \"fill 

therefore be expected to try to avoid them in a for:,:w.l style 

of speech. HOl'lever, others, such as the young girl, might 

react strongly to such social pressure, by consciously using 

these features, probably in order to show· that they belong 

to a par,ticular group, and that they have the right, socially, 

to be so. 

As the shoemender puts it: 

~~ sil m'5:d palrffi t'U"t av~ ce n eJcsAply p\~rtSy / palrco 

,W5m ¢ zoe / kessj3' ctXtura :x] 

IINon, si~le monde parlerait tout avec un accent plus pointu, 

je parlerais COIDm.e eux autres. Question d I entouragel~·. 

This man is very conscious of what the use of archaic 

phonetic features may represent socially. HOvJever, he is also 

conscious of the values of his OI-In neighbourhood and peer 

group, so that he retains the use of these features because 

his own group does so and does not talk \'lith this "accent", 

i. e. the one not customary in his m .. rn group., which he calls: 

"plus pointu ll • He does not feel the need systematically to 

correct his everyday speech, since it would be artificial for 

him to do so, his o~m peer group not recognizing such a needo 

It is a question of group loyalty. 

Thus far, it has been primarily the less educated 
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informants who have been considered, ",ith regard to their 

subjective attitudes towards linguistic stereotypes. It 

might be interesting here to focus on attitudes of younger, 

more educated informants. Older informants in this group, 

generally aged 30 years and over, sho\,led a very negative at

titude towards forms represented by linguistic stereotypes. 

They viewed them as featu.res to be completely rejected from 

the language. 

Younger informants, on the contrary, were far le'ss 

categoric in their judgement. They felt that these forms were 

part of Quebec French, and that people who used them l'lare 

right to do so. For them, this "popular" language was far mo

re creative and lively than a more ,Standard French, which they 

felt \,las not really natural for many Quebecers, but rather 

a learned variety. 

Some of these young informants admitted that they 

'Sometimes used forms, such as ~w~ ,etc., when they l'wre in 

particular contexts. They ,saw themselves as being able to 

adapt their language according to the social group in which 

they moved. 

Two young professional men particularly emphasized 

this fact. rrhey said that they would swear with people vlho 

swore, and that they would use forms such as [!p.we, t1..r~ ,etc., 

when with people using these forms. 'l'hey added that, by doing 

so, they could not be accused of snobbery, by using too care

ful'speech. 

Young, more educated informants might look at forms 

associated with "good" speech as being irrelevant in certain 

contexts. This attitude allows them to select archaic phonetic 
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these informants puts ~t: 
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U·ct de fwO: i mani:v de dZ:L·~ de IDO k~ a' / 10m mwa/3vo dZie 

k'jill mwe/ pi m3' f~~.~ S6 mS" fRe:i5 lpi sa t~o savwa.° / me - ,.-

sa depa £ p~ dzy milj¢ /a dZt.z3' kse sCi tl\o sav\,lQ.: R ~ 

sadapt ase fasilma / a / a 00 n ak~;'a"\J' dZy fas) d pa~le 
kjlgzts d;rz.oo mij ¢ J 

" Je sais que des foi8, il m' arriv6 de dire des mots COE'une: 
comme moi, je vais dire comme moe, puis mon frere,c'est 
mon frere, 'puis cela sans trop savoir. Hais <sa depend un 
peu du milieu. Disons que, sans trop savoir, ,on sladapte 
ass,ez facilement, ~ un accent, ou d I unefa<s0n de parler, 
qui existe dans un milieu". 

The basic attitude of such informants is very close 

to the one exp~essed by the shoemender. Both attitudes reco

gnize forms associated with "good" speech, and also forms re

lated to a more casual form of speech. Choice betvreen both 

forms is a question of surroundings and conte~~. 

Speakers, like'the shoemender, are expected to se

lect these archaic phonetic forms more often than the more 

educated informants, since they move in a group which uses 

such forms, whereas the more educated interact most of the 

time with speakers \'[ho reject them. 

The social· attitudes tOVIardslinguistic stereotypes 

can be swruned up in four main categories: 

1- some speakers consider them as a negative marker in all 

contexts (mainly older, more educated informants); 

2-,others do not admit them, on a conscious level, but never

theless may use them in everyday speech (probably older, less 

educated informants); 
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3-'some recognize these feat.ures as carrying a negattve va

lue but nevertheless use them consci_cusly in order to react 

against social pressure (more likely younger, less educated 

informants ); 

4- and finally, speakers vlho usually do not use these features 

could also select them \-Ihen placed in particular social con

texts ( probably younger, more edu~ated informants). 

2.3.3 Co-variation of linguisti~tereot:vpes and sociologicad:.. 

parameter~. 

Thus far, ''I[e have dealt ''lith historical notes and 

different social attitudes towards archaic phonetic features. 

It remains to consider the behaviour of different groups to

wards these linguistic features, in order to establish more 

precisely their social and stylistic distribution. 

2.3.3.1 Differentiation by education and sex 

Table 13 gives the proportional responses to the 

sounds having their origin in old French dialects, by educa

tion, sex and style. Tlvo styles of speech 'fill be considered 

in the treatment of these variables, namely careful style 

and formal conversation, since not enough examples were pre

sent in reading style to represent all of the variables. '1he 

two styles considered are nevertheless sufficiently differen

tiated in their formal versus less formal characteristics, 
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to enable a fair study of these variables ;n diff t h ~ ..... -- -' eren - speec 
situations. 

!Environments styles ed.l . ed.2 ad.3 ed.4 
1-1 F H F H F 1-1 F . 

V E. -+T-tC/ cs 3% 0% 1% 0% 15% 16% 29% 12% 
~re 

-(€.Ht FC 5% 0% 20% 4,}; 76% 757; 83% 80% 

~(lTQ)+r**~~ 
Cs. 11% 0% 1% 1% 83% 77~; 40,/; 49% 
Fe 0% 0% 0% oei 90% 90% 90%. 85% ,"-' 

CS 0(>/ 0% 0% 0% 12% 50% 15;~ 23% .. ('v~~~ej /0 

Fe Od 0% 0% Od 95;& 83% 32~; 64% /0 p 

~V (.3 )V- cs 0% 0% 3% 0;6 17% oc' 28;; or, /G to 
~3)- ~Lh] Fe .8% 0% 7% 0% 33% o~; 5L~~::' 5% 
~(3)t 

I-VO )v- cs 0% 0% oct 0% 0% 0% 8% 0% ,"3 

~(i)- ~kv;:J Fe 0% 0% 4C! 0% 16% o~~ 35% .8% 
~( ~)t • Jo 

~ (f. )-t-rMf? ~ cs O~; 0% 0% 0% 9% 6% 6?; 0% 
Fe 0% 0% 0% 0% 51% 33% 46% 7% 

... (oo)+~~ ~ 
cs 0% 0% 7% 0% 19% 0% 10% 0% 
FC 0% 0% 6% 0% 10% 0% 25;; 0% 

Table 13:Percentages of responses to 7 archaic phonetic 
features by education, sex and style. 

As the table illustrates, use of archaic phonetic 

features is strongly correlated to sociological parameters. 

The use of these pronunciations has almost disappeared from 
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terview situul:.ion, vihile they remain at, a relatively high 

level of usage in the case of less educated speakers. ~lhere 

these varieties occur in the speech of more educated members 

of the sample" it is generally due to a small number of in

formants. 

Table 13 is complex, in that it gives the results 

of various phonetic features. However, it can clearly be seen 

that the most important feature in differentiating groups 

is the education factor, i. e. '\"Jhen those having 10 or more 

years of schoolin& are compared with those having 9 or fewer 

years attendru1ce at school. 

Statistically speaking, Chi Square and E..x.act Value 

test give the strongest. evidence against the asswnption that 

each group will behave in the same VIay towards these variants, 

\'Then the tl-vO main educational groups are compared 0 'fhese tests 

of significance apply in fact for each phonetic variable stu

died, in differentiating both educational groups. 

The results clearly represent 'Hhat 1-laS referred to 

as linguistic stereotypes by Labov, in that the phonetic fea

tures concerned II represent, stable oppositions of linguistic 

forms supported by two opposing sets:- of underlying social 

values ll (1). 'rhese linguistic features have almost disappea

red from the speech of more educated informants, YThereas they 

are retained in the speech of less educated ones. 11m opposi

te patterns of behaviour are present. 

From the results it can safely be assumed that a 

high selection of one or more archaic phonetiC features ,,-rill 

(1) W.Labov,(1970),p.205 
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be, largely dependent on the educational level of the spea

kers. 

'rhis is not ,to say that more educated members of 

the con~unity would never select these features. As has been 

seen in the case of some young, more educated informants 

(cf.section 2e3.2), se;Lection of·some of these variants could 

also be possible in specific social contexts. In fact, any 

one member of the speech community could select one or more 

archaic variants, though not necessarily, but their use would 

involve degr~es of occurrence in differentiating speakers. 

Since the intervie,'l situation provided no examples 

of strong emotions, such as those provoked by anger, joy, etc., 

almost no occurrences of archaic features appeared in the 

speech of more educated speakers. l l he domains where such fea

tures would be more likely to occur in the speech of these 

informants will have to be determined hypothetically. They 

would probably be domains \.,here spontaneous interaction bet

ween speakers is favoured, e..nd situations 1-fhere strong emo

tions are likely to occur, such as in discussions about po

litics, etc. 

'rhere are sufficient indications in the recorded 

speech sample to suggest that some archaic phonetic features 

are present in the speech of more educated informants, al

though at a very low level of occurrence, thus permitting 

the assumption that there could be other linguistic and so

cial situations, in "Thich another value attributed to these 

features would appear. In the course of an interview, one 

cannot expect to find the IIvernacular" used .. No matter how 

natural the speaker is, it can always be assumed that he has 

a more casual speech, which he uses \'lhen he argues or jokes 

with friends, etc. 
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It would be interesting to observe the beha.viour 

of speakers tOVfEtrds linguistic stereotypes in less formal 

sit~atlons e Another value could appear, nc:.mely one vihich 

liould recognize the use of stereotypes as 8. means to rein

force emotions. If a father is exhausted by a noisy child, 

for example, he might very vlell f)ay: \!ae I'm tw~ fe~toi, 

instead of using a more common form ~£rm twci] to render his 

command more effective. 

1'he assumption that d:omains could exist, in "Thich 

selection of linguistic stereotypes would increase not only 

by less educated speakers, but also by more educated ones, 

is here hypothetical. Nevertheless, native knowledge of Trois

Rivieres French, enables one to assume that a study of these 

phonetic features in less formal situations would provide in

teresting indications of the v/hole range of values present 

in them. A study of this kind could make use of approaches 

such as those used by Blom and Gumperz, by Labov,Cohen et al., 

etc. (1). 

Now that the limitations of the linguistic situation 

created by the one-to-one interaction of subject and intervie\'ler 

have been determined and that other possible ways of studying 

linguistic features, especially those which have risen to 

full social awareness, have been focused upon, the data obtai

ned in the type of interview conducted will be considered 

further. 

(1) In Blom and Gumperzl s- work, (1972), the data were obtained 
through recorded sessions \'lith natural groups. Labov,Cohen, 
et 81.,(1968), used group observations as well as pers~nal 
interviews \..,ith members of these groups to collect thelr 
data in south Central Harlem. 
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2.3.3.J.1' Linguisti.Q ::::t.ereot;;zp~s a.nd twre educated informants 
----.-~...;::,.::;.;~~:::.. 

Each variable cannot be treated in exactly the 5ame 

way., In fact, there is no reason to assume that each stigrnc.

tized feature is rejected to the same degree by the various 

groups. 

As shown by table 13, some features occur in the 

speech of Illore educated informants, whereas others are absent. 

The one Vlhich' is most often used is the opening of I c. I into 

[re], and is mainly to be observed in the older mE.le group 

in formal conversation. In this particular style, opening of 

the vocalic segment mainly affects verbs ending in IE. I, i.e. 

verbs in the imperfect, conditional, etc. tenses. This is 

the only stigmatized feature in ""lhich an interesting difference 

between more educated speakers is to be seen. Older men in 

this group have a more conservative attitude tovrards this fea

ture, in that they use a sigilificantly higher percentage of 

the open variety than women and yotmger informants. This va

riety is also the only oneYlhere almost all groups used a 

certain amount of a linguistic stereotype in formal conversa

tion, and where style shifting is to be observed. 

There is also a certain sex differentiation presente 

Younger women never used, in either style, any of the linguis

tic stereotypes e Older women used freJ in formal conversation 

and IYle.~ in careful style only infrequently. 

Younger men used Lee] ,~Ie.:J in careful style and 

Lh] in formal conversation occasionally. Older men used [reJ 
the most frequently; some had 12'lSD in careful style, a li

mited usage of Lh] and~J in formal conversation and finally 

the occasional [~J 
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Although all occurrences of lingui.stic stigmath;,ed 

features by more educated informants are at a very lOH level, 

the mere fact of th~ir presonce suggests the possibility of 

a higher percentage of usage of some of these stereotypes in 

other stylistic contexts. 

Another indication which :underlines this possibility 

is the us.e of ~'le Q in careful style by three groups. 'fhe use 

of a stereotype in careful style rather than in formal con

versation seems to contradict the opposition formal v. less 

formal styles of speech, where one would expect rather higher 

usage of fu"e..D in formal conversation, as in the case of less 

educated informants. 

This apparent contradiction is however easily explai

ned. Usage of ~e.ij by more educated informants affects only 

one lexical item in careful style. This lexical element oc

curred in the context of an idiom, r/here the informants had 

to say nJait noir conune chez le diable. The pronunciation 

of this idiom vms for some informants: [i f~ nwE..:r k:)m ~el 

dZja.:bJ , as was the case for 11 of the 17 infornants vTith 

9 or fewer years of schooling. 

This very specific context, given bJT 8..11 idiom, ex

plains the use of GJE.:] by s01.11e of the more educated informants 

in careful style. The idiom has probably been learned with 

its archaic pronunciation features, and has been kept unchan

ged. These informa.nts have probably felt no need to correct 

the pronunciation of noir in this particular context, since 

the fact of saying an idiom in its archaic phonetic form 

"las rega.rded as normal. 

The context, illtl.strated by an idiom, provides a 

good indication that there might be cases v-There selection of 
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lihguistic stereotypes could occur at a ll:i gher level b:r mo

re educated informants, if other conte2..-tual styles cmd other 

inter-relationships could be determined and studied. The case 

of an idiom. is one muong many 'where such behaviour could be 

expected. In this context in fact, less attention is likely 

to be focused on pronunciation, and moreover, the;mea..'1ing . 
carried through it might be thought as being better conveyed 

if the. pronunciation reflected it also. 

Nevertheless, the attitude towards linguistic ste

reotypes by more educated informants is very clearly underli

ned by their behaviour in the intervie\f situation. The use of 

such features, when present, is at a very lm·[ level, and most 

of these features have disappeared in the speech of these in

formants. 'fhis is a case '\rIhere subjective attitudes towards 

linguistic features are perfectly represented by linguistic 

behaviour. 

2.3.3.1.2 Linguistic stereotYDes and less educated informants 

rfable 13 shOvis that each stigmatized form is not 

rej ected or used to the S8..-rne degree by these informants, 

in that the co-variation with sociological parameters, such 

as sex and age, is not the s&~e for each stigmatized feature. 

Sex differentiation 

If the behaviour of men and "lOmen is considered, 

differences occur betVleen sex groups. A certain discrepancy 

is to be seen for most of the variables. The only cases \'lhere 
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th.e differences betv.reen men and 'l"JOmen are not significant con

cern the use of TII(] and ~/e~ • 

Elsewhere an interesting discrepancy oc~;urs. For 

most of the remaining variab,les, men use significalltly higher 

percentages of the stigmatized forms than women. 'i'lhereas the 

use of features such as Lh,x,~ J h,as almost disappeared in 

the speec.h of women, it is still largely present in the speech 

of men (note that the 5% lh] and .8% ~J present for older 

women in formal conversation is based on the evidence of 1 

informant only) • Also in the us~ge of f:; ~, even vIhere young 

women used a relatively high percentage of this variety in 

formal conversation, a significant difference is to be seen, 

in that 'VlOmen used this variety less frequently than their 

male counterparts. 

The pattern emerging from the behaviour of sex 

groups tmiards linguistic stereotypes, such as Q1,x,~ : ,e:J ' 

is the one vrhich might be expected. Indeed, ''fomen are usually 

more likely to be sensitive to prestige features than men (1). 

It is therefore not surprising to find Homen using these fea

tures less than men. However, it should be added here that 

features, such as [hJ and [?c], are also associated liith mens' 

speech. Indeed, not only have these variants risen to a level 

of social consciousness, but also they have another connotation 

or value in the mind of the speakers, namely that these are 

features usually used by men and not by vramen. This value 

has been underlined in the answers of four "ramen. It is more

over emphasized by the fact that only 1 wom~L used these two 

varieties, and that generally,lh]and Ware used by men 

(also more educated ones) and not by women. 

(1) cf. P.Trudgill-, (1974), pp.93-95 and lJ.Labov,(1970),p. 
197, where "lOmen, usually, show greater awareness of 
prestige patterns than men. 
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(eu) is hOvJever not the same vThen the remaining variables 

ar~ considered. 

Homen and men behHve in the same lmy "There use of 

lre] and\!!tD is concerned. Horeover, women use ~'leJ much more 

than men, except for younger women who, in formal conversation, 

used this feature slightly less frequently than their male 

counterparts. vlhere v{omen would be expected to make more res

tricted use of the features associated \lith "old-fashioned" 

and even "uneducated" speech, they display the opposite pat

tern of behaviour tmAJards certain features, by using either 

the same percentage as men, or an even higher percentage, as 

in the case of -oi in a final free syllable. 

'ro allo"T a feasible explanation for such behaviour, 

variable (a)-l will be considered again. If this variable is 

considered in a final free position".. vThere C>] was more often 

used, the degree of co-variation of (~] and [~J in careful 

style, accor~ing to a sex and educational grouping, gives 

the follo\'ling results: 

11en (with 13 or more years of schooling) · 45% usage of [~J · 
\-lomen (id.) · 12% · 
Nen (with 9 or fel-Ter years of schooling) · 100% · 
Women (id.) · 93% • 

This table shows clearly that it is uomen of higher educatio

nal background who have the greatest arrareness of the open 

back unrounded variety La] e 

Homen of a Im-Ter educational level, on the other 

hand, do not display a behaviour pattern as significantly 
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different! from that of their male counterparts as do \vomen 

of a higher educational level. The evidence is therefore not 

clear, as to uhether women of a lOHer education are, like 

women of a higher education, more sensitive than men to some 

social norms of speech (1). 

In the case of variable (a)-I, as \'[e11 as for the 

use of ~ ] ,~e...~ and &~ ,women of Im'fer educational le

vel use speech to identify themselves with their social 

group. This is marked by a pattern of behaviour similar to 

that of the men. Such behaviour can also be due to the fact 

that women, who do not work, stay more closely tied to their 

neighbourhood than men, who USUally leave it for their work. 

The latter are therefore nlore liable to have more extensive 

contact with other speech forms, therefore using them more 

than women. 

In conclusion, women seem more aware than Dlen of 

forms which are generally less used in formal conversation. 

In fact, ~] , ex] , ~ ~ and ~!] are the less widely used 

forms of all features by all groups. On the other hand, the 

archaic phonetic features which still hold a strong position 

in the less formal speech of men are used by women vdth the 

same frequency as men, and sometinles more often. Sex diffe

rentiation seems therefore to be dependent on the position 

each phonetic feature occupies Vfithin this educational group, 

and the study of the age parameter will help to clarify this 

differentiation. 

(1) cf. W.Labov, (1970), p.197 
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The linguistic features. under study have been so·

cially stigmatized as a. mark of uneducated, or at least old~· . 
fashioned speech. If such features have no linguistic change 

in the social value they carry, a sociological distribution 

such as the follovring would be expected: members of higher 

educational g~oups would show no trace, or very little, of 

these features, whilst less educated sTJeakers "wuld use them 

extensively. Younger and older informants of this latter 

group '-lOuld probably shO\ .... a relatively similar degree of use 

of these features (1). 

This is the case for lre] , ,,[here there is no signi

fica..'I'1t discrepancy betl'lcen younger and older less educated 

informants, and also for ~{£.!} in formal conversation. 

HOVlcver, for ~£ ~ in careful speech, ~eJ in both 

contextual styles, and ~ Q in formal conversation, young 

informants use these archaic features significantly more of

ten than their older counterparts. 

The presence of an age gap for these linguistic 

features may be explained in terms of contact with the pres

tige forms and also by a subjective attitude tovrards these 

same features e As Labov lfl"ites, older speakers "would surpass 

the younger members of their mm group;vrho would not have had 

as wide an exposure to the structure of social stratification, 

and its consequences ll (2). 

(1) cf. W.Labov, (1966a), pp.324 et seq. 
(2) \v.Labov, (1972b), p.134 
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Older informants, having mi:{ccJ. ,·.rith other groups 

over a longer period of time, may be more sensitive to the 

social value attributec1 to archaic features than are the 

younger ones. '.Chis fact is emphasj.zed by a sharp style shif-

ting observed in older informant s in the case of e-1€.. ~ . Thus, 

even in a static linguistic situation, some variations bet

ween age groups are possible. 

On the other hand, the age differentiation pre-

sent may be explained in terms of the subjective attitudes 

tm--:ards certain features found particularly amongst the young. 

For \!!eJ and ~ U young informants have a sharper style shif

ting than their older counterparts. From a similar perGentage 

of usage in careful style, young informants are clearly dif

ferentiated from their older counterparts in formal conver

sation. The considerable reduction in their use of these 

two features in careful style demonstrates that young infor

mants are as aware of prestige features as older members of 

their group .. 

Their higher usage in formal conversat.ion may be 

due to the following factors: 

1- having been in contact over a shorter period of time YTith 

linguistic features'which carry more prestige, they have not 

yet. acquired the habit of using these forms more widely in 

their everyday speech; 

2- their subjective attitudes tmfards these features have led 

to a greater conscious use of these forms in their everyday 

speech. 

The attitude of the 20 year old woman (cf.section 2.3.2) il

lustrates this assumption. rfhe pattern of behaviour of this 

young woman is not meant to be extrapolated to that of all 

young, less educated informants. It is only mentioned in 

order to focus on another possible explanation. 



rfhe woman in question clearly st~ted that she did 

not "rant ~··o correct h r ue: e of r,. t:::l . t· . t .. l. - e.:. 0 1';Ie, \r~ ~,.::..21:.., l.n .hat 

it .vlaS felt useless for her to do so. Other young informants 

might have the same feeling} since such usage is condemned 

by educational institutions, the mass media, etc., and since 

they too could be socially categorized because of their use 

of such forms. 'fhey may therefore deliberately react against 

this social pressure from above, by outdoing their older 

counterparts and by l'n,aking frequent use of archaic features, 

i.e. by ccnsciou.sly retaining them in their everyday speech. 

Whatever (iix-planation may account for various pat

terns of behavioul';' towards these linguistic st.ereotypes, it 

remains obvious that not all of them are involved in the sa

me process..... As has been seen up to nOvi, there are differen

ces betv1een age groups, in Vlhich young informants use some 

features more often than their older counterparts, even if 

no linguistic change seems to be present. 

b) Linguistic ch.app;e in progress 

If, on the other hand, linguistic change in the 

social value attributed to some features is in progress, 

the effect of "increasing stigmatizationll , as Labov states, 

may be reversed. In fact, where no such change seems present, 

young and old informants are expected to behave in the same 

way, and if "\;they do not, it is the older informants \'lho 

are expected to show le,ss usage of certain archaic features. 

vfhen there is change in progress, on the other hand, 

younger informants may be expected to make less frequent use 

of these features. This is the case for lh], ~], ~:] e 
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These features, as previously soen, have disappeared from 

the speech of all the Homen in the sample, Hith one exception. 

On . the other hand, men still 's-hevr a relatively high percentage 

of usag,-: of these forms. There exists hm ..... ever an age diffe

rentiation between them, in that older spE:::akers used these 

features more frequently than younger informants, e .... "ld this 

applies in the tHO contextual st.yles. 

style shifting 

Needless to say, users of stigmatized linguistic 

features are very 1rlell avlare of other linguistic forms asso

ciated lVith IIgood li speech. In fact, all groups using archaic 

features displayed a very important style shifting ,,-[hen they 

moved to a more careful form of speech. lilien the amount of 

style shifting is related to the amount of linguistic inse

curity, it appears clearly that less educated informants are 

the ones vlho are in this case insecure, since they make ex

tensive use of those linguistic features \-vhich are socially 

considered as being more or less correct. 

Knowledge of forms carrying more prestige however, 

is certainly part of the "conununicative competence ll (1) of 

these speakers, since they recognize these forms as being 

more appropriate to careful and "good" speech. 

Summary 

Usage of archaic phonetic features is a fW1ction of 

the educational level, sex, and age of the speaker. 

The notion of II conununicati ve competence ll has been elabo
rated by D.Hymes. cf. D.Hymes,(197lc). 
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Higher selection of any of the 5even phonetic fea.

tures studied is primarily dependent on the educational le

vel of the speakers~ 

Sex can also account for some variation, in that 

higher selection of sorne phonetic features may be related 

to men, as seen in the case of tJ;],. ~J, ~:], and ~iJ . 
This sex .differentiation is true for more educated and less 

educated informants •. 

Sin?e usage of archaic phonetic features by more 

educated informants is so low, it need only be said that these 

informants are less likely to display variable patterns of 

behaviour towards these variables. In the type of speech sty

les elicited in the intervie\'/' situation, more educated infor

mants, and especially women, are likely to display a catego

rical non-selection of archaic linguistic features, rather 

than a variable selection of them. Some features, however, 

are more likely to be selected than others, as seen for usa-

ge of [re] • 

Archaic phonetic features being associated socially 

with "uneducated" speech, higher seleytion and therefore va

riable behaviour is to be expected by less educated members 

of the community. This is exactly "That is demonstrated by the 

results. 

Behaviour of less educated speakers is also expec

ted to be more complex, since in a variable pattern of be

haviour, different relationships between sub-groups are more 

likely to emerge than when a categorical behaviour is displayed 

for almost all variables, as has been the case for niore edu

cated informants. 
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Considering again the eroups represented by less 

educated speakers, t.he follmfing assumptions C2,n be made: 

1- Linguistic change in the social value attributed to stig

matized features is to be observed vfhen usage of t..hJ, [?g , 
and [~~] is considered. Younger male speakers in fa,ct used 

these forms significantly less than their older counterparts. 

3- Apart from this age variation, a certain sex differentiation 

was present for some of these linguistic features. 

\ihat is interesting to note is that this sex dif

ferentiation can be closely related to the presence or absence 

of a linguistic change in progress. 

As 'frudgill says: IISpeakers are more aware of the 

social significance of forms which are currently involved in 

linguistic change II (1) • Since women often appear to lead in 

particular linguistic changes (2), in"that they seem to be 

more sensitive to conflicting forms they hear from people of 

different ages within their own social group, it is not sur

prising to find that the forms where they show less usage 

of stigmatized features than men are exactly the ones which 

are in a process of linguistic change within their social 

group. 

On the other hand, for features which are not in

volved in linguistic change, women behave in the same way 

as men, or overdo them by using these features more frequently 

~l) P.Trudgill, (1974), p.99 
(2) cf. P.Trudgil1,(1974), p.95 and W.Labov,(1966a),p.56S 
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than men (cf. use of [re] ,[I e. U , a.nd ~cJ ). 

This factor tends t.o demonstrate that women of a 

lower educational background are more likely to be sensitive 

to features which are involved in linguistic change Hithin 

their m·.71 group than their male counterparts. Ivloreover, the 

pattern of behaviour of women to\'mrds these features is simi~ 

lar to that of the more educated informants, since they sho,,[ 

a categorical non-selection of these forms in all styles 

(only 1 older woman used lhJ and [x) ). 

4- 1fuere variable behaviour is to be observed, an important 

style shifting takes place when informants move to more ca

reful speech. It proves their knowledge of IIprestige ll featu

res, although this knowledge is not present to the swne de

gree for all groups (e.g. the case of ~""'€.J for younger in

formants ). 

5- Some stigmatized features hold stronger positions than 

others in the speech of the informants. The use of [reJ, 
[we.i] , and l"!rej is still at a high level for every group, 

whereas [hJ, ~1, and [~~ seem to be represented only in 

masculine speech. Le D is the only awkvlard case in that the 

more educated speakers never used it, and older less educa

ted 'fomen almost never used i~. Therefore,higher selection 

of this variable follows the order: younger women (older men< 

younger men. 

Now that education, sex, and age have been consi

dered, a brief study of the remaining sociological parameter 

will be presented. 
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In ordGr to present the differences existing bet

ween the three occupational groups, seven diagrams ,\fill be 

given. As shown by these diagrams, the differences are less 

striking, although it remains evident that manual l,·rorkers 

are significantly differentiated in their behaviour tm'lards 

each phonetic variable from white collar vwrkers and profes

sionals. If the differences seem less marked than those found 

bet1..;een educational groups, it is merely due to a less refi

ned grouping, i.ee that here no sex nor age subdivisions ha

ve bGen consideredo 

Nevertheless, the results obt/ained by comparing 

occupational groups confirm those found when educational, 

sex and age groups were considered. 

\}eJ , ~€.i], and wi} are obviously the stigmatized 

features most widely used among all stereotypes. 

Professionals and white collar workers are not si

gnificantly differentiated from one anotherc Neither group 

displays any important style f?hifting, and their use of any 

stigmatized feature is restricted to a very low degree, al

though GeJ was selected more often. This feature probably 

has either a less negative value associated '1ith it, or it 

is simply regressing at a lov-rer rate. 

The only feature which has not been selected at 

all by professionals and white collar 'vorkers is ~~. This 

probably shmvs that this feature is the one on \-Thich most 

attention is focused and Vlhich possibly carries the highest 

negative social value. 
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Hm-iever, 8.11 other sti[,'l11atized features have been 

selected, either in cc'reful st~rle or formell conversation, by 

these tHO occupational groups. 'olhat is interesting to note 

ii3 the fact that selection of negative social markers is al

so made by higher-ranking occupational groups .. A very lOH 

selection of these seems to be acceptable, 1:Jhereas a high . 
selection of any or all of these features would probably be 

felt B$ incorrect £ The degre.e of selection of these stigmatizE:.xl 

forms seems here to be the relevant feature in accounting for 

various patterns of behaviour" 

The fact that workers are clearly differentiated 

from the t,'lO other'· occupational groups largely depends on 

the degree of selection of the stereotypes. In fact, selection 

of these is significantly higher by manual \'lOrkers, in both 

contextual styles, although they are less differentiated from 

other groups in careful style. Their awareness of prestigious 

features is shown by the dov.'11Vrard slope of the lines, as they 

move from a less formal to a more formal style of speech. In 

addition, the degree of style shifting is closely related to 

the higher or lower degree of usage they make of a feature 

in formal conversation~. The more they select a feature in for

mal conversation, the more they avoid it in careful style, 

thereby displaying a great degree of style shifting. This is 

the .case for [ae) ,(ivs..U ,&~ and l]:] . On the other hand, 

a fairly Im'l usage of a feature in a less formal speech si

tuation leads to a less significant.'.style shifting, in that 

the need to correct is not felt as strongly. In the case of 

lh], [X}, [~~1, for example,a less important style shifting 

is to be observed. Use of these stereotypes remains at a fairly 

low level in both styles, compared ~dth the one observed in 

the case of lW ,~,,£.~, ~~, and ~ il · 
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It has been said that high selection of any of the 

stereotypes studied .is likely to be made by m'1Tlual l~C'rkers 

and'less educated members of the community. Thus, high usage 

of forms 1-Thich have risen to flJ~l social conciousness and 

to which a negative social value has been applied may be 

enough to enable prediction of the spealcerls status. That is, 

if someone uses several forms which are rejected by educatio

nal institutions, mass media, etc., he is likely to be judged 

socially as being less educated and belonging to a lower so

cial group.>, 

This assumption depends largely on the subjective 

attitudes members of the society may ha.ve: not only their 

attitudes towards other members of the co~nunity, and how 

they vie\'{ their O\'ln relationships with them, but also their 

attitudes tOvlards language, i. e. if langua.ge is seen as a 

mirror of society. 

There are good indications, as demonstrated by 

answers from informants (cf. chapter 3 and section 2.3.2), 

to justify the assumption that language is seen as the mirror 

of the society. People are aware that, through language, they 

can recognize others and be recognized themselves as having 

certain particular social char.acteristics. 

tlhatever idea one has of society, i.e. seeing pre

sent society as pad, good, to be changed or not, it remains 

trtre that members of a similar con~unity are differentiated 

by their ideas, by factors such as occupation, level of edu

cation, etc., in industrialized societies such as Trois-Riviereso 

Language (the use of language and the subjective attitudes 

towards it) certainly provides a very good means of por

traying such differences. 
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. Linguistic features, Buch as lh'g'c'istic stereotypes, 

clearly reflect the differences found -vlithin a society, as 

usage of these varies not only from speaker to speaker, but 

also from one group to another. Examples of the speech of 

individuals vJill be given here at some length in order to .8hOl-{ 

that the behaviour of an individual towards linguistic features) 

such as stereotypes, reflects faithfully the tendencies of 

the group to which he belongs. 

Examples of speech illustrating use of l~tic 

stereotypes 

H.3.1.2 : Young male manual worker with 9 or f.evrer years of 
years of schooling. 

l''f:t I sa de~A de plasl ~3'm a 1'0 I 3 dl'le or awc.:r'1'n plas p'\J 

travajel ffA':.3 rna manj?: da parle I P~ ts~J 
II Oui, <sa depend des places. Gommela, je voudrais bien avoir 

une place pour tre...vailler. J e change rna maniere de pa.rler, 
puis tout <sail. 

~i.3.2.3 : Young male manual worker with 9 or fewer years of 
schooling. 

[~PaI t'\fh1f ci~ m~· I t'\fh\f ge 1 ... 1 fiwe 31Y'3 p~ ke.lkre a sa 

manj e' da paRle I p'\fR mwel se p~ sp l);i k'5! t J 
" Je parle toujours de meme. Toujours gai ••• Hoi, je(ne) juge 

pas quelqu1un a sa maniere de parler. Pour moi, clest pas 
<sa qui compte". 

H.3.9.2 : Older m2~e manual worker with 9 or fewer years of 
schooling •. 

[')am€. hor~ me..z3 I Jame I fre k~ 7 re travajrce pvr mWA ;,.-/ 

arf.tel P'l~ ale V1V"~:..L. k6S Yf- sp~-sc.e I tB..(s ka se ka he vyl 
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stae Pr tra bol fre koh"..lz~I./ ••• I k~ h vv,re k£koo a ko.te 

df rvt / 3ar e. .. t P'Y', I J 
II Jamais ,J f aurais une maison. Jamais. (~a) fcdt que, elle 

trevaillerait pour moi.(.o.) Arreter, puis aller voir 
qu1est-ce qui sa passait. Tout ce <lue j'ai vu, c1etait pas 
tres beau. (~a) fait que aujourd1hui, quand je vois quelqu1un 
A cote d1une route, j1arrete plus. 1I 

[twe W'B.. I te t as vj~ h¢ I tSy k~pr~drfe he-mae] 
"Toi, papa, tt es un vieux.-jeu. Tu comprendrais jamais". 

M.3.h.2 Older male manual worker with 9 or fewer years of 
schooling. 

@n eta3 s'lr 'i~notoruto I pi staa la premj~· tAPi:t. dZivs," I 
pur net'1't)je 10. rtft l5 s mefjae p-:> /1'3 skrepoo"r avre 'Abarke 

. (.. 

~ p¢ s'(l bOo" r dla grav2.1 I 3" n33'lS JY.)pe 13 ko#telS nb pri- l 

~A I ... I pae rSt n e"te blesel d zizro se fini/5 mCf-: (5 tari ve 

l"'fs dahrt s,(,n S'\frJ 
II On eta it sur une autoroute. Puis ctetait la premiere tempete 

d t hi ver. Pour nettoyer 1a route, on se mefiait pas, Ie 
scraper (i.e.grattoir) avait embarque un peu sur Ie bord de 
1a gravelle. On a juste pOigne 1e cote. On a pris le champ. 
Personne a ete blesse. (je) disais: clest fini, on meurt. 
On (est) arrive juste debout sur une souche". 

~we hap£.lrre 1'0 frAsre dZy kebek. I pal!le po~ t~ / yn patat 

dP:: b'\J) ] 
" Moi, j1appellerais Ie fran.9~is du'Quebec IIparler pateux lt • 

Une patate dans (la) bouche ll • 

F.3.2o~ : Young female manual worker with 9 or fewer years 
of schooling. 

[n~ / k~m ISl:t a t\i~ Rvje:({ 1'5 dZi lava:) / A kAPC}:p i 

dZi:z lava1J !J I bujw~: / jape.l sb 00 kanQ'\f J 
II Non. Comme ici a Trois-Rivieres, on dit lavage. En campagne, 

ils disent IIlavaouge ll • Bouilloire, ils appellent ~a un 
II canard \I • 
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F'J •. ~ .1. Older female manual vlOrkcr ';fi th 9 or fE:hr(T years 
of schocling. 

[? riA VW<} / m€/m dZy mS":d 19- v?J ~e.'Je az djOne dc:t me..nj~:/ 
p~. sA n aPfRsHA tS'f s'tp:t / m\'le sa me t egal] 

II On en voi t, meme du monde qui vont cl-lercher a se donner 
dlautres manieres. Puis on slen aper Ol't t t d 't ~ ou e su~ e. 
Hoi, <;a m I est egal" •. 

[s5' vo.ciA 00 b'l-RO/ kak 

3Yc3e/ mwe 3ma dZi sO J 
c.: Z 10m s~ i VJ puV1':~: n'i \ ;' \ / 

~ ~ 

II Si on va dans un bureau, quelque chose comme ~a, lis vont 
pouvoir nous juger. Hoi, je me dis <;a ll • 

F.3 __ 8~ : Older female manual worker I'-li th 9 or fewer years 
of schccling. 

~tarive 1 mb.TIlA d5ne/ ka mwe / Je dmAde/ 3e dZi A t"[ k:t / 

me 3ari:v A kanado / JV~~ mA-de a me 3'8.-s/ da kE.l la:g k3' 

pa-l/ pas+ ka )PA:S ka se ill\o[e 1)1 fae defo da tv / pa~ ka 

le zo:t sa k5'pranoo tut / pi ¢ zo :t. rna k3"pranae p~J 

II Est arrive Ie moment donne, que moi, j1ai demand8, j'ai 
dit: en tout cas, mais (quffild) jlarrive en Canada, je vais 
demander a mes gens, de quelle langue qu10n parle_ Parce 
que c I est moi qui fait ch§faut dang tout. Parce que les 
autres se ccmprenaient tout, puis eux autres me comprenaient 
pas". 

[3e dmAde in s?'rt daffe..: / he dZi / mA:n PJda tSJ/ mwe / 

tull" la g~ etae It / ma rgrrdae / setre p31 ffiAJe ka "javre 

dezire dav\i~:J 
" Jtai demande une sorte dlaffaire_ Jlai dit: (je) mange pas 

de ~a, moi. Toujours, Ie gars etait la, (il) me regardait; 
c'etait pas Ie manger que jlavais desire dlavoir". 

The examples given up to now illustrate ho".; some 

people use archaic phonetic features. Lost of these features 

are present in the speech of these informants. VJhat has to 

be remembered is that although less educated informants very 
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often select one or more stigmatized features, their usage 

of such forms is al'\rlays :Ln co-variation va th the more pres

tigious features, such as [31 instead of QiJ, ~,rAJ instead 

of ~.,re.,vteJ , [€oJ instead of Lee], etc. Both varieties, i.e. 

standard French ones and archaic ones, are part of their 

speech. Hmvever, they select archaic: ones sufficiently of

ten to differentiate them from more' educated informants. 

Speech samples of more educated informants 'Hill illustrate 

the differences in selection of these features. 

M.l.2.1 : Young male professional "nth 13 or more years of 
education. 

Qavg in otomobIl ~atade. a ~ n a~€. obigatHi\· I 0 kw€: d'fn 

R~ I PAti a I jaXE.. bokud glas I sal'ti 19- SA vnE.. A naRj€.:'6 / 

A po iRa-ne atA I pil je ftAtRe dZiR£k dad~J 
II (11) y avait une automobile qui attendait a ·'till arret obli

gatoire, au coin dlune rue. Puis, (i1) y avait beaucoup 
de glace. Celui qui slen venait en arriere a pas freine 
a temps, puis (il) est rentre direct dedans ll • 

M.l.B.l ! Older male professional with 13 or more ye~rs of 
education. 

(:e Zf,kspF:'e. sj3 k3 nA I la vokabulE" ~3 nA I ~PA: s k3"" n~ p~ 
a sa la rpr5 y. 1 ... 1 evidamA i fo adme.t ka 0 k3'tak ave.k 

lAgl~ I ... I laksA ne pb la m~·m ka )e Z q, 1"5 n e. sIsta p't> I 
'5" pr~n3·s po. a la fas'5 l)tl f5" 7\ frA:sJ 

ilLes expressions qu10n a, le vocabulaire qu10n a, je pense 
qu10n a pas a se Ie reprocher. Bvideroment, i1 faut admettre 
qu1au contact avec l'anglais, llaccent nlest pas le m&me 
que chez eux. On n 1 insiste pas., on prononce pas a. la far;on 
qulils font en.France ll • 

M.2.2.l : Young male white collar worker "nth 13 or more 
years of education. 

~; PR~ l~gzNPy da s~ 19- put\f.. damoo ~e sYR. la ko· tol pi s~ 
1)i damce:~ s'{ la ~Yt sE: Pil / ~a fas'5 d pal\le e dZifeRP;-"t, 

00 p~ I i V5 paRle pj:'1s k5m I SA f£·R, atAsj3 tRO tRo / 
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mIlj~1 edZykasj3] 

II Si on prend I' exemt)le de ceux qui pourraient demeurer sur 
1e coteau, puis ceux qui demeurent sur 10. rue St-Paul, 
1a fa~on de parler est differente un peu. Ils vont parler 
plus comme, sans faire attention trop troPe Hilieu, education. 

H.2.4.~ : Young male vrhite collar worker ,rlth between 10 
and 12 years of schooling. 

(!t5 I mj¢ pal\le 10 I mwo. ~tftWlb se f'SRse r Pi> tr.wl 5" p~ 

AplwQje le tfRm 3'(st I dak'o'\S": I da dlt a ale pRA:d n£:p!)~te 

!<;il p\li i d zJ:. I tJ(A tSy vi bj e: paRle I la g't l)i tl=\ava- j dA" 

z,( n,{zUl I-too pakae d g:l 'ltu: dal'\.il se Pr dZy tu 1 ms.-m 

paRle ~a kA t Sy vb dA ce b~~o ] 

"Non, mieux parler,la , moi je trouve c'est force un peu troPe 
On peut employer les termes justes, d'accord. De 18 a aller 
prendre n'importe qui, puis lui dire: toi, tu vasbien parler~ 
Le gars qui travaille dans une usine, t'as un paquet de gars 
autour de lui. C'est pas du tout le meme parler que quand 
tu vas dans un bureau~ 

F.l.6.1 : Young female professional with 13 or more years 
of education. 

[~)R£' ptc·t p~ pUR ka sa SWA 1a f~'Rm da lA: g 1)\ S1,,rA Ase-pe 

dA" Ie Z ek?l pa~ €,gzA:Pol ine doo no:t ko-tel 3ma dZi skje 

te:P~RtA I se pte.-t ka le 3A: VA':t bj &] 
II Je serais peut-etre pas pour que ce soit 10. forme de langue qui soit

enseignee dans les ecoles, par exemple. hais, d1un autre cdte, 
je me dis: ce qui est important, clest peut~etre que les gens 
se sentent bien ll • 

F .2.5.2 : Older female white collar worker "lith betvleen 10 
and 12 years of education. 

~e otR4 fWA 1e 3A I 3ma Rapcc.l ply 3CJa n I Ie 3A ~ paRlE. bje: 

aVE- le-R sn~bl avE. If:~ oe pt,si p~ a pa.:R I me 0J'\J'dztp=' 3-n 

p~:s p~/ •.. 1 sa dZImDly s'liJ 
II Nais autrefois, les gens, je me rappelle plus jeune, les 

gens qui parlaient bien avaient l'air snob, avaient l'air 
un petit peu a part. Hais aujourd'hui, je ne pense pas: •• ; 
<;a diminue ~a~ 
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As the speech samples illustrate, indivi6ual spea

kers generally folloH the pattern characteristic of the group 

to ,which they belong, i.e. the sLatistical tendencies of each 

individual are reflected in the statistical tendencies of 

the group with "Thich he associates himself. At least in the 

case of linguistic stereotypes, the grouping of speakers ac

cording to their social characteristics appears to be justi

fiable. 

In fact, all speakers ,'.'"ho made a high selection of 

one or more linguistic stereotypes were the ones who spent 

fe'wer years at school and who ,"vere unemployed or unskilled 

workers. The speakers who selected these forms very rarely 

all had at least 10 years of schooling and were mostly skil

led workers, white collar workers or professionals. 

'l'he level of education is probably the most signi

ficant factor in accounting for different uses of such lin

guistic markers. rfhe less contact a speaker has had 'Vd th edu

cational institutions, the more likely he is to conserve these 

forms in his speech. 

Howeve~ , despite having been in contact 'Vlith edu

cational institutions over a shorter period of time, such a 

speaker is nevertheless aware of the existence of other forms. 
, , 

He will more often use the forms associated "lith "good" speech 

\"hen the situation requires it, as illustrated by careful 

style. 

Linguistic stereotypes are one of the many facets 

characterizing what is referred to as "joual" in Quebec. 

This form of language could be compared "lith IICockneyll in Lon

don or "Argot" in Paris. A brief commentary on IIjoual" will 

be given here, in that it is closely related to usage of lin

guistic stereotypes. This description may also further en

lighten the social significance "fhich language carries. 
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The term IIjoual ll is used to designate the popular 

speech in Qu~bec. This form of language has: two main sources: 

the first source is the speech inherited directly from French 

settlers in the 17th century. The lTjere use of the term "joual ll 

illustrates these origins, in that it reflects the popular 

pronunciation of that time for the "TOrd cheval. This form of 

language, characterized by extensive use of archaic pronWl

ciation feat~res, such as hcitte (ici), mo~, toe (moi,toi), 

etc., was, until recently, the language mainly used by peasants. 

However, with the process of industrialization, there has been 

a considerable population shift from the country to the towns, 

and this form of language has been brought more widely int.o 

the cities. 

The second source is related to the influence of 

English on French since 1759. For a long period, this influ

ence of English on French was only superficial. \'lith indus

trialization, hOvfever, the working class Hl.oved into towns, 

and especially into Hontreal, 1-{here, because of daily contact 

\-lith the mglish language and an obligation to use it more 

or less extensively for work, a form of speech developed which 

was full of English terms. This form of speech is v,hat is nOvT 

called IIjoual ll , i.e. a language characterized by usage of ar

chaic phonetic features and influenced by English, not only 

in the lexical field, but also in the syntactic and phonetic 

ones. 

l1any of these anglicisms have been perfectly assi

milated not only in the speech of those who speak IIjoual", 

but also in the speech of all Quebecers. Examples of such 

anglicisms are words like appoi!l.,tement (rendez-vous), 
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intermissi.on (entr'acte)" etc. -_. -

If "joual" is in a proce~)s of becoming more and 

more anglicized, it still remains closer to French than to 

Bnglish. Its basic structures are French and, even though 

its syntax is influenced by English, it retains basically 

the same syntax as St~dard french. IIJ oual ll is not a language 

in itself but rather a level of language. 

This level of language can be compared "lith another 

one, namely Q:t.u§bec French. No precise markers exist bet"\veen 

these two levels of language, it is only a question of degree 

which differentiat~s them both. For exrunple, Quebec French 

would rarely have forms such as moe,toe, etc., and the use 

of English terms is more controlled in Quebec French than in 

"joual". The term IIjoual" has moreover a negative value at

tached to it, in that it is considered by the majority of 

Quebecers as bad speech, i.e. a form of language free from 

rules, spoken in some circUlIlstances by a part of the popula

tion. 

What is interesting to note is that most people who 

are likely to use f1joual" do not think or say of themselves 

that they speak fljoual", but that they speak French. "Joual" 

is a term used rather by the bourgeoisie to qualify a form 

of language which it does not use, a form which it holds in 

some contempt. 

HOvTever, who speaks 11 j oual" '{ First, it should be 

said that this variety is present everyt'lhere in Quebec, in 

that all Quebecers understand it and use it occasionally. 

It is hm..;ever not present to the same degree in the language 

of every speaker. Usage of IIjoual" or Quebec French is closely 

related to social factors. It is certa.in, as ShOvffi by the 
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results concerning use of archaic features by 'l'rifluvians, 

that "joual" is more widely used by Horkers for example, 

than by professionals. From this point of vie1.J, language 5 

in Trois-Rivieres as elsewhere, reflects the social diffe

rences present in a society. 

It ''1ould be false to think, however, that manual . 
workers or less educated inf.ormants use II joual" exclusively. 

As is also shmm by the results, these speakers use also 

Quebec r""'rench, but use of both varieties by them is more fre

quently in co':-variation than in the speech of more educated 

and middle-class members of the ccmmunity. 

A number of external factors, such as educational 

institutions and mass media, have contributed recently to a 

diminution in the use of "joual". Indeed, a more standard 

French is taught or used by these institutions (1), and it 

has certainly had an influence on the language. Not only ha

ve they had an influence on the language, but in addition, 

they are themselves a reflection of what is considered by 

the popUlation as the best means for communication. Quebec 

French is the variety used, since "joual ll is rejected by these 

institutions. Newspapers, for example, need to establish con

tact ydth their readers. The fact that they use Quebec French 

rather than IIjoual tl to obtain this contact implies clearly 

that II joual ll is not nm..,radays the important vehicle of com

munication. 

Of course, it remains true that IIjoual" is still 

spoken in Quebec, mainly by less educated speikers, but both 

forms of speech are used by them, as seen in the above study 

of archaic phonetic features. It is only that IIjoual" appears 

(1) '£he word "institution ll has been chosen to represent both 
educational institutions and l::ass media, since both are 
considered as transmitter and creator of values. 
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more frequently in their speech, than in the speech of mid

dle-class l!lembers of the community. 

"Joual" is certainly a form of speech which is 

regressing in Quebec, especially when anglicisms are considered. 

There is a strong movement to "frenchifyll terms in the langua

ge , as the danger of the American and English-Canadi3n cul

tures overcoming the French culture is 'felt more and more 

acutely. \'ath this view in mind, considerable efforts have 

been made recently to use French words in sports, for example, 

where before .English terms, such as goaler, puck, ill.teher, etc., 

were used. This attempt to use French \fords is seen in one 

answer to the questionnaire • People were asked the question: 

On allume une cigarette avec une alluLllette ou un ••.• ? T'he ans

wer being briguet. Some of the less educated informants in 

the sample ans.wered spontaneously by the "I-{ord lighter, one of 

the English loan words widely used in ".ioual lt • What is inte

resting, is that, as soon as they gave the al1swer, they im

mediately corrected themselves by saying: II Non • Briquet I~. 

The need to change back to French many lexical items 

which were replaced by English loan words is felt acutely by 

these speakers, as proved by their spontaneous correction of 

the "lOrd lighter. 

They also begin to use less Hrchaic form.s, as has 

been seen for [il], en, [~iJ ' where a linguistic change is 

in progress , and for all other forms when careful style is 

considered. 

Whatever the status of IIjoual" or Quebec French, 

hOvlever, it is clear that language in Quebec is passing through 

a period of relati ve instability, all of ,·[hich is due to sub

jective attitudes t01'fB.rds language. 
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Very different tendencies are to be seen in this 

regard. Some purists try to eliminate from Quebec French 

all features which do not conform to offici8l US2.[:,e in France. 

They go as far as to eliminate 'Hords like noirceur. (obscurite), 

maga§~.nage (shopping), 12ouc!r:.erie (tempete de neige), etc.,. 

i. e. all Quebec French innovations \'fhich reflect the life, 

personality and reality of ~uebecers. They try to approach 

the Parisian accent as closely as possible. 

On the other hand, the majority of Quebecers try 

to eliminate inappropriate anglicisms ffild to correct their 

pronunciation by eliminating archaic features, as has been 

illustrated by the patterns of behaviour of most Trifluvians 

interviewed. They a]so try to discover their o~m norm, i.e. 

a Quebec French nonn (cf.chapter 3). 

A final tendency {.)ould be called "joualisante ll • This 

tendency is marked by the emergence of extensive usage of 

"joual" by some playwrights, who view "joual ll as the best 

means of expressing a Quebec reality. In addition, some 

young students are seen to be returning to "joual l1 either as 

a reaction against the establishment, or in order to identify 

themselves as truly Quebecers, and not as French, Canadian 

or \'fhatever else. 

This conscious usage of IIjoual ll made by some Que

becers is not surprising. Quebec French is indeed considered 

by some to be inferior to the French used in France, espe

cially that of Paris. A strong feeling of inferiority is felt 

lihen language comes into play. '1'his is true of many of the 

informants intervievled. Although they all rejected the idea 

of using a Parisian accent, mru1Y of them felt the need to 

correct Quebec French, i.e. to approach a more international 
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French. This last point "Till be more thoroughly discussed 

in a special section on attitudes tmfards language (cf 0 

chapter 3). 

For the t.ime being, however, it. is interesting 

to note this reaction, since it reflects a strong insecurity 

towards onels own culture~ ~ome Quebecers react strongly 

to such at ti tudes, by extensive use of "j oual \I. 'i'hese moreover 

react against a purism, which tries to eliminate all charac

teristics of ~uebec French. 

All these different attitudes tOl'lards language 

show that the problem is far from being resolved. \'Jhutever 

reactions tovrards language there may be, hov-lever, it is true 

that, in general, "joual" is nowadays a form of speech cha

racteristic of the less educated members of the community. 

It may also be a characteristic of some more educated spea

kers, mostly intellectuals, who are searching for a proper 

identity. 

Quebec French reinains, however, the main form of 

language used for conununication. The true character of this 

language remains to be determined, i...e. a norm proper to 

Quebec French is still to be found, and official recognition 

of this "accent" must be achieved, if insecurity tov,rards 

onels ovm language is to disappear (1). 

(1) For dis.cussions about attitudes of Quebecers towards 
Quebec French, see: E.Brent,(197l), pp.ll3-l15 ; \'l.E. 
l.ambert, (1972). 



From this description of 11 j ouall! and i.,tU(§bec French ~ 
.-

and also from the patterns of behaviour of Trifluvians to-

wards either form of lane;uage, it appears clear that the use 

of 2.rchaic phonetic features, related to IIjoual ll , is closely 

linked with social factors. '1"'he use of stigmatized features 

is characterist.ic of less educated members of the community, 

and its use is viewed in general as something to be rejected 

from everyday speech. 

Since contact \1ith educational institutions is 

growing, the average attendance at school being higher, and 

since the mass media, especially teleVision, is Dore and mo

re Dnportant in the lives of members of the conoounity, the 

use of archaic forrns is likely to diminish considerably, such 

forms not being used by these institutions. 

At ti tudes towards language, hOl-Iever, may have an 

effect upon the time it will take for these for-ms to regress 

in the speech of individuals, as has been seen in the case 

of the young, female manual l'IOrker. 

Since the use of anglicisms is seen more and more 

as a threat to French culture in Quebec, these are probably 

the featur0s most likely to disappear in the speech of Que

becers. 

On the other hand, usage of archaic phonetiC fea

tures do not represent such a threat. On the contrary, they 

may be seen as a means of identification vrith a Quebec cul

ture or a specific social group. Therefore, if considered as 
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su~h, there may also be an increase in their usage (cf. 

young, less educated informants in their behaviour tovTards 

\ire:] and \!'leJ for example ). 

It is therefore difficult to predict "That will hap

pen to linguistic features, which have risen to full social 

consciousness and "/hich carry so many different subjective 

attitudes .• 

For the present purpose, however, &~d also taking 

into account ~he ~imits of the interview situation, the fol

lowing conclusions may be drawn as regards the use of linguis

tic stereotypes by the Trifluvians interviewed • 

1- High selection of all linguistic stereotypes studied is 

closely related to the level of education and occupation 

of the speaker, i.e. manual workers of 9 or fewer years of 

education are expected to select highly stigmatized features. 

Comparing these latter together, the following conclusions 

may be drawn: 

a) linguistic change in progress: 

High selection of linguistic stereotypes undergoing 

linguistic change is moreover a function of sex and age, i.e. 

(1) 

(2) 

-v (3) (~) v-
1\"(3) (~) -
-(j) (~) t 

\-(00) + r* 1 

---t)(lh, x]) 

-----")~ <[~:J) 
f (sex,age) 
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In these cases, older men are likely to select 

these variants more often then young mon, and men in general 

are expected to use these varieties more often than women. 

b) Ho linguistic change in progress: 

High selection of linguistic stereotypes not under

going linguistic change are likely to be selected at about 

the seme level by all sub-groups of less educated speakers. 

This is the case for Cae] and \;:Te~l. 

However, even in a static linguistic situation, ol

der members may select these features less often than younger 

members, because of a longer contact ... ·rith more "prestige" forms. 

'1'hi8 may be observed for U1£ £1 in careful style, and for fire] 
and 8:J in formal conversation. 

2- All speakers are a1.'lare of the social significance attached 

to usage of archaic linguistic features. 

l~ore educated speakers have almost completely re

jected usage of any of these forms, at least in the styles 

of speech elicited in the interview. 

Less educated informants, although making. conside

rable use of some features in formal conversation, 'show 

their awareness of speech forms considered to be more correct, 

by reducing their use considerably in a more careful style 

of speech. 

3- There is also here the question of degree which is very 

important in differentiat.ing speakers~ Although most of the 



stigmatized features are absent from the speech of more 

educated members of this community, it may be postulated 

that there a.re domains of interaction where selection of 

these could be made at a higher level bf occurrence by 

these speakers. 

. 
In fact, the selection of stigmatized features 
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is probably dependent to a marked degree on the situation 

in which a speru<er finds himself. The more formal the si

tuation, either because of the type of relationship bet

ween the interlocutors involved, or because of external 

factors, such as t.he environment in which the interaction 

takes place, the topic, etc., the less likely these fea

tures are to be selected by any member of the community. 

On the other hand, a higher selection of lin

guistic stereotypes may be expected by less educated spea

kers and manual w'orkers in any speech situation. 

Linguistic features which have risen to full so

cial consciousness and to which a negative social value 

is attached constitute markers worthy of consideration. 

They offer in fact the possibility of examining subjec-

ti ve attitudes of speakers tovTards such forms and of com

paring their attitudes with their linguistic behaviour. 

As seen by the discussion and results above, linguistic 

stereotypes are involved in different social processes, . 
and they are certainly one of the most interesting linguis-

tic features enagling observation of the society in which 

they are used, and also reflecting the social tensions and 

differences which are present between various members of 

a society. Identification with any social group can best 

be viewed through the use people make of language. 
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2.4.1 Vm'lel lengtp. 

Differences of qua,ntity as well as of quality are 

often significant in distinguishing words. For exccr:J III e , 

Quebec French !!!9.,.:ttr~ and [!lettre are distinguished quantitati

vely, the former having a long vocalic element, the latter 

a short one. 

In addition, variations of length may be related 

to different phonetic (qualitative) realizations of the same 

phoneme. For example, pate may be realized as [pA~ t] , [pa:tJ , 

wutf:tJ ,[p:):~ , etc. In this case, the length of the vocalic 

segment has an effect on the quality of the phoneme, to Hhich 

four different phonetic realizations may be given. It is 

this type of investigation vlhi?h will be considered in this 

study, namely the effect of the length feature on the phonetic 

realization of a given phoneme. The quantity of a sound will 

therefore be of interest \1'hen implying different surface rea

lizations (such comments on quantity being based on auditory 

judgments). 

2.4.2 Quebec French long vowels 

Vowel length in Quebec French is either phonetic 

or lexical. 
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Hhen phonetic, vouel length is predictable :in 

Quebec French. /0./ and half-open vOvfels /£,03,0/, i.e. 

vowels investigated in this study, are P:i'ccJ ictably long 

when follovfed by one of the lengthening consonants /v(r),r, 

z, j / before word boundary. The glide /j/ is traditionally 

included in this group, as being a lengthening consonant 0 . 
HO\'/ever, studies like 'those of Gendron tend to demonstrate 

that /j/ does not have as m~ch a lengthening effect on vo-

vlels as /v(r),r,z,.J / • In fact, Gendron compared Hords like 

soude, souille, .Spql?8, fill~, til, fichQ, in uhich /ul and 

/i/ do not become longer before /j/ and moreover are articu

lated with the more open and less spread variety characteristic 

of Quebec French, -namely ['\$] and l:t:.1 .. In these cases, /j/ 
has exactly the same phonetic effect as all other ,,-lOrd final 

consonants, excluding /v(r),r,z,) / , in that /i,u,y/ are 

realized as more open and with less extreme lip action, i.e. 

[:t:,1f , 'f] (1). Gendron adds that / e / is slightly open and 

long before /j/, as in soleil, Hhereas this vovrel is realized 

as ver:y open and long in Hords like college, pere, etc. In 

the case of / a. /, a front open unrounded / a/ is used in ylords 

like pail, in which /j/ has no lengthening effect on the vov;el, 

whereas in words like baill~, a long back / a / is used. For 

this latter case, Gendron states that "cette duree provient 

de 1111 affaiblissement de~ palatal en ~ et de I' amuissernent 

de 11 e final fl " (2). 

Since /j/ has been proved in many studies not to 

have as much lengthening effect upon v01'fels as /v(r) ,r ,z':3 /, 

it is now excluded by all Quebec French phoneticians from 

this group. Moreover, the vowels investigated in this study 

can undergo a process of diphthongization and of opening or 

(1) J.D.Gendron, (1966), pp.l40-4l 
(2) rd. p.l41, in \-Thich Gendron quotes 

.1L and ~ stand for A and j in the 

G.straka; the symbols 
IPA notation. 
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closing \-{hen in a lengthening consonantal context. 11)0 such 

phonetic realizations have been found Hhen the vovtels vJ'e:ce 

followed by the glide /j/ , with the exception of fa. / in 

"lOrds like pQ.ille, etc. Thus, the glide /j/ \tfill not be 

considered as one the the lengthening consonants, and only 

Iv(r) ,r ,z, 3 / "fill be concerned in the follo';J'ing vOlvel lengthe

ning rule: 

V )B-lon~ 

There may be some exceptions to this rule in that 

these vOvlels are often shortened before /v / and Ivr I ~ For 

example, /oa/ in veuve 

beurr....£. 

often appeared to be shorter than in 

Lexically determined vOHel length, i.e. vOvlel length 

operating phonologically, is hm-.rever unpredictable. Open back 

unrounded / a. / and half-open unrounded front / e. / are the on

ly lexically determined long vowels. These two vocalic seg

ments may be long before any word final consonantism. 

The areas where back I a. I is used instead of front 

la/ were described in section 2.2 • In this section, studies 

on this vocalic segment were mentioned, in which length was 

said to play an important role in determining the quality of 

the vowel. The environments favouring the use of a long seg

ment were said to be also the ones favouring the use of an 

open back unrounded phoneme • The use of a long segment is 

not only phonetically determined but also lexically determined. 

, .. ' 
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As. was stated in section 2.2, a long [a~J is to be expected 

in words like accab~_~, diable, pppl~, but a short ~~in 

aimable, agreable, etc. 

The length of the phoneme le,I is also lexically 

determined. \iith the spelling ::!, ;-e~, -a1:., le.I will always 

be long, independent of the follo'Yfing consonant. In these 

cases, words! like mettre and mai.tre are distinguished by means 

of the length feature. 

tihen written -ai, ~e+s~powever, the length of the 

vocalic segment is likewise lexically determined. In the en

vironment -ai +sse·., words like paisse, baisse, gra.isse will 

have a long allophone, \"lhereas in laisse, etc., a short one 

will occur. In the envirorunents -ai + l,g,d,b,n,m,gn , a long 

lei will occur in ~ai~, vinaigr~, but a short one in aile, 

laine, baign~, etc. Finally, when written ~~ + sse, the vocalic 

segment will usually be long in ~~, confesse, etc., but 

short in tresse, mess_~, etc. The length of I a. I and lei 
is therefore lexically as well as phonetically determined, . 

but only when length is phonetically determined will it also 

be predictable. 

Quebec French long vowels are manifested by a mar

ked prolongation of the vowel. The length feature of any vo

wel may be emphasized by the fact that vOl'lel length may also 

imply a segmentation. of the vocalic element into a lower nu

cleus and a closing segment in the same vocalic area. This 

diphthongization affects all long vocalic segments, although 

not all are liable to be diphthongized to the same degree. 

Another effect of length on the quality of the vovlel is the 

opening of the half-open segments and the closing of the open 

back unrounded phoneme. Gendron (1966) gives good evidence 

of this feature in the vowel I~/, which is very open in 

... 
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words like I.~, less open in sQ.y~, and the least open in 

fr·i ~ (1). Brent also notes that, ospacially before /r /, 

[0.:] frequently replaces long /0 /:- this last segment being 

therefore realized as very open, and concomitantly, / a. / 
is bs.cked vlhon lengthened (2). Jackson (3) refers also to 

the opening of the segments /00 / 811d /0 / and to their diph

thongization. 

The feature ttlong has therefore various phonetic 

effects on the quality of the vO\vels: 

1- It ,Q, oe, ~ / , in the environments favouring the feature 

ttlong] , may be realized "lith near cardinal vm1{el values 

and are usually very long; 

2- All four syllabic sevnents may be liable to become diphthon

gized by means of opening the initial segment &~d moving to 

a closed element in the same vocalic area; 

3- The half-open segments may be more open and accompcmied 

by less lip action so as to give articulatiore described as: 

. , 
4- The open back unrounded vowel may be backed and rounded 

and be replaced by [~:J . 

The following table illustrates the phonetic effects 

of the feature 8-10n~ on the vOHels under study. However, 

it should also be noted that in a syntactically nonprominent 

position, lexically or phonetically determined vowel length 

mayor may not be realized. An example of recorded speech ".rill 

illustrate this point: 

(1) J.D.Gendron,(1966), pp.69 and 197 (fig.28) 
(2) E.Brent,(1971), p.48 
(3) D.M.Jackson,(1968), p.71 
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Phonemes Short allophones Simple long Simple long I Diphthongal 
allophones open allophones long allophones 

/e/ [e] mettre te:] m..a.1tre [~:J ma1tre 'C~1::J maftre 

la, a. / ~] m.?~le [a~] male (~U male [a'\1~] male 

/oe/\ lee] Eeuple ~D peu,r [f\:] peur ~ '(:] peur 

/0 / [~] torte [~:] fort [:0:] fort [~11 ~J _.fort 

. Table 14: Phonet~c effects of the length feature 
on the realization of Ie, Q. ,00 , 0 I. 

In! .34 [i vb sekspr1.me pate·t A 3wal] 

I1Il va slexprimer peut-@tre en joual". 

[b~ / p~t~r:tJ 
"Bien, peut-etre ll • 

In the first case, the length of phonetically detennined long 

le/ is shortened'when in a nonprominent position, whereas 

in the second example, / E.. /, in the same environment but in 

a syntactically prominent position, is fully realized as long 

and moreover diphthongized. As seen in this example, the same 

speaker gives two different surface realizations to the pho

neme, according to its place in the utterance. 

In the first part of the questionnaire, words were 

said in isolation, thus all being in a syllabic prominent 

position. The following lexical items were used to study the 

1 
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. 
phenomenon of diphthongization of long VOi>lels in careful 

style, as well as tbat of the opening of half-open segments 
and closing of open back unrounded /~/. 

/a.1 IE-I /001 10 I 

baille tete veuve gorge 
taille fete oeuvres horloge 
tasse fenetre fleuve corps 

pate ma!tre heure castor 

pale vele beurre fort 

as graisse couleur mort 

basse 
,. 

careme fleur dort 

§ne scene peur nord 

gagne . chene soeur bord 

reclame seize humeur mords 

condamne chaise coeur 

be soustraire menteur 

soir premiere cultivateur 

machoire derniere balayeur 

bouilloire hiver chanteur 

abreuvoir hier largeur 

mouchoir verre 

noir cuillere 

fromage neige 

lavage mere 

garage pare 

repassage frere 
,. 
age . cher 

pages biere 

nuage 
,.. 

reve 

tard 

gare. 
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i In connected speech, either in a reading passage 

or in conversation, long VOllels occurred in both nonprominent 

and prominent positions. Although diphthongization and ope

ning or closing of the vowels affected long vocalic elements 

in nonprominen.t positions, the degree to which these phenome

na occurred was far ri10re important yJhen the long vOl'lels were 

found· in a syntactically prominent position, as the example 

given above illustrates. 

Thus, the environments in which diphthongization. 

and opening or closing of the phonemes studied will be fa

voured aret 

1- when the vocalic elements are followed by Ir,v(r),z,'jl 
before word boundary; 

2- when lexically determi~ed long Iq I and Is I occur; 

3- when the long vocalic segments are in a syntactically 

prominent position. 

2.4.3 Diphthongization: general outline 

Table 15 and diagram 14 give an overall view of 

the phenomenon of diphthongization for all informants in 

the three contextual styles. 

As 1£..1, being B-loniJ when written ~i,ai,ei,ai, 
~ e and when followed by any of the lengthening consonants, -, -, 
except Ir/, was diphthongized significantly more often than 

when followed by Ir/~ study of the phenomenon of the diphthon

gization of this phoneme had to be considered separately in 

poth environments. 'rhe same distinction lias made for I a. I, 
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but no discrepancy between both envirorJnents appeared to be 

significant. Diphthongization of I a. I ''las therefore studied 

as ·a whole, without any distinction of phonetic environments. 

1001 and /0 I, being \jloniJ only when followed by 

one of the lengthening consonants., i.e .. Iv(r) ,r,z,:; I ,were 

diphthongized in the examples obtained in the interviews on

ly when followed by Ir/. In :the other environments, these 

two half-open vowels were generally realized as slightly lnore 

open and with less lip action than the cardinal vowels. Since 

diphthongization of these two vocalic segments occurred only 

before Irl in the speech recorded, Irl '-/as the only environ

ment retained in the study of diphthongization of loel and 

10 I. 

~virollrnents Styles 

RS CS Fe 

, 

Ve.l -}ttlong) 
lexically determined 

- spelling:ai,ei,e,ai, i\- 35% 48% 40% ~ei e 
'I I I /v~;5 . 

VE.~lon~ /- Irl t 6% 17% 20% 

VJ-t\:!:l ![lj1lexicallY determinedHt- 10% 21% 16% a. + ong - /r,v(r) ,Z, :J I . , 
09/""::' {i-longJ /- Ir / 1\- 9% 17% 16% 

ID 1~E:longJ / - Irl t- --- 18% 4% 

Table 15: Averaged perc'entage of diphthongization 
for all informants by environment and 
style. 
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r'ig.14: % of diphthongization of each vOlTel 

by style, for all informants. 

The phenomenon of diphthongization is exa..'1lined in 

conditions ideally favouring its appea.rance, i.e. lengthening 

consonantal context a.nd vowels in syllabic prominent position. 

It is immediately apparent that realization of a diphthongize.d 

element does not affect all long vocalic se@nents to the sa

me degree. 

From all long vOIiels studied, the half-open front 

unrounded vmvel is the most diphthongized. Horeover, it is 

diphthongized the most often when long historically, whereas 

its percentage of diphthongizatiol1 vThen followed by /r/ nears 

the percentages of diphthongization of all other vocalic ele

ments. 

Jackson, in his study of the vocalic system of 

Gravelbourg, arrives at exactly the same conclusions. As 
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he'states: liLa diphtongaison du E ••• resiste le plus a l'in

fluence "corrective" du fran~ais standard, surtout dans Ie 

cas des graphies: ai, ei, af, ei, ~, e, en syllable accentuee 

fermee It (1). A high-rate of diphthongization in these en
vironments was found amongst his informants. 

Juneau also l'efers to the diphthongization of Ie I . 
in his-historical study of Quebec French phonology. The ALF 

maps 129 betes, 169 braise, 1300 tete, demonstrate that this 

phenomenon was found in the vlest part of Northern France, 

from Normandi-e to the Charentes, but being widespread mainly 
in Poitou. 

Archive~ give indications that diphthongization 

of I €- I has existed in Quebec French from the 18th century. 

e.g. t:,aire: "Je donne plaien pouvoier de faier" Archives 

de la Province de Quebec, Petites Collections, 

Rodrigueux J. 19 mai 1772, Quebec (2). 

lei, in the environments favouring the length 

feature, except Ir I, is the most diphthongized vO\vel. It is 

str~tified from the other. vocalic elements to the same degree 

in all contextual styles. 

The other vowels, i.e. Ic;,oe,~ 1+ Ir/, and la I, 
long historically and + Ir/, are diphthongized at about the 

same level in all styles. No phonetic conditioning in the na

ture of the vowel, as~ roun~ features,etc., seems to affect 

realization of the diphthongization in these environments. 

Only 10 I in formal conversation is significantly less diph

thongized than the other vocalic segments. 

(1) D.M.Jackson,(196S), p.72 
(2) M.Juneau,(1972), p.84 
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What is also interesting to note is that in almost 

all cases, the phenomenon of diphthongization i~~ not involved 

to·an important degree in a process of stylistic variation. 

Usually, in careful style and formal conversation, the per-

centage of diphthoneization is realized to a similar degree. 

Only in reading style is a decrease in the phenomenon to be . 
regularly observed • HO\,lever , the degree of style shifting is 

far 1e$s important than the .one foUnd in the study of variable 

(a')~l and that of archaic phonetic features. 

Horeover, in these studies, it was rather the op

position of reading and careful styles v. formal conversation 

which accounted for interesting differences. In the case of 

diphthongization, the same does not apply. If more diphthon

gizations are to be found, it is rather in the careful style 

in which words were pronounced in isolation that they might 

occur. 

On the other hand, most vowels are diphthongized 

at about the same level in ca,reful style and formal conversa

tion. There is no significant shifting from one style to the 

other, except for the half-open back rounded phoneme I~ I. 

It seems as though diphthongization of long vowels 

is not accidental, i.e. a phenomenon which would occur SPD

radically, but rather a general mode of articulation which 

is realized regularly and proportionally according to con

textual conditions. 

Gendron mentions this phenomenon of diphthongization 

and attributes it to a vO\-rel v-lhich has become IItoo long" (1). 

As the vowel is "too long ll , '\-reakening of the muscular contr~c

tion takes place, therefore producing diminution in the 

(1) J.D.Gendron,(1966), p.6l and p.95 
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opening of the vO"J'el in the final pa.rt of the vocalic holding. 

This applies to all long vocalic segments. 

Diphthongization, not existing in Standard F'rench, 

would be one of the features distinguishing Wuebec French 

from Standard French.. According t.o Ferguson I s model (1), 

diphthongization in a diglossic si~uation would occur in the 

10'1 variety of language, rather than in the high variety of 

language, Imv and high va.rieties being defined by Ferguson 

as: 

" For convenience of reference the superposed 
variety in diglosias will be called the 
H (llhigh") variety or simply H, and the 
regional dialects will be called L (Illown) 
varieties or , collectively, simply LIS) (2) • 

• 

The results obtained in this,study demonstrate 

that a situation of "diglossia" is not involvecb. Reading sty

le and careful style are the contexts in which the high varie

ty is expected, rather than the low, because of attention 

being specially focused. on pronunciation. In these styles, 

especially in careful style, diphthongization is realized at 

a high level, therefore being an element of the high variety, 

as well as of the low. 

It seems as though the phenomenon of diphthongization 

is not so involved in differentiating styles of speech, and 

therefore has not risen to social consciousness, as much as 

variable (a)-l and archaic phonetic features. It is a pheno

menon realized by all speakers in a regular manner, and may 
~ -

be due to what Gendron calls a vowel which has become Jltoo 

long" • 

(1) C.A.Ferguson,(1959). 
(2) Id~, p.234 
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Even though diphthongiz,ation in this general table 

seems a regular linguistic structure, i.e. affecting all long 

vocalic elements to about the same degree in all styles, it 

is nevertheless involved in social stratification, as the stu

dy of sociological parameters will demonstrate. 

2.4.3.1 Differentiation by age 

statistical tests do not provide significant dis

crepancies between' age groups, since diphthongization of all 

phonemes always occurs at a low level. The differences bet

ween age groups never go beyond a proportional difference of 

the order .250 • Nevertheless, young informants diphthongize 

all vocalic segments less often than their older counterparts 

in all styles. Reduction in the incidence of diphthongization 

by young informants probably gives a good indication of a 

linguistic change in progress. 

As seen in table 15, long /~ /, historically and 

lexically determined, is the most diphthongized of all long 

vocalic elements. This vowel will first be considered in or

der to examine which tendencies each age group seems to fol

low. 

Informants aged 45 and over diphthongize / e / 
almost twice as much as· those aged between 15-24 in all sty

les. The middle-age group f~ls in between these two latter 

except for formal conversation, where their use of a diphthon

gized element is at exactly the same level of occurrence as 

that of their older counterparts. 

" 
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Fig.15: % of diphthongiz,ation of / e. / 
by age and style. 

Diphthongization of long / e / offers a type of 

structure '\vhich may be qualified as regular. By IIreg1l1ar 

structure" is me811t that all groups are differentiated in 

all styles to the same degree, when proportional d:i.fferences 

in the realization of a diphthongized element are considered. 

Another factor is that incidence of diphthongization can be 

predicted as the highest in careful style, '\vhere words \'le-

re spoken in isolation, whereas it will be predictably rea

lized to a lower or about equal degree in reclding style and 

formal conversation, i-4>0. '''hen words containing long / E.. / 

occurred in connected speech. The srune predictions can be ma

de for all age groups. All of them indeed seem to fol101'1 the 

same tendency, by diphthongizing the most often in careful 

style, and the least often in connected speech. 

Style shifting is not very important as far as 

aWareness of a linguistic feature is concerned. The opposition 

of formal v.less formal situations is not likely to be the 
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most releyant feature in accounting for differences betvleen 

various speech styles. Diphthongization of Ie. I does not 

seem to have risen to social avmreness, since all groups 

diphthongized more often in a formal speech situation (ca

reful style), and at an equal proportion in tvlO opposite 

speech situations, i.e. reading style and formal conversa-

tion. The relevant feature is rather syntactic, i.e.words 

spoken in isolation v. words pronounced in connected speech, 

this distinction applying to all age groups. 
I , 

Thus, this variable has no social significance, i.e. 

is not so much involved in stylistic variation, but shows a 

uniform change from one age level to the other. Observation 

of the behaviour of different age groups towards diphthongi

zation of /~/ shows that, the younger the informants are, 

the less often diphthongization will be realized and vice ver-

sa. 

The other vocalic elements must noV[ be examined in 

order to discover whether the tendencies of age groups are 

the same when diphthongization of other vocalic elements is 

c(!msidered. 

Age /6/+r /0./ /ce/+r /~ /+r 
RS CS, Fe RS cs Fe _ RS CS Fe cs Fe 

15-24 .037 .109 .068 .073 .150 .060 .000 .062 .100 .033 • 000 

25-44 .074 .171 .230 .073 .210 .100 .056 .160 .120 .190 .073 

45+ .070 .160 .143 .082 .145 .266 .205 .181 .193 .190 .041 

Table 16: Pro P ortional responses to diphthongization 
of four vocalic elements by age and style • 

(1) 

. (1) rfhere were no examples provided by reading style to represent 
long /~ / 

,1 

., . 
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The phenomenon of diphthongization is very stable 

for each group in all contextual styles. 'fhe younger infor

mants diphthongize between 6% and 15% of all vocalic ele

ments in careful style, between 0% and 10% in formal conver

sation, and between 0% and 7% in reading style. The informants 

aged bet'ttfeen 25-44 diphthongize between 167b and 21% of all 

vocalic elements in ca!eful style, between 7% and 23% in 

formal conversation, and between 5% ru1d 7% in reading style. 

The older informants use diphthongization around 14% and 19% 
of. all vocalic segments in careful style and formal conver

sation, and between 7% and 20% in reading style. 

Apart fr.om the half-open back rounded phoneme /:J / 
in formal conversation, which is significantly less diphthon

gized than the other vocalic segments, all other cases, 

where diphthongization is likely to occur, reflect a very re

gular structure. Each age group uses diphthongization regular

ly accqrding to the contextual style. When, for example, young 

informants diphthongize / e. I +1' at a 10% level in careful 

style, they also diphthongize I a. I, Ice I +r, I:> / +r at about 

the same level in the same style. 

A vowel may be more or less diphthongized according 

to the context in which it occurs, but a vowel does not seem 

to be more diphthongized because it .is half-open, or unroun

ded; etc., i.e. because of its phonetic characteristics. 

Thus, all vowels are. equally liable to become diphthongized. 

As for lei l!lon&) historically and lexically, an 

interesting difference between age groups is to be observed; 

in all contextual styles and for all voc~_ic elements, young 

informants diphthongize the long vocalic elements less often 

than their older counterparts. 

.,' ' 
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i The differences between tnformants aged between 

25-44 and those aged 45 and over are not regular. Sometimes 

the,se two groups behave in the same way towards diphthongi

zation, sometimes the older group uses diphthongization mo

re often than the middle-aged one, and sometimes the latter 

exceeds the older group in its use of a diphthongized seg"': 

mente 

I However, what appears clearly from figure 15 and 
I 
I 

table 16 is that young informants use diphthongization less 

often than all older informants whatever the 'vocalic element 

and the contextual style involved. A linguistic change seems 

to be in progress as fa,r as diphthongization ~s a '\"hole is 

concerned. Reduction in the incidence of the phenomenon ta

kes place when young speakers are considered. 

Before drawing more definite conclusions,however, 

the remaining sociological paremeters will be investigated. 

2.4.3.2 Differentiation by education 

Chi Square and Exact Value tests give strong eviden

ce against the hypothesis of similar behaviour by all educa

tional groups. As for variable (a)-1 and archaic phonetic 

features, the most important discrepancy affects ed.l,2 com

pared with ed.3,4 • The results obtained in studying the be

hav{our of these four groups towards diphthongization of long 

vocalic segments can be seen in table 17. 

Tendencies revealed earlier in the two preceeding 

tables still hold good. Thus, it can be observed that each 
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/ E. / /e./+r /a / /re/+r I I I 

/:J /+r 
.. _-r--...----- • 

.100 ,,000 .000 .000 ---

.2'70 .02S .055 .036 ~O48 

.139 .000 .000 .031 .000 
. -

.270 .060 .000 .052 ---

.390 .069 .078 .075 .125 

.342 .069 .130 .054 .066 

.466 .110 .265 .000 ---

.730 .334 ~lrOO .13/+ .175 

.620 .200 .200 .280 .000 

-
.720 .139 .220 0364 --
.760 .382 .440 .381 .355 

.600 .384 .350 .1+27 .125 

-
Table 17: I~~oportional responses to diphthonGization 

by environments, education and style. 

group diphthongized / E / much more "rhen it is long hist.orically 

and \-Jhen its length is lexically determined, than when it is 

followed by /r/. It is also true that diphthongization affects 

/ e. / more often than any other vocalic element. 

It. can ooreover be noticed that, a~most without 

exception, the diphthongization rate; for each form follows 

the order: ed.1 <ed.2 <ed.3 <ed.4 , i.e. more educated infor

mants generally diphthongize long vocalic elements less often 

than less educated informants, and yotmg informants make use 

of diphthongized segments less often than their older coun-

terparts. 
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i Once more, a very regular structure appears. &1.4, 

for example, is the group using diphthongization the most 

oft,en in all styles and for all vocalic elements. 

· Another tendency similar to that seen in the compa

rison of age groups is that, careful style seems the st,yle 
Co 

favouring the highest incidence of diphthongized vocalic ele

ments. This tendency can be seen in table 17 in fourteen ca

ses out of twenty. In the remaining six cases, a group displays 

either a similar pattern of behaviour in all contextual styles 

(cf. ed.2 for. / c. / +r , and ed.4 for /00 / +r) , showing no 

style shifting, or an increase in their use of diphthongized 

elements as they move to a less formal speech situation. This 

is the case for ed.3 for /00/ -IT , and for ed.2 when long /a../ 
is con~idered. Or else, there is no difference between careful 

style and formal conversation, as this can be observed for 

ad.l for Ice / + r and ed.4 for / E. / + r • 
• 

Generally, however, careful style, in which attention 

is focused on pronunciation and words are spoken in isolation, 

appears to be the most favourable context to elicit higher 

occurrences of diphthongization. 

On the other hand, reading style is also a style 

in which special attention is focused on pronunciation, but 

where words occur in connected speech. If attention given to 

pronunciation was the main factor in explaining stylistic 

differentiations, similar results as those found for careful 

style would be expected in reading style. This has been the 

case in the study of co-variation of La] - [oJ ,in ,\'111ich no 

important differences were found between the two more careful 

styles of speech. Groups behaved in the same way in these 

two contextual styles, i.e. in a formal speech situation, as 

opposed to their pattern of behaviour in a less formal conteJr..-t. 
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IThe pattern offered by the study of diphthongization 

is however different. In reading style, diphthongization is 

ne~rly always the least often realized by all groups, and 

therefore attention focused on 'pronunciation has certainly 

a part to play when reading style is considered. 

On the other hand, the fact that words ~re pronoun-, 

ced in connected speech is also an important factor to be 

taken into account. In six cases out of twenty, i.e. ed.l 

towards I e.1, I c/+r , and Ia. I , ed.2 towards 1£1 +r , 

loo/.· + r, and ed.3 towards I a.. I, the perceritage of diphthon

gized elements is about the same in reading style and formal 

conversation. In these cases, connected speech seems the im

portant factor accounting for less incidence of diphthongiza

tion, and not attention paid to pronunciation. 

Another fact which confirms this relationship is 

that, in ten cases, diphthongization of a vocalic element is 

realized at almost the same level in formal conversation and 

careful style. In formal conversation, the percentage of 

,diphthongized elements may·be somewhat lower or higher than 

~n careful style, but the results are nevertheless sufficien

tly close to prevent a c~ar distinction being dravffi between 

these two styles. This lack of discrepancy between two dif

ferent speech situations is probably explained by the follo

wing factorsfl 

Words pronounced in isolation combined with atten

tion focused on pronunciation lead to a level of diphthongi

zation which is different for every educational group in 

careful style. Less or no attention focused on pronunciation 

combined with words occurring in connected speech lead to 

a similar pattern, in which diphthongization may be realized 

• I 
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in. formal conversation at a similar level to that obtained 

in careful style, and \'There groups are differentiated at the 

same level of significance in both styles. In formal conver

sation, lack of attention paid to pronunciation seems to be 

compensated for by the fact that words occur in connected 

speech, so that a similar pattern of behaviour occurs as 

that observed in careful stylee . 

The stylistic variations can thus be explained both 

in terms of awareness of the phenomenon o~ diphthongization 

and syntactic. conditioning. It nevertheless remains true that 

differences betvreen the three contextual styles are often 

very low and not s-ignificant from a statistical point of vievl. 

The slight differences present might only indicate tendencies 

of speakers and not real discrepancies, as those found in the 

study of variable (a)-l and archaic phonetic features~ 

There is only one instance \'There ~ significant style 

shifting is to be observed, i.e. for ed.3 towards joel + r. 

In this case, the percentage of diphthongization increases 

significantly as one moves from the most careful speech style 

to the least formal one. Since less educated informants use 

diphthongization more often.,. they might also be more aware 

of it and try to correct it in more careful styles. This awa

reness seems however represented only in one case out of ten, 

in which diphthongization decreases according to the formality 

of the speech situation. In addition, four other cases are of 

interest, in that speakers of ed. 3 diphthongized / c / and 

/ e / +r ,and ed.4 / a / and / e / +r significantly less often 

in reading style compared with formal conversation. In these 

five cases, less educated speakers ShO'V1 avlareness of this 

linguistic phenomenon by using less diphthongized vocalic ele

ments when realizing long vocalic segments in reading style. 
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Indications of a linguistic change observed in the 

study of the age variable are confirmed in this latter study. 

The age factor again plays a part, in that young informants 

generally diphthongize less often than their older counter

parts, although the diffe!ences are not ahvays very important. 

Depending on the vowel concerned, the differences between 

the two age groups can be striking,or not. When more educated 

informants are compared for 'example, the most important age 

difference occurs when the vowel most often diphthongized is 

considered, i.e. phonetically and lexically determined long 

lei. Where less educated informants are concerned, indica

tions of a lingui$tic change in progress are seen in the case 

of loa / -iT , and / ~ / +r, in all contextual styles, with long 

I a../ and / e. / +r in formal conversation, and finally in the 

case of long / €./, except when follm.,red by /r/, in reading 

style. In the remaining environments and contextual styles, 

both age groups display a similar pattern of behaviour. Gene

rally, however, there are sufficient indications to permit 

the assumption that the younger the speaker, the more diphthon

gization of long vocalic segments is decreasing. 

The age factor is however complicated here by an , 

educational factor, since more educated informants in general 

use diphthongization significantly less often than less edu

cated informants in all cases. A brief investigation of ano

ther type of educational grouping will further illustrate 

this fact. 

As the follmdng table illustrates, the speakers 

are greatly differentiated according to their educational 

background. Those having 13 or more years of education show 

the least diphthongization of all vocalic segments in all 

contextual styles. Those "/ho have had 9 or fewer years of 

• 
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schooling use diphthongized vovlels the most often for all vo

calic elements and ?ontextual styles. Finally, the informants 

who have had between 10-12 years attendance at school fall 

in between these two groups, sometimes shoi"fing a pattern of 

behaviour approaching that of the more educated informants, 

sometimes one which approaches more that of the less educated 

informants • 

!lei 

/ tl -iT 

Val 

Voo I -iT 

V"I-iT 

. 13+ 10-12 9-
RS CS FC RS CS Fe RS CS Fe 

"'-

10% 38% 19% 40% 45% 47% 58% 58% 50% 

2% 10% . 7% 8% 19% 10% 13% 40% 37% 

0% 12% 6% 9% 26% 20% 31% 42% 37% 

0% 11% 7% 11% 30% 10% 22% 60% 37% 

- 12% 0% -- 28% 5% --. 37% 13% 
. 

1'able 18: % of responses to diphthongized vocal~c 
segments 9Y environment, education and 
style. 

The ~egularity of the structure is striking. All 

groups are differentiated at the same level of significance 

in all styles of speech and in the realization of each voca

lic element. There is no deviation from the regular structure. 

All groups are coherent in their use of diphthongization. 
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! There is not only a regula.rity in educational stra

tification, but also an interesting consistency in the per

centage of diphthongized elements each group uses. In each 

contextual style, except for /~/ not followed by /r/, the 

use of diphthongized vocalic segments remains constant. The 

informants who have had 13 or more years of education, for 

example, diphthongize all vocalic elements bet'\'leen 10% and 

12% of the time in careful style. This again confirms the 

assertion that diphthongization is a general mode of articu

lation which is regularly realized for every group. The rate 

to which it 1S realized depends on the contextual style in 

which it occurs and on the social characteristics of the spea

kers. 

Not all contextual styles are significant in accoun

ting for the awareness speakers may have of a linguistic fea

ture carrying prestige. If this were the case, one would ex

pect a decrease in the use of diphthongization in both more 

careful styles. Such a reduction can be observed in reading 

style; but usually there is either no style shifting, or, 

when a style shifting is observed, it is rather the opposition 

of words in isolation v. words in cOllnected speech which ac

counts best for the style shifting present. 

Now that phenomenon of diphthongization has been 

correlated with the educational and age parameters, occupation 

and sex factors will be considered in order to determine whe

ther the same relationships betl'Teen styles and groups as those 

found in the study of the precefding sociological parameters 

still hold good. 
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Professionals p.rhite collal' '\~orken; manual worker1 
M F M F H F 

1 €. 1 

II el +r 

10-1 

Vee 1 +r 

V~/-tr 

-- _.' -
RS 10% 9.9% 33c/ /0 33~~ 50% 
CS 28% 20% 36% 47% 6',·/ 0;..) 

Fe 10% 17% 37% 50% 52% 

RS 0% 0% 6.6% 6.6% 10% 
CS 6% 6% 3% 3% 15% 
FC 5% 3% 6% 6% 6% 

RS 0% 0% 3% 0% 13% 
GS 3% 2% 9% 8% 35;; 
Fe 5% 11% 6% 14r; 6% 

RS 0% 0% 0% 5% 20% 
GS 5% 2% 6% 9% 1~:6 

FC Or; 0% 8% 6~t IS% 

CS 8% 5% 13% 11% 23% 
Fe 0% 0% 10~~ 0% 0% 

~ . . Table 19: % of responses to dlphthontlzatlon by 
environment, occupation, sex and style. 

S3)s 
S0(;': 
~p 

70% 

16% 
54~b 

54% 

30% 
47'/0 
50/~ 

-
30% 
42% 
50;; 

34% 
15% 

Diphthongization of long 1 e. /, except '\tIhen follo'\lJed 

by /r/, is the only case offering a clear-cut discrepancy 

between the three occupational groups. Professionals are those 

who diphthongize the least, followed by vlhite collar Horkers 

and finally by manual workers. As seen in the study of the age 

.~ 
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and education parameters, speakers' do not seem to be aliare 

of their use of a diphthongized / e. /. 'l'hey 5hm'l either no im

portant style shifting, or they use dipht.hongization to an 

equal proportion in reading style and formal conversation, 

or in careful style and formal conversation. The groups wh.o 

use diphthongized segments less in reading style, probably 

also show an awareness of this type of articulation, since 

this style is the most formal of all styles elicited in the 

interviews. 

Generally, however, groups do not demonstrate by 

their behaviour that they are much aware of a necessity to 

use diphthongs less when realizing / €. / in more formal speech 

situations. 

When considering the remaining vocalic elements, 

groups are not differentiated in the same way. The important 

differences now concern professionals and white collar workers 

as opposed to manual workers. This latter group is the only 

one behaving differently from the tliO others tOvlqrds diphthon

gization. Thus generally, use of more diphthongs would be 

expected from manual workers. 

The sex differentiation is not so important where 

professionals and white collar workers are concerned. Men 

and women usually have a similar pattern of behaviour towards 

diphthongization. Only female white coll~r workers diphthon

gize long / E. / significantly more than their male counterparts 

in careful style and formal conversation. In all other cases, 

no sex differentiation affects professional' and white collar 

liorker groups. 

When manual workers are considered, however, strong 

. / ' 
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ev;idence ~s provided against equal. proportional response by 

each sex group towards diphthongization. Homen of this occu

pational group diphthongize all vocalic elements significan

tly more often than men in all styles of speech. rrhis again 

confirms the finding that groups are very consistent in their 

use of the phenomenon of diphthongization • vfomen of this· oc

cupational group form the sub-group accounting for the most 

important discrepancy. Their male counterparts, in fact, be

have very similarly to the two other occupational groups, 

mainly in formal conversation. 

• 
The study of occupational and sex groups gives less 

clear-cut indications of social stratification than did edu

cational groups. On the other hand, study of these two factors 

demonstrates that use of diphthongization seems to be decrea

sing significantly l'dthin the population. Only women of the 

manual '\.;orker group diphthongize all vocalic elements fre

quently. All other groups make use of this type of articulation 

at a low level, except for lei which is still strongly diph

thongized. 

Another fact which is interesting to note is that 

male manual workers have a pattern of behaviour approaching 

that of other occupational groups when formal conversation 

is considered. In the two careful styles, however, they are 

differentiated from them by diphthongizing significantly more 

often. This behaviour is probably due to a lack of awareness 

of the phenomenon of diphthongizatio~ observed in all groups. 

Examples of speech will illustrate how speakers 

use diphthongization when they realize a long vocalic element. 

The first series of examples concerns words spoken in careful 

style. Since these 'vords were the same for all speakers, it 

will illustrate different patterns of behayiour towards 
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d±phthongization more effectively. All words given as examples 

occurred in a syntactically prominent position and were spoken 

in. isolation by the informants. 'fhe v.[ords taken as examples 

are : ~, pat~, p~ille, seize, tete, verre,. fleur, l2..eur , 

ooeu~,corps, mort, dort. 

Pro:t;essionals 

15-24 years of age 

M.l.2 

F.l.2 

25-44 

Un: tS pb:t b"o: j 

koe:R. k~:~ m~:~ 
(" l (. 

p a: t ba.: j s £. 'I: : z t E.: t 
Co <.. 

k'o'\l:~ mt:~ d~:ISJ 

p'dt 

VE.: t{ 
c. 

floe :~ 
<. 

•• flee :R 
<. 

.,1 
vE.:r floo:r 

<... 0 0 

pee: ~ 
(. 

,-
pre :R 

pre :r 
o 

F.l.5 lla:H pA:t bA: j ". 01 poe :D 

45+ 

M.l.7 

F.l.l0 

12-2lt 

M.2.l t,:(l. 
kce· 

t 

mb:\i 

pa:t ba.:j 

k~:r m~:r 
(" <. 0 

pf':t bA:j 

k~:R m"O'\f: 
(.. 

se:..t:.: z t E.: t ve.I : c.L 
Co c.. <-

dr:~J 
sa't: z tE...:t:t vel::R 

Co c. <.. 

db:RJ 

vfuite collar workers 

•• t e· l pa.:t b'O:j s€.:z V E.. fl"-
Co c Co 

k~" m~' d?-] 
(. (. 

fl~ :~ pre '( :r 
c 0 

.-pee • (. . 
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F' .2.1 D t. 
"T'" 

t€o1::t ta.:'6 PQ:t bo..:j c~ .... ~ VE:~ flc'~' : u ., 
I) <- <.. <-poo :h k('!~ : t$ k-:l:k) mn:16 d'o:~ J < <. (. 

?2:-1±!.t. 

H.2.h ~u '\f :.1. 
'\f 

bt:j c'e.I:· z t'C:~:t po.' : u .'" V£.: floo : ci: c.. " 
(.. <.. C. 

poo": koo :R k 'p1f: 'll' 
d~-J III b : 

L (. . (,. 

F.2.4 ~a:~ '\S' bA:j s£l::z -Pl·· ~ pel. :t ts.-t VE...:~ .L. 00: 
t.. 

.. ~ 
, .. 

K'J :~ ffit:ld; db"] poo.-: kG3 :~ 
(. (. <. 

~+ 

H.2.10 (in:t po.'\f:t b'O:j se...r.:z t£.I:t v£:r floe: 
(.. (.. ( 

poe :r koo :r k~: m':):r d~:~J 0 0 l ('> 

14'.2.10 ~Cl:~ pa.:t ba.:j se.I : z t~-r:::t vE.:r floo :r 
(.. t.. <:.. 0 t 0 

poe :r koo :r kU:r rot? :~ dU :J 
0 c. I> 0 

Nanual lwrkers 

15-2J:J; 

H.3.1 \io- p-o:t b,.: j si.i=:z t£.: t v~: fl,,: , <:.. <:.. 

poo- kA' k'O:h m-o" d t -] 

F.3.1 [0.'\1' : ~ pa'\f:t bA6j . s~:~ trel: :t vee e: fl" .. 

poo : kce : k'o '\t:" mb": ~ db:] 
( (, 

22,-hh-

M.3.4 ~t:r pA'\T:t bCl"tf:J S €ox.. z tr:r :t vi£.: r flcea : 
(.. . (.. '- t 

•• k~'\S : m:Yr d~~:~ poe :r k09 : • ( ( . 

1".3 • .4 [::: "O:~ po. '\f;t bo..\f :j seet. :z t £1.::t Vf:."t :~ fla}: 16 
c.. c.. (. 

., is km :~ k'D:~ m"O:~ d't):t>] poo : 
t <. 
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~ 
u .. po. 'IS : •• 

S£,r : z t
U •• N.3.10 t'O: b~:j E.0 v£: 1'11\: (. (.. 0 c , 

•• h pee- kA: kblf : m'O: d~:J 

F.3.7 [to. 'if: po.'\I:t b~:j ""101:. 0 z t~I::t vee: r ··1 
i:)C· • " flre : , 'c:- t! c.. 

poo'f: k&i: k'o'\t :r mt>'\J': d-o\) :J 
'- '- 0 

rrhese examples of a few speakers give a somm·.,rhat arbitrary 

idea of the phenomenon of diphthongization. In fact, not all , 
speakers are t'epresented and furthermore, not all the words 

containing long vocalic elements could be· given as examples. 

One speaker may for example diphthongize / a. / in p§t.§ , but 

not in I2al~., etc. Nevertheless, the few examples given above 

illustrate 'it[hat has been found when groups of speakers ,.;ere 

considered. Young speakers usually appear to diphthongize 

less often than older informants for example, and less edu

cat.ed speakers and manual workers use diphthongized segments 

much more often than more educated informants, etc. 

A second series of examples will nov; be given in 

order to illustrate the behaviour of different speakers to

wards diphthongization in formal conversation. 

15-24 , 

:H.I.I 

Professiqpals 

~e aVE.k s~ 3-f~m sAts=l-R la ply z a If:X] 
"C I est aVec c;a que je vais me sentir le plus a. l' aise". 

[Ufn:\{ kO v~ me..t lb / sa va £'t lefb·~ phu~ 
e.sej e d-a bje p'-~n3" s:.] 

"l'effort qu'on va mettre,la, 'Sa va ~tre l'effort 
pour essa"yer de bien prononcer". 



F.l.l 

~-44 

M.l.5 

F.l.4 

Bi± 

M.l.9 

F.l.? 
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., 
[pi Ii) jay€. ca ~m dX" fnE.- tJ 

II Puis la, 11 y ava:Lt un hornrne dans la fenetre" 

us Ravne. ve:g tRw~ RIVj~:J 
"Eux revenaient vers Tro1s-Rivieres". 

(3avr rAk'5tre 'in fras~:z / . set£. 'tn martSinikr· ~1 
II j I avais rencontre lme fran~aise. C' etait une mar
tiniquaise ll • 

[p~ ~k~·se 1a t~·tJ 
It Pas se cassel' la tete". 

i) i) t'U'3't1:1 la pe.rs?n 9- pa·1 d,(n se.te.n mc.nj rr:rJ 

"11 y a toujours la personne qui parle d'une certai
ne maniere". 

[pJi) t '\13 1J' la 1ft: g s'(per j ¥ : tJ 
"puis, i1 y a toujours la langue superieure". 

~'[ P1>t~1:..:t ] 
"bien, peut-etre". 

[me thud mt:m .3 
"mais tout de meme ll • 

~e bj'E. pf.l.s5ne1 / me thud m~T:niJ 
"clest bien personnel, mais tout de merne". 

l??e tale vwA·.t de pje.s d-a tea.1r:-tJ 
" on est alle voir des pieces de theatre". 

["In sbtE..n glWA:~J 
If une certaine gloire ll • 

l wI. p1lte· tJ 
II Oui, peut-3tre". 



15-24. 

H.2.2 

F.2.2 

~-~~ 

H .. 2.5 

F.2.4 

[10 ply ella bAtS":z l~] 

"le plus de la base, la U o 

~Sy P? ta f~· r~n~:)nf1: :t] 
"tu peux te faire reconna:ttre". 

lVJ1ite col1a.r"~<;'§ll 

~ l€ksteRj~ :J II A 11 exterieur" 

~e kuzE: dma ffill-:LS] " Les cousins de ma mere". 

~..§~tsr. p~tfo t ply z a I£-" z ave.k l~~] 
lise sentir peut-etre plus a lIaise avec lui ll • 

[m~:t ail / sa 1ab~: s ~ tfnri] 
Ilmeme, <;a l'abaisse, je trouve"o 

ll'ar1e a la. fr~ St.L: z] "Parler a 10, fran~aisell. 

~laRJ:t:(~ n5tR'O vokab)d~: R] "Elargir notre vocabulaire"" 

# 

~~r:m n3J IImeme, non". 

~o .. tra m~:iJ "l'autre mer". 

[WI: patf:tJ "Qui , peut-etre". 

[s£t manj£,' 16"J "cette maniere la". 

Ee kA firI: :mJ "lvfais quand meme". 

Q. fazae katra VE. degre ~ )81qe '{ :] 
"11 faisait 80 degre:, de chaleur". 

Qc"5 n (ili: z dA 1a n~:t: :~,J 
"quton enlise dans 1a neige lt

• 

On tVlO other occasions, he pronounced neige 
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M.3.3 

~5-1t!t 

M.3.6 
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"Sur une butte de n r3ige ll • 

"fin hiver". 

~ ~ a E:Z u .e "0)e wa:z [') d ZJ".l"c k.le ml'\re 1- ] k--l'''k ] 
( '-

11 j e dirais que les montrealaises ou les quebecoises ••• " 

~an ll:'J:::J.._ . .!~o r k e .rE-. 

~a k~:z pate.-t 00 PR5bl~I::mJ 

"~a cause peut-etre un problElHle". 

[Op~·s p'\1R de :} k5rnoo u vylg~ :~J 
lion passe pour des gens communs ou vulgaires l1 • 

[)A'd3nRt a rna rn~r: / 13 tR:v'l~ k t' Rl [c1 ~,'\ do- lY\e~J 

"j'en donnerais a rna mere; les trois-quarts" 0 "a rna mere". 

~S'(t sORt dafE- da mf-r.:j 

"toute sorte d'affaires de meme". 

rkom nu d tw:) rivj£.'I: :rJ t; ~ <. (. b 

"comme nous de Trois-Rivieres". 

[pi lSi v'5 m~:r.:m / };:'5 vr m~r:m pfy lwe: lGkebEk J 
"Puis qui vont meme, quI on va meme plus loin que Quebec l1

• 

[:>a v¢ d 9:' 1a m t9 
Til ~ 0 : z ] 

"~a veut dire 1a melle chose". 

['(n k11: s u~rJ:jt:] 
"une classe ouvriere ll

• 

F.3.5 ~~ d2l:R€.~tamA % tw:l Rvjf:RJ 

IIpas directement de Trois-Rivieres". 
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[pUYe. p'J dZ:r. k3 3" 'JT1::"~ tl'10· R. v j fliJ 
lI(ils ne) pouvaient pas dire qu'on venait de Trois
Rivieresl/. 

~a depa osi dla klo..'" : sJ 

II G[l depend au~si de 1a c] as " "_ ~ . - se. 

c. 'V / 'if AJ 

~~ avek sA ve.tsg 

I ... /e no .. t af~:] 

mr dllb\1: Il n af£'· kQ x fr£ I , 

"Non, avec $125,000 dollars, une affaire que je ferais ••• 
Une autre affaire ••• 11 

{3n arjf'] 
I1En arriere ll • 

~etr. pakae g fla'lf:~ 
"c'etait un paquet de flammes". 

F .3.S ~ax kalalia- fre p~l b5n¥ :J 
"parce que l'argent (ne) fait pas Ie bonheur ll • 

B~~le y dlAglat~:J 

[a 3e d zi sed Yal<f3 Y. :] 

~l~ lik~ 'l ~ 

lIalen ai eu de l'Angleterre ll • 

"jlai dit, c'est de valeur ll • 

"de la liqueur". 

[je drn.Ade '(n s2rt 

l n5 grA rAl:.:v] 

daf~J:J II j 'ai demande une sorte d I affaire ll • 

limon grand reve l1 • 

These examples illustrate that,in general, long vo

wels will be more liable to be diphthongized \-Then occurring 

in a syntactically prominent position. Differences betvTeen 

various speakers according to their social background are al

so portrayed through these examples, although they are not 

always easy to see, since not all words containing long vowels 

could be given for each informant. 
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From the study of the phenomeno!1 of diphthoneization, 

conclusions can be drawn on the type of linguistic, socia.l and 

sty~istic structures emerging from this type of articulation. 

2.4.3.4 Conclusions 

1- Linguistic structure 

When studying diphthongization,. four different vo

calic elements have been considered. These vowels are for

med from various combinations of the three principal charac

teristics involved in vOlfel formation, i.e. ~ roun~~ fran]', 

and l! ope~ • All of these vocalic elements are liable to va

rious phonetic realizations, diphthongization being one of 

them. 

One phonetic conditioning seems to affect the de

gree to which diphthongization will be realized, when the vo

wels are found in a lengthening phonetic context. Irhe half

open unrounded lei is in fact the only vocalic segment se

gregated at a significant level from the remaining vm·rels. 

When. this vOvlel is long, i. e. when followed by Iv(r), z, 3 I 
and when its length is lexically determined, it is diphthon

gized significantly more often than when it is followed by 

/rl and all other long vocalic elements. It is the most fre-
i 

quently diphthongized segment in all contextual styles and 

by all informants. 

In formal conversation, the half-open back rounded 

vowel is the least diphthongized of all vocalic elements by 

all groups. Since diphthongization of /0 I is not often used 
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in this c~ntextual sty1e~ it:i.s also in this -vocalic e1e
i 

ment that the differentiation bet1'[een speakers is at the 10-

''lest, level, whereas \'Jith long / E /, the most frequently diph

thongized segment, the highest discrepancies betHeen various 

groups of speakers ,'[ere found .. 

The remaining vocalic segments, i. e. / E. / +r , 

long i a. /, and /00 / +r, are diphthongized to about the same 

degree by all groups in this contextual style. 

As for the study of variable (a)-l and that of ar

chaic phonetic features, two stylistic structures should be 

considered: one for formal conversation, approximating to 

the native speech pattern acquired in early years, and one 

for the more formal speech styles, which approximate to the 

subjective norms of the speaker in so far as he has attained 

some degree of control over them. 

The linguistic structure given by formal conversa

tion, in \'lhich / e. / is the most frequently diphthongized e

lement, and /~ / the least~ and in which the remaining voca

lic segments are diphthongized to nearly the same degree by 

811 groups considered, does not alter considerably where ca

reful style is concerned. 

In this contextual style, the percentage of usage 

of diphthongization increases, probably due to the fact that 

words were spoken in isolation, but the linguistic pattern 

remains more or less the same. / e. / remains the most frequen

tly diphthongized segment, while all others are consistently 

diphthongized to the same degree by all groups. For example, 

ed.4 diphthongized / E.. / -iT at 38% , / a./ at 44% , /.:J / +r 

at 35% and /a3 / +1"" at 38% ; professionals diphthongizedthese 

vocalic segments in the order 13%,13%, 16%, and 13% , etc. 
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The regularity is striking for most groups considered. 

In reading style, the percentage of diphthongized 

vocalic elements decreases compared vrith that of careful sty

le. Nevertheless, the linguistic structure remains the same. 

I E.I is still the vowel most fre'1.uently diphthongized, ''Ihereas 

Ie / +r , long / a./, and /oe/ +r ~re usually diphthongized 

to about the same degree by various groups. ~hene are f6'\'/ 

exceptions in this.style, in that ed.3 , for example, never 

diphthongized /oe/ +r in this contextual style, vrhile using 

diphthongization at a fairly high level for the other vocalic 

elements. In addition, ed .. 4 , manual workers and those "lith 

9 or fewer years of schooling diphthongized / E.. / +r less of

ten than / ~/ and /00/ + r. 

It is nevertheless the case that the phenomenon of 

diphthongization can be viewed as stable~ i.e. that each 

group diphthongizes long vocalic segments to about the same 

degree depending on the context involved. The phonetic rea

lization involving segmentation of a long vocalic segment 

by illeans of opening the initial segment and moving to a closer 

element in the same vocalic area has affected all long vo

calic elements to the same degree. vfuatever the contextual 

style involved, all long vowels are liable to be diphthon

gized and moreover, except for long / E. / not followed by /r /, 

all are diphthongized at the s~e rate. This indicates a re

gularity in the phonetic system, by means of which all seg

ments of the vocalic system are equally affected by the 

length feature, as far as diphthongization is concerned. 

2- Social structure 

Through a sampling of the speech of individuals 

charted along the axis of social variation, another structure 
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has emerged. 

The most important discrepancies are found when 

educational. groups are compared. 11he type of grouping of

fering the most regular structure is that obtained \'ihen t.he 

three educational groups are considered, i.e. the informants 

having 13 or more years of schooiing, those vlho have had 

between 10 and 12 years attendance'at school, and finally 

the speakers having 9 or fewer years of education. The rela

tionships between any of these three groups with the others, 

in all contextual styles,and for all long vocalic elements 

studied, remain constant. The significant. ordering has al

\'lays the same patt"ern, i8e. 13 + (10-12(9- • A very re

gular social structure emerges when comparison of these three 

educational groups is made. All groups are in fac~ differen

tiated at the same level of significance whatever the con

textual style and the vocalic element considered. Thus,the 

relations between any given term and the others could be pre

dicted if that term "fere missing from the data. 

This is the only type of grouping displaying such 

a regular social structure. Else,\ihere, some deviations from 

this structure are to be observed, i.e. the inequalities 

or differences between groups are either reversed or become 

equalities. 

lihen taking the four educational groups into ac

count, the following patterns of behaviour occur. Usually, 

ed.'l and 2 are clearly differentiated from ed.3 and 4 • 

Only for joe / in reading style and for / ~ / in formal conver

sation is an equality to be seen, in that young, les.s educa

ted speakers (ed.3) make use of a diphthongized segment at 

the same level as the more educated informants. 'rhis can be 
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considered as a. deviation from the regular 5tructure, since 

less educated speakers are generally expected to diphthonei

ze ,long vO'\vel~ more often than more educated informants. 

This expectation is nevertheless true most of the 

time in that older, less educated speakers diphthongize all 

vocalic segments consistently the most frequently in all sty

les. Younger, less educa.ted informants are differentiated 

from their older counterparts by diphthongizing significantly 

less often for / e. / in reading style, / a. / in formal conver

sation, and f.or foe / and /'J / in all styles ~ 

Younger,.. more educated informants B.re also diffe

rentiated from their older counterparts by consistently 

diphthongizing the least often. The differences between ed .1_ 

and ed.2 are, however, not always significant. They are im

portant in the case of long / £ / in all styles, of long / a / 
in formal conversation, and finally in the case of long /~ / 

in careful style. Elsewhere, young, more educated informants, 

although using diphthongization less often, are not diffe

rentiated that much from their older counterparts, since 

these latter diphthongize at a very low level. 

Although SOffi.€ deviations from a regular structure 

of the type: ed.l < ed..2 (ed.3 (ed.4 are to be observed, 

it is the case that the structure offered by this type of 

grouping also has regularity: ed.l is always the group 

diphthongizing the least and ed.4 alvTays the one making the 

most frequent use of a diphthongized segment. Ed.2 behaves 

either as ed.l, or falls in between ed.l and ed.3 • Ed.3 

behaves either as ed.1 and ed.2, either as ed.4, or falls 

in between these two groups. 
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! When occupationa~ and sex groups arc considered, 

some deviations also occur :in the structure.· It is "Then 

the most frequently diphthongized vocalic element is con

sidered that the most regular inequalities between groups 

are to bbserved. Long / So. / , not followed by /r /, is the 

only case in which a very clear difference between occupa

tiona). groups is to be seen. Professionals diphthongize 

the least, followed by white collar \'forkers, then by male 

manual workers, and finally by female manual workers. 

For. the remaining vocalic elements~ the differen

ces present between groups are often belovl a 10% level, and 

are therefore not very significant. Nevertheless, it can re

gularly be expected that professionals and vlhite collar 'for

kers, male and female, will make use of a diphthongized seg

ment at about the same level, vlhatever the contextual style 

or the vowel involved, except for long / c,/, when not fol

lowed by /r / _ 

In addition, it can be regularly expected that 

female manual workers will· use diphthongization significan

~ly more often than any other group_ 

Male manual workers behave usually like the other 

occupational groups when realizing a long vocalic element 

in formal conversation. Furthermore, male manual workers 

will usually fall between the two other occupational groups 

and their female counterparts, by diphthongi~ing long vo

calic elements in careful style and reading style more often 

than the former and less often than the latter. 

From the observation of various types of grouping, 

regular relationships between groups of speakers appear, 

~lthough deviations are to be seen: 
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a) there are no groups who never diphthongize a long vocalic 

element; nor are there any who always preserve diphthongiza

tion: it is a case of inherent variation. 

b) for every group, diphthongization is regularly realized. 

The degree in the incidence of diphthongization indicates 

significant differences between groups of speakers. 

Young, more educated informants, more educated 

informants in general, professionals and white collar workers 

use diphthongization significantly less often than less edu

cated informants, female manual workers, etc. The differen

ces between groups is significant because of the degree to 

which diphthongization is realized and not. because of cate

gorical differences. 

\ihen considering the age factor, indications of a 

linguistic change in progress appear. Although differences 

between age groups are not always very large, it is evident . 
that informants aged between 15-24 always diphthongize a long 

vocalic segment the least whatever the contextual style in

volved. 

If the process of linguistic change was regular, 

a decrease in the incidence of diphthongized segments would 

also appear where informants aged between 25-44 are compared 

with the oldest group. This is the case only for long lE..I 
in reading and careful styles, for I a. I in formal conversa

tion, and for loel in reading style and formal conversation. 

Else'\'Ihere, these t'\"lO age groups behave either in the same way, 

inequalities becoming equalities, or inequalities are reversed, 

i.e. older informants. diphthongize significantly less often 

than the middle-age group. 
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A sound change, or rather a change in the degree 

to which a certain phonetic phenomenon ,,·rill be realized, 

usup.lly originates i1fi th a restricted sub-group of the speech 

community. Diphthongization of long vocalic elements has 

probably existed for a long time, co-varying i"lith other pho

netic realizations of these vocalic segments. The degree to 

which it will be used seems to be decreasing significantly, 

especially 1'lith young, more educated informants. 

Although not presenting a regular decrease from 

one generation to an other, incidence of diphthongization is 

nevertheless decreasing in younger speakers. This group can 

be seen as the leading one in the change affecting diphthon

gization. 

3- Stylistic structure 

When behaviour of groups of speakers are charted 

along the axis of stylistic variation, ru10ther type of struc

ture emerges. 

In the study of variable (a)-l and archaic phone

tic features, it 'vas observed that the opposition of formal 

v. less formal styles of speech was the important factor in 

accounting for stylistic variation •. As one moved from more 

careful styles to less formal ones, a significant increase 

in the incidence of [0] and of archaic features occurred. 

In more careful speech styles, it appeared that open back 

unFounded [~J became the favoured form as well· as more com

mon .standard French forms rather than archaic ones. 

\ihen studying the phenomenon of diphthongization, 

however, a different relationship bet,veen speech styles appears. 
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The only style in which reduction in the incidence 

of diphthongization is regularly to be seen is reading style. 

In .this style, attention is focused on pronunciation anci \<{ords 

occur in connected speech. 'rhe combination of these t\·l0 fac

tors permits the assLUnption that, in the context of reading 

a prepared text, speakers are generally expected to diphthon

gize long vocalic elements the least often. 

In careful style, however, attention is also fo

cused on pronunciation, but "fOrds are spoken in isolation 

by -I:,he informants. Host of the time, it is in this style that 

the occurrence of diphthongized segments is at the highest 

level. 'rhis is probably due to the fact that the phenomenon 

of diphthongization has not risen to social awareness so much, 

at least not as much as variable (a.)-l and archaic phonetic 

features. Awareness of this phonetic phenomenon can probably 

be viewed best through the behaviour of informants in reading 

style. 

Formal conversation, in "thich the least attention 

is focused on pronunciation, gives results nearing those ob

tained either in reading style, or in careful style. 

Differences in the percentage of occurrence of 

diphthongized segments occur between these various speech 

stYles. Nost of the time, however, these differences are 

very small, being near a 10% level of discrepancy. 

From the analysis of speech styles , the following 

conclusions may be dr~iD: 

- mO'st of the time, diphthongization is realized more often 

when ''lords are spoken in isolation than '\>Then they occur in 

connected speech. 
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- in connected speech, diphthongization is realiz.ed less 

often '\-Then 'fords occur in a prepared reading text (rea

ding style) , than "lhen t.hey are spoken in a more sponta

neous context (formal conversation) • 

Diphthongization of long vowels is a phenomenon 

in co-variation with other types of' articulation_~ It is a 

mode of articulation realized by all groups and the degree 

to which it vrill occur depends on the contextual style and 

the social characteristic of the speaker. 

Spea.kers seem relatively unaware of the social 

implications of diphthongization and therefore show either 

little stylistic shifting, or 'W·hen style shifting is present, 

there is generally no consistent progression in the incidence 

of diphthongization from reading to careful style, and there

after to formal conversation. 

Diphthongization of long vowels is not a phenome

non overtly stigmatized or discouraged by educational ins

titutions, at least not as archaic phonetic features are. 

This type of articulation is involved in linguistic change, 

in which younger, more educated informants appear to be the 

leading group. However, this c.hange does not seem to have 

affected all groups to the same degree. These.two factors 

probably explain the irregular distribution of diphthoneiza-

tion along the axis of stylistic variation. The change in 

the habit of articulation involving reduction of diphthongi

zed segments has not completely risen to full consciousness 

and has not affeeted all speakers to the same degree. There

fore., an irregularity in the relationships betHeen different 

speech styles is understandable. 

\.. 
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, 
2.4.3 • 5 p-,ummarY., 

The study of diphthongization has revealed regular 
types of structure: 

1- a regular phonetic structure in which all long vocalic 

segments are equally liable to become diphthongized, and in 

which all long vocalic segments are diphthongized to the 

same degree d~pending on the contextual style, except in the 

case of long / E.. / , not followed by /r /; 

2- groups of speakers are differentiated in their use of 

diphthongized segments in a regular way. The more they 

diphthongize , i.e. in careful style, the more the differen

ces are striking and vice-versa. In addition, a group diph

thongizing the most will usually diphthongize all long voca

lic elements the most often in all styles, and conversely. 

3- the relationship bet\feen speech styles is generally as 

follows: reading style is the style in which less incidence 

of diphthongi~ed segments is to be expected; careful style 

is the one in "..;hich the most occurrences of diphthongization 

are to be expected; and formal conversation is the style in 

which similar patterns of behaviour either to that of rea

ding style, or to that of careful style are to be predicted. 

\ihen describing Quebec French long vowels in sec

tion 2.4.2, another effect of the length feature over the 

quality of vowels has been mentioned, namely the opening 

of the half-open vmfels and the backing and rounding of 

the open back unrounded vovJ'"e~. 
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Since, however, an extensive st.udy of backing and 

rounding of long / a. / was given in section 2.2, there is no 

need to repea-t here tables concerning this phenomenon. Ne

vertheless, backing and rounding of / ~ / will be referred to 

when necessary, since it is closely related to the opening 

of the half-open segment /0 / • 

Thus, in order to complete the study of the long 

vocalic segments considered, a brief investigation of the 

opening of half-open segments Will now be ~ade. 
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2.4.4 ,Opening of half-oP9~_seE!nellts 

2.4.4.1 ~etic conditioning 

/00 / and /:) /, bei,ng l:tl~ngJ v/hen followed by one 

of the lengthening consonants, i.e. Iv(r),r,z'3 1 (1), 

were found to be diphthongized only vlhen follO\-ved by Irl 
(cf. section 2'.4.3) • In the remaining environment s, these 

two vocalic segments were generally realized as raore open and 

with less lip action than,the cardinal v01'Tels. In the consi

deration of the opening of loel and I:> / in this section, 

however, it is not the realization of these two VOrwls before 

/z,v(r)'3/ which is of interest, but rather another quality 

attributed to the vOvlel vlhen in the presence of a final Ir/. 
Very open varieties, described here as [f\~J and ['O~, vTere 

in fact found in this environment. Therefore, as for the stu

dy of diphthongization of 100 / and I:J I, Ir I will be the only 

phonetic environment considered in the study of the opening 

of these two vocalic segments. 

In the study of diphthongi~ation, lei, long histo

rically and when followed by Iv(r), 'z, .3 I, appeared to be 

the most frequently diphthongized vocalic segment, whereas 

its percentage of diphthongization v/hen follovled by Ir/ was 

se~n to approximate to that of all other vocalic elements. 

As 'in the case of loe/ and /0 /, the front unrounded half-open 

segment / e / is generally realized as more open a.~d less spread 

than the cardinal vowel when occurring in a lengthening con

sonantal context (2) • \ihen considering the quality of the 

(1) 

(2) 

cf. section 2.4.2 for the non-inclusion of /j/ in the 
lengthening consonants' group. 
cf. Gendron,(op.cit), section 2.4.2 p.1Sl 
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votrlel conc erned here h01.1'ever, i. e. the opening of I f., I to

wards a sound approaching to [re] , the reverse situation of 

that found for diphthongization occurs. Indeed, this realiza

tion of IE I,as a very open segment, occurred only when f01-

lm'led by Ir I. Only three instances of this realization '1ere 

found in other environments in the speech sMlples. In care

ful style, one woman used this variety for the word neige, 

another one for !enet~e, an~ a third one for the word reve. 

In all other cases, no occurrence of the very open variety 

affected long Ie I. Thus, Irl will be the only phonetic en

vironment rel'evant in examining the very open variety of I E. I, 
here described as [~:] • 'rhe realization of the three half

open segments into' very open varieties can be seen in the 

follovling vocalic trapezium. 

[o:J 

The phonetic conditioning of Irl over all half-open 

vowels illustrates the tendency tm'lards symmetry and the equa

lization of distances in phonological space. As seen for 

diphthongization, all long vowels were equally affected by 

this phenomenon. As for the opening of half-open vocalic ele

ments, not only are they all liable to be realized as very 

open, but moreover this type of pronunciation is subject to 

only one phonetic conditioning, namely Ir/. There is strong 
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empirical evidence given by these factors to the theoretical 

analysis set forth by Hartinet in p~.conomie des changements 

phonetigues, (1955). However, these questions of symmetry 

of phonemes and of linguistic change will be studied in more 

detail later. 

. 
At this st~ge in the inve&tigation, it is worth 

noting,that such a symmetry in phonological space exists. 

However, the phonetic realization of vowels involves more 

factors than simply pressures between phonemes. Social fac

tors and pressures from the social envirorunent in which indi

viduals evolve are also important in accounting for changes 

or choice.s between', various sets of pronunciation. 

In order to investigate whether or not the opening 

of half-open vowels is subject to such social factors, these 

latter will be examined before any further conclusions are 

reached. 

Age factor 

Before analysing this sociological parameter, it 

must be noted that reading style will not be considered in 

the study of the opening of half-open segments. In this 

style in fact, no such phonetic values were attributed to 

the vowels studied. It is therefore only to be noted that 

no phonetic realizations, such as [r ~ I\:J were elicited in this 

contextual style. 

The first social factor to be ex&~ined is the age 
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fa~tor, since a clear indication of a linguistic chan[e emer

ged from its study. Table 20 gives proportional responses to 

[~~ "\ "cD according to age. It is irrunediately apparent, when 

considering the results, that a linguistic change is in pro

gress for the three half-open segments:'" The differences bet

ween the three age groups are generally very constant. 

lAge 

15-24 

25-44 

~5+ 

/ £ / +r~[~~] /00 / -iT ~[A:J /:J / +r -}>["OJ] 

CS FC CS FG GS Fe . 

.310 .404 .209 .310 .520 .42$ 

.259 .333 .100 .171 .430 .. 241 

.174 .292 .096 .118 .274 .236 

Table 20: proportional responses to open segments 
by age, environment and style. 

In all styles and for all three vocalic elements, 

younger informants always make the greatest use of the open 

varieties. They are followed by the miadle-aged group who 

are follow-red by the oldest informant·s. The regularity offe

red by the age factor is striking. The following ordering 

always applies, i.e.· 15-24') 25-44) 45+ • Although not being 

a direct cause for this change, it is nevertheless worth re-
1 

calling that young speakers were also the ones using less 

diphthongized elements. 

Another interesting aspect which emerges from this 

table ~s that of style shifting. All groups again display 

the same pattern of behaviour. The groups remain differentiated 
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to the same degree in all instances, and. all of them show an 

increase in their use of [~~ and [1\:] as they move to formal 

conversation. 

For L-n:],holoTever, all groups shm'l rather a decrease 

in the incidence of this variety ~s they move to a less for

mal speech situation'. These t\"O di:('ferent patterns of style 

shiftirig can be ex.plained pr'obably by the fact that people 

are usually more aware of fonns which are involved in phono

logical contrast (1). 

If / e.. / fllld /00/ are first considered, there can 

be no such conflicting phonological fOTIns to be observed. 

Indeed, both vowels are liable to become diphthongized, to 

be realized as much more open, etc.; but YJ'hatever the phonetic 

quality applied to these twe vowels, they always remain dis

tinct from each other and from any other phoneme. They in 

fact always stay on the same line of the trapezium, i.e. 

that they never change their front, unrounded, or rounded 

characteristics (cf.section 2.3.1.3). Therefore, it is not 

surprising to observe informants behaving ,as they do towards 

these two vowels: their use of an open variety decreases in 

a formal speech context, for this realization has probably 

not' attained a high degree of consciousness. It is therefore 

normal to observe such a decrease. The linguistic change af

fecting these two long vocalic segments seems to progress 

chronologically, without yet being recognized as the norm 

for adoption in more formal speech situations. 

On the other hand, the half-open back rounded seg

ment is facing a different situation. An important factor is 

(1) cf. P.Trudgill,(1974), p.103 

. , 
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, 

tha.t /0 I: may be involved in a phonological contrast 1· rith open 

back unrouncled / a. /. As was seen in section 2.2 et seq., / a, / 

may be realized as a half-open back rounded segment, i. e [OJ • 

A semantic confusion may therefore occur bet".'leen minimal pairs 

such as tard, tort, p_art, p..o.ri, ~lare, mort., etc. This confusion 

created by the backing and rounding of / a. / may affect lexical 

items. in v{hich / a. / and / ~ / are followed by /r /. As Brent 

mentioned (cf.section 2.4.2), (..ll.:] frequently replaces long 

/ ~ / before Ir/, and concomitantly, I a / is backed "'hen lengthe

ned. 

The overlapping of the two phonemes can be viewed 

in the following trapezium: 

\-------::~--f 10/ 

J 
CO~ 

No special studies on minimal pairs involving these 

two phonemes have been carried out in this investigation. 

Thus, it cannot be said for certain that a use of [a:] in part 

would lead to a use of [O~J in port, i •. e. la / --} [a~J and 

Ie) / ~[O~J , and conversely Hhere usage of a back and rounded 

variety for part would automatically give a very open segment 

for port, i. e. I a I ~ Lo~] and I;) I --.) l"O~], so that any 

semantic confusion would always be avoided. This is probably 

not the case at present and there might be many instances in 

which semantic confusion may occur. 
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Leon Hnd Nemni carried out a study 'fhich attempted 

to evaluate the gap between the vocalic system of Standard 

French and that of Quebec French, from the point of view of 

auditory perception. rrhey recorded minimal pairs including 

the phonemic oppositions of the French vocalic system; these 

minimal pairs were produced by French Quebecers, but lIdecoded" 

by French listeners (1.). In the phonemic opposition involving 

the ph?nemes / a. / and /::> /, they found that, in vTords like 

Ie ba.r, le bord, tard, tort, etc., the open back unrounded 

phoneme / a.. / tended to disappear to the benefit of 10 I. On 

the other hand, not all of their three informants offered 

pronunciations which led to semantic confusions. For example, 

French listeners c'ould most often perceive the phonological 

oppositions between / a. / and 10 / vThen they were produced by 

speaker B. Even though Leon and Nemni do not draw very defi

nite conclusions on this phonological opposition, it never

theless appears that /a / and I ~ / are sometimes distingutshed 

and sometimes not when they are followed by /r/. Thus, it does 

not seem that there has been or that there is a complete mer

ger of these two phonemes~ 

In addition, it has already been seen in section 

2.2 that the open back unrounded phoneme fa. / can be realized 

as [a.~] and as L ~~J . Even though the backing and rounding of 

/a./ has not been examined in the particular environment given 

by, a following Ir/, it nevertheless seems apparent that La.~J 
and l~il constitute possible surface realizations of the phoneme 

/ a/ and that both sounds are part of the competence of the 
I 

speakers. 

Taking these factors into consideration, it can be 

assumed that there are many cases in which minimal pairs such 

(1) R.Leon and M.Nemni,(1967) •. 
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as, E,art and J)ort will not be distinguished, but on the other 

hand, that there is a possibilj.ty that they wl'lJ. be Th • us, 
the following rule may be given: 

Considering again table ~O, it can be seen that 

the half~open back rounded phoneme 10 I is involved in a lin

guistic change. In fact, \'lhen it is followed by Ir/, it can 

be realiz,ed as a very open segment, namely [n:] . This linguis

tic change is probably due to the effect of Ir/, as it is 

the case for /€ I and /oel . However, table 20 indicates 

clearly that the very open variety ['oD is in co-variation 

with the realization near the cardinal vowel value, i.e. 

[~~, so that variability in the production of both sounds 

is present. Thus, the follm'>/ing rule may be given: 

Rule 2: I~ I-~> <[~:-'ou/-r -I\-

(fhe linguistic change present in the half-open back 

rounded phoneme is, most probably, not only due to the effect 

of Irl upon the vo\-lel, but also to the fact that 1 a 1 and 10 1 
may be involved in phonological contr~st. The phonetic pressure 

exerted upon 101 by the backing and rounding of lal is ea

sily perceived by considering'the behaviour of age groups, 

in the sense that, not only is ["OU highly selected by all groups, 

but also that its percentage of occurrence increases in careful 

style. It was said above that people ar~ usually more aware 

of forms involved in surface phonological contrast. This asst~p

tion is given empirical confirmation by the fact that all spea

kers are aware of the' importance 1 a. / and In I have in the 

phonological system, by increasing their use of l~TIin careful 

style. 
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This increase in usage of ("'O:J instead cf [:>:.] in 

careful style is also probably explained by a factor of hy-
Ci 

percorrection. Hypercorrection is viewed here as the mecha

nism of change in response to pressures, such as the one 

created by the possible confusion bet,-reen /0../ and / a / when 

they are followed by /r/. Pressures of this sort may lead 

to the need to find sets of norms' and by doing so, it is not 

surprising to find speakers going beyond the goals at vlhich 

they are aiming. 

If use of the open variety ['bU vrere follovling the 

same pattern as those found for [~:] and [f\-J, a decrease in 

the incidence of ['9~J should be present in careful style 

when compared with formal conversation o 'rhe increase of ['nO 
in careful style is thus probably due to the fact that spea

kers, consciously or not, are reacting to the pressure exer

ted by usage of [Ou instead of laD. Another factor which 

should be noticed is that diphthongization of / t::t / and /:J / 
is very close in its phonetic realization, i.e. [a'\\] for /0../ 
and [o'\1~] for / ~ /. This factor may again explain a more exten

si ve use of [:n~] in careful style. 

As has been seen up to now, Is. /, /00/, and /:; / 

are involved in linguistic change, as far as their open va

riety before /r/ is concerned. The syrrunetry between phonemes 

is p'reserved since all three half-open segments are affected 

in the same way by /r/. 

However, they are not at the same stage of evolution. 

[~~Jand [t)~ are in fact more often used than [A-::]. 'fhe gap in 

the incidence of these three varieties may be explained in 

the case of Co .. ] by a pressure b'etween phonemes, whicb might 

itself lead to hypercorrection, whereas more usage of [~~\dll 
be dependent on other factors, as will be seen in the study of 

the remaining sociological parameters. 
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2.4.4.3 .. Bducation factor 

Table 21 gives the proportional responses to(~q, 

(A-.) , and ["'0:] by four educational groups. From this table, 

it can immediately be seen that the age factor again plays 

an important role. There are however two instances in which 

an educational difference is to be observed. In the case of 

[~~], ed.l,2 are differentiated from ed.3 and 4 in formal 

conversation, and when considering [A~], it is ed.3 which 

is differentiated from ed.l •. 

~d.l 

~d.2 

~d.3 

~d.4 

Ie I +r-7~~ loel~~ I::J I +r~ ['0'"] 
cs Fe cs Fe cs Fe 

• .352 .500 .177 .333 .519 .423 

.210 .445 .087 .185 .362 •. 230 

.. 200 .100 .290 .450 .500 .450 

.222 ".J.71 .128 .100 .312 .241 

Table 21: Proportional responses to open segments 
by education, environment and style. 

In the case of [~ij, there is not only an educatio

nal difference to be observed, but also a reverse pattern of 

style shifting. While ed.l and 2 increase their use of an 

open [~tJas they mov~ to formal conversation, ed.3 and 4 

show a decrease when placed in the same contextual style. 



This different pattern of behaviour may be explai

ned in terms of a linguistic change affecting this phoneme. 

Yo~ng, more educated informants give clear indications that 

this change is in progress. 

Ed.2 follows about the same pattern as their younger 

counterparts, although realizing the open variety to a lesser 

degree. If a style shifting is to be observed for these two 

groups, it is probably because they are the leading groups 

in this change, but the change in progress has not risen to 

social awareness. Therefore, there is a decrease in usage of 

[~~ when careful style is considered. 

This indication of a linguistic change is confirmed 

by the behaviour of less educated informants, in that they 

display a reverse pattern of style shifting compared with that 

of more educated informants • . 

To explain this behaviour, the archaic pronunciation 

of / e. / +r , i. e. ~ il must again be considered. In table 13, 
a sharp decrease in the use of ~TI was present when less 

educated speakers moved tovfards careful style. In section 

2.3.3.1; it was noted that these speakers were very conscious 

of the negative social value attached to this pronunciation, 

and this awareness was demonstrated by an important style shif

ting. If the use of ~!J decreases in careful style, it could 

be asked which pronunciation less educated speakers would use 

to realize / £ / +r • One of them can be the diphthong, as 

can be seen for young, less educated infonnants in table 17 

(section 2.4.3.2). On the other hand, there is also the open 

variety [f~l which they can select, and this they do, as can 

be observed in table 21. Even though using this variety less 

often in formal conversation, due to their high usage of ~U 
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in this style, they shOir1' their m{areness of a. new form, here 

(~~] , by using it more extensively in careful st;.rle. Their 

Heod to correct usage of (j i] in a more formal speech situa

tion is ascertained by their at'rareness of a pronunciation 

undergoing linguistic change. 

. 
As was previously stated (cf.section 2.3.3.1.3), 

speakers are more avmre of linguistic forms currently invol

ved in linguistic change. This assertion is again confiTh'led 

by the behaviour of less educated speakers. The leaders of 

this change are the more educated informants, and especially 

the young ones. Following the social pressure exerted upon 

less educated speakers to correct a rejected form ~3' these 

latter shO\i an awareness of the new form by increasing their 

use of it when moving into a careful speech situation. 

The linguistic change in progress affecting long 

/ e./ fits Labov's model of a prestige feature undergoing 

linguistic change (1). In this model, young speakers of higher

ranking groups show the highest usage of the new fonn, here 

(e~1 . They are followed by older members of their group. In 
c. 

a lower-ranking group, older speakers are likely to use the 

neli form rilore often tha.ll younger speakers. As can be seen for 

[f:] , this model applies very \<[ell, although differences 

between younger and older speakers are sometimes 10v1'. 

Nevertheless, the situation offered by the open 

Variety [~~] proves that a linguistic change is not solely 

due to pres sure b etv1'e en. phonemes ; it is also due to social 

pressures. In this case, it is certainly a result of the fact 

that the archaic pronunciation. ~ J has been socially rej ec

ted and probably also because of a decrease in the incidence 

of diphthongization by younger speakers. 

(1) W.Labov,(1966a), p.327 
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Considering now [I\tl and [b#:.I , two different pic

tures emerge. To explain these different processes, the theo

ry.of Labov concerning "change from above" andllchange from 

below" will be adopted (1). 

The exrunple of [t{i.] illustrates the pressure of . 
society upon language.- In this case, rejection of the stig-

matized linguistic feature ~ il leads to a pressure from 

higher-ranking speakers exerted upon lower-ranking members 

of the conununity which leads the latter to reject ~TI and 

to adopt a nei'l form [~~, especially in a careful speech 

context. This is what is referred to as "-change from above" 

by Labov. 

There is, however, another type of linguistic chan

ge involving a different social process. Labov describes this 

"change from below" as follows: 

"- \ie may describe this as change from below, 
because it is expressed as a gradual shift 
in the behaviour of successive generations, 
well belo\-I the level of conscious avrareness 
of any speakers. In most cases, the shift 
begins with a particular group in the social 
structure and is gradually generalized in the 
speech of other groups. Usually the initia
ting group has low status in the social hie
rarchy - otherwise the change "TOuld be trans
formed into overt pressure from above" (2). 

[Ai] probably offers the first stages of such a change, in 

which younger, less educated informants are the leaders. This 

explains the educational difference found between ed.3 and 

ed.l • 

Hm-lever, ['oJ does not seem to be involved in either 

(i) W.Labov,(1966a), pp.325-331 
(2) Id., pp.328-29 
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change from above or change from beloH. In fact, young spea

kers together behave in the same "'laY, as \<fell as older spea

ke~s, independently of their educational backgrounde At pre~ 

sent, the new sound ~n seems to be represented in younger 

informants in general, without yet any implication of social 

stratification. 

The patterns of style shJ.fting found for [AD and 

L~D are the same as those found with the study of age groups. 

The explanation given in that section to account for different 

patterns of style shifting remains valid in this case. 

The exam-ination of the educational factor has pro

vided further explanations for the linguistic change affec

ting / Eo , oe,:> / + r. It has given further empirical evidence 

for the assumption that a linguistic change may depend on 

sociological factors. 

OccuEation and sex factors 

The examination of these two sociological parameters 

offers more complex relationships, which can be seen in table 

22. 

When considering the patterns of behaviour towards 

[A~ , it may again be observed that this change is undergoing 

a process of change from below, i.e. below the level of social 

awareness. This vowel is not y~t involved in occupational 

. differences, but only in a linguistic change led mostly by 

young,. less educated speakers. Although the differences are 
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.250 .343 .107 .138 .362 .214 

.175 .392 .115 .200 .462 .428 

'.316 .255 .146 .200 .337 .250 

.108 .113 .177 .200 .425 .250 

Table 22 : Proportional respcnses to open segments 
by occupation, sex, environment and 
style. 

minimal, '<lomen show nevertheless slightly more g.Hareness of 

this new form than their male counterparts, when careful sty

le is considered. Moreover, it is women of the lowest-ranking 

st~tus group who show a more frequent use of the new form 

[Ai] in careful style. This factor indicates the tendency of 

these women to be more aware qf forms involved in linguistic 

change ,dthin their mID social group. A similar case was ob

served in section 2.3.3.103 in which women showed less usage 

of stigmatized features than men, "then these features were in 

a process of linguistic change within their social group. Ho

' ..... ever, the differences either betvleen occupational groups 

or sex groups a.re minimal and the above observations serve 

only to indicate tendencies of speakers, since the change 

affecting Ice I is still at a very early stage. 
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V/hen the open variety ro~ is considered, it may 

again be observed that speakers react strongly to the pressure 

created by a possible confusion bet"\\reen / Cl / and /0 /. Al1 

of them display style shifting by increasing their use of the 

open variety ['O~J when moving to careful style. In this con

textual style, no occupational differences are present., but . 
there is on the other hand ru1 interesting sex discrepancy. 

Indepe~dent of their occupation, men and lmmen are in fact 

differentiated from each other to nearly the same degree. 

This sex differentiation observed in careful style indicates 

that women are more likely to be more avlare of forms involved 

in suriface phonological contrast than men. 

In formal conversation, however, although the pat

tern remains very similar to that of careful style, a new 

distinction is being added. The differences now concern fe

male professionals and white collar workers compared "lith tlhe 

other groups. This is the only occupational difference present 

for ['0:1 • However, the sex differentiation present is only 

altered by the fact that, in this contextual style, the pat

tern of behaviour of female manual workers is the same as 

that of men. Thus, in formal conversation, the two leading 

groups in the change affecting long I~ / are female professio

nals and ",[hite collar workers. In careful style, all "TOmen 

are more aware than men of this phonetic realization, and the

refore it may be said that women are more conscious than men 

of forms involved in linguistic change and in phonological 

contrast. 

\fuere the open variety C.t~l is concerned, flore com

plex relationships arise, as was found in the study.of educa-

tional groups. 
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In formal conversation, there is an important oc

cupational discrepaJ:lcy l'fith professionals being the leading 

group in the change. The following order of relationships 

applies for the use of [~~ : proies5ionals '> white collar wor

kers > male manual workers > female manual vlorkers. 

These relationships confirm the ones "lhich were 

found between the two/main educational groups. In formal 

conversation, there is indeed an important educational and 

occupational discrepancy. 110re educated speakers and profes

sionals are the groups using the open variety [~Jmost fre

quently. This fact confirms the assumption that [~~ is under

going a process of linguistic "change from above". In this 

type of change, higher rates of usage of the new form are ex

pected form higher-ranking speakers, and vice versa. 

vlliat is however very interesting to note is that 

this linguistic change has not reached a high degree of so

cial awareness in higher-ranking status groups, since they 

show a decrease in the incidence of [~~ in a more formal 

speech situation. However, very interesting relationships 

can be seen in this contextual style. 

There is in fact nO,important occupational diffe

rences when men are considered, but male manual workers are 

those using[~~ most frequently. The behaviour of this group 

of informants is not surprising, if their behaviour towa~ds 

the archaic pronunciation ~ Il is recalled. They in fact 

constitute the group using this archaic variety the most 

frequently. Thus, the different pattern of style shifting 

they display is not surprising either. 1ihat has been stated 

in section 2.4.4.3 applies in trus case, in that the need 

of this group to correct usage of ~ I1 is seen in their de

creasing use of this form in careful style, and moreover in 



their a'Viareness of the pronunciation Ul1dergoine linguistic 

chas."lge from above, i. e. [~U. 

On the other hand, there is an interesting occupa

tional discrepancy between women and a sex discrepancy bet

ween males and females of the Im'J'est-ranking status group .. 

The first order of discrepancy is the one vrhich is to be ex

pected. [~~ is undergoing a process of linguistic change 

from above, led by young, nlore educated speakers. L"l such 

change, it is not surprising to find that it is v!Oillen of the 

highest-ranking occupational group who are more sensitive 

to this change. 

In addition, female \ihite collar workers show less 

awareness of the new form than female professiona.ls, and slightly 

less than their male counterparts. This factor is probably ex

plained by the fact that this change has originated in the 

highest occupational group and that it has not yet reached 

social consciousness. 

The group which uses the open variety Le~the least 
Co 

frequently in careful style is that composed of female manual 

workers. Not only do they not display style shifting, but 

also they are segregated from other women and from their male 

counterparts in both contextual styles. They therefore seem 

to participate in this linguistic change only to a lesser 

degree. 

A possible explanation for such behaviour may derive 

froID the fact that[~~ is involved in a change from above, 

in "lhich professionals, and especially women, introduce [~~ 
more widely. If the behaviour of female manual \-lOrkers towards 

certain linguistic stereotype£ is recalled (cf.section 2.3.3.1.3), 
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a ~imilar pattern as that found for [~ucan be observed. In 

rapt, this group used the stigmatized features not involved 

in .linguistic change within their ovm group more frequently 

than men, whereas they showed a different pattern of behaviour 

from that of their male counterparts when realizing stigmati

zed features involved in such a change .. Thus, it v/as observed 

that women of this social group seemed more aware of social 

norms of speech, only when these were in a process of linguis

tic change within their own peer group, as is also the case 

for [A~ and ["On. 

A similar case to that of archaic features not in-.. 
volved in linguistic change may be observed for [~~ • In fact, 

this change affects mostly older speakers of the lowest-ranking 

groups, as was observed in section 2.4.4.3, even though diffe

rences between ed.3 and ed.4 were very low. Thus, women of 

the lowest-ranking status group do not react to this change 

f~Dm above, since they do not yet hear conflicting forms in 

younger speakers of their group_ On the other hand, their lack 

of awareness of[~~ might also be due to their lower use of 

the stigmatized feature \l3 U • If table 13 is recalled, it can 

in fact be seen that women used this feature much less fre

quently than their male counterparts •. Therefore, it is reaso

nable to conclude that female manual workers react less strongly 

to the pressure form above to 'correct too high a usage of ~D 

than their male counterparts, since this fe~ture is present 

to a much lower degree in their speech. 

2.4.4.5 Conclusions 

The first conclusion which can be drawn from the ob

servation of social parameters is that. the three half-open 
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vowels studied are involved in linguistic change. The obser

vation of the age f~ctor together with the educational pa

rameter demonstrated that age was one of the most important 

factors accounting for different patterns of behaviour to

''lards (Et{[, [I\~] , and [nQ • 

The change affecting these long vocalic segments 

is subject to only one phonetic conditioning, namely /r/. 

This factor shows how symmetry between phonemes is kept, 

since their distinction is maintained by being equally af

fected by a phonetic realization implying opening,and this 

in the same phonetic environment. 

Another factor which arises to give further em

pirical evidence for a theory of pressures between phonemes 

is the way speakers react to the open variety ["Oil. The in

crease of this variety in careful style observed in all groups 

of speakers probably comes from the pressure exerted by the 

possible confusion between such items as tard, tort, etc • 

Since long / a / and long /:> / may lose their phonological 

contrast because of the backing and rounding of the former 

vowel, speakers react, consciously or not, by aiming at a 

new set of norms. In doing so, their us~ of [bU increases 

in careful style. This reaction could lead to further confu

sions, since the realizations of /0 / into Co~ and /0../ into 

[~~ are phonetically very near. Neyertheless, this shows how 

such possible confusions between phonological forms may lead 

to a linguistic change. 

The linguistic change involved in the opening of 

the half-open segments is, however, not solely due to pressu

res between phonemes. As has been previously observed, factors 

such as sex, education, and occupation contribute to the 

degree which a linguistic change reaches. 
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It was in fact found that [~~ and L~~ are more of

ten used than [1\',,] .' A higher use of [~~] in careful style, 

for example, depended largely on the social pressure exerted 

upon less educated speru<ors and mostly upon male manual wor

kers to correct their use of a socially rejected form, name

ly ~1 . In addition, the change a.ffecting this vO'\'fel was 

seen as ~ change from above; therefore professionals, and 

especially wo~n, together with young, more educated infor

mants were the leaders in this change. 

In the case of [btl, however, education ~ld occupa

tion did not play the same pa.rt. In fact, only one difference 

was found between occupational groups, in that women of higher

ranking groups were differentiated from women of a lower-ranking 

group. Apart from this difference, the two major factors invol

ved in the change affecting this vowel were age and sex, where

by young speakers and women were seen as the leaders in this 

change. Even though no important educational and occupational 

differences 'iere found for this vO\vel, as well as in the rea

lization of [A ~ , I1change from below" may account for the lin

guistic change affecting these two vO\vels. In the case of c."O~ 

and [Aij , the change seems to be in f~ct below the level of 

consciousness. In addition, (bu is used the most frequently 

by younger, less educated speakers. As stated by Labov, a 

IIchange from below" shows gradual shifts from one generation 

to the other, is belo"V; the level of a"TB!reness, and has p,sually 

a lower status group as leader, i.e. here young, less educa

ted informants (1). 

To sunIDlarize the findings , the follo\'Iing variable 

rules can be given: 

(1) W.Labov,{1966a), p.32S 
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/ 
r (style,age,education and occupation, 

sex) 

/ :J / ~(CO~.J) / -r it 
r (style, age, sex) 

/00/ ----->([At1) / -r t 
.. f (style, age, education) 



2.5 ~onc~~l.sions on the vocalic vllriab~es. 

The preceding sections of this study dealt "lith 

the problem of accounting for variation in the speech of 

Trifluvians. In this study, many 'observations were made 

which reflected the at'fareness speakers have of the social 

significance of many of the variables studied. This a\-,'are

ness of a social significance attributed to some linguistic 

features was more or less acute depending on the variable 

involved and the speaker or group of speakers concerned. 

All of these factors contributed to variations in the speech 

of the informants interviewed. Far from being considered as 

irrelevant to a linguistic study, these variations have been 

conceived as an integral part of the structure of Trois

Rivieres French, and moreover as the direct reflection of 

the social pressures and differences which exist among mem

bers of the Trifluvian cOID~unity. 

The variations in the speech of informants have 

been seen through the various phonetic realizations affec

ting the vowels studied. Table 23 gives an overall view 

of the phonetic vocalic realizations investigated in this 

study. 

The various sounds capable of realizing one of 

the vocalic phonemes studied are combinatory variants of 

this phoneme. The various choices offered to a speaker to 

realize a given phoneme in a given phonetic environment are, 

however, dependent on the vocalic system itself, so that equa

lization between phonemes can be maintained. 



tpHONENE . 

/e /' 

10./ 

/~ / 

/00/ 

ENVIRONNENT 

1- Non-prominent syllable 

/E+r+e/ 

2- Prominent syllable 

a) / e /~E-lon~ lexica]~y \ 
determined 
~spelling: ai 
ei,~,at,ef,~ 
/v{r) ,z,)1 
" ~ 

b) Ie. / ~ f!:lon"iJ / -/rl 

3- Final free position 

1- Non-prominent position 

2- Prominent positio~ ~ 
) I / \:t :1 texiCallY a a. ~ +longj d t . d - e erm~ne 

Iv{r) ,r ,z, 3//1 

b) /wa/ --7E-lon-il/ -/r/ 

3- Final free position 

a) / a./ 

b) Iwa/ 

1- Prominent position 

a) / J / ~~longl /-/v(r) ,z,.3 I 
b) /J / -)8-l0ng]/ - /r/ 

1- Prominent position 

a) /00 / ~ tt10nil /-/v(r) ,Z,) I 
b) /oo/~8-oniI/-/r/ 
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VOJL~L QUALITY 

[€..] 

@3] 

[e. ~J 
[~I:.J 
@:J 
t.~:] 

[,e.1 
@Ie] 

[a.~] 

, [0."':.1 
( ~:] 

~Q:J 
\"!Ie.:] 

(d1 
[~j 

~a] 
Wie] 

[ t~J 
[~~] 
(~U~] , 
[ "0:] 

Table 23: Phonetic realizations of Ie /,/al,/o /,/001 
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The three half-open vowels / €. ,oe, 0 / are contras

ted by their front-~ack and rounded-unrounded features. Hone 

of the phonetic realizations of these three vowels involve 

changes in these features. Thus, the distinction between 

them is strongly maintained. 

On the other hand, ch~~ges in the height position 

of the vowels may occur, so that these segments may become 

[+Clos~ , such as for / E. / +r becoming ~tl and /00/ +r 

becoming [~.D . They may also be realized as more open, 

/e./, /re/, /;) / thus becoming (t~] , ["~ , [UU, respectively. 

Another possibility is to combine both these phenomena of 

opening and closing so as to give diphthongized segments,i.e. 

t~r~] 'l ~ V ~ , [t1S~]. As these phonetic realizati ons show, all 

three half-open segments follow exactly the same pattern in 

that they are subject to the s~e types of phonetic phenomenon, 

namely the opening of the segments and their diphthongization, 

by means of opening the initial segment and moving to a closer 

element in the same vocalic area. 

Moreover, the length feature has an important part 

to play in these realizations. In fact, these various rea

lizations may only occur in a lengthening consonantal con

text. 

The effect of length on these vowels may further 

be seen in its importance for the open unrounded phoneme /a/. 

As has been seen in section 2.2, length has a direct effect 

upon the quality of this vowel in that the longer it is, the 
6 

retracted its articulation is. Not only is this vowel more 
realized as an open back unrounded vowel in some environments, 

but it may also undergo a process of backing and rounding to 

b . d' r,:"'l ~",rl • t al b.a dl." phthongized into ra."':' ~ ecome reall.ze as .... :£j. . C;ULU. ~ can . so "" ~ :.J 
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Al~ four long vocalic segments are liable to become diph

thongized "then in a lengthening consonantal context. 

The opening of half-open segments is subject to 

only one phonetic conditioning, namely /r/. For /£/ and 

/00 / , the phonetic conditioning of /r/ might also be ex-

plained by a need to correct the so.cially rejected pronun

ciations -~ il and [q3 TI which occur only in this environ

ment. In order to correct these pronunciations, speakers 

may have to open these segments more than necessary. This 

opening may also be due to the effect of /r/ only. 

For / ~ I, /r / is important in the opening of this 

segment not only in itself, but also because there may be 

phonological confusion betiieen / a. / and /:) /, due to the 

backing and rounding of I~I into (~] • As was previously 

observed, minimal pairs such as part, Rort, mare, mort,etc., 

could be confused, the two phonenles losing their contrasting 

[± roun~ ,\; ope~ features. This phenomenon certainly exerts 

a strong pressure on 10 / to be realized as [b~J . 

The study of the four vocalic elements 1 E ,oe ,:l ,Q / 

has shown pressure ,dthin Trois-Ri vieres French phonological 

system. This pressure is expressed not only in terms of 

opening, closing, or backing. "There is also an element of 

rounding, as seen in the case of 1 €A. 1 becoming [::>] , of lengthe

ning, and of lip-spreading or lip-rounding, as in the case 

of 1 e. I, joel, and I') /, which lose some of their lip-spreading 

or rounding properties by becoming more open. 

As a result of the phonological realization, there 

is now a phonetic system of vowels consisting of many allo

phones, in i'Thich for example long half-open segm.ents tend to 



be, pushed . towards the bottom end of the vOvTel trapezium, 

and conversely the open back vowel is closed to a half

ope!l position. 
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To illustrate this phonetic system of the vOvlels 

studied, phonetic rules vd.ll be given. The vmvels will be 

taken as they occur in a lengthening consonantal context, 

since it is in this envirorunent that most varieties occur 

and through which all vocalic segments may be compared bet-

ter. 

1- Realizations near cardinal vowel values 

/ E. I '1 [€:] j_ 1t;exiCallY determined) C
1 i\-

/0../ '> [a.~] istorically long . 

Ie. / - ~ [f.~1 

/a../ >t~'J -/r,v(r),z'J I it 
/re/ '?~ :] 

IJ / ~ [~:] 

2- Diphthongization of the segments 

/e I >[t:r~] ftexiC3.1lY determined}C, ~ 
/ / 

r, '\J ,,1 historically long 
a. -~ \..a #~ Ir,v(r) ,z,.3 / 1\-

1001 )~V ~ / -/r/ + 
I :) / ) D>'" ~) 

3- Closing of the segments 

I a.1 ----~> [0 ~ J L \ lexically determinedl C, t 
,- l/r,v(r),z,3/ j1\-



le:I 
loel 
Iwa.1 

-~'r [e:J 

---") [Cf :] 

-~)Uie.:J 

-/r/ it 

4- Opening of the segments 

IE- / 
/oel 
/:J / 

---.;p) ['(:] 

--~ LI\~] 

""'""--~) [. "en] 
-/r/1\-
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All of these phonetic realizations are at present 

part of the phonetic vowel system of Trois-Rivieres French, 

as realizations available to the speaker for a given phone

me in a specific environment. They are in co-variation with 

each other and the degree to which one variety is chosen 

instead of another strongly depends on stylistic and socio

logical factors. Through these two factors, as has been ob

served, a stylistic and social structure appea.rs which ex

plains in ,."rhich way the various phonetic realizations are 

an integral part of a structure and not random variations. 

The social and stylistic structures will be further inves

tigated in the synthesis of this work, but before doing so, 

the last variable, /r/, will be investigated. 
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2.6 Variable (rl 

Quebec French /r/ has two distinct allophones: a 

(ian'§ alveolar flap (.!] or trill (r], and a t:-antJ uvular 

flap or trill [R]. The t:- an.y variety of /r/ may also be 

realized as a velar fricative, namely[~J • The study of 

variable-(r)-l will deal with these two types of trill which 

are found in Trois-Rivieres French. As uas stated in section 

2.1.5 , the uvular trill is generally found in the region 

of Quebec city, "Vlhereas the alveolar trill is mainly concen

trated in the region of Montreal. 

In Trois-Rivieres, situated half-way between these 

two main cities, the two types of /r/ are used and the use 

of one or the other variety seems to depend mainly on the 

age and sex of the informant, as will be seen in the next 

sections. 

The frequency of occurrence of these varieties will 

be examined in two main environments, i.e. when /r/ occurs 

:i.n an initial and medial position, and ,·[hen it is found in 

a final position. 

In medial and final positions, /r/ is frequently 

in alternation with zero, i.e. [!]. or [RJ > ¢. The envi-

ronments in which /r/ is likely to be deleted will be des

cribed ll1 section 2.6.2.1 and the study of the co-variation 

of /r/ with zero will be referred to as variable (r)-2. 

2.6.1 Variable {r)-l 

As was seen above, there are three possible realizations 
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of- the trill, namely [r], [Ii] , and ¢ . In the study of the 

co-variation of the alveolar and uvule.r trills, hm.,rever, i. e. 

variable (r)-l, r-deletion is not taken into account when 

computation of proportional responses to one or the othtr trill 

is made. Therefore, only instances of r-pronunciation l-all 

be considered. This has been done in order to give the "abso-. 
lute" relationship between the two trills. An example will 

illust~ate this point. 

Young, less educated speakers use the uvular trill 

[R] at a frequency of .800 when [R] occurs in an initial 

and medial position. In a final position,· their use of (R] 

is as follows (whert r-deletion is taken into account in the 

eomputation of results) : RS= .240 , CS= .280 , FC= • 280 • 

These results mean that young, less educated informants use 

the uvular trill around 25% of the time. HOvlever, the results 

do not shoy! whether these informants use the alveolar trill 

more frequently or not in this environme~. They only show 

a decrease of nearly 60% in their use of the uvular variety 

compared with the other environment. To explain such beha

viour, r-deletion must be considered, and from this, it ap

pears that in fact young, less educated speakers delete /r/ 

over 70% of the time in a final position. The reduction in 

the incidence of the uvular trill by these speakers in a 

fin~l position is therefore not owing to a higher usage of 

the alveolar variety, but to a high deletion percentage. 

In fact, this group of speakers never used the alveolar trill, 

but, always the uvular trill when pronouncing an /r/ at the 

end of a word. 

Thus, in order to compare these two trills better, 

r-deletion will not appear in the results and the values 

appearing in tables will reflect the proportional responses 

to frJ or [R}. For young, less educated speakers then, the 

I. 
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results when comparing both sOlmds will be as folh:n'ls: 

initial and medial positions :[R] = .800 ; final position: 

(.R~ = 1.000 • Such results show the pattern of behaviour 

of groups towards one or the ot.her variety more clearly, and 

will permit a more realistic study of the linguistic change 

affecting variable (r)-I. 

2.6.1.1 The structure of variation of variable {r)-1 

Some linguistic variables may serve to mark social 

or stylistic difference, as was seen in the case of most va

riables studied up to now. The differences found in the stu

dy of most variables were seen to indicate differences of 

degree rather than categorical differences. For some variables, 

speakers were clustered around a small range of values, as 

in the case of variable (a)-l in formal conversation, whereas 

for others the distribution vlaS much wider, as was observed 

for the use of archaic phonetic features. 

\ihatever the social and stylistic differences in

volved, however, variables generally presented cases of 

"inherent variability" , i.e. variables in which most of the 

speakers were participating in the choice of a. varia,ble with 

two alternatives (e.g. diphthongizatioh, and further, varia

ble (r.)-2) (1). 

In the case of variable (r)-l , however, a different 

structure of variation seems to emerge. This structure of 

variation does not seem to be "inherent", but is mainly due 

to linguistic change. According to Bickerton's theory (1971), 

(1) cf. W.Labov,(1966a), and p.Trudgill,(1974). 
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variability is usually due to linguistic change in which 

speakers begin to switch from one categorical rule to ano

th~r, i.e. in this case (1) /r/--7'[r] and then (2) /r/~[R] • 

This change from one categorical rule to another is reflec

ted by the behaviour of speakers, in which a majority of 

them will approach a categorical application of either one 

rule or the other, and in "Thich c! minority "dll apply both 
rules optionally. 

Bickerton suggests that variability in a speech 

community for a particular set of linguistic data is better 

explained in terms of linguistic change and : 

IIthat a -set of linguistic data lihich might 
seem to call as unequivocally as Labov's 
for variable rules, and "/hich ca.Tl indeed 
be accounted for in tenllS of such rules, 
can be better ~~counted for in terms of 
a series of changes in obligatory rules, 
each introduced by a period of optiona
lity" (1). 

Bickerton's statement is given empirical evidence 

from the particular set of data provided by the change from 

an alveolar (!] to the uvular [R] • The behaviour of indivi

dual speakers will be given here in order to illustrate 

this point of view. The speakers mentioned for the use of 

[r] and [.R] applied either one rule or the other categorically 

for -all phonetic environments and all contextual styles. 

l~ categorical use of the alveolar trill G~J 

Total 

a- Male professionals: 

M.l.4 - M.I.5- M.l.8- M.l.9- M.I.IO 5 

(1) D.Bickerton,(1971),p.458 



b ... Nale white c'ollar workers 

M.2.3- M.2.6 - M.2.7 - M.2.8 - M~2.9 - M.2.10 6 

c- ·Hale manual ,'rorkers 

M.3.l - N.3.4 - M.3.6 - M.3.? - M.3.8 - M.3.9-
M.3.10 7 

d- Female professionals 

F.l.4 - F.l.7 - F.l.8 - F.l.9 

e- Female white collar \forkers 

F.2.6 - F;2.7 - F.2.8 

f- Female manual vTOrkers 

F.3.8- F.3.9 - F.J.IO 

2- Categorical use of the uvular trill [R) • 

a- Male professionals 

M.l.2 - M.l.3 - M.1.6 

b- ~1ale white collar workers 

M.2.1 - M.2.2 - M.2.4 

c- Male manual Horkers 

d- Female professionals 

18 

4 

3 

10 

Total 

3 

2 

8 

'F.l.l - F.l.2 - F.l.3 - F.l.5 - F.l.6 - F.l.lO 6 

e- Female white collar workers 

F.2.1 - F.2.3 - F.2.4 - F.2.5 4 

f- Female manual workers 

F.3~1 - F.3.2 - F.3.3 - F.3.4 - F.3.5 - F.3.6 6 

16 

256 
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3-)ptional use of th,e uvular trj,ll CR] • 

Eight speakers out of the total number of sixty 

displayed variable behaviour t01,:ards vari:lble (r )-1. To 

provide a detailed description of the patt.erns of behaviour 

of these speakers, their proportional responses to [R] by 

environment and style will be given. 

hnitial and medial 
Eositions 

Final position 

a- Male professionals 

H.l.l 

H.l.7 

b- Male white collar 
worker 

c- Male manual worker 

M.3.5 

e- Female white 
collar workers 

F.2.2 

F.2.9 

F.2.l0 

f- Female manual 
worker 

RS cs Fe 

1.000 1.000 

.000 .400 

.200 

.500 

.107 

.000 

.200 

.255 

.333 

.000 

.365 .200 

.200 .000 

.903 .400 

.000 .100 

.500 .000 

.269 .020 

RS CS 

1.000 1.000 

.000 .400 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.250 

.000 

.500 

.S57 

.000 

.342 

.416 

Table 24: Use of (rJ and c.R.) for sixty informants 
by environment and style. 

As the detailed data given above illustrate, 

Bickerton's theory applies in the case of variable (r)-l. 

The application of obligatory rtues by a majority of 52 

informants is as follows: 

FC 

.200 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.100 

.000 

.000 

.000 
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- 28 informants apply the following rule categorically: 

I r I ) [r] 

- 24 informants apply the following rule categorically: 

Ir I ) [R1 

- The remaining 8 informants apply both rules optionally: 

Irl >(f!\ R.J ) 

The variable behaviour of the eight informants counters . , 
however, Bickerton's theory stating that the optionality 

applying in the re~lization of a rule can affect only 

one environment at a time. If careful style is considered, 

six informants display variable behaviour in all phonetic 

environments. For these speakers, variation in the use of 

[!oJ or [R] is "inherent" since they participate in the choi

ce of both alternatives depending on the contextual style •. 

The well-known concept of "inherent variability" 

developed by Labov and criticized by Bickerton seems to find 

both its application and non-application here. Labov's and 

Bickerton's theories seem to be applicable, but the degree 

to which one or the other theory applies seems to depend 

largely on the stage each phonetic variable has reached in 

the social and linguistic processes. 

In the use of diphthongization, for example, it 

was seen that a majority of speakers participated in the 

~oice of a monophthong and a diphthong in realizing a long 

vocalic element • Both realizations of a long vocalic seg

ment were represented in the speech of each individual and 

this has therefore proved to be a case of "inherent varia

bility". In the case of Ir/, the variation is inherent for 
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at- least eight speakers, whereas it is not for the remaining 

52 informants. This. is due to the type of linguistic variabJ..e 

involved. Diphthongization, as well as variable (a)-l, pre

sented cases where use of a diphthong and of a back and roun

ded variety had historical origins and were due to a phone

tic conditioning, namely the length of the vO\'Tel. There were 

moreover no clear-cut indications oT a linguistic change in 

progress; although small age differences were found. These 

two types of linguistic variables appear to have been main

tained over long periods of time as a stable system of alter-
e, 

natives, which therefore led to variability and served to 

mark social and stylistic differences, and still dO$ 

The case of variable {r)-l is, however, somewhat 

different. Use of an alveolar or uvular trill also has a 

historical origin, but as was previously stated (cf.section 

2.6) , serves to mark regional rather than social differen

ces. Moreover, use of one or the other variety does not seem 

to be dependent on phonetic conditioning but rather on regio

nal custom. 

Trois-Rivieres is generally represented as an area 

where the alveolar trill [r] is used.' This fact was emphasi

zed by 5 informants who viewed Trois-Ri vieres French as lin

guistically different from other areas such as Quebec city, 

because of Trois-Rivieres French "rolled" /r/. Even infor

mants using the uvular variety categorically had the same 

feeling. This categorization of Trois-Rivieres French as an 

alveolar trill representative is not surprising if the beha

viour of groups is considered. As was stated at the beginning 

of this section, use of the alveolar [r} is undergoing rapid 

linguistic change, as can be observed in the following age 

distribution. 
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medial positions 

RS 

CS 

Fe 

.846 

.88h 

.800 

.504 

.526 

.512 

45+ 

.072 

.092 

.068 
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I------------.. -,~------ .. -----j--------l 
/r/ -7lR] RS 

Final position t CS 

FC 

.897 

.954 

.828 

.560 

.600 

.596 

.069 

.117 

.062 

Table 25: froportional responses to [RJ by 
environment, age and style. 

The linguistic change affecting the use of an alveo

lar iF] is clearly indicated in this table. The older group 

is almost untouched by the change, the middle-aged one hovers 

around the 50-50 mark, and finally the younger group has a 

behaviour pattern exactly oppo5ite to that of the older group 

by using the neV! form [R.] almost exclusively. 'rhe linguistic 

change is moreover not at all involved in stylistic variation, 

all groups behaving in the saIne Hay t01'lards [R] whatever the 

contextual style involved. In addition, the groups of speakers 

concerned here have the same pattern of behaviour towards [R] 

whatever its place in the l"ford. There is thus no phonetic con

ditioning nor stylistic conditioning affecting the use of 

an alveolar or uvular trill. The study of age groups seems 

to illustrate a change thl'ough "random drift" • In such a 

change, there is a uniform change from one age level to ano

ther, v,ithout any stylistic or class differences involved (1). 

The structure of variation offered by the examination 

(1) cf. WeLabov,(1966a), p.324 
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of' age groups is further illustrated by tbe compa.rison of 

four educational groups. 

ed.l ed.2 ed.3 ed.4 

/rl-t [R] RS .861 .269 .800 .225 
Initial and medial CS .916 .292 .800 .246 
positions Fe .800 .271 .800 .230 

/r/ ~ [R] , RS .887 .271 1.000 .300 

Final position GS .946 .303 1.000 .286 

Fe .804 .279 1.000 .272 

Table 26: Proportional responses to [R] by 
environment, education and style. 

As can be observed in this table, variable (r)-l 

is not involved in either stylistic. or educational variations. 

Speakers behave consistently towards the uvular variety in 

all contextual styles and phonetic env""ironments. 

The interesting discrepancy present in table 26 is 

to be seen through the age factor. Indeed, young speakers 

are clearly differentiated from their older counterparts, 

independent of their educational background. Therefore, age 

seems to be the important parameter in accounting for varia

tions \dthin the sample. 

In table 24, the pattern of behaviour of individual 

speakers was presented and, through it, it could be seen that 

a majority of speakers applied the rules (1) /r/~ [r] and 

(2) /r/ ) [R] categorically "lith only a minority showing 

'\ 
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op~ionali~y in the realization of both rules. The categori

cal application of one rule or the other shovted that there 

was no lIinherent variabilityll present in the speech of most 

informants for variable (r)-l ~ On the other hand, the optio

nal selection of [!] and [~] by eight speakers demonstrated 

that the concept of l1inherent variabilityll applied in their 

case. Averaging out group scores for age (table 25) and edu

cation (table 26) does not alter this fact. These group 

scores are indeed an accurate reflection of the linguistic 

competence of individuals and they serve to indicate the 

linguistic c~ange affecting variable (r)-l. 

When a linguistic change is taking place, however, 

the age distribution is often complicated by the fact that 

the change may follo,,; more compl"ex patterns. It may originate 

in a particular sub-group of the community e~d thereafter 

spread to other groups (cf.s~ction 2.2.7 and section 2.4.4.4). 

If table 24 is considered, an important sex discrepancy emer

ges. In the second part of the table, where speakers using 

the uvular variety [R] categorically are presented, it c~~ 

be observed that 16 wqmen used the new variety [RJ as; oppo

sed to 8 men. This pattern of behaviour by women is not sur

prising since it was seen for other variables, e.g. open 

varieties [.1\:1 and ['OiJ, that women are more aware than men 

of a linguistic change in progress. 

In addition, there are two occupationaldifferen

ces to be observed. The first one concerns male manualwor

kers who participate to a lesser degree in the change, and 

the second one shows less female white collar workers using 

the uvular variety than other women. However, these two oc

cupational differences are minimal and the significant para

meters to account for variability within the sample are 

clearly age and sex. 
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2 /~ 
.b." 

The kind of distribution offered by the study of 

variable {r)-1 is probably one of the slinplest which can be 

found in a linguistic study. This variable has in fact no 

socia~ significance, i.e. has not been stigmatized nor yet 

awarded prestige, and is not involved in stylistic variation. 

A gradual linguistic change is indicated in the uniform change 

from one age level to another. This change is further repre

sented by the. behaviour of "lOmen who use the uvular variety 

more frequently than men. Age and sex are therefore the only 

social parameters to be retained in the explanation of varia

bility found within the sample and they can be summarized in 

the following variable rule: 

Irl ---1 < t!". R] I 
f (age,sex) 

The structure of variation of variable (r)-l is 

accounted for in terms of both Bickerton's theory and labov's 

variable ru~es. Following Bickerton's point of view, varia

bility due to linguistic change is, expressed through the be

haviour of individual speakers. The majority of them apply 

one rule or the other categorically, i.e. 

1- 2S informants apply Ir/~CrJ categorically 

2- 24 informants apply Ir 1'--1 [Rl categorically 

with only a minority of speakers applying both rules optionally. 

vlhere lhabov' s variable rules come into play is I'fhen 

variable behaviour is present. Variability is in fact "inherent" 

in the S speakers displaying such behaviour, since they use 

[rJ and [R] in the two phonetic environments, and this in the 

same contextual style (e.g. careful style). 
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: Bickerton's theory applies in the case of variable 

{r)-l since this variable is probably the simplest case of 

va:r:iability which can be found. From a similar use of the 

trill as that of the region of Hontreal, Trois-llivieres seems 

to have moved towards the variety used in the area of Quebec 

city. This change is probably partly due to the influence 

of r~dio and television, since most speakers of these mass 

media are heard to use the uvular variety whatever their pla

ce of origin and this fact has probably had an influence on 

the speech of young people. 

Nevertheless, the linguistic change present in 

variable (r)-l is of the simplest kind. It is not involved 

in stylistic and social variations. It is only a gradual chan

ge from one generation to another, which is mostly represented 

in the speech of young informants and women. This is probably 

why Bickerton's theory applies so well in this case. As will 

be seen in the next section, hO\,lever, Bickerton I s theory no 

longer applies \-Then a more complex variable is considered. 

Indeed, as for variable (a)-l, diphthongization, etc., varia

ble (r)-2 is involved in social and stylistic variations and 

in such cases most speakers display variable behaviour. Ho

wever, before reaching more definite conclusions on these 

paints, variable (r)-2 will be studied. 
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2.6.2 Variable (r)-2 

The two Quebec French liquids /1/ and Ir / are in 

frequent alternation with zero. In general, both are regu

larly. deleted after word-final stop and ''lord-final labio

dental fricative; /r/ is also occasionally deleted before 

word-internal stop, word-internal -L +ant J fricatives and. 

before /1/, and finally /1/ is also sometimes intervocalical

ly deleted (1.). 

This section will deal particularly with r-deletion 

as it occurs in five main environments. The computation of 

the results occurr:ing~in tables vlill take acount of all r-pro

nunciation v. all r-deletion, i.e. trl and [Rl ~ ¢ , since 

usage of one or the other variety of the trill had no direct 

phonetic effect on r-deletion. 

2.6.2.1 Phonetic conditioning and historical perspective 

A) Phonetic conditioning 

There are various phonetic environments in which /r/ 

cannot be deleted. These are: 

1- In an initial position, i.e. never f/r/

e.g. rouge, rapide, renardi etc. 

2- When /r/ occurs between t't'lO vO\'Tels, i.e. never -V/r/V

e.g. careme, garage, etc. 

(1) Cf. G.Sankoff and H.Gedergren,(1971) and E.Brent,(1971). 
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3-' After word final vocalism, but when fol101fed by a word 

beginning with a vowel, i.e. never -V/r/* \V-

.e.g. ll.0ur avoir ••• , mon p~re allait, etc. 

4- When /r/ follows a consonant and is itself followed by 

a vowel or by the glide /,/ , i.e. never C/r/V and 

c/r/, 
e.g. bracelet, fromage, bruit, fru~, etc. 

How~ver, the phonetic environments in which /r/ 

can be deleted are also numerous. It can be deleted in the 

following environments: 

1- When Ir/ follows a consonant and is itself followed by the 

glide Iw/, i.e. Ir/--"I~ / - C(r)w 

e.g. troi~, croix, ~troit, etc. 

2- Before word-internal and word-final stoPJand [+ant] 

fricative, i.e. /r/ ---t¢ / -v (r)C (-It) 

e.g. mercredi, aujourd'hui, mars, parle, parce que, etc. 

3- After word-final stop and word-final labio-dental fricatives 

in a pre-pausal position, i.e. /r/--t¢ I -C(r Hr 
e.g. peut-etre, notre, autre, cg'bre, vivre, comprendre,etc. 

It should be noted that in words like notre,votre, Eeut-etre, 

etc., /r/ is often deleted even if the following word begins 

with a vO\'lel, i.e. Ir/--7¢ / - C(r)-\t 1\"V 

4- After word-final vocalism in a· pre-pausal position, i.e. 

/r/ --'t¢ / - V(r)t 

e.g. part, !:,il'e, j.our, peur, hiver, corps., etc. 

. \ 
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5-' After word-final vocalism, but follovled by a word begin

ning with a cons(~mant, i.e. /r/~rJ / - V(r)-t\- t c-
-e.g. !ll.aniere de ••• , pour chassei" •••• , avoir des sur la . . .. , ... 

etc. 

This last case might have been considered together 

with environment 2, i.e. -V(r)C (~) , since it represents 

the same type of environment. However, the environment -V(r~~

is much more favourable to r-deletion than the environment 

-V(r)C (t) , as will be shown later in tables. In the former 

environment, the relevant feature will therefore be the ini

tial segment of the succeeding word. 

B) Historical perspective 

Environment -C(r)w 

The 11ap 1333 trois of the JLE reveals that r-deletion 

applied frequently in this phonetic environment, and shows 

that it was mainly found in the North area of Loire. 

This is the only en,[ironment in which r-cleletion, 

after a consonant, can be tr.aced historically. In the speech 

samples studied, r-deletion occurred only in this environment, 

whereas it never did in any other -C(r)- group. The glide 

/w/ is therefore certainly important in accounting for the 

disappearance of /r/ in the group C(r)w. 

Environment -V(r)C <-Jt-) 

The disappearance of /r/ before a consonant finds 

its origin in the 12th century, and ",as maintained until the 
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17th century. An influence of popular speech as \'/e11 as . 
dialectal influence can be traced in the tendency of deleting 

/r/ before a consonant. 'rhe Haps of. the MJ: reveal that 

r-deletion existed up to the 19th century, especially in Nor

mandie. The Haps 712 jardin, 839 m.ercre9-1 .. , etc., account for 

this phenomenon. In addition, Juneau1s study shows that r-de

letion before a consonant has been preserved in Quebec French. 

e.g. mercredi: "Hecredy" Archives de la Province 
p.e Quebec, Sanguinet, 3 juil1et 17'70,Quebec. 

parce que: tI ••• pasce que ausitot que 1e dit 
Parant fut antre dant la salle •.• II Archives 
de l'Archeveche de Quebec, llAncienne-Lorette 
1, 21, 24 ao~t 1793 (1). 

In Trois-Rivieres French, /r/ is still deleted in 

this environment, but at a low level as will be seen in the 

tables. 

Environment -C(r )t . 

The historical origins of r-de1etion after a conso

nant can be seen in the popular Parisian speech of the 17th 

century as well as in those of the areas of Northern France. 

Juneau found may examples of r-deletion in ~rchives. 

e.g. peut-etre II petaite jamaisll Archives de l'Ar.
cheveche da Quebec,- l'Ancienne-Lorette, 1,19,1793. 

notre: tI not ••• 1! ra.f, 1,21, 14 ao-at 1793. 

prendre: "tisane sudorifique pour prande.e~ 
cinq prise" Archives de la Province ... de Quebec, 
Petites collections, Hamel, 1792, Quebec (2). 

(1) M~~uneau, (1972), pp.163-64 
(2) Id., pp.205-06 
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',The disappearance of the ·final /r/ preceded by a 

consonant is still widely spread in Trois-Hivieres French, 

as will be seen in the tables. 

Environment -V(r)t 

In a final position, no /r/ was pronounced in 

French from the 13th century up to the 17th century. Deletion 

of a final /r/ preceded by a vowel has therefore also been 

introduced in' Quebec French. 

-oir: In this environment, r-deletion has its origin in 

popular Parisian French as well as in the speech of the North

\iestern, Vlestern regions and those of the Centre. According 

to Juneau, ft ••• ce trait d'allure rustique est solidement 

ancre au Quebec dans Ie peuple et seuls les milieux cultives 

l'ont elimine de fa~on A peu pres systematique ll (1). This fea

ture has been strongly implanted in Quebec French, since the 

majority of Parisians and Provincials deleted /r/ until the 

18th century. 

~: r-deletion in this environment was maintained until 

the 18th century in general French and even until the end 

of the 19th century in the dialects of Northel!n France. This 

pronunciation without /r/ is still frequent in present day 

Trois-Rivieres French. 

-er (-ere, -aire, etc.): According to Juneau, r-realization 

in'Quebec French has been reintroduced quite early in this 

environment (2). The ALF Maps 468 entiere, 1159 riviere, etc., -
demonstrate that r-de1etion was mostly concentrated in Nor

mandie and in the area of the Centre. 

(i) M.Juneau,(1972), p.168 
(2) Id., p.169 
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!From the results of the present investigation, 

however, it will be seen that speakers still delete Irl as 

oft.en with the ending::.Ell:. as wlth t.he ending ;:-eur and -oir. -
r-deletion has also affected endings in -i~ and . 

in .=ill:. • 

e.g •. sentit, : "ne veule pus voir Ie dlt cure ni Ie sentis ••• " 
Archives de l'Archeveche de Quebec, l'Ancienne-Lorette, 
1, 19, 1793 (1). 

sur: II su le que" Archives de la PrO\rince de ~ uebec, 
Petites Collections, Ga~arneau,L., 1830, Cap-Sante 2). 

In general, r-deletion in Quebec French has its 

or~g~n in the popular speech of l'Ile-de-France of the 17th 

and 18th centuries, and also in the speech of the North-\'lestern 
, 

and Western provinces as well as those of the Centre. 

From Juneau's investigation, it seems that r-deletion 

after a vowel would have mainly affected nouns ending in -oir 

and in -eur. From the results of the present study, however, 

Ir/ appears to be deleted generally to the same degree after 

any vowel. To illustrate this fact, a table showing proportio

nal responses to r-deletion by three occupational groups will 

be given. In this table, five environments have been conside

red. They are: -oir, as in mouchoir, gyoir, etc., -eur, as 

in beurre, leur, etc., -ere,-aire,-erre, etc., as in sOllstraire, 

verre, etc., ~, as in hiver, hier, etc., and ::.Q!:, as in corps, 

mort, etc. 

Table 27 shows very clearly that there is no signi

ficant discrepancy between these five phonetic environments. 

If formal conversation is considered, professionals delete /r/ 

(1) M.Juneau,(1972), p.165 
(2) Id., p.169 
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Professionals Vlhite collar Hanual workers . workers 

CS .133 .191 .383 
FC .222 .200 .666 

CS .142 .188 .557 
FC .192 .295 .558 

CS .083 .211 .494 
Fe .234 .269 .586 

cs .116 .366 .550 
FC .200 .307 .428 

CS .068 .187 .4lS 
FC .173 .296 .343 

Table 27: Proportional responses to r-deletion 
by 5 vocalic envirDnments, occupation 
and style. 

between 17% and 23% of the time, white collar workers between 

20% and 30% of the time, and finally manual 'lITOrkers omit /r/ 

after any vowel bet\'Teen 34% and 66% of the time. Although 

some differences can be seen, it remains evident that the 

discrepancy between the phonetic environments is usually at 

a low level and therefore not sufficient to justify a study 

of r-deletion taking account of various vocalic environments. 

Another interesting aspect is that presence or absence of an 

underlying sch~fa /a / does not seem to affect r-deletion. 

There is in fact no significant discrepancy in r-deletion 

between the environments -er~,etc., and ~. Thus, the rule 

which allowsr-deletion, when /r/ occurs finally after a v01vel, 
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operates regularly independently of the phonetic characteris

tics of the preoeding vowel and in~ependently of whether or 

not Ir I is follovTed by an underlying sern-/a • For these rea

sons, the study of r-deletion vlill be made generally in this 

environment, i.e. Ir/~~ after any vowel: -V(r)1r. 

As has been seen up to now, r-deletion is not an 

innovation of Quebec French, but rather a phenomenon having 

historical origins. 

Phdnetically, r-deletion, or at least weakening in 

the production of Ir/, may be due to over-shortening of this 

liquid according to Gendron. As he states: 

ilLes voyelles canadiennes sont generalement 
plus longues que les voyelles fran~aises, 
tandis que les consonnes canadiennes sont 
toujours, sans exception, sensiblement 
plus breves, non seulement dans la position 
intervocalique inaccentuee,mais aussi dans 
la meme position accentuee, ainsi qu1en 
finale II (1). 

He adds further: 

" ••• leur tenue consonantique trop breve les 
empeche de se realiser avec aut ant de ple
nitude qu1en fran~ais normal. Rien d1eton
nant des lors qufelles aient tendance a 
disparaitre dans des mots-outils a l'inte
rieur de groupes syntaxiques (sur la ') ~u a), 
dans des groupes complexes (~ et 1 dans trois, 
~), ou encore en position implosive 
(~ en particulier, par ex. dans resultat ) 
ou en finale ( t dans comrnuniste)1I (2). 

The deletion of Irl in various phonetic environ

ments could be due, as Gendron states, to the length of the 

consonant. If , as Gendron mentions, length is a function 

of the articulatory energy needed in the production of a 

(1) J.D.Gendron,(1966), p.137 
(2) Id., p.138 

-,-
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consonant, then reduction in this feature could lead to a 

weakening in the articulation of Irl and thereafter to its 
disappearance. 

Deletion of Irl could also be due to general te~

dencies which arise from purely articulatory causes. In the 

environments -C (r hl-, -V (r)C (1\-), -V (r )f tc-, C (r)t , 

r-deletion could be attributed to a tendency to reduce conso

nant clusters, i. e. to aim at cluster-si.rnplification (1), 

despite the fact that this can create homophones bet'ieen pairs 

such as droit,doit, trois,~, etc. These a.re merely possible 

explanations to account for r-deletion in general Quebec French. 

In Trois-Rivieres French, or at least in the speech 

sample studied, r-deletion occurs in all five environments 

mentioned above. Hovlever, r-deletion is never maintained at 

a 100% level nor is it al1rlays absent, i.e. ¢ stays in constant 

co-alternation with Ir I. Realizing Ir I or deleting it cons

titute two choices offered to a speaker, both having been in 

co-alternation over a long period of time, as indicated in 

the historical notes, and both possibilities remaining avai

lable in present day Trois-Rivieres French. 
, 

This choice between Irl and ¢ leads to optionality 

in the realization of one rule or the other, which itself 

leads to variation in the speech of indiv~duals. The struc

ture of variation of variable (r)-2 will now be examined. 

2.6.2.2 r-deletion: a case of "inherent variability". 

Bickerton (1971) has interpreted variability in a 

(1) cf. A.C.Gimson,(1970), and D.Bickerton,(197l),etc. 
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particular rule as a process solely due to linguistic change. 

Although he admits variability, he tries to elintinate it as 

much as possible by referring it to the linguistic change 

affecting a rule in which" for any particular speaker, va

riability can only exist in ohe environment at a time, anq 

where, after a rule has become categorical for a speaker in 

one environment, it can begin to be optionally applied in 

another environment, etc. Thus, although Bickerton admits 

variability, he does not believe in variable rules and 

"inherent variability", in which speakers are seen to be able 

to operate by' means of optional rules. 

Bickerton's point of view can probably best apply 

in very simple cases, where a variable undergoes slinple 

linguistic change, without any social and stylistic variation, 

as was the case for variable (r)-l. 

There are however different kinds of variables 

which exist and in the lighb of evidence given by Labov (1966a), 

there is no doubt that human beings can proc ess and deal 

with variation and optionality. The example of variable (r)-2 

is available to verify this assUlllption. 

The data provided by the behaviour of individual 

speakers Shovl that 54 speakers display variation in more than 

one environment at a time towards variable (r)-2. Mostly in 

the environments -V(r)C , -V (r)\\- \\-C, -V(r H\- ,these spea

kers show both presence and absence of r-deletion. /r/ and 

¢ are therefore in co-variation for a majority of 54 infor

mants, and this in two, three or more phonetic environments. 

These speakers Shovi their ability to behave in terms 

of variation by displaying optional application of the rtue 

/r/ --t ¢ • (£he observation of patterns of behaviour of 

" . 
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indi vidual speakers provides the foll{n:.rl.ng evidence: 

1- there are no speakers who never delete /r/; nor are there 

any who always preserve r-deletion. A majority of speakers 

show variation in the rule /r/~¢ in more than one environ

ment at·a time. It is therefore ~ case of "inherent variability". 
~ , 

2- for every speaker and every group, the same phonological 

constraints operate: a) there is a categorical non-deletion 

of /r/ in the .anvironments -ij-/r/- ,-V/r/V-, -V/r/frtv- , 
C/r/V-, and C/r/~ • Therefore, for every informant, the pre

sence of an adjacent vowel operates as a categorical cons

traint not to delete /r/; b) the presence of a consonant fol

lowing /r/ and /r/ being in a final position are both environ

ments favouring r-deletion, although not categorically. 

These facts show that /r /, in the cluster -(r)C 

and in a final position, is present in the underlying form 

mercredi:_ faire dire, j-rois, guatre, !!.,Qir, and that a variable 

rule deletes it. 

In the rule /r/~<(t,RJ -¢) , the output of the 

rule is variably selected from two discrete alternatives. 

Choice between these two alternatives is made optionally 

and therefore leads to lIinherent variabilityll. 

As mentioned in section 2.6.1.1, Bickerton suggests 

that variability is never really "inherent". 1fuen variation 

is present , it is rather due to linguistic change "fhich is 

affected in such a way that, at any given point, a majority 

of speakers approach 100 percent application of either one 

rule or the other, with only a minority hovering around the 

50-50 mark. The patterns of behaviour of individual speakers 

., ' 
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given above showed that Bickerton's assmnption does not 

apply in this case, since a majority of 54 informants dis

play variable behaviour in more than one phonetic environ

ment , and moreover since none of the informants showed ca

tegorical selection of either /r/ or ¢. 

Another factor "Thich tends to verify the fact that 

variable (r)-2 is in fact inherent is that there is no sign 

whatsoever 'of any linguistic change taking place. If the 

Trifluvian informants are divided into three age groups, 

the figures for r-deletion are obtained in table 28. 

/r/~cj 15-24 25-44 45+ 

RS .097 .090 .088 
-V(r)C CS .035 .047 .060 

FC .131 .218 .187 

C(r)w CS .055 .037 .055 
Fe .300, .642 .306 

RS .317 .237 .. 205 

-V(r)-\\- cs .434 .396 .296 
FC .355 .389 .325 

-VCr )lftc- RS .301 .325 .291 
FC .440 .395 

-C (r Ht-

.414 

RS .236 .263 .229 

CS .208 .229 .229 

Fe .700 .805 .790 

Table 28: Proportional responses to r-deletion 
by environment, age and style. 
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!Thus, groups of speakers. of whatever age use ap

proximately ,r-deletion to the same degree according to the 

phonetic environment concerned. Not 'only is there no age 

discrepancy present~ but there are also sirrdlar patterns of 

behaviour in respect of style shifting and phonetic environ
ment. 

All groups of speakers are seen to increase r-dele

tion as they move from careful .styles to formal conversation. 

In addition, with the exception of the middle-aged group 

towards r-deletion in the enviror~ent C(r)w, all groups dele

te /r/ the least often in the environment -V(r)C (*) , with 

thereafter a fairly regular increase in their r-deletion 

percentage up to the last environment, i.e. -C(r)t , at 

which the highest rate of r-deletion is found. 

vIhat is also interesting to note is that the most 

important style shifting present in all age groups is to be 

observed when /r/ follows a consonant, i.e. C(r)w and -C(r)t , 

whereas the degree of style shifting is far less important 

when /r/ is in the neighbourhoOd of'a vowel,i.e. -V(r)C, 

~ V (r)t, V (r )l-- t c • 

The regularity of the structure given by the compa

rison of age groups supports the assumption that varia,ble {r )-2 

is a case of "inherent variabilitylt. There is indeed no lin

guistic change affecting r-deletion in any phonetic environ

ments, and moreover all age groups have the same stylistic 

pattern of behaviour and show similar percentage of r-deletion 

according to specific phonetic environments. 

Thus far, variable (r)-2 has been seen a~ a case 

where there is variation in the application of the rule /r/~¢ • 
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Most speakers were seen to participate in the process of 

variability, which itself operates without indications of a 

linguistic change. In the light of the above historical 

notes, it can be seen that r-deletion is not a neH linguistic 

phenomenon, but that the linguistic variable represented by 

the co-variation of Ir/ and ¢ in five main phonetic en~~~ 

ronments appears to represent a stable system of alterna

tives which has been maintained for a long period of time. 

Such a variable may serve to mark social and sty

listic differences. A first indication of stylistic variation 

has been observed with the comparison of age groups. The ob

servation of educational, occupational, and sex parameters 

will nOli serve to clarify the type of social process in which 

this variable is involved. 

2.6.2.3 Differentiation'lby education 

The results of table 28 demonstrated that no lin

guistic change is at present affecting use of r-deletion 

within the sample. In addition, the only interesting diffe

rence found between four educational groups, which also ta

kes account of age as a factor, only concerned the differen

ce between the two main educational groups. It was therefore 

felt inappropriate to use this type of grouping in the study 

of the educational parameter •. Instead, three groups will be 

concerned here since interesting discrepancies emerged bet

ween informants who hafe had 13 or more years of education, 

those who have had between 10 and 12 years of schooling and 

those who attended school for 9 years or fewer. 
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Figures 16 to 20 inclusive illustrate the patterns 

of behaviour of these three educational groups tm'/ards r-de

letion by five phonetic environments. 

It is inrrnediately apparent that the three educatio

nal groups are segregated from each other for all five pho

netic environments. The most educat~d informants alHays use 

r-deletio~ the least often in all contextual styles and for 

all phonetic environments. Usually, they are followed by the 

informants who have had between 10 and 12 years of schooling, 

and finally the least educated speakers follow with the highest 

percentages of r-deletion. 

There are two exceptions in the ordering 13+ < 
10-12 < 9- ,and these involve r-deletion occurring in the 

environments -V(r)C and C(r)w • In both cases, the informants 

who have had between 10 and 12 years attendance at school 

deviate from the regular structure by approaching the pattern 

of behaviour of more educated informants in formal speech 

styles, and by approaching and even exceeding that of less 

educated speakers in formal conversation. 

Factors which can account for such deviations lie 

in the nature of distributions in which, for some variables, 

speakers are clustered around-a small range of values, as 

for diphthongization of some vocalic elements, a..Yld for others, 

the distribution is more spread, as \-Ias the case for archaic 

phonetic features. This nature of distributions may also 

apply in respect to particular environments for a single rule. 

In one environment, speakers may be clustered around a rela

tively small range of values, as can be observed for r-dele

tion in the environment ~V(r)C ; in another enviroTh'1lent, 

the range of values may be much greater, as for r-deletion 

in the environment -V(r)t for ~xample. 



Figures 16 to 20 inclusive shOy1 percentage deletion of /r / 

by education and style: 
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Speakers do not react in the same \-lay towards dif

ferent linguictic variables, and therefore it is not surpri

sing to find that similar behaviour may be found 1'rithin one 

variable, where different phonetic environments are involved. 

As can be observed from the examination of speech 

styles, all groups of speakers show' awareness of r-deletion 

by decreasing its use when moving to more formal speech sty

les. For all phonetic environments this awareness is manifes

ted by the downward slope of the lines as speakers move from 

less formal to more formal speech situations. Such a\'lareness 

of a linguistic variable may lead to hypercorrect.ion by so

me speakers. As Labov states.': 

It One of the most solidly established 
phenomena of sociolinguistic beha
vior is that the second-highest sta
tus group ShovlS the most extreme 
style shifting ••• n (1). 

Usually, this group shows hypercorrection by going beyond the 

highest status group in realizing a form carrying more pres

tige in more formal speech styles. In the case of r-deletion 

in the environments -V(r)C and C(r)w, there is no such hy

percorrection by the second-highest educational group. On 

the other hand, this group ShovlS the greatest style shifting 

and displays a pattern of behaviour similar to that of the 

highest educational group in the t'rfO environments mentioned 

above, whereas its pattern of behaviour in formal conversa

tion more nearly resembles that of the Imrlest educational 

group. This behaviour is probably explained better in terms 

of linguistic insecurity towards some forms of speech,where

by those who have had between 10 and 12 years of education 

show more avrareness of /r/ in some environments by displaying 

greater style shifting. 

(1) W.Labov,(1970);p.197 
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i For all other phonetic environments and speech 

styles, hOvlever, all groups show the same degree of aware

ness of the presence of /r/ by displaying the same pattern 

of style shifting. A very regular social structure emerges 

in respect of r-deletioIl.;- in that all groups are differentia

ted at the same level of significance whctever the contextual 

style and the phonetic environment considered. This regula

rity in educational structure is nearly the same as that 

found for the study of diphthongization (cf.sub-section 2 

of section 2.4.3.4). 

Another interesting factor to be considered is 

that which concerns the degree of awareness of /r/ by spea

kers in different phonetic environments. For the environments 

C(r)w, and -C(r)t ,the degree of style shiftin~ is greater 

than for the other phonetic environments. Speakers therefore 

seem to be more a\'lTare of r-pronunciation in these two envi

ronments. In addition, the significant discrepancy between 

speech styles concerns the opposition of formal and of less 

formal speech situations. There is only one exception to this 

relationship and it concerns /r/ in the environment -V(r)~. 

In this environment, the discrepancy is found rather between 

reading style and the two other contextual styles. Reading 

style alone accounts for some awareness of r-pronunciation 

in this phonetic environment. This pattern of behaviour might 

be explained in terms of phonological environments and of the 

quantity of information transmitted. The phonetic information 

transmitted by the pnonunciation of /r/ is probably less 

great when /r/ is found finally after a vowel, since its 

deletion may be compensated for by the length of the vowel. 

As Gendron mentioned, r-deletion could be due to an insuffi

cient length attributed to this liquid, but, in compensation, 

vowels are longer than in Standard French. vlliat is interesting 

to recall is that use of diphthongized vocalic elements was 
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also often made at the same level in careful style and for

mal conversation. '£his fact does not mean that use of diph

thongization implies use of r-deletion, but it serves only 

to indicate the fact that v01.iels are realized as very long 

in Trois-Rivieres French and that, surprisingly enough, 

both diphthongization and r-deletion are realized at the sa

me level in careful style and formal conversation \-lhere the 

environment -V (r)t\- is concerned. '£his factor probably in

dicates that avlareness of r-pronunciation may be related to 

the amount of information /r/ carries. In the environment 

-V(r * and even in the environment -V(r * tc , the loss of 

information through r-deletion may be compensated for by 

the length of the vowel, less attention therefore being paid 

to r-pronunciation in these environments. 

2.6.2.4 Differentiation by occupatio~ 

Table 29 gives the proportional responses to r

deletion by occupational groups. From an examination of this 

type of grouping, a very regular social structure emerges. 

The following significant ordering remains constant for all 

contextual styles and phonetic environments: Professionals( 

white collar workers (manual workers. 

This type of social structure relates perfectly 

to that found in the study of educational groups. In the 

environment -V(r)C, white collar workers, i.e. the seoond

highest status group, have scores of r-deletion which are in 

between those of professionals and manual workers in more 

formal speech styles, i. e. P < \iCW Q-IW ,whereas their 



p-~~-/r/ -t¢ IH'I 
. 

RS .025 .081 .168 
-V(r)C CS .009 .054 .084 

Fe .124 .210i .233 
. , 

-C(r)w 
CS .000 .066 .083 
FC .256 .360 .534 

RS .037 .162 .531 
-VCr )l\- CS .103 .357 .620 

FC .100 .329 .628 

-VCr )\\--\tC RS .128 .300 .478 
FC .331 .379 .569 

RS .175 .200 .350 

-C(r)t CS .075 .200 .390 
FC .651 .766 .952 

Table 29: Proportional responses to r-deletion 
by environment, occupation and style. 

behaviour towards r-deletion approaches that of manual wor

kers in formal convensation, i.e. P( vIC\1/ and HH • This fac

tor indicates that in specific phonetic environments, the 

second-highest status group shm·lS more insecurity tm·rards 

r-deletion by displaying such behaviour. In all other cases, 

this group of speakers ShOHS the same a;\.vareness of r-pronun

ciation by their similar pattern of style shifting and in 

addition, all groups stay differentiated at the same level 

of significance ,·rhatever the phonetic environment and the 

contextual st:.rle involved. 
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I The different degrees of style shifting found in 

the study of educational groups remain constant here. The 

environments C(r)w and -C(r)t are here again the tvo en

vironments in which the greatest style shifting is to be 

observed. This factor confirms that speakers are more awa

re of r-pronunciation in these two environments. 

The same pattern of opposition of formal v. less 

formal speech styles remains conttant in the comparison of 

occupational groups also. Usually, these groups of speakers 

decrease their use of r-deletion when they move to both rea

ding and careful styles. In the environment -VCr}\\- ,ho'\tle

ver, the significant style differentiation concerns reading 

style v. careful style and formal conversation. The expla

nation given in section 2.6.2.3 stating that loss of phone

tic information through r-deletion is being compensated for 

by the length of the vowel in the environment -VCr~ remains 

valid in this case. 

Thus far, variable (r)-2 has been seen as a stable 

sociolinguistic marker, i.e. a variable Hhere educational 

and occupational groups are significantly differentiated from 

each other, and which is involved in stylistic variation. 

The sex narameter will now be briefly examined, ... 

although of lesser importance in accounting for social varia

tion. 

2.6.2.5 Differentiation by sex 

Figures 21 up to 25 inclusive show the pattern of 

behaviour of sex groups tOl-lards r-deletion by style and 
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The following 5 figures give the responses to r-deletion by 

sex' and style. 
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phonetic environment. It is immediately apparent that the dis

crepancies between sex groups are far less significant than 

those found by educational and occupational groups. There are, 

however, interesting patterns of behaviour in respect of dif

ferent phonetic envirorunents. 

In sections 2.6.2.3 and 2.6.2.4, it was found that 

the degree of style shifting in the environments C (r hi and 

-C(r~ was greater than in the other environments. Spe~~ers 
showed more awareness of r-pronunciation by greater style 

shifting in these two environments. What is very interesting 

to note is that the same applies in the comparison of sex 

groups and moreover it is in these two environments that a 

reverse pattern of style shifting is to be observed. Generally 

in fact, women behave either in the same way as men or have 

lower scores of r-deletion than men, especially in the envi

ronment -V(rHr • In the environments C(r)w and -C(r}\\- , 

however, women ShOl'l a sharper slope of style shifting. Since 

they use r-deletion slightly more often than men in formal 

conversation and since it was seen.that it was to these en

vironments that most attention "TaS paid by all other social 

groups, it is not surprising to find \wmen behaving as they 

do. As Labov found in the social stratification of (th) for 

example, women are more sensitive than men to a prestige 

pattern (1). They show this awareness in a greater slope of 

style shifting as they move to more formal speech situations. 

In the remaining phonetic enviromnents, women delete 

/r/ slightly less frequently than men and this especially when 

/r/ is in the environment -V(r)t , in "Thich importc:nt educa

tional and occupational differences were also found. 

(1) W.Labov,(1970),p.197 
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The patterns of st;vle shifting found in the five 

phonetic environments for r-deletion are exactly the same as 

those found in the study of other sociological parameters 

and the discussions on style shifting through the study of 

these parameters remain valid in this case • 

. 
Since most groups of speakers examined "Tere segre-

gated ~t the same level of significance in all contextual 

styles, examples of speech to illustrate the behaviour of 

individuals towards r-deletion will be taken from formal 

conversation·only. In addition, these examples will serve 

to .illustrate the patterns of behaviour tm'lards use of [r] 
or [RJ and tovrards· opening of half-open segments, as was stu

died in section 2.4.4. 

Professionals: 13 or more years of education 

M.l.l 

M.l.2 

[l~ palle d~ ttl fas3' ave.k tel }i\ • .c da pe~son/ 5 p~ 

dZi· ka se p~ natSyrsJ. / me a )p~ daln:>·~/ )trux 

ka sa vf:t / ..• ] 
"le parler de telle fagon avec tel genre de F'ersonne, 
on peut dire que clest pas naturel, mais je suis pas 
d1accord. Je trouve que ~a va etre, ••• " 

~£pA: / \ktiwa jmat~tRE. ,(n mezJ a If.ksteRjer:R dla 

vxl] 
" Seigneur! Je crois (que) je m'acheterais une maison 

a. llexterieur de la ville". 

~J / ju Y de b~se me p~~s~n da mb:~J 
IINon,(il)y a eu des blesses, mais personne de mort ll

• 

~a sy~mA de dZlfeR~: s dA la vt'l da tw:) 

11(11) y a stlrement des differences dans 
de Trois-Rivieres". 

~vj e.:, 
1'\ (. 'J 

1a ville 



F.l.3 ['~plyzja;. PR53€. I k5m thul rod dajJ\:] 

II J" t ai plusieurs proJ" ets,· comme tout 1e mande d1ailleursll. 

['<n vwa.t.sY·R dn z ce rose- I pi 13. pf.f\s:)n 

15 15 Ravane. d kebe.k ny zo-tJ 

" "t d f' une vo~ ure ans un osse, puis la personne etait 
encore la.. On revenait de Quebec nous autres". 

[pa~s ka jo re gRO paRle I tse 3v¢ d2'X:·R I se p~ 
Rafrne I dajf:l!1 lee:R t(\ava~ j ptSA de z5·m fb:RJ 

"parce que (ils) ont tID gros parler; tu' sais (ce que) 
je veux dire. Ge(n'~st pas rafine. D'ailleurs, leur 
tra,vail prend des honunes fortsll. 

tlhite collar worke;r.l3.: 10 and l~years of education 

M.2.3 

M.2.S 

[nS 3wEk de hA ka \k5ne. p!Vsl )Pal p!y JWal I 
magre ka I ka )te. 3°o n I )Pal€ d£: .. tE.:·m 13 ~ 
rg5· d£. bo~u a e te· vee] 

ItNon, avec des gens que je connais plus, je parle 
plus "joual"; malgre que quand j'etais jeune, 
je parlais dans les tennes. Je regardais beaucoup 
la TV". 

~i '3 faz~ s'lpl-amA 00 n e.f~~ da tAsj3' I p1Sr 

aw~·r 'In d Z 'Iksj5 m£..j~ :J; J 
"Si on faisait simplement un effort de tension pour 
avoir tIDe diction meilleure tl • 

Be negli3e d-a ragarde da nyvo avA' da r-apacLts.r..t..1 

rAdZy A pJ.£ m:clji> dlttErsfksj3' I 1"3 m~sj~ Ktrf 

dA m5 notomob:t:l 1 ... 1 3et f A tt: 1 ... 1 19- vn~ 
ystimA'da t'Urnwe a la tv5zje.m m€.zO I pas lo·t ry 

e tre. pr?~J 
ftj1ai neglige de regarder de nouveau avant de rep~rtir. 
Rendu en plein milieu de l'intersection, 1e mons~e~r 
entrait dans mon automobile. J'etais en tort ••• qUl 
venait justement de tourner a. 1a t.roisieme maison" 
parce que l'autre rue est tres procheu • 



F.2.5 [a.: bjl' I p~the.:t a I c:; bo vuaj a:3 
famLj] 

P" ttft la 
fI. 
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"Ah l b"' ~ • ~en, peut-I:::tre; un be"au voyage pour toute la 
famille". ., 

\:-a yal s~ sel stEkstt!5"dZine.: I ... / ka Ie 3 a 
sakspRlm da set manj£:R 15] 

"1e j oual ~a c i est; c I est .extraordinaire que les 
gens slexpriment de cette maniere la ll • 

f? p,\i 3ma dmA:d IP.f"IIl si 3apR'UV Ie li:v I u Ie 
pje- s d~ teQ.!t] 

"et ,puis je me demande meme si j1approuve les livres 
"ou les pieces de the~trel1. 

Manual workers: 9 or fewer years of schooling 

M.3.4 

F.3.5 

[5' pa'l kOm ; zo·t I ciAl s'fdol tJ[k'O part It j / pal 

k)m ny zo,tl n5 p't> do t:'i{:l rivje:J 

"On parle comme eux autres. Dans Ie sud,(c1est) 
encore pareil. (ils) parlent comme nous autres. 
Non, pas de Trois-Rivieres". 

[stYn metzd da parle/ se t"t I n~ 
pars ka 3' pal p~ be] 

II c I est une methode de parler". C I est tout. Non, 
je suis pas d1accord, parce qu10n parle pas 
bien" • 

[s~l'\.i 19- sr· d'tn'£.vestel i parl mj~J 
"celui qui sort de lluniversite, i1 parle mieux". 

~ dZizE. t1f'),\f4'l\ I vu z at p~ dZisil me. puvE.. p~ dZ:t 
ka :; vne. ~ tW!) R.vj~1:U 

uIls disaient toujours: vous(n~@tes pas d1ici. Mais 
(ils) pouvaient pas dire qu10n venait de Trois
Rivieres". 
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[de zeksPREsjO 19- dZi:zl ny zo't 3v~ dZi:R/:; v:> 

fa-Ia sj~-s I ~ zo·t v5 dZ~'RI 0 va:le set~:dRJ 

"des expression s qu r ils disent·. Nous autres, on va 
dire: on va faire la sieste. Eux autres vont dire: 
on va aller sletendre ll • 

[5' vo ffR mw~ atAsj5' I sa Va."V\'I~· la me-m srpl:fikasj3] 

"On va faire moins attention. ea va avoir la m&te 
signification". 

~ paR.l kom ka ma'~J 
"Elle parle comme qu'elle marche ll • 

F.3.S [n'3 pas kal fila ga-drre p5 pur mwel pax ka lana fre 

1 b•• •• J po :)n~ : 

"Non, parce que, je le garderais pas pour moi. Parce 
que llargent fait pas le bonheur". 

(Jem mj~ aw~· de pe..csrn alatur da mwe ka dlar:SAJ 

"j 1aime mieux avoir des personnes alentour de moi 
que de 11 argent". 

2.6.2.6 pummary 

r-deletion in five main phonetic environments is 

not an innovation of Trois-RivieresFrench, but rather a 

phonetic phenomenon originating in the dialects of France, 

mainly of the 17th and lSth centuries. As noted by Gendron, 

this weakening in the articulation of Ir/, leading to its 

disappearance, could be due to insufficient length attribu

ted to this liquid. Juneau concludes his chapter on r-deletion 

by stating: 



"Le fait qui en qu6becois ancien on rencontre 
de multipleo signes de IIdesarticulation" 
de r , signes qui ont d'ailleurs subsiste 
en bien des cas jusqu1a present, n'est pas 
denue d'interet pour l'histoire du fran~ais. 
Clest une preuve de plus qulen fran~ais 
cette consonne nla pas ete aussi resistante 
qulon a pu le croire, notanwent en positions 
implosive et finale" (1) •. 
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This "historical" r-deletion is at present maintai

ned in Trois-Rivieres French, as has been seen above. All in

dividual speakers participate in the application of this rule, 

whereby /r/~¢ , with a majority showing optional deletion 

of /r/ in more than one environment at a time. 

r-deletion seems to constitute a stable linguistic 

marker, which sho\"1S both stylistic and social stratification. 

These factors represent the development of social reaction 

and the attribution of social value to the variable. As was 

seen in the study of the age parameter, r-deletion is not 

undergoing linguistic change at present. However, as is often 

the case, a change might also start in a sub-group of the 

comm~ity and from there spread to other groups. It is clear 

from the results that a certain change in r-deletion is ta

king place since it is involved in social and stylistic va

riations. 

In the social structure, the significant ordering 

to account for use of r-deletion is as follows: 

Professionals and informants with 13 or more years of educa

tion ( 

White collar workers and informants having had between 10 

and 12 years of schooling < 
lvlanual workers and speakers "dth 9 or fe"fer years of schooling. 

(1) M.Juneau,(1972),p.172 
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This social structure is regular for all contex

tual styles and phonetic enviro~~ents, although some cases 

of greater style shifting by women, by infon~ants with bet

ween 10 and 12 years of education and by white collar l"lOrkers 

were found. 

. 
The pattern ef style shifting is dependent on the 

degree.of awareness of r-pronunciation. Usually, this aware

ness is demonstrated by the downward slopes of the lines as 

speakers move from a less formal speech situation to more for

mal ones. This can be mainly observed in the environments 

C (r)w and -C (r }t . In the other environments, the style 

shifting is less important. In the environment -V(r)C , 

the presence of a less important style shifting may be attri

buted to the degree r-deletion is used in formal conversation. 

Since all speakers delete /r/ the least in this environment, 

the need to reintroduce /r/ in more formal speech situations 

is not felt as strongly. This fact in confirmed by the patterns 

of behaviour of speakers in the environment -C(r~. This 

environment is in fact the one in which r-deletion is the 

most favoured. It is also in this environment that the highest 

style shifting is to be observed in all groups. 

Style shifting is not as important where the envi

ronments -V(r)t and -V(r)\I- tc are concerned. Less attention 

being paid to r-pronunciation in these environments would not 

be due to the degree·that r-deletion is used in formal conver

sation, but rather to the degree of information given by /r/. 

In these two en~ironments, the information lost through r

deletion is probably compensated for by the length of the 

"Vowels. 

The study of variable (r)-2 has given further empi

rical evidence for the assumption that, real, socially 
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meaningful differences between individuals or groups of indi

viduals are very often differences of degree, rather than 

categorical differences. These differences of degree which 

differentiate speakers socially also serve to indicate dif

ferences betvleen one style of speech and another and bet\<Teen 

one phonetic environment and ano~her. For example, a higher 

r-deletion rate may be" more easily observed in the environment 

-C(r)~ , in a less formal ~tyle of speech, by male, by less 

educated speru{ers and manual workers. 

2.6.3 Conclusions" on variable (r) 

The study of variable (r) has offered two different 

types of linguistic and social structures. In this study of 

one consonant, it was seen how complex linguistic phenomena 

may be, and that these complex linguistic patterns could not 

always be accoqhted for in terms of one theory alone. 

The actual usage of variables may in fact offer 

different kinds of distribution, whether linguistic change 

is taking place or not. The simplest of all cases concerns 

a variable which has no social nor stylistic significance. 

It is a case of change through "random drift". Although 

Labov talks of this type of change as being a "theoretical 

probabili ty" (1) , variable (r )-1 , or use of [r] or [R1 , 

has proved to be such a case. In the study of this variable, 

it was in fact found that use of an alveolar or uvular trill 

was undergoing linguistic change, in which a uniform change 

from one age level to the other could be observed, with 

(1) W.Labov,(1966a), p.324 
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yo~ng speakers at the end using the uvular variety [R1 al-

most exclusively. Neither social class nor stylistic variations 

were found \1ithin the process of thi's change. Vlith age, howe

ver, sex appeared to be an important factor to account for 

differences within the speech cOlflmunity and, through this, 

it could be observed that women were often more avlare than 

men of a linguistic ch~nge in prc'gress, or rather that "lOmen, 

independent of their education or occupation, were the lea

ding group in the change together with young speakers. 

The, rule /r/--7[RJ seems to bave been adopted fairly 

quickly by young speakers and \twmen, so that no social value 

could be attribute~ to this variable. In such cases, Bicker

tonls theory finds an almost perfect application •. In the course 

of such a rapid change, in which there are no social or sty

listic variations, there is in fact "a series of changes in 

obligatory rules, each introduced by a period of optionality" 

(1). These changes are affected in such a way that a majority 

of 54 speakers are seen to apply either /1'/ -}\rJ or /r/ ~[R] 

categorically, "lith only a minority of 8 informants displaying 

optionality in the choice of either one rule or the other. 

However, the pattern of optionality found by $ speakers coun

ters Bickerton's theory in that it is applied to all phone-

tic environments at a time, i.e. when optionality in the ap

plication of a rule is present, there are more chances to 

observe it in all phonetic environments where the rule can 

apply rather than in, only one environment at a time. 

Bickertonls theory on variability is far too extreme, 

since it limits individuals to the ability to operate mainly 

in terms of categorical application of linguistic rules, lea

ving a potential capacity for dealing \'lith variability and 

optionality under very restricted conditions. 

(1) D.Bickerton,(1971),p.458 
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The study of variable (r)-2 , or of the alternation 

of /r/ with zero, has sh01'Tn that, at least for some linguis

tic features , individuals are in fa.ct perfectly capable of 

dealing with variability and optionality, even over long pe

riods of time, and that optionality in the application of a 

particular rule could affect all phonetic en\~rop~ents where . 
this rule applies. 

Variable (r)-2 is a linguistic marker, i.e. it ser

ves to mark social and stylistic differences. vlhere such dif

ferences are 'present, it is usually due to variable behaviour 

in the speech of individual speakers. This variable behaviour 

was in fact present for almost all informants who showed op

tionality in the application of the rule /r/-7¢ in more than 

one phonetic environment at a time. 

The same phonological constraints operated for all 

speakers, i.e. that they deleted /r/ in five environments 

and never in others. However, the areas where r-deletion could 

take place were represented in the speech of all individuals. 

The degree to \'lhich each speakers participated in r-deletion 

depended , however, largely on his educational level and en 

his occupation, as well as on the level of consciousness this 

speaker had of the variable. 

Thus, relative proportions of rule applicat~on, such 

as /r/---t~ , can be incorporated into social, stylistic an~ 

linguistic structures, and the differences bet\,Teen social 
I 

groups, styles of speech, and phonetic environments need not 

be categorical to be meaningful. On the contrary, it seems 

as though varia.bility exists as an ordinary aspect of the lin

guistic competence of individuals, as has already been shown 

by the patterns of behaviour of individuals towards variable (a)-l, 
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diphthongization, opening of half-open se@nents, and variable 

(r)-2 • 

What must also be added is that not only are spea

kers able to operate in terms of variability towards ce~tain 

linguistic features, but also that they are able to operate . 
in terms of degrees of-variability. This fact is demonstrated 

by the_behavi~ur of those s~eakers'who can recognize too high 

a usage of some forms of speech, e.g. usage of 65% deleted /r/ 

in the environment -C(r)~ by professionals in formal con

versation, by' reducing the incidence of these forms in more 

formal speech situations, e.g. professionals who dropped the 

number of deleted /r/ by almost 60% in careful style. Thus, 

speakers seem to be able to operate both in terms of variabi

lity and degrees of variability, although speakers deal cate

gorically with many linguistic rules. 

Taking account of all these factors, the processes 

involved in variable (r) may be summarized in the follO\<[ing 

form: 

Variable (r )-1 

1- categorical application of the rule /r/ >(r] 

28 informants; 

2- categorical application of the rule /r/~(R] 

-24 informants; 

.3- Optional application of the rule /r/ -~~(CR» 

8 informants. 

Variable rule: /r/ > (t.r -~]) 
f (age, sex) 



· Variable (r)-2 

1- Phonological constraints 

/r/ never ~~. 

/r/-~>~) 

1\-/1'/
-V/rlV 
-V/r/t·\-v-
-C/r/V 
-C/r/'\. 

-C(r)w 
-V(r)C 
.-V (1')f 
-V(r)f t 
-C(rl 

2- Variable rule for r-deletion 

-C(r)w 
-V(r)C 
-VCr !t 
-vCr!\T ~ C-
-C(r )ff-

/r/-~ 
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f (phonetic envirop~ent, education and occupation, 
style, sex) 

With these· conclusions on variable (1'), the survey 

of,the differentiation of the linguistic variables to be stu

died has been completed. The investigation of variable (a)-1, 

of the use of archaic phonetic features, of the diphthongization 

of long vocalic segments, of the opening of half-open segments, 

and finally of variable (r) has demonstrated the complexity 

of the·se linguistic features. The phonetic features mentioned 
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above represented, in fact, area.s in "'hieh variation in the 

speech of individuals and of groups of speakers \"las present. 

This variation was seen to oecur not at random but, on the 

contrary, as an integ~pl part of the structure of Trois-Rivie

res French. All variables appeared in fact to be part of 

linguistic, social and stylistic structures. 

However, even though inferences about social signi

ficance of linguistic variables have been drawn from speech 

data and from the observation of the objective performance 

of speakers, there is another dimension one must consider. 

This concerns the subjective attitudes of speakers towards 

their own language-. As was seen in section 2.3.4 on IIjoual ll , 

and in the study of archaic phonetic features, many subjec

tive attitudes are directed towards these forms of speech and 

these attitudes helped to explain certain linguistic behaviour 

towards these same forms. 

Subjective attitudes are interesting to observe 

since they can reveal much about the degree of awareness 

speakers have of some linguistic features as well as the 

degree of linguistic security or insecurity present in spea

kers. Chapter 3 will therefore be devoted to the study of 

the subjective attitudes of the sixty informants interviewed. 



Chapter 3 . 

General attitudes tOvmrds 'l'rois-Rivj.eres French 
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3.0 pubj ecti ve attitudes tOvJ8rds rrrois-Ri vieres French 

In this chapter, general attitudes of 'rrifluvians 

towards their own language \vill be studied. Information con

cerning these types of attitude can be obtained through di

rect questioning: general approval or disapproval, compari

sons with other forms of regional speech, feelings about what 

is correct usage and what is not, the need to change one's 

language, etc. Responses ob"tained from questions of this type 

involve emotional attitudes towards language, through which 

a lack or presence of linguistic insecurity within a community 

can be detected. 

The questions on linguistic attitudes were not as

ked \nth equal rigour, i.e. with some informants the discus

sions were long, 1'lhereas vlith others they were briefer. Ho

wever,most of the informants showed great interest in the 

completion of this last part of the interview (cf. Part lV . 

of the questionnaire, appendix)~. 

In the course of this study, it was seen that most 

variables lay below the level of conscious awareness, i.e. 

that they were realized differently in natural conversation 

as compared with more formal speech ·situations. Since these 

two speech situations generally offer two different struc

tures, it 'may be said that most variables are below the level 

of awareness in formal conversation, although they are gover

ned by a degree of self~control imposed on the patterns of 

native speech in more formal speech contexts, through which 

the forms considered as the norm appear more clearly. In the 

answers on language topics, however, very few informants per

ceivedor reported their own variant usage of the phonological 
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va~iables. This does not mean that the 'l'rifluvians interviewed 

do not giva a great deal of conscious attention to their lan

gu~ge, as in fact was the case 1:1hen their behaviour tOl1ards 

phonological variables was considered in formal speech styles. 

1>1oreover, most of the informants have strong opinions about 

language, and they express them without hesitation. Their at

tention is however mos~ly focused on items which have risen 

to the surfac~ of social consciousness, for example on archaic 

phonetic features. Usually, "therefore, the perception of lan

guage does not concern one's own experience, but rather so

cially accept,ed statements about language. 

3.1 RecOgnition of Trifluvians by outsiders 

The informants were asked if they had ever travelled 

outside Trois-Rivieres, and if they had ever been recognized 

as Trifluvians by their speech. Very feV[ informants had never 

been outside the city limits, even on vacations; but for all 

those who had left the city sometimes, it does not seem to 

have been a common experLence that they were recognized as 

Trifluvians by their speech alone. The corunon shared experience 

seems rather to have been that all Trifluvians had been reco

gnized as coming from the province of Quebec, i.e. as speaking 

Quebec French, but npr particularly Trois-Rivieres French. 

The informants who said they had never been identi

fied as Trifluvians through their speech specified that this 

has been the case since Trois-Rivieres is an "accentless ll 

'. . 

city, i.e. that a type of general Q.uebec French accent is found 

in this city rather than strong "accents 1'lhich one can find 

in the regions of Quebec city, Gaspesie, Lac st-Jean, etc. 
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PROFESSIONI 
.. --

EDUCATION SEX AGE 1 u.-t: 10-12 ,2- P \rIC \-,[ Ivrd 11 F !2-2!± 25-44 ~2+ --- - -
"''' 

b.-Recognition 
pf Trifluvians 
[by outsiders 

YES 10 . 1 0 ·9 2 0 7 4 7 2 2 
NO 15 16 18 11'18 20 23 26 11 16 22 

AS NON-TRIFLU-

VIANS. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

2- Recognition I 

of linguistic 
k!ifferences 
Ibetween country 
and town. 

YES 21 9 10 17 II 12 20 20 14 15 II 
NO 4 S S 3 9 S 10 10 4 3 13 

3- Recognition 
of social ac-
cents within 
Trois-Rivieres 

YES 17 6 9, 14 9 9 16 16 10 13 9 
NO S 11 9 61111 14 14 S 5 15 

14- Attitudes 
Itowards "joual" 

ACCF;PT IT 17 4 11 11 9 12 21 11 14 9 9, 

1D0 NOT ACCEPT IT 5 10 2 6 S J 6 11 2 5 10 

tNEUTRAL 3- 2 2 3 2 2 2 5 1 4 2 

5-Attitudes 
towards Trois-
Rivieres French 

POSITIVE 20 S 11- 14 13 12 22 17 16 10 13 

INEGATIVE 2 4 1 :3 2 2 :3 4 OJ 4 3 

INEUTRAL :3 4 4 :3 4 4 4 7 2 4 5 
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EDUCATION PROFESSI01~ SEX AGE 
13+ 10-12 2:: p I'/ew MVI I-I F 12-2~ ~-4!± 10+ - - - -

6- Efforts to 
change onels 
language. 

YES 12 12 6 10 13 7 11 19 6 11 
NO 12 5 10 10, 6 II 18 9 12 7 

7- Recognition 
of onels diffe-
rent levels of 
language. 

YES 13 5 4 9 7 6 15 7 11 7 
NO 12 11 12 11 12 12 14 21 8 10 

S- Is language 
a factor through 
which judgments 
can be made? 

YES 22 15 13 17 18 15 24 26 17 14 

NO 2 1 3 2 1 3 3 3 1 2 

Table 30: Responses to questions on linguistic 
attitudes by sixty Trifluvian informants. 

For these informants Trois-Rivieres has no typical lIaccent". 

On the other hand, some informants recognized that 

they had been identified as Trifluvians through their speech. 

IIMais, on arrive A l l exterieur lA, puis clest 
pareil comme 8i cletait ecrit dans notre face. 
Je pense qu10n va rouler les ~ plus qulailleurs 
a. Trois-Rivieres tf 

reported one of the youngest informants, a 23 year-old profes-

sional. Four other informants referred particularly to Or] 

13 

8 

4 

17 

19 

3 

---
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as'being a characteristic of Trois-Rivieres French. The re

maining informants vievred some aspects of the vocabulary and 

idioms characteristic of Trois-Rivieres, as being features 

through which they had been identified as Trifluvians. 

Only one informant, a young male professional, . 
said that although he had sometimes been identified as Tri-

fluvi~, he had mostly been ,identified as an outsider, i.e. 

as someone coming from the region of Quebec city. The reason 

he gave to explain this laJS in his use of a uvular CR.1 as 

opposed to the more corrunonly used f!']. The experience of 

this young informant demonstrates that the linguistic change 

affecting use of an alveolar [r] in Trois-Rivieres has pro

bably taken place very r~pidly. Although it was in fact ob

served that most young speakers now used the uvular variety 

[R] (cf.table 25, section 2.6.1.1), this change does not 

seem to have been recognized yet, so that those speakers 

who use [R] could easily be identified as outsiders. This 

factor is interesting to note since it shows the degree of 

awareness which speakers may have of certain phonological 

tariables. 

Nearly half of the more educated informants and pro

fessionals reported that they had been identified as Triflu

~ans, whereas only 6% of the informants with between 10 

and 12 years of schooling and 10% of white collar workers 

recognized this fact~ None of the less educated speakers and 

none of the manual workers had the experience of being iden

tified as Trifluvians. There is also an interesting age 

differentiation to be observed from table 30 in which 42% 
of the youngest informants claimed to have been reoognized 

as Trifluvians through their speech, whereas only 11% of the 

midd1e~aged group and 8% of theo1dest group recognized this. 
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Fr.om the analysis of responses to other questions on linguis

tic attitudes, conclusions on these differences will be 

drawn • 

.3 .2 Recognition of linguistic differences bet\ .... een country 

and -town. 

The_ informants were asked if they sa\'1 any differen

ces between the speech of people living in the nearby coun

try and the speech of Trifluvians. Over 80% of the more edu

cated informants and professionals thought that people living 

in the country used different expressions and also different 

pronunciations from those of people living in a town. Between 

50% and 60% of the two other educational and occupational 

groups showed the same attitude. The informants vlho viewed 

country and town as being linguistically different reported 

that such differences were due to the occupation of the coun

try people, which is considered as harder physically, and also 

to the level of education of these people. 

The remaining informants considered that previous 

differences between country and town no longer existed. They 

attributed this to the influence of radio and television and 

also to the fact that nowadays town and country children go 

to the same schools. 

What can be observed already from these attitudes 

is that all informants are awqre of certain speech differences. 

Although some informants thought that there were no longer 

linguistic differences between country and town, all of them 

nevertheless showed awareness of linguistic features, since 
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t~ey regarded radio, television, level of education and 'iork 

as criteria through which differences in lIaccents" could 
occur or disappear. 

3.3 Recognition of social a_ccents withJn Trois-It1..vieT..££.. 

Immediately after the question on recognition of 

regional spe~ch differences, the informants were asked if 

they thought that all Trifluvians spoke in the same way 

or if some diff~rep.ces could be found between members of the 

community. 70% of professionals and nearly the same percen

tage of the most educated informants recognized the existence 

of social dialects within Trois-Rivieres. 45% of white collar 

workers and manual vlOrkers recognized this fact, vlhereas 50% 

of the least educated informants and 35% of the informants 

who have had between 10 and 12 years of education were aware 

of the existence of speech differences within the speech com

munity. 

'fhe inform.ants 'iho recognized differences uithin 

the Trifluvian community referred mainly to education as the 

most important factor in accounting.for such differences. Some 

referred to a different dialect for each social class. 

"Le journalier, il va parler le langage moins 
soigne qu l un medecin", 

as was reported by a middle-aged female manual worker (inf. 

F.3.5). Other informants referred to the family, as being a 

major factor since it is vTithin the family that a child learns 

to speak and how to speak. occupation was also viewed as 

important: 



"puis peut-@tre aussi le milieu de travail 
qui parfois, disons, force un individu a , 
parler un pen IIjoual", ou,clest mal vu 
peut-etre de parler trop bien", 
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as was pointed out by a young male professional (inf' .1-1.1 •. 2). 

Some informants also referred to onels area of residence as 

an important factor. As a young male professional states 

(inf.M.l.6) : 

"certains quartiers nlont jamais de commu
nication entre eux. A ce moment-la, ils 
ont pas beaucoup d1echange culturel, donc 
il~ ont des expressions particulieres( ••• ) 
Ie quartier Normanville avec le quartier 
Ste-Marguerite, c'est pas des quartiers qui 
coromuniquent beaucoup entre eux, donc ils 
ont des expressions particulieres ll • 

The a"lareness of differences bet'vieen various geogra

phical areas of Trois-Rivieres is interesting to note, since 

it represents in fact the Trifluvian geographical and social 

reality. As was seen in section 1.2.4 , Trois-Rivieres is a 

city in which geographical areas very often represent speci

fic social groups of the community, i.e. where geographical 

and social factors are strongly correlated. 

A last factor Vlhich VIas also seen as important in 

accounting for social differences is the age factor. 

"1<1ais avec des jeunes, puis des un peu plus 
vieux, vous allez voir une difference" , 

as was stressed by a 51 year-old female professional (inf. 

F.l.lO). 

All of these factors, i.e. education, family, occu

pation, place of residence, age, etc.,are in fact importru1t 

factors ,.,hich can account for speech differences within a 

community. Generally, about half of all informants appear 
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to, be aware of the existence of social differences within 

the conununity and, through that, of linguistic differences. 

Some informants not only stressed the existence of 

speech differences within Trois-Hivieres but also pointed out 

the linguistic areas where they thought such differences 

could be mainly found •. As was se~n in section 2.3.2 , some 

of the informants referred to the 'lise of archaic phonetic 

features as being a characteristic of less educated members 

of the community. Greater usage of English terms by manual 

workers was ~so mentioned: 

"disons les classes; on peut parler de 
classes. qui travaillent par exemple 
dans les moulins a papier. Il y a beau
coup de tournures anglaises tl ,,; 

as was pointed out by a young, male professional (inf .H.l.2). 

To mention the presence of more English terms in the speech 

of manual workers is not surprising, since major industries 

of Trois-Rivieres, like the paper mills, are in the hands of 

the English speaking minority. This fact seems to have had 

the same influence on Trois-Rivieres French, as it has had 

on Quebec French in general (cf.chapter l,section 1.1.2). 

Apart from the references to usage of archaic pho

netic features and English terms, which constitute the main 

characteristics of IIjoual", the informants referred to voca

bularyand syntax as being areas where differences could be 

found. A 68 year old"male professional (inf.H.l.S) said: 

11 et on a des gens qui ont pas eu les 
moyens, qui ont ete ouvriers, qui o~t 
vecu ensemble, puis qui ont conserve 
certaines expressions ( ••• ) avec mal
heureusement des expressions qui sor
tent du langage propre( ••• ), qu10n 
n I emploierait pas dans nre familIes" • 



A '27 year old female professional (inf.F.l.5) stat.ed: 

IISelon les classes sociales, clest different 
Les intonations sont differentes les ex- • 
pressions sont diff~rentes, c1esf-A-dire 
qu Ion n I emploiera pas les r:leme mots. La 
construction de phrases est differente 
aussi". 

A 38 year old female manual \'lorker (inf.F.3.5) stressed 

these aspects by giving such examples: 

I1Je prend mon cas a moi. ( ••• ) On va faire 
moins attention. ( ••• ) On peut dire "donne
moe ~ail. Dans les autres classes, i15 vont 
dire "est-ce que tu peux me le donner ll • 
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These answers show that speakers are aware of social diffe

rentiations which can be expressed through linguistic featu

res. Usually, however, most speakers showed more awareness 

of sti~natized linguistic features, such as mo~ and toe, 

than of any other linguistic feaT,ures. 'rheir attention is 

therefore mostly focused on items which have risen to social 
\ 

consciousness. 

3.4 Attitudes to\<Tards IIjoual". 

After having expressed their views on "social·accents" 

within Trois-Rivieres, info~ants were asked about their at

titude towards Ifjoual" and how they viewed this speech varie-

ty. 

Section 2.3.4 of chapter 2 was specially devoted 

to the description of "joual ll , since this form of speech lias 

related to usage of archaic phonetic features. Through the 



examination of subjective attitudes, however, it ,\-fill be 

possible to observ~ the reactions of 'l'rifluvians touards 

IIjoual". 
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The first observation which can be made from the 

results of table 30, is that there are no differences bet

ween any group when the neutral reaction is considered. 

Around 11% of the whole sample has a neutral reaction to

wards "joual", i.e viewing it as neither good nor bad~ A 

majority of speakers, however, show strong reactions tm·mrds 

this speech variety in either accepting its use or in rejec

ting it completely. 

When the informants who have clear-cut opinions 

about "joual" are considered, the following results occur: 

around 70% of the most .educated informants and professionals, 

and more than SO% of the least educated speakers and manual 

workers accept the use of II joual" vlithin the society .. ~ On the 

other hand, only 2S% of the informants who have had between 

10 and 12 years of schooling and 53% of the \-lhite collar vlor

kers group accepts its use, the remaining informants rejec

t.ing "joual" completely. However, indeperldently of the accep

tance or rejection of "joual-", this f"orm of speech has been 

generally characterized as follows: bad pronunciation and 

anglicisms. 

Within those who accept fljoual", there are diffe

rent degrees of acceptance to be observed. 

A young male professional (inf.H.l.l) expresses a 

full admission of "joua.J.!' in these terms: 

"1e vrai j oual. G rest don1lllage quand meme A 
cause de l'anglicisme qui s'infiltre par
tout. Mais clest la langue la plus vivante. 



Pour nous autres, clest une langue vrai
ment vivante. ( ••• )Elle va inventer des 
mots nouv~aux. Parler fran~ais, puis 
essayer de tres bien sfexprimer bien ~a 
't 1 (' '!:, C es pour es fran~ais. • •• ) Notre fa~on 

va etre beaucoup plus pres du joual". 
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This young professional regrets only the presence of angll

cisms in this form of speech. He nevertheless considers it 

as the on.ly form of language through uhich people can really 

express themselves. 

Another young male professional (inf.lv1.1.2) sho\,ls 

the same attitude towards IIjoual" although he admits that 

it is full of anglicisms and that the pronunciation is imper

fect. As he states: 

"il Y a beaucoup dlanglicismes la-dedans, 
puis de la mauvaise prononciation.( ••• ) 
Mais je .pense que le joual comme tel est 
bon purce qulen plus des mots, il y a , 
il me semble, un message la-dedans, une 
fa~on de s'exprimer,( ••• ) clest une cul
ture un peu qui parle ll • 

To accept IIjoual" completely and to see it as the 

vehicle of a culture is the view of 11 informants. Five of 

these informants are professionals with 13 or more years of 

schooling and 5 are manual workers with 9 or fewer. years of 

education • In addition, seven of these informants are under 

26 years of age. This last factor is interesting since it 

shows that young people may show more tolerant attitudes to

wards this speech variety than older people. This factor is 

confirmed by the behaviour of age groups in table 30, in 

which 81% of the youngest speakers show a positive attitude 

tow~ds n joual" against 50% of the middle-aged group and 42% 
of the oldest one who demonstrate the same attitude. The ge

nerally positive attitude of young speakers tmiards IIjoual
ll 
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iliustrates the tendency, called "jou.alisante ll , which wa~ 

mentioned in sectio~ 2.3.4 of chapte:: 2. Through this ten

dency, a revival of It!j oual" can be seen amongst young people, 

who view this form of speech as the best means of expressing 

their own culture. 

Thus far, attitudes refle'cting a full admission 01: 

IIjoual" have been observed. The remaining informants uho vTere 

classified under the heading accept it did in fact approve 

of IIjoual" but with reserve. 

21 informants approved of Itjoual ll only on some 

occasions, and especially to express sentiments such as j~, 

anger, etc., and for joking. On the other hand, they said 

one should use a better type of French when looking for a 

job, when talking "lith strangers, etc. For all of these in

formants, "joual ll is considered as good but limited since 

it can only be understood within the limits of the Province 

of Quebec. Therefore, the form of language to adopt for them 

is a more standard form of French. "Joual" nevertheless re

mains the most colourful and lively language to listen to 

although they \"Iould not accept it as the everyday language 

for themselves. "Joual" is seen by them as a speech variety 

suitable for specific domains of interaction, vlhich are all 

related to intimacy and friendship,whereqs for more offici

al occasions, a tlStandard French" is rather favoured. 

The attitude of the remaining seventeen informants 

towards IIjoual tl is entirely negative. They do not approve of 

its use for any member of the community, nor do they agree 

that it could express jokes and strong feelings in a more 

lively and accurate manner. They also condenm its use by 

playwrights and on television programs. IIJoual" is vievTed by 

them as a "deteriorationtt of the Fren.ch language and therefore 

should be completely eliminated. 
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; The negative attitude tovrards this speech variety 

is mostly represented in white collar workers, in informants 

wi~h betltTeen 10 and 12 years of schooling, in women, and fi

nally in older informants. The second-highest occupational 

and educational group is the most intolerant group, as far 

as its attitude t01'Tards II joual" is concerned. It was seen· 

in th.e cases of variable (a)-l (section 2.2.L.,) and of r

deletion (section 2.6.2.4) that white collar vTorkers behaved 

as manual workers in formal conversation, whereas their pat

tern of behaviour was approaching that of professionals in 

more careful ,speech contexts, thus showing more linguistic 

insecurity towards these variables. It vlOuld therefore seem 

that the most corrective group, at least for some linguistic 

variables, shows the most negative conscious attitude towards 

a speech variety now considered as ' ll bad ll speech. 

The results bbtained from the examination of atti

tudes towards "joual ll are similar to those obtained by Laber

ge and Chiasson-Lavoie,(197l), in their work in Hontreal, 

in that the highest-status and the Im'lest-status group show 

more positive attitudes towards "joual ll , whereas the middle

~anking status group dissociates itself the most from it. 

However, before drawing more definite conclusions on the si

gnificance of these attitudes, the other questions will be 

examined. 

3.5 Attitudes towards Trois-Rivi~res French 

The question the informants had to anm'ler concerned 

their attitudes towards general Trois-Rivieres French. vmat 
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iS,most interesting to note in table 30 is that more infor

mants show a positive attitude towards 'l'rois-Rivieres French 

than tm'/ards "joual". The positive attitude mainly concerns 

a clear agreement amongst all informants against Parisian 

French becoming the linguistic point of reference. All of 

them, without exception, rejected Parisian French as the" 

norm to adopt. This factor clearly indicates a need for se1f

identification through language. However, although rejecting 

Parisian French as the norm, some speakers show a negative 

attitude towards Trois-Rivieres French, whereas others consi

der it as acc.eptable. These two tendencies indicate the search 

for oners own linguistic norm, as previously mentioned in 

section 2.3.4 on Itjoual tl • 

The groups \--Thich have more members showing negati

ve attitudes towards Trois-Rivi~res French are: those who 

have had between 10 and 12 years of schooling, women, and 

finally older speakers as opposed to the informants aged 

between 15 and 24 • Although more informants are favourable 

to Trois-Ri vi~res french, the differentiations bet"reen groups 

of speakers are the same as those fOtL.'1.d "Then attitudes to"vlards 

Itjoual" were considered. 

The attitudes towards rrrois-Rivieres French are 

generally more favourable than towards "joual" since speakers 

feel the need to accept it, because it is the main form of 

language through which they can express themselves. On the 

other hand, many informants felt the need to improve it, as 

can be seen in responses to the next questions. 
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3.6 Efforts to change one's o\'m lan.gua~ and 

fi.,e£_C?gni tion of one I s diff~rent levels of language. 

At least two-thirds of the white collar workers 

group, of informants vTith between 10 and 12 years of educa

tion,.of women, and of older informants felt the need to cor

rect their own language and did not feel happy about the ~ray 

they spoke. This reaction is most interesting since it is 

exactly the same groups l/ho sholled a more negative attitude 

towards "joual" and general Trois-Rivieres French • It would 

therefore seem logical to assume that, the more a speaker 

dislikes his language, the more efforts he will make to cor

rect it. 

The negative attitude towards the city speech is, 

in many cases, directed by the informant towards his own speech 

as well. The pressures tOltJards a "betterll French, often asso

ciated with the highest- ranking gro~pls level of language 

in the mind of the speakers, are very strong. A 53 year old 

female manual worker reported this situation. 

"ea depend devant quel public on se trouve. 
Bien, si on est avec quelqu1un d1un petit 
peu plus haut place que nous autres,( ••• ) 
si on ne fait pas attention a notre parler, 
des fois on peut se faire remarquer". 

Such informants feel the need to conform to another 

form of speech when they do not interact within their peer 

group. A 33 year old shoemender a&nitted that he was not happy 

about his speech in general and described it as IIlousy". In 

consequence, he felt the need to correct his language in more 

official situations: 

"Non, on se force. 
place plus haute, 
force. Ii ne faut 

Quand on arrive a une 
si on veut, bien on se 

1 d ,. II 
pas par er e meme • 



As. to his OvTn speech, he states: 

"Non, je ne suis pas d'accord, parce aulon 
ne parle pas bien~ Bien parler, crest de 
prononcer comme il faut ••• 11 
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This informant ShOHS insecurity towo.rds his own language and 

represents the attitude of all other informants who .. mnted 

to correct their mill speech. 'rhis need of correction is main

ly directed towards a better pronunCiation, a more accurate 

vocabulary, and finally, and to a lesser degree, better syn

tactic structures. This attitude could be described as a reac

tion to pressure from above, through ''ihich speakers feel in

security towards their own speech and aim at correcting it. 

There may, however, be equally powerful pressures 

from below. From such pressures, speakers are a1.fare of the 

need for the st:lle shifts, \'ihich were observed by means of 

the phonological variables. These speakers are conscious of 

the need to adapt one's own language according to the situa

tion. This can be more easily observed in the anSHers on re

co~ition of one's different levels of language, i.e. ques

tion 7. 

In the answers to this question, it is very inte

resting to note that, generally, the groups who were in favour 

of "joual", who accepted Trois-Rivieres French, and who showed 

less need to correct their everyday speech are the same groups 

who recognize to a higher degree the reality of one's dif

ferentstyles of speech, and vice versa. These informants 

are usually very aware of pressures from above and from below, 

i.e. that they are conscious of both influences in their lan

guage. A young male professional reported his O\ffi experience 

in these terms: 

flje vais parler joual, puis je vais sacr~r 
avec le monde qui sacre puis qui parle Joual. 
Je vais essayer de parler mieux avec des gens 
qui s' expriment un peu mieu.x ll

• 
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A 32 year old female professional shovled the same attitude, 

saying: 

"Non. Je ne parle pas toujours de 1a merne 
fa~on. Je vais etre avec un certain groupe 
de ·personnes, puis ,j e vais faire beaucoup 
attention a mon langage. Puis il y a d'au
tres fois que je vais me laisser aller. Si 
je suis avec un groupe qui parle joual, je 
vais etre portee plut.5t 'a me la.isser aller 
pour ne pas paraf:tre pedante". 

This attitude is very interesting since it shm<J5 a desire to 

conform not only with those who are regarded as speaking mo

re correctly; but also with those who are identified as spea

king "joual". This latter case indicates pressures from belo,,; 

to which some speakers respond in order to be socially accep

ted and not to be identified as snobbish. Another young fe

male white collar worker feels the same pressure by stating: 

ItHais turencontres quelqu1un qui parle tres 
bien, ••• les gens sont portes a rire de ~a 
en disant: elle fait sa snob". 

A young male manual \'lorker ''lho had had 13 years of schooling 

but who was working with unskilled vlOrkers at the time of 

the interview, explained how this factor had an effect on 

his speech: 

"~a depend du milieu avec qui je vais etre. 
Comme je travaille ici dans Ie moment, alors 
je me laisse peut-~tre un peu aller. Je ne 
devrais pas, mais •• I1 • 

The pressure from below is felt very strongly by this infor

mant since he felt that he could spe~{ more correctly but 

did not because of his environment. 

All of the reactions reported above shoN the spea

ker's awareness of language. They feel the need either to 

correct their own language, or to leave it as it is. In ad
conscious that their dition, some groups of speakers· are very 
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society consists of different groups and that lang . uage re-
flects this reality. Not only are they a\ofare of this reality, 

but moreover, they accept it by adapting thh;r lan • v. guage accor-
ding to the people with \-{hom they are. On the other hand , 
although perhaps recognizing the same reality, other spea-

kers do not react in the same way since they do not think 

of themselves as having different speech styles. These infor

mants reported that they ah·rays sp~ke in the same way, \'fhatever 

the situation, since they wanted to be natural and to remain 

themselves. 

3.7 Is language a factor through Hhich judgments can be made? 

The last question put to the informants was asked 

in order to find out if informants viewed language as an 

indicator of someone's status. 

As table 30 illustrates, the great majority of all 

informants recognized the fact that language provided reliable 

cues as to someone's social status. The general agreement 

on this question was that the level of education of a person 

could be easily identified through language. Informants agreed 

that they themselves passed judgment on the education of a 

person just by listening to his speech. Another common point 

of agreement amongst informants was that they refused to judge 

the personality, qualities, etc., of someone by language alone, 

since it could be misleading. However, they all felt that lan

guage was generally a good reflection of someone's occupation 

and level of education. 
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3.8 Differences in linguistic attitudes of various groups. 

Hen v. women 

As the sexes'reports on linguistic attitudes are 

compared, a series of significant differences are found. These 

differences are found "'There attitudes towards II joual" and rrrois

Rivieres French are concerned and also where informants made 

an evaluation of their own speech (cf.questions 6 and 7) • 

It can clearly be observed that men favour II joual ll and 11rois

Rivieres French in a greater proportion than women. At the 

same time, men show less need to correct their own language 

although more men recognize themselves as having different 

levels of language. Vlomen therefore show the highest degree 

of awar~ness of what they consider "good ll speech and at the 

same time show much greater linguistic insecurity than men. 

These factors are confirmed by the patterns of style shifting 

of women, which were greater than those of men for almost all 

phonological variables studied. The subjective attitudes of 

men and women can therefore be seen as reflecting accurately 

their obj ecti ve pat terns of behaviour to\'rards the variables 

examined in this study (1). 

Occupation and education 

These two sociological parameters are as important 

in.accounting for differences in linguistic attitudes as they 

are in explaining different patterns of behaviour in the 

treatment of the phonological variables. There are two types 

of social structure emerging from the results in table 30. 

(1) cf. \i.Labov,(1966a),p.495 for similar results 
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1- The first type of structure is sho';m by the first three 

questions. Through these questions, ~nformants could express 

their awareness of the existence of different dialects con

cerning: Trois-Rivieres ,as opposed to other geographical re

gions in Quebec, Trois-Rivieres as opposed to the nearby 

country, and finally different accents within Trois-Rivie~es 

itself. 

The a\'iareness of "accentslt , either geographical 

or social, is mostly represented by professionals and the most 

educated informants. These two groups of speakers are signi

ficantly more conscious of the existence of different forms 

of speech than any other group, and this factor could be ex

plained by their awareness of linguistic features. As was 

seen in section 3.3 for example, it is often informants of 

these groups who pointed out features such as pronunciation, 

syntactic structures, etc., as being areas \-lhere differences 

in speech could occur. 

In addition, their patterns of style shifting to

wards phonological variables demonstrated their awareness of 

these. It is true that style shifting indicates linguistic 

insecurity and these groups are probably insecure about cer

tain linguistic variables. On the other hand, their pattern 

of style shifting is more stable than that of white collar 

workers, since usually, they are clearly differentiated 

from other occupational and educational groups, which is not 

always the case for ""hite collar workers. In addition'] it was 

observed that, professionals and the most educated informants 

were the leading groups in usage of more prestigious forms 

of speech. Socially speaking, these informants are most pro

bably aware of their pri vile,ged social status and therefore 

may equally be aware of language as a reflection of regional 

and social differentiations. 
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2- 'rhe second type of structure which emerges froD. questions 

about approval or disapproval of language and about the need . . 
to correct or change one' 5 language i.s different from that 

obtained from the recognition of different types of speech, 

since in the present case professionals and manual workers , 
and the most educated informants together with the least edu-

cated ones form the groups shovang·the most positive attitu

des tovmrds "joual" and Trois-Rivieres French. In addition, 

these groups shoH the least need to change their languaee. 

These factors demonstrate that these groups of speakers are 

more secure about their language than the middle-ra~~ing 

status group. It was mentioned in section 3.4 that white 

collar workers and the middle-ranking educational group sho

,-red the most linguistic insecurity tm'mrds some phonological 

variables. At the same time, they also display the most ne

gative attitude towards "joual" and T;rois-Rivieres French 

~d they express a stronger need to change their ovm langua

ge. The linguistic insecurity revealed here is probably due 

to the nature of the social class position of these groups. 

They are in fact in the middle of the two other extreme groups 

by. their level of education~ income, job's status, etc. 

These factors might lead them to try to acquire 

more status by means of a "bet terti language, vlhich they as

sociate with the highest-ranking group's speech. Another fac

tor which serves to verify the linguistic insecurity present 

in this group to a higher degree, is that it is this group 

which admits at a lower level that it can adapt its language 

according to the type o;f situation faced. The faculty of 

adapting one's own language according to external factors, 

or ~t least the recognition of such facts, demands a certain 

degree of linguistic security. This linguistic security seems 

to be lacking especially in the middle-ranking group (1). 

(1) cf. P. Trudgill, (1974); vl.Labov, (1966a); Laberge and Chiasson
Lavoie,(197l), for similar findings. 
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: In ~rifluvians I attitudes to';'lards thel' r h ovm speec , 
the lowest-ranking group is seen to ~av(j the·same percentage 

as.that of the highest-ranking group as far as positive reac

tions are concerned. This finding correlates vlith the results 

of phonological variables, where manual workers and the least 

educated informants showed the least linguistic insecurity 

by often displaying the lowest degree of style shifting. Ei

ther because of a lack of awareness of linguistic features 

or because of an acceptance of their social status, the spea

kers belonging to these groups show linguistic security to 

a higher degree, this being demonstrated by their positive 

attitude towards "joual" and Trois-Rivi~res French as well 

as by the least desire to change one I s language (1). 

The above findings can be sUmITlarized by saying 

that white collar vlOrkers and informants who have had between 

10 and 12 years of schooling sho1'[ the greatest linguistic 

insecurity, and the two other occupational and educational 

groups the least. 

Age differences. 

In the data available in table 30, there were some 

differences by age in the respondents I reports on recognition 

of different accents. Hore of the youngest informants repor

ted being recognized as Trifluvians through their speech and 

more of the informants aged bet\'feen 15 to 44 recognized the 

existence of different "accents" bet'\'/een country and town and 

within Trois-Rivieres itself. 

(1) cf. W.Labov,(1966a), p.495 for similar findings. 
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, In the questions on attitudes tmlards II joual ll 

and Trois-Ri vi~res French, the youngest informants Shovled 

the highest percentage of positive attitudes as opposed to 

the two other age groups. Conversely, they shoried the lO\'Test 

tendency to change their language and they recognized the 

presence of speech styles in their own speech to a greate~ 

extent. 

On the other hand, the middle-aged group together 

with the oldest one had higher proportions of negative atti

tudes towards' any form of speech, including their own. Older 

informants of the sample, therefore, appear to be the most 

linguistically insecure towards language. 

It was stated in section 2.3.4 that Quebecers in 

general are trying to discover their m·m linguistic norm. 

Parisian French is rejected as the norm to adopt, but, on the 

other hand, people are not satisfied with their own language; 

both factors contribute to a degree of linguistic insecurity. 

With the behaviour of older informants, it can be observed 

that Trifluvians feel the same pressure to find a linguistic 

norm and that such linguistic insecurity has arisen from such 

pressure. As expressed by the shoemender (inf.M.3.4) , people 

feel that: liOn parle pas bien lt • 

The degree of linguistic insecurity greater in older 

informants and lower in the youngest respondents is closely 

related to the politico-economical situation in Quebec. If 

section 1.1 is recalled, i.e. the section in which an overall 

view of French in Quebec and Canada as well as of the social 

status of the French speaking population was described, a 

high correlation can be found between the linguistic insecu

rity observed in some groups of 'frifluvians and their social 
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st'atus • Given the inferiority of the socio-economic status 

of the average Fren~h Quebecer compared with the status of 

the average member of the mglish minority in Quebec, and 

given the defensive position of the french language in ~2uebec, 

it is not surprising that people, such as the informants 

concerned here, associate this negative ethnic image with their 

language. The social situation faced by Trifluvians is in fact 

the same as that found in Quebec in general, since the main 

industries of Trois-Rivieres are in the hands of the English 

speaking minority (cf.section 1.2.1,table 1). 

What could be reported as an inferiority complex 

on the part of older speakers towards their language is houever 

significantly decreasing in younger speakers. This factor is 

not more surprising than the linguistic insecurity found amongst 

older speakers. Hithout giving a full account of the actual 

political situation in ("luebec, it has nevertheless to be noted 

that there has, in recent years, been much discussion on the 

status of French in Quebec. In recognition of the danger this 

language is facing, many Francophone Quebece:r;.s have demai'1ded 

a reduction not only of the practical status of English in 

business and industry, but also an abolition of its legal sta

tus as official language in Quebec (1"). Through this political 

and cultural struggle, which ~as started fairly recently, 

strong nationalist feelings have arisen and have been mainly 

manifested by a no less strong identification with "joual" 

and the Quebec French accent. 

Since this demand for language survival and for 

political autonomy has become a major issue mainly since the 

1960ls , it is not surprising to find that it is the youngest 

(1) B.y the recent pfficial LanguaKc Act (JulY.19?4~, French 
has been made the only official language In ~uebec. 
However, see section 1.1.1,- p.20 " 
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iriformants of the sample who shmvthe greatest degree of 

linguistic security, at least at a csmsclous level, and the 

highest acceptance of IIjoual ll and of Trois-Rivieres French 

in general. 

Horeover, the above observations reveal clearly 

the role language plays as a reflection of society. Language, 

i.e. the "{laY people use it and vie'\>l it, does not only reflect 

the social differentiation present in an industrialized so

ciety like Trois-Rivieres, but is also rul accurate reflec

tion of. the di vergen"t political and social ideologies of the 

same society. In Trois-Rivieres, positive attitudes tm"lards 

language are closely linked with the status of the speaker 

and how this speakers viel-Is himself, and they are moreover 

associated with his perception of Quebecers in general and 

of the status of their culture. 

3 .9 Summary 

With this chapter, the subjective evaluation of 

the speech of 'rrois-Rivieres has been concluded .. The infor

mants interviewed showed very definite attitudes towards 

language in general and, although expressing views in dif

ferent waY3, they proved the existence of a single speech 

°t Th for eX~Ynplp-, members of the conwunity communl y. ere were, ~-

who expressed negative views tmmrds language and these could 

be found among all sub-groups of the sample, and the same 

applied for speakers who had positive attitudes. All group~ 

were therefore seen to participate in all the range of va

lues associated with language. Although part of the same 
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co~unity, groups of speakers "[ere nevertheless differentia

ted by the degree of their negative or positive attitudes. 

Women, older speakers and the nuadle':'ranking occup~tional 

and educational group showed the least favourable attitudes 
towards the language. 

The differentiations bet1rfeen the subjective atti

tudes of groups tovmrds language were interesting not only 

in themselves, but also because they appeared to be in close 

correlation \-{ith the social differentiations found in the 

e~aination ~f phonological variables. Speakers appeared to 

react to the pressure exerted with a need for confor~mity ,dth 

the socio-economic highest-ranking group, as demonstrated by 

the attitudes of white collar workers for exarnple, as vrell 

as to the pressure to find a norm consisting of a IIbetter" 

French, as shmffi by the percentage of speakers who felt the 

need to correct their language. Heaction to pressures of this 

sort appeared, hOvfever, to be counterbalanced by a need for 

conformity with a cultural tradition, due to which speakers 

rejected Parisian French as the norm, and also due to which 

speakers accepted the most. extreme variety of Quebec French, 

namely II j oual n • 

The description of all the values associated with 

native speech pattern, which are at present closely related 

to political ideologies, is hOVlever an unfinished task which 

will have to be completed in future studies. 



Chapter 4 

SYNTHESIS 
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4.0 The nature of variability 

The preceding chapters of this study have been con

cerned with the attempt to cope with the lingui~t.ic variation 

present in the Trifluvian cO~~ill1ity. It was seen that each 

phonological feature studied offered two or several alterna

tive forms to a speaker, and that this speaker responded to 

these choices by operating in terms of optionality. 

The· variability found for the phonological variables 

studied appeared to be maintained even in the most closely 

specified phonological and syntactic environments and to be 

constrained by these environments. Independently of any eA-ter

nal factors, the application of the rules concerning usage of 

a back rounded half-open segment , of diphthongized vocalic 

elements, of opening of half-open segments, and of r-deletion 

were all subject to phonetic conditioning, as shovm by the 

percentages in the incidence of the application of these rules. 

These phonological constraints operated to the same degree for 

every speaker, in that a rule applied more often in a particular 

environment than in another one, and this for all informants. 

Although varia.bility has been seen to be constrained . 
by specific phonological and syntactic environments, it was 

in fact the case that variation viaS also constrained, to va

rying degrees, by social and stylistic factors. The fact that 

variable use of a given feature carried social and/or stylis

tic meaning was not seen in an all-or-none perspective. On 

the contrary, the aggregation of performance speech data in 

var~ous ways revealed the ey~stence of regularities which for

med a part of the "cor.nInunicative competence ll of normal native 

speakers, although most were not categorical. 
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A quantitHti ve methodology has been c.pplied to a 

set of linguistic data 'iith the aim of producing sets of rules 

des'cribing competence, but involving selection of various 

informants speaking in a variety of social contexts. The V8.

riables studied were used in different ways with the social 

and stylistic structures, and "lith the complex processes of 

linguistic change. 

The variables have been studied on a synchronic 

level and the distinctions which appeared in the use of the 

variables had to do mainly with the categorical v. the variable 

nature of the social and stylistic marking involved. Some va

riables appeared to be stable linguistic markers, showing 

both social and stylistic variations without change in "ap_ 

parent time n in the age distribution, whereas other variClbles 

showed less stylistic variation, or served to mark two oppo

site sets of underlying social values. It therefore appeared 

clear that although speakers could be differentiated in one 

way for one particular variable, this differentiation could 

take another dimension for another variable, so that a dif

ferent ordering of speakers occurred. 

The complexity of social, stylistic, and linguistic 

structures appeared throughout this study, and it is not al

ways easy to draw general conclusions on the various proces

ses in which variables were involved. Nevertheless, agreement 

between the informants intervimofed occurred in more than one 

case and thereafter regularities in speech data could be found.' 

As was stated often during the present investigation, 

the 'notion of "degree" was the basic assumption in the expla

nation of the sometimes opposite speech behaviour found. The 

notion of degree is most important since it constitutes the 

basic explanation of variability. 
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rrhis approach follm·1S Labov' s proposal to incorpo

rate systematic var~_ation into linguistic description. Hhere 

variability is present in linguistic data, it is explained 

in terms of "variable rule ll
, \>There the relative frequency of 

a rule's application can be predicted and such predicted fre-

quency becomes an integral part of the structural description 

of the rule, i.e. of the linguistic' competence of a speaker. 

A "variable rule" analysis (1) incorporates also speakers 

showing categorical behaviour for rules which are variable 

for others. Since a variable rule model deals with predicted 

relative frequencies in the application of a given rule, 

discrepancies between relative frequencies in different sub

groups of speakers will not most of the tDne be of the order 

o to 1, but rather in between these two extremes, so that a 

question of degree will represent discrepancies betvreen these 

relative frequencies. 

Relative differences of degree in the application 

of a rule very often indicate stylistic variation and social

ly meaningful differences between individuals or groups of 

individuals. These differences of degree are present in all 

aspects of the linguistic data where variability is present, 

so that a rule is seen to apply more often in a given phono

logical and/or syntactic envi~onment than in another, in a 

specific contextual style compared with another, and finally 

in certain sub-groups of speakers a·s opposed to other sub

groups. 

Given the techniques used in this investigation 

to discover the linguistic environments of the element in 

which the probability of application of a rule may be affec

ted, and given further the elicitation of different contex

tual styles and the grouping of informants into various 

~l) cf. H.Cedergren and D.Sankoff,(l97~). 
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sub-groups, it has now to be seen how these various dimen

sions correlate with each other. 

4.1 Constraints of phonological environments. 

In the investigation of phonological variables, it 

was observed that a particular rule could apply in specific 

phonological environments, whereas this rule did not operate 

categorically in others. 1'he notion of environment was seen 

to include different kinds of phonological constraints. Each 

of these constraints was regarded as independent, i.e. as 

contributing independently from other constraints to the pro

bability of application of a given rule. Following this hy

pothesis, discrepancies in the application of these phonolo

gical constraints were often found. 

In considering a large number of occurrences \'lhere 

any given rule could apply, it appeared that the various al

ternative realizations of a variable were not only phonologi

cally conditioned, but that all informants shm-ling variability 

in their realization of any given rule reacted in the same 

direction to the phonological constraints. An important agree

ment was therefore found amongst all informants, so that when 

the various variables are considered, the following evidence 

is provided: 

It \'las seen in sections 2.2 et seq., that this rule 

applies in a non-final, final free, and final closed syllable. 
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However, for all speakers and for all contextual styles, 

the degree to which this rule operates is dependent on the 

phonological environment in which an open back unrounded 

/aL/ is used instead of an open front unrounded la/. Thus, 

the degree to \-,hich this rule operates follovlS the order: 

/ a. ,I-l ~X(:)J} / 
. 

final" free syllable) non-final syllable) 

final closed syllable 

From the data obtained, to which a quantitative methoaology 

has been applied," it can be predicted that higher incidence 

of [oj will be found in a final free syllable, whereas a 

minimum degree of "application of this rule will be found when 

/ a./ occurs in a final closed syllable. 

2- V ttloni}---} (diphthongization) 

In the study of diphthongized vocalic segments,it 

was seen that realization of a long vocalic element ~s a diph~ 

thong was subj ect to many factors. 'rhe t""0 vowels / e / and I a I 
were seen to be liable to become diphthongized before any 

final consonant, so that / e /, I Q / --7<[f~: _a.'\f:]) / -C1..1f • 

On the other hand the two other half-open segments /00 / anc:b 

I~ / were found to be diphthongizedonly vThen followed by Ir/. 
Th~s, /00 /, /0 / > ([cr '(: - 'O\1:,J) / -rll-. 

In addition, the degree to which these VOl-leIs were 

diphthongized appeared always in the order: I e/ > / a./ -
/ E.. - 06 / + r > / ~ / + r , implying that / e. / , long histori

cally, is the vocalic element in Hhich the most frequent oc

currences of diphthongs can be predicted, /J / is the element 

where less diphthongs are to be· expected, vlhereas for / Q /, 

/ E.. / and / oe / + r, a similar degree of diphthongization will 

be found. 
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'l'he opening of half-open segments was seen to take 

place only when these vocalic elements llere folloHed 9Y /r /. 

Each segment was involved in linguistic change, and opening 

of /00 / into [I\~ \vas seen to be at the earliest stage of the 

process, by being realized at the lowest level by all infor

mants. 

4- /r/ 
C(r)w 
V(r)C (-\) 
V (r )it 
V(r )t~ 
C(r)\-

r-deletion can occur only in these phonological en

vironments. Variability occurred in r-delet:Lon for all of 

these environments. However, the degree to which /r/ was de

leted by all informants was the greatest in the environment 

-C(r~ , and the lowest in the environment -V(r)C (if) , 

whereas for the remaining phonological environments, /r/ was 

deleted to nearly the same· extent, thus giving the follo\'dng 

ordering: 

/r/--¥!I>/ -C(r}tf> C(r)w, V(r>t ' V(r)f fc ) V(r)C 

The rules which have been given here are not simply 

summaries of the performance data of particular sub-groups 

of the Trifluvian community. They are general constraints 

reflecting the linguistic system of this speech cOIDlllunity. 

These constraints influence the degree to which rules will 

apply and each of them is equally important in accounting for 

variability in their realizations. 

Although phonological environments operate as cons

traints in the application of a rule, it is, in addition, the 



case that variability in rules is also constrained, to va

rying degrees, by stylistic and social factors. In order to 

emphasize: .the importance of each of these t\<lO latter factors , 
these "Till be examined separately for each variable rule con-

cerned in this study. 

4.2 The structure of stylistic variation 

In the study of phonological variab~es of Trois

Rivieres French, the purpose was to isolate different con

textual speech styles in highly comparable interview situa

tions with various informants, so as to discover regular pat

terns of behaviour governing the use of phonological variables 

in the speech of these informants. 

The dimensions of stylistic variation do not usually 

indicate that phonological variables are composed of discrete 

units which alternate in an all-or-none ralationship. On the 

contrary, the speech styles are rather viewed as a continuum, 

i..e. as illustrating situations in wh~ch a speaker passes from 

careful to increasingly more casual speech, according to the 

situation and the topic, the listener remaining a constant 

factor in the interview situation. The contrasts between speech 

styles are generally underlined by the value each phonoiogical 

variable has in each contextual style. These variables do not 

operate in an all-or-none relationship but rather in terms 

of differences in their frequencies of occurrence. 'rhus, it 

is the frequency of occurrence of a variable in a given style 

contrasting with another frequency of occurrence of this same 

variable in another. style which takes stylistic significance. 
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Evidence from the present study shov!s that contex-

tual constraints are apparent in 5hl" ft-ing " t' ~ pronuncla lon pat-
terns of speakers. 

However, when a speaker is required to pronounce 

a single word in isolation from any real verbal context, it 

is possible that he may elicit more affected pronunciations. 

Such a case happened in what has been called "careful style ll 

in this study. vJhatever limitation such contextual style may 

have, however, it was seen that all speakers reacted in the 

same way towards this style by showing sDuilar patterns of 

style shifts •. Noreover, this style seems to have served as 

an important means of eliciting a formal setting. In this 

formal verbal situation, the pressure to adopt the prestige 

speech forms appeared clearly. 

When moving to more careful speech styles, it is 

in fact the social value attached to a variable \Vhich appears. 

Speakers use a variable a.t a certain level in more casual 

speech. If this variable ha.s social significance, the value 

attributed to it will appear in careful speech styles, in 

which the attention of a speaker will be to reproduce as 

much as he can of the prestige form of speech, i.e. to rea

lize the social value he gives to a variable. 

The styles of speech elicited in this study are or

ganized along a single dimension according to the amount of 

attention paid to speech. Usually, most speakers follow a 

regular pattern of style shifting in the same direction, but 

higher or lower degrees of style shifts in the absolute va

lues of a variable according to awareness and self-control 

are also present. In fact, all speakers do not react to the 

same degree to the -pressure to use a prestige form in more 

formal speech situations. 
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Taking into account the techniques used for isola-
ting contextual styles \,lithin the interview 51· t t· . t ' Jua lon, 1 

should now be seen how the stylistic ·d1·mensl·on 1 t . . corre a es 
with the phonological variables. For this purpose, the pho
nological variables may be ordered in the follovling way: 

2- Archaic features 

3- /r/ ) (¢~ 
• I 

4- / e / --7 (Ct~]> 
higher ranking
status groups 

5- /00 / ----7([I\~]) 

6- / E. / ~<[ f~J) 
lower ranking
status group 

7- / ~ /--4)(C'oD) 

8- Vt!-longl ) 
(diphthortgization) 

E§. 

X 

x 

x 

x 

x 

'X 

Q§. 

< X 

x 

::: X 

< X' 

< X 

< X 

X 

• ( X 

f£ 
( X 

< X 

( X 

( X 

< X 

) X 

> X 

> X 

These relationships demonstrate the degree to which 

each variable was used in different contextual styles. Although 

some variations from these generalizations were found in the 

detailed description of each variable, the type of ordering 

exhibited above nevertheless reflects the general style shifts 

of all informants. 

For the first five variables, all informants apply 

the' variable rules the least often in reading style, with there

after a regular increase in their application obtaining a ma

ximum application in formal conversation. The last three 
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variables show that all speakers responded to the rules to 

a maximum degree in careful style, ylhereas the use of these 

rules decreased in formal conversation and reading style. 

(fhe absolute values of the varic.bles do not appear 

III this ordering of speech styles, but it is nevertheless 

obvious that the structure of stylistic variation is essen

tially the same for all informants intervie-wed. In this com

parison of speech styles, it appears that Trois-Rivieres is 

a speech community, which shares a common evaluation of the 

same variables. These variables serve of course to differen

tiate groups of speakers, in that the degree to which each 

group \'lill use a variable "Iill be different. However, the 

structures of stylistic variation seen above demonstrate the 

concrete existence of a common set of evaluative values. They 

moreover demonstrate that individuals possess a "speech reper

toire" (1) from which they can operate in terms of degree in 

the selection of speech forms according to the nature of si

tuational constraints. An important aspect which is derived 

from the observation of regular patterns of style shifting 

is that of lIaccent mobilityll, or of the individuals 1 ability 

to modify their pronunciation according to the situation and 

topic. 

Thus, it can be assumed that all individuals are 

able, however slightly, to modify their speech, by decreasing 

or increasing their use of certain linguistic features ac

cording to the social value attributed to these features and 

according to the formality or non-formality of the situation 

faced. 

(1) For the notion of "speech repertoire ll see: Giles,(l973») 
J.J.Gumperz,(1964a); Ervin-Tripp,(1964). 
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\ However, there is a second dimension of linguistic 

variation', which appears in the differentiation of speakers 

by their social characteristics, 1.6. the dimension of social 

variation. 

4.3 Social structure 

As was seen in section 4.2 on stylistic structure 
. ' 

the Trifluvian informants show a remarkable agreement in 

the patterns of stylisti~ variation. 'fo study social variation, 

it was necessary to isolate different contextual styles since 

the context of a formal interview does not elicit casual 

speech:'. The success of the elicitation of a some\'lhat normal 

conversation is to be seen in the patterns of style shifts 

which were found. 

Although agreement in the patterns of stylistic 

variation between all informants has been found, the style 

shifts might be more or less important according to the group 

of speakers concerned. This is where social variation comes 

into play. It is the different value each group gives to a 

variable in the same contextual style which indicates social 

differentiation. 

Where individuals or groups of individuals are con

cerned, it is the objective social and economic indicators 

giving approximate cues as to the position of these:individuals 

which constitute the basic means of correlation with the ob

servation of language used in everyday social interaction. 

Since important factors such as relations of superior-inferior 

between two speakers, the degree of authority, intimacy, etc. 
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cannot be accounted for by well-developed measures in a 

formal interview, it seems important to connect the lin

guistic behaviour observed \'lith objective indicators such 

as education, occupation, sex, etc. From such a correlation, 

the way in which an individual presents himself in some so

cial settings l"iill become apparent, and general information 

about the way his status is reflected through his language 

will be provided. 

Not all of the linguistic material carries social 

meaning. Howeyer, with those elements of language carrying 

such meaning, the question of linguistic .change arises imme

diately. Since language is here correlated with the status 

of individuals, changes in language can be correlated either 

with real changes in the social position of a sub-group or 

with changes in an individual1s indentification \'lith a par

ticular sub-group. As Labov writes: 

"Current evidence sho\,1s that most in
coming changes follow significant 
social distributions before they re
gister any stylistic shifting" (1). 

Where there is social and/or stylistic variation 

present amongst groups of speakers, it usually indicates a 

change in the social value attributed to a given variable. 

This change can sometimes be seen in the different value 

each generation of a speech communi~y may give to a varia

ble. H01"ieVer, changes are not always observable in lIapparent 

time" and it is often through the mere existence of variable 

behaviour towards a linguistic feature that linguistiC change 

will be indicated. 

From the various types of variables which can be 

encountered in a linguistic study, Labov has defined three 

(1) W.Labov,(1972b), p.284 
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ma;i.n categories of variables \'lhich account for the different 

social and stylistic distributions of these variables. 

"~dicators", "markers", and "stereotypes ll (1) offer diffe

rent types of distribution, but all of them have social si

gnificance. In order to summarize the finding of the prece

ding chapters, the differentiations found between groups of 

speakers for the vario)ls variables will be considered again • 

. A- stereotypes 

A linguistic stereotype is a social fact since it 

has risen to social consciousness. It can be subject to overt 

conunent and it is often referred to vlhen language is the topic 

of a discussion. The linguistic features labelled as IIstereo

types ll in this study concern the use of archaic phonetic 

features. As was seen in section 2.3.2 and in chapter 3 , 

there is a variety of social values associated with such ste

reotypes. Some of these features are heavily stigmatized, such 

as the use of moe, toe, etc., but are nevertheless resistant, 

as the behaviour of lower-ranking groups showed. others have 

varying degrees of prestige, such as th] or [KJ instead of 

/.3 / and / S /, considered as features of mens t speech, whereas 

.others might carry more positive values, such as the opening 

of Ie. / into f?eJ present in the speech of higher-ranking 

status groups. 

Social stigmatization of some stereotypes has led 

to a more rapid linguistic change, in that almost complete 

disappearance of the features can be observed. Examples of 

, such change can be seen in the· features Ul] , Lx] , and (~~ 
(cf.table 13, section 2.3.3.1). 

(1) H.Labov, (1970), p.205 
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However, all cases of stigmatized lineuistic fea

tures in Trois-Rivieres French have qemonstrated the exis

tence of two different sets of linguistic behaviour. Higher 

educational and occupational groups shOl'l presence of any of 

the stereotypes at a very low level, and,usually, these are 

absent in the speech of these groups in the context of the 

interview situation. On the contrary, most of these features 

are present to a high degree in the most informal speech 

style of the lowest occupational and educational groups. 

These: linguistic stereotypes are the features 

through which the most important occupational and educational 

differences were found. They constitute linguistic features 

consciously rejected by higher-ranking status groups, and 

this rejection leads to strong pressure from above for lOvrer

ranking groups to conform to this social evaluation. These 

latter respond strongly to this overt pressure from above 

by displaying very important style shifts. Their pattern of 

behaviour in more formal speech styles is sometimes the oppo

site of that in formal conversation. The linguistic stereotypes 

studied constitute an accurate reflection of social indices. 

They represent an example where social status and social va

lues strongly correlate with linguistic behaviour. 

Another interesting factor which can arise from 

a change in the value attributed to some linguistic features 

is that of linguistic change leading to new pronunciations 

of the phonemes under overt social comment. Such case can 

be seen in the linguistic change affecting the long vocalic 

element / E.. /. 
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B- Markers . 

As was reported in section 2.3.2, linguistic mar

kers show both social and st~rlist.ic variation. The opening 

of the half-open front unrounded I c I before Irl is probably 

offering a case of a new linguistic marker. The phenomenon 

of opening this vocalic segment is probably due to the pre

sence of a following Ir/, as the same is true for the two 

other half-open vowels, i.e. lcel and I~ I. However, the 

social and st~listic variations present in the case of Ie I 
demonstrate that there is more in the explanation of this 

change than the mere presence of a follmiing consonant. 

It was in fact seen that Ie I + r can be realized 

as a half-close vowel, i.e. [e II . This latter pronunciation 

constitutes a linguistic stereotype and is strongly correlated 

with uneducated and lOvier class speech. This fact is confir

med by the behaviour of groups of speakers towards this form 

of speech (cf.table 13,section 2.3.3.1) • The rejection of 

this archaic speech form ha.s led to a linguistic change, 

namely the opening of I e. I +r into [~U. In this change, young 

speakers of higher-ranking status groups are the leaders and 

they are followed'by older members of their group. 

There are two pressures from above present for the 

same variable: 

1- rejection of [e €:I as a realization of I e. I +r by bigher

ranking groups; 

2- adoption of a new form by these same groups, 

of the phoneme into [t~. 

i.e. opening 

Lower-ranking status groups react to both pressures accordingly. 

They first reduce considerably their usage of ~ TI in more 
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formal speech styles and conversely increase their use of 

(t~J in the same contextual styles. HOYfever, the informants 

of this latter group are not affected'to the same degree by 

these pressures from above, since it was observed that men , 
and especially older ones, reacted most strongly to these 

in showing the highest degree of style shifting. 

Thus, the above factors demonstra.te that a linguis

tic change may originate froIll a socially rejected speech form, 

in which the stylistic and social stratifications present in 

the newly adopted form, here [t~ , constitute a linguistic 

marker. 

Cases of linguistic markers have also been most 

consistently represented in the ca.se of variable (a)-l and 

of r-deletion. 

There has been a tendency historically in French 

towards usage of a back rounded [oJ instead of (<1.1 , and to

wards loss of /r/ in a nmnber of environments. It appears 

clearly that the rule / Q /~[!)] , in formal conversa.tion, 

has reached completion when this vocalic element is found 

in a final free and non-final syllable , and that the mino

rity of speakers who do not use [0] at a 100% level in these 

two environments may result from a long-standing hyperconrec

tive tendency. This tendency to correct too high a usage of 

[0] is seen in the very important style shifts in higher

ranking groups. It is obvious that the social value attribu

ted' to the half-open back rounded variety has drastically 

changed. 

A similar situation occurs 'Yrith r-deletion, although 

variability is present in all phonological environments, i.e. 

r-deletion is never maintained at a 100% level. 
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As Labov states: "Innovation by the hiehest-status 

group is normally a form of borrowing from outside sources, 

more or less conscious; with some exc"cptions, these will pe 

prestige forms" (1). Hider usage of the open back unrounded 

variety (a] and of r-pronunciation observed in more careful 

speech styles has most probably been modelled on the Parisian 

French influence. These changes fro,m above are quite regular. 

They have in fact affected each sub-group of the speech com

munity in proportion to its distance from the originating 

group which spread the prestige forms, and in proportion to 

the formality of the situation. The patterns of style shifts 

observed in variable (a)-l and r-deletion show the way in 

which the prestige forms have affected speakers in the most 

formal styles. In addition,it was seen that the highest edu

cational and occupational groups, women, and younger speakers 

for variable (a)-l were the most affected groups, iae.sho,"ring 

the highest degree of style shifting. 

For some phonological environments of these two 

variables, the second-highest educational and occupational 

group showed patterns of hypercorrection by nearing the 

behaviour of the lowest-ranking group in formal conversation 

and by approaching that of the highest-ranking group in mo

re formal speech contexts. This phenomenon ShO\<15 linguistic 

insecurity on the part of these speakers and constitutes an 

II import ant element in the mechanism of linguistic change ll (2). 

These two variables offer cases where social diffe

rentiation is present in the social value attributed to them. 

In both cases, styles of speech are important factors in ac

counting for the frequencies of operation of the rules. In 

addition, occupation and education constitute the most 

(1) \'1.Labov, (1972b), p.290 
(2) Id., p.291 
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significant social parameters in explaining discrepancies 

between groups of' ~peakers. 

Women are also seen to play a part in that they are 

more sensitive to prestige forms than men. Hm'Tever, these two 

variables do not shm'/ regular distribution in "apparent time", 

since there are no important age differentiations present, 

especially in formal conversation. This is probably due to 

the fact that variable (a)-l and r-deletion constitute stable 

linguistic markers, in 'W'hich stylistic variation is directly 

parallel to indices of social characteristics. In such cases, 

there is a regular stylistic and social stratification l'ihich 

a"re clear indicators of the social status of a speaker and 

of the social context in which he is speaking. l·loreover, women 

are usually seen to be more sensitive than men to the presti

ge patterns (1). These patterns of behaviour given by stable 

linguistic markers can be maintained over long periods of 

time, and are not, very often, involved in age differentiation. 

c- Indicators 

On the other hand, the phenomenon of diphthongiza-
. 

tion of long vocalic segments appears to be an indicator of 

age and social differentiation: .• There has also been a ten

dency historically in Quebec French tm'fards diphthongization 

of long vowels, as' was the case for variable (a)-l and r-de

letion • However, these latter phonological variables were 

not so involved in a process of linguistic change, since no 

age differentiation appeared in the style approaching every

day speech. On the other hand, they appeared to be involved 

(1) cf. \'l.Labov,(l966a); p.'rrudgill,(l974), for similar 
findings. . 
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in- stable stylistic and social stratification~ lio"'e 
.... • h ver, 

diphthongization i5, involved in such ~inguistic change, as 

yo~ger speakers showed a decrease in the incidence of this 

phenomenon, especially in formal conversation, and moreover, 

diphthongization shows a regular social stratification. 

Thus, at present, this linguistic phenomenon seems 

to be an "indicator of age and social status. If diphthongiza

tion was a linguistic IImarker", it "/QuId have acquired more 

systematic social value, and would have been corrected in 

formal speech-. The opposite situation occurs -in that inciden

ce of diphthongization increases in careful style, lv-hich is 

the opposite of the patterns of variable {a)-l and r-deletion. 

Moreover, it was observed in the two latter cases that women 

showed more awareness of social norms of speech than men, this 

being observed in their greater style shifts. For diphthongi

zation, however, the patterns of behaviour of women demonstra

te that this variable has not yet reached an important degree 

of social consciousness; in fact, in formal conversation, it 

can be observed that women tend to use higher percentages of 

diphthongized vocalic segments than men. The lack of a correc

tive tendency in formal styles indicates th~t diphthongization 

of long vocalic elements is at present an indicator of age 

and social status not yet involved in systematic stylistic 

variation. 

D- Linguistic change lv.lthout social meaning. 

Other main sound changes observed in progress con

cerned variable (r)-l and the opening of two half-open seg-

ments, namely Ire / and / ';) /. 
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The sound change indicated in the use of a uvular 

trill from an alveolar one has shown that this change is be

ginni,ng in the oldest generation, that l' t .. . bl l' n the lS varJ.2.. e 
middle age group, and almost completed in the youngest gene-

ration. 'rhere are no social nor stylistic varia.tions present, 

and this change through I'random drift 11 is mostly represented 

in the youngest speakers and in ,[omen. 

However, the changes affecting /00/ and /'J / +1' 

appeared to be variable in all three generations considered. 

They are not involved in social stratification, as for varia

ble (r)-l, and are also mostly represented in younger spea

kers and in \iOmen. -- However, there is stylistic variation pre

sent, especially in the opening of / J / + r into Lou. The 

corrective tendency to increase [~U in forma.l speech observed 

in all groups is not due to social pressures, but rather to 

pressures between phonemes and thereafter to hypercorrection. 

At present, the linguistic changes affecting /oe/ 

and /0 / + r are represented in all sub-groups of the Triflu

vian community and all of them react in a uniform manner to 

the nevI varieties. "'ihether or not these new values, i. e. 

[,,~] and [0:], will become a prestige model and show social 

and stylistic variations at later stages is hard to establish. 

However, these changes offer interesting prospects for fur

ther investigations, since they most probably are at a very 

early stage of their evolution. 

In summary, the full set of phonetic realization 

rules of variables for the Trifluvian informants interviewed 

is as f ollo't.fs : 

1- / a. /---7 (CA:--a.""'()-::>] > non-final syllable I-{
final free syllable J 
final closed syllable 

f (phonological environment, style, 
and occupation, sex, age) 

education 



2-' / e /--i/I/> < [10 - ciJ} /- \ ~tc 1 
f (educ9-tion and occupation, style) 

3- /''la/ -~<fu4: - "IE:]) J -r-!/ .. 
f (education and occupation, style) 

4- /wa/ -">-><(::rct - \-li) / -t 
f (education and occupation, style) 

5- 13 -) 1-1(b-li ] C)- XJi-~1~r~ VV 1 
f (education and occupation, style, sex, age) 

6- loel ~ (E>o: - 'f B) / -1'* 
f (education and occupation, style, sex, age) 

7- / e./ ~~ <[c.: - eu> / -r1\:' 
f (education and occupation, style, sex) 

s- V B-lon~ --7(diphthongizatiOI~ 

f (phonological environment, education, occupation, 
sex, age, style) 

9- 1£1 > «Et - ~~J) / :rf-
f (style, age, education and occupation, sex) 

10- I,", I· >(CO~ -'o'J) / -rf 
f (style, age, sex) 

ll- /00/ )-(L ce: - AiJ) / -r-r 
f (age, education, style) 



12- /r/ -~7<Lr -R]) 
f (age-!sex) 

13- /r/ -'( (lr-~1 - ¢) --

f (phonological envirorun.ent ~ education and 
occupation, style, sex) 

350 
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CONGLU~ 

rrhe systematic quantitative study of variation has 

provided for the conclusion that members of a speech commu

nity are aware of the ~omnlonness; rarity, novelty, etc., 

of many features of speech, and that this knowledge enters 

into their evaluations of ways of speaking. 

A1t~ough social meanings may be encountered in ma

ny areas of the linguistic system, they require the existence 

of more than one equivalent synonym to carry social informa

tion. It is the speaker1s selection among these variable ele

ments of language which carry social meaning; when speakeI'lSi 

are subdivided into groups, it often appears that these show 

different mean scores in the selection of variable elements 

of the language. However, this fact does not mean that many 

"dialectsll or "codes" are necessarily considered; on the 

contrary, the differences between groups of speakers imply 

most of the time, that a particular variable feature is a 

tendency of men, or of younger speakers, or of lov/er-ranking 

status groups, etc. As Fishman writes: 

IIIn a relatively open and fluid society ••• 
we find not a clearcut cleavage bet'l.'leen 
the social classes, but a difference in 
rate of realization of particular variants 
of particular variables for particular con
texts ll (L). 

These differences of degree in the realization of 

variable rules nevertheless indicate the magnitude of accent 

mopility of each sub-group of the cOImnunity, and give good 

indications of the range of values present for particular 

(1) J.A.Fishman, (1972a), p.S3 
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variables. They serve to emphasize the role of linguistic 

variation as a mirror of social variat. iorl., ,.r'nl" ch "t .. l self plays 
an important part in the mecha.oism of ll" ngul" ~;tl" c ~ evolution. 

The remarks in the sections of this vlork on the 

role "lOmen, young speakers, and each sub-group of the infor-. 
mants interviewed play" in vari2ble aspects of the linguistic 

system,constitute further justification for theoretical ap

proaches such as those represented by Labov, Gwnperz, et.c. 

HOl'leVer, there are many unfinished tasks \ihich will 

have to be carried out in further investigations. In Trois

Rivieres, as in Qu'ebec in general, it has been seen that a 

complex set of political ideas concerning the future of French 

in this part of America are at present in conflict. From the 

observation of phonological variables, it could be seen that 

there are tendencies to borrow aspects of ~tandard French in 

formal speech and to reject features characteristic of gene

ral Quebec French. In addition, a deep need to find a linguis

tic norm has been apparent throughout this study. An interes

ting aspect which could form one of the basic asswnption of 

a future study would be to consider not only objective scalings, 

such as age, sex, etc., but also political, social, etc., 

ideologies of speakers. 

Other phenomena, such as topic, listener, setting, 

peer group membership, etc. have already been considered in 

many works and have proved to be important aspects to account 

for linguistic variations in a community. The ideologies men

tioned above, i.e. how people view their society, its future, 

the relations bet1-reen its members, etc. could very well add 

new dimensions to the conclusions dravffi on the correlation 

between subjective attitudes and objective linguistic behaviour. 

This is only one of the many aspects \<[hich might be investigated 

in future studies. 



APPENDIX 

--------.--.-~---~---.-.-.~----

Nom: 

Prenom: 

Sexe: 

Ne(e) a: 
le: 

Pere ne a: 
N~re nee a: 

The Q ... uest.ionnaire 

Grand-pere paternel ne a: 
Grand-mere paternelle nee a: 
Grand-pere maternel ne ~:

Grand-mere maternel1e nee a: 
Epoux. (se) ne a: 
Nomber dtenfants: 

leur age: 
Le sujet a frequente l'ecole pendant: 

jusquta l'age de: 

Adresse: 

Profession: 

Numero code: 

--------



- . Est-ce que vous avez toujours habite ic11 

- (si non) Depuis combien de temps habitez-vous ici? 

(si non) Dans quelle autre ville du Quebec avez-vous habite? 

- Combien de temps? 

~Dans quelle ville travaillez-vous? 

- Connaissez-vous une autre langue'que le fran~ais? 

- (si oui) a- un peu 

b- assez bien 

. c- tres bien 

- Est-ce que le fr.anc;ais est votre langue de travail? 

Faites-vous des voyages pendant l'annee? 

- (5i oui) a- combien ? 

b- ou allez-vous en general ? 

c- combien de temps partez-vous ? 

-. OU avez-vous fait votre ecole primaire? 

votre secondaire? 

votre collegial? 

votre universite? 



Part. 11 

1. Le chiffre apres 2 est ••• 

2. Le chiffre apres 3 est ••• 

3. Quatre + trois font o •• 

4. Le chiffre apres huit est ••• 

5. Celui apres treize est ••• 

6. Quinze + 1 est egal a ... 
7. Le chiffre apres cinquante-neuf est ••• 

8. Avec des chiffres, on peut diviser, multi

plier, additionner et •.• 

9. Dans une rangee, la per sonne qui a 1e 

. m.nnero deux est la deuxieme.. Comment appelle

t-on celle qui a le numero un ••• 

lO.Celle qui a le numero sept • • • 

ll.Celle qui a le 
,- neuf ••• numero 

l2.Cel1e qui a le dernier numero 

13. L'annee est divisee en douze ••• 
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trois 

quatre 

sept 

neuf 

quatorze 

seize 

soixante 

E-oustraire 

la premiere 

la t· " sep J.ens 

la . .. 
neuv~eme 

la derniere 

mois 

14. Le premier mois de llannee est Ie mois de ••• janvier 

15. Le mois qui vient apres fevrier est... mars 

16. Ensuite clest le mois .,. d'avril 

17. Apres mai, vient 1e mois de ••• juin 

18. Et ensuite, clest le mois de .... juillet 

19. Apres septembre C'Gst Ie mois ••• d'octobre 

20. 1~ ensuite ••• novembre 
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21'. Quelle saison commence ?. la fin de 
septembre. •• 11 aut omne 

22. Quel1e sed.son C01;Lrilence a. la fin de 
deceLlbrt~ ••• 

23. L! annee est divisse en 52 ••• 

24. Dans une semaine, i1 y a sept ••• 

25. Le premier jour de la semaine est •.• 

26. Apr~s lundi, clest ••. 

27. et ensuite vient ••• 

28. Dans une journee, il yale matin, 
le midi et ensuite ••• 

Ithiver 

Eemaines 

jours 

dimanche 

mardi 

mercredi 

l'apres-midi 

29. A partir de six heures environ,c1est le •.• soir 

30. II y a soixante secondes dans une 
minute at soixante minutes dans une ••• 

31. Quel repas prenez~vous Ie matin ••• 

32. Demain, clest (ex.mercredi): alors 
mardi, c I est ••• 

33. Lundi, cletait ••• 

(en pointru1t avec Ie doigt) 

34. clest mon ••• 

35. clest rna ••• 

36. ce sont mes ••• 

37. c I est rna ••• 

38. • • • • • • • • 

39. . ... ~ ...... 
40. • • • • • • • • • 

41. • • • • • • • • • 

42. • • • • • • • • • 

heure 

Ie dejeuner 

aujourdlhui 

hier 

corps 

tete 

cheveux 

bouche 

oreil1es 

joue 

oeil 

machoire 

gorge 



43,. 

44. 

45 ~ 

46. 

47 • 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

· ....... . 
· . . . .. . . 
• • • • • 

• •••••• 

• •••••• 

• •••••• 

• • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • 

• •••••• 

52. Quand vous avez faim qu'est-ce que 
vous faites ••• 

53. Quand vous avez soif ••• 

54. Quand vous avez bien mange, vous dites 
que vous avez pris un bon •••• 

55~ Les enfants boivent beaucoup d1un 1i
quide blanc. C1est du ••• 

56. On boit generalement du lait dans un ••• 

57. Et du cafe dans une ••• 

58. Pour faire du cafe, on a besoin de cafe 

bras 

poiGn~t 

taille 

hanches 

jambes 

cheville 

ortei1s 

genou 

je mange 

je bois 

repas 

1ait 

verrc 

tasse 

et d I eau. • • chaude 
a- Ifoppose de lradjectif froid est •.• (chaud) 

59. On fait bouillir de 11eau dans une ••• 

60. Pour faire une tarte, il faut d'abord 
preparer de la ••• 

61. Dans un oeuf, il y a le blanc et 1e ••• 

62. On mange de la soupe avec une .•• 

63. Pour manger de la viande, il faut un 
couteau et une ••• 

64. On peut faire pousser nos propres le
gumes dans un ••• 

boui11oire 

pgte 

jaune 

cuillere 

fourchette 

jardin 

';'57 



65 .• Quand clest l'anniversaire de quelqu'un 
on fait lille certaine patisserie sur la-' 
quelle on met du gla<;age at des chandelles 

35S 

c I est un... ' 
gateau 

66. Celui qui coupe la viande et la vend est un b h ••• ouc .er 

67. Qu I est-ce qu' on met generalement sur son pain .• du beUFre 

68. Ayec du lait, on fait du beurre et aussi de la.creme 

69. Du Kraft, clest une sorte de ••• 

70. Quand on achete du pain, on ne veut pas 
du pain moisi, mais du pain ••• 

fromage 

frais 

71. Comment appelle-t-on calui qui fait du pain ••• boulanger 

72. Le 25 decembre, tout Ie monde se souhaite un •• joyeux Noel 

73. Noel, Ie Jour de l'An, les Rois, clest 
1e temps des ••• 

74. Avant, il fallait jedner 40 jours avant 
paques. C' etait Ie ••• 

75. Comment appelJ.e:t-on Ie moment oU' Jesus 
etait ~assemble avec ses ap8tres pour leur 
dernier repas: la derniere ••• 

76. Quel est l'objet qu'onaccroche au mur 
pour pouvoir dire Ilheure ••• 

77. L'hiver, il ne pleut pas, il ••• 

78. L1hiver, il ne fait pas chaud, il fait ••• 

79. Si on n'habite pas dans un appartement, on 
habite dans une ••• 

fetes 

car&ne 

scene 

une horloge 

neige 

froid 

maison 

80. Pour sortir de la maison, il faut ouvrir la ••• porte 

81. Pour regarder dehors, on regarde par la ••• fenetre 

82. Sill la maison, Y a des courants d'air dans 
clest souvent parce que la porte est restee ••• ouverte 

83. Si la porte est ouverte,vous allez la ••• 

84. Quand on fait un feu dans la maison, on 
fait un feu dans un ••• 

fermee 

foyer 



85~ Pour faire un feu de foyer, on fait brUler du ••• 

86. La fumee sort par lao •• 

87. La piece dans laquel1e on se couche est une ••• 

88. Vous etes assis sur une ••• 

89. Pour aller au deuxieme etage dlune maison, 
il faut manter un ••• 

90. Llete, les feuilles sont de quelle couleur ••• 

91. Et l'automne ••• 

92. Rouge,bleu,vert,etc. sont des 

93. Ce qui couvre la maison pour empecher la pluie 
de nous tomber sur la tete, clest un ••• 

94. Vous mettez votre voiture dans un ••• 
a- On fait reparer son auto dans un ••• 

95. Quand le 1ingeest sale, il faut fair-e le ••• 

96. Quand le linge est froisse, il faut faire le ••• 

97. Pour se laver on peut prendre un bain ou une •.• 

98. Apres un bain, on s'essuit avec une ••• 

99. On balaye avec un ••• 

100.Les saveurs les plus connues de creme glacee 
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bois 

cheminee 

chambre 

chaise 

escalier 

vertes 

rouges 

couleurs 

toit 

garage 

lavage 

repassage 

douche 

serviette 

balai 

t f · '11 t chocolat son: ralse, vanl e e ••• 

101.Les roses, 1es tulipes,les violettas sont des ••• fleurs 

102.La biere et les liqueurs douces sont souvent 
dans des contenants en verre qulon appelle des ••• bouteilles 

I03.Quel animal est semblable a. une souris, mais 
plus gros ••• un rat 

I04.Un animal qui miaule est ••• un chat 

I05.Un animal qui aboie est un ••• chien 

I06.Un animal qui hennit est ••• un cheval 

lO7.Un animal qui donne du lait est une .•• vache 



lOS. Les poules sont gardees dans un .• 

109. Une vache qui a ses veaux, on dit qu I elle .•. 

110'. Un chien nla qu'un seul •.• 

111. Comment appelle-t-on l'animal plus petit 
qu1un cheval et qui fait hi-han ••• 

112. Quel animal coupe.le bois avec ses dents 
et fait des barrages ••• 

113. On fait pousser du foin dans un ••• 

114. Comment s'appelle le poil des moutons avec 
1eque1 on fait des chandails ••• 

115. Sur la ferme, la bgtisse ou 1 1 0n range le 
foin est une.' •• 

116. Les insectes qui font du miel sont des ••• 

117. Une femme qui a des enfants est une ••• 

118. Un homme qui a des enfants est un ••• 

119. Une femme dont 1e mari est mort est une ••• 

120. Votre enfant de sexe feminin est votre~ •• 

121. Dans la merne famille, un garc;;on et une . 
fille sont ••• 

122. Quand vous etes effrayes, vous tremblez de ••• 

123. Si vous voulez savoir si que1qu'un est jeune 
ou non, vous lui demandez son •• 

124. Le Christ est mort sur une ••• 

125. Si un homme peut lever un poids de 200 livres, 
il nlest pas faible, il est ••• 

126. Si vous ne voulez pas etre pied nu, vous met-
tez des souliers et avant des •.• 

127. Si quelqulun ne peut pas parler, il est ••• 

128. Si quelqu'un semble joyeux et rit, on dit 
qu1il est de bonne ••• 

'), r-~(I 
./ - -

poulailler 

vele 

mattre 

un ane 

1e castor 

champ 

laine 

grange 

abeilles 

mere 

veuve 

fille 

frere et 
soeur. 

peur 

gge 

croix 

fort 

bas 

muet 

humeur 
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129- Pour ilPprendre a lire et a ecrire, les enfants 
vont a. ••...•. l'ecole 

130. On va voir des films au ••• cinema 

131. Un chanteur professionel doit avoir une belle ..• voix 

132. Pour enlever la poussiere d1un manteau, on 
prend une... brosse 

a- on se peigne avec un peigne ou avec une ••• 

133. Quand un objet coute beauQoup d1argent, on dit 
que ~a coute... cher 

134. Si on joue a. un jeu, on ne veut pas perdre, on 
veut ••• 

135. L'oppose de I t adjectif bon est ••• 

136. Si un ami essaie quelque chose de nouveau, 
on lui souhaite~e. 

137. Un canadien est un citoyen du ••• 

138. L'oppose de l'adverbe ici est (geste) ••• 

139. Pour monter sur Ie toit dlune maison, il 
faut prendre une ••• 

140. A la fin de la vie, vient la ••• 

141. L'organe qui pompe notre sang est Ie ••• 

-142. On coud avec du fil et une 

143. Dow, O'Keefe, Labatt, ce sont des marques de ••• 

144. Quand quelqu'un ronfle, est-ce qutil est 
, °11' ') revel. e .••• 

145. Quand on pense en dormant, on ••• 

146. Dans un livre, il y a par exemple 150 ••• 

147. 8 heures du matin, clest t8t; 11 heures du 
soir c I est ••• 

148. Les quatre points cardinaux sont: le sud, 
llest, 110uest et le ••• 

149. Le contraire du mot guerre est le mot ••• 

gagner 

mauvais 

bonne chance 

Canada 

la 

echelle 

mort 

coeur 

aiguil1e 

non,il dort 

r~ve 

pages 

tard 

nord 

paix 

f 



· 150. Les indiens appelaient les honunes blanes, les 
visages ••• 

a- 110ppOS~ de l'adjectif fonc·a' t es ••• 

151. Quand quelqu1un marche en rond, on dit 
qulil fait les cent ••• 

152. Pendant le jour, quand on ne voit pas 
solei1, clest parce qulil y.a des ••• 

le 

153. On peut dire que quelqu1un a du chagrin 
qulil.a de la ••• 

ou 

154. Pouvez-vous me donner la premiere personne 
du singulier du verbe graisser ••• 

155. du verbe gagner ••• 

156. du verbe r~clamer ••• 

157. et du verbe condamner ••• 

158. Sur du papier, on ecrit avec un crayon et sur 
~ tableau noir, on ecrit avec une ••• 

159. Pour attendre Ie train, on va ala ••• 
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pales 

pas 

nuages 

peine 

je graisse 

je gagne 

je reclarne 

je condamne 

craie 

gare 

160. Pour ne pas qu1un oiseau slenvole, on Ie met en.cage 

161. Le contraire de lladjectif vieux est ••• jeune 

162. Ltoppose du mot vieillesse est le mot ••• jeunesse 

163. Dans les films policiers, les films de cow-boy, 
il y a toujours les bons et les... mechants 

164 .• Les feui11es d I un. arbre sont pendues apres les •• branches 

165. Pour qu1un enfant s'endorme, on peut le ••• 

166. 1 1arbre qui donne des glands est un ••• 
a- On attache un animal avec une corde ou 

avec quelque chose de plus solide, en fer, 
.c' est une ••• 

167. Celui qui ment est un ••• 

bercer 

ch§ne 

(chaine) 

menteur 

168. L'endroit o~ les animaux vont slabreuver,est un •• abreuvoir 

169. La premi~re personne du singulier du verbe 
cueillir est ••• 

je cueille 
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170. De que1 instrument se sert-on pour couper du bois •• une hache 

171. La Propagation de la Foi, la St-Vincent de Paul, 
ce sont des bonnes ••• 

172. L1homme qui a une ferme et qui cultive la terre 
est un ••• 

173. Quelqu1un qui est millionna~re a beaucoup ••• 

174. Dans un jeu de cartes, les quatre cartes qui ont 
le plus de valeur apres les rois sont les ••• 

175. Pour gagner sa vie, il faut ••• 

176. Celui qui a pour emp10i de balayer est un ••• 

177. Le contraire de ltadjectif faux est .... 

oeuvres 

cultivateur 

d'argent 

as 

travail1er 

balayeur 

Vrai 

178 .. Quand 1a maree du fleuve n',est pas haute,elle est ••• basse 

179. Quand vous vous endormez, qufest-ce que vous 
faites (geste) 

180. Onne dit pas: une nappe blanc, mais une nappe ••• 

181. On ne dit pas d1une pomme qulelle est bon, 
mais qu ' el1e est ••• 

182. Qu1est-ce qui on met sur una bouteille pour la 
fermer ••• 

183. Quel est 1e nom du bijou que les fewnes portent 
au poignet ••• 

184. Que11e est 1a partie du pantalon dans laquelle 
on met son argent ••• 

185. On al1ume une cigarette avec une allumette Oll 

186. un enfant trouve un bon endroit pour ne 

un ••• 

pas Quand 
qu10n le trouve, on dit qutil a trouve une bonne ••• 

187. II y a 12 pouces dans un pied, at 36 pouces dans ••• 

188. Que1qu 1un qui chante est un ••• 

189. Quand on dit un rosaire, on dit trois •• o 

190. Le feminin de lladjectif franc est ••• 

je baille 

blanche 

bonne 

un bouchon 

un bracelet 

1a poche 

briquet 

cachette 

une verge 

chanteur 

chape1ets 

franche 



191. L'horrune est compose d l un corps et d'une ••• 

192. Qu1est-ce qu1un roi porte sur la·t~te ••• 

193. Une table, une chaise, un bureau,ce sont a.' es ••• 

194. Comment appelle-t-on un petit morceau de bois 
qui entre sous la peau ••• 

. 
195. Quel est Ie nom dB la sUbstance qui recouvre 

un arbre ••• 

196. Comment appe11e-t-on llastre qulon voit pen
dant Ie jour ••• 

197. Le st-Jllaurice est une riviere, le St-Laurent 
est un ••• 

rune 

une C ouronne 

meubles 

une echarde 

l'ecorce 

Ie soleil 

fleuve 

193. 9n ne dit pas'la bouche d1un animal mais sa ••• ' gueule 

199. Quand on mesure un objet, on mesure Ia longueur, 
la hauteur et la... largeur 

200. Qu1est-ce qulon utilise pour se moucher... un mouchoir 

Proverbes 

201. Corrigez: virer son capot de cote ••• de bord 

202. Corrigez: il fait clair comme chez Ie diabIe •••• noir 

203. Pour dire que queIqulun est de mauvaise humeur, 
on dit qu'il a mange de la vache ••• 

204. Completez: qui veut la fin, prend les ••• 

205. Pour dire qulon de doit pas se fier aUX 
apparences, on dit: l'habit ne fait pas le ••• 

206. Pour dire que quelqulun va trop vite, on dit 
qu 1il prend le •••••• aUX dents. 

enragee 

moyens 

moine 

mords 
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Pouvez-vous lire ce ~,cxte. J e vair; ensuite vous demander de 

raconter Ilhistoire dans vos propres mots: 

Tard, vers la fin du jour, ma jeune soeur lisait a la 

lueur d I une lampe, lorsqu I elle entendi t un renard D2,rcher 

pres de la maison. Elle le voit pietiner les fleurs rouges' 

du jardin, passer derriere la c18ture de broche du poulailler. 

Le r8deur regarde sous la porte. Slappuyant au cadre, il pousse 

Ia porte et l' ouvre. Comme mon pere etait parti chez Ie boulange"~, 

rna soeur slen va a la grange, dec roche une carabine et slapproche 

du poulailler. Elle monte sur la butte en face ae 1a fenetre, 

vise le renard et tire. La bal1e 1e frappe a la tete. II hur}e 

et sleffondre sur le sol. 1e hurlement d1horreur m'evei1la 

brusquement. Ce fut le pire reve de rna vie. 

Pouvez-vous maintemant me raconter cette histoire.; dans vos 

propres mots. 
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Part IV 

1. Si vous gagniez Ie $125,000 de la Loto-{Iue~bec 
~ . ,que feriez-

vous avec cet argent? 

2. Avez-vous deja failli mourir dans un accident par exemple? 
Peuvez-veus raeenter? 

eu 

avez-veus dej~ ete temein d'un gros accident? Que s'est-il 
passe? 

La 1an@e 

1. Quand veus ~tes a l'exterieur de Trois-Rivieres, est-ce 

que 1es gens vous reconnaissent comme trifluviens a cause 

de votre accent? 

2. Y a-t-il une difference entre Ie parler de la ville et 

celui de la campagne? 

y a-t-il une difference aussi entre le parler des differentes 

personnes de Trois-Rivieres? 

3. Vous-meme, est-ce que vous parlez differemment selon que 

vous etes avec votre mari, des parents ou des etrangers? 

Pertez-vous parfois plus d'attention a votre langage? Ex

pressions plus cheisies ou plus spontanees? 

Est-ce que vous par1ez de la m~e fa~on que vos parents? 

que pendant votre jeunesse? 

4. Que pensez-vous du IIjoual" ? Pouvez-vous Ie definir? 

Qui selen vous parle IIjoual ll ? 

Qu'est-ce que c'est, selon vous, "bien parler" ? 



")/,"1 
>vi 

5. < Certains eli Gent qne 1e "j oual ll e~:p:dJ'."8 :'lieux 1& colere, 

1<.1 joie, 1es farces que J.n tlt)on fr2.;1~o,i311, qu I en pensez-vous? 

6. Que pensez-vous du fran(,;ais parle ~, 'l'rois-Hi vicres ': j·:st-il 

satisfaisant? Doi t-il etre a:leliore? 

Etes-vous satisfait de 1a fac;on dont vons par1ez? 

7. Gro'yez":"vous qu'on se fait juger par notre faISon de uarler? 

Pourquoi '{ 
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